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CHAPTER 1: NEED FOR THE PROPOSAL
INTRODUCTiON
This chapter provides an overview of relevant river protection legislation, the purpose of this
environmental assessment and management plan, and how the plan was developed. It also covers the
specific legal and regulatory requirements that the planning process and this document must satisfy.
Lastly, this chapter reviews the current plans, policies, and agreements affecting river resources and
management.
PURPOSE AND NEED
Congress designated the White River as a wild and scenic river in 1988. The Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act requires the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the Forest Service to develop a management
plan for the river within three years of the designation date. The White River Management Plan will
provide for protection and enhancement of resource values in the river corridor and will accommodate
public uses consistent with protecting and enhancing identified river values.
This environmental assessment accompanies the river management plan and describes the planning
process and environmental analysis done by the planning team. The environmental assessment also
describes aiternative methods for managing the river and documents the environmental effects of each
alternative. The selected alternative provides the foundation for the management plan .
THE DECISIONS NEEDED
The Forest Supervisor of the Mt. Hood National Forest and the Area Manager of the Prineville District of
the BLM have three decisions. First, they must decide which boundary alternative will best meet the
intent of the river plan. Second, they must decide which viewpoints should be included within the
designated viewshed. Third, they must decide which alternative will best protect and enhance the
outstandingly remarkable values of the river and provide for public use and enjoyment of the river and its
resources.
BACKGROUND
LEGlSLA 77ON
In 1968, Congress passed the National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (P.L. 90-542), establishing a
nationwide system of outstanding free-flowing rivers. The Act also provides for the protection of river
values for each river in the system through the development of a river management plan.
The Omnibus Oregon Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1988 (P.L. 100-557) amended the 1968 Act, adding
parts of 40 Oregon rivers to the national system. The 1988 Act designated White River, from its
headwaters on the southeast slope of Mt. Hood to its confluence with the Deschutes River just above
Sherars Bridge, excluding 0.6 miles at White River Falls. The Mt. Hood National Forest will administer
the upper half of the river and the Prineville District of the BLM the lower half.
Under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, designated rivers were classified as wild, scenic, or recreational,
depending on the development level and access present at the time of designation. Wild rivers are the
most natural appearing and the least accessible. Little or no development is present, such as roads or
campgrounds. Scenic rivers have shorelines largely undeveloped with few access points. Scenic rivers
typically have more types of land uses and developments than wild rivers. Recreational rivers have still
more development on the shore. Roads may parallel the river more closely and may dominate the
landscape. The banks may have some development and existing impoundments or diversions may be
present.
l-1

Due to the differing levels of existing developments, the Omnibus Oregon Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
divided the White River into six segments:
Segment A. The 3.3 mile segment from the headwaters to the line between sections 9 and 16,
township 3 south, range 9 east as a recreational river, to be administered by the USDA Forest
Service
Segment B. The 16.73 mile segments from the line between sections 9 and 16, township 3 south,
range 9 east to the confluence with Deep Creek as recreational river, to be administered by the
USDA Forest Service.
Segment C. The 6.88 mile segment from the confluence with Deep Creek to the National
Forest/BLM boundary as a scenic river, to be administered by the USDA Forest Service.
Segment D. The 18.03 mile segment from the National ForestiBLM boundary to the confluence with
Threemile Creek as a scenic river, to be administered by the BLM.
Segment E. The 5.57 mile segment from the confluence with Threemile Creek to River Mile 2.46 at
section 7, township 4 south, range 14 east as a recreational river, to be administered by the
BLM.
Segment F. The 1.85 mile segment from River Mile 1.85 at section 8, township 4 south, range 14
east to the confluence with the Deschutes River as a recreational river, to be administered by
the BLM.
The miles above do not match with the miles in the enabling legislation. These mileages are from
digitized data in GIS but do represent the descriptions and intent of the 1988 Omnibus Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act.

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act requires that a comprehensive plan set the final boundaries and
enhance the values for which the river was designated. The plan also provides goals, desired future
condition, and standards and guidelines for the White River. It provides the necessary management
direction for the river corridor and the adjacent areas that affect the corridor. Figure 1 .l illustrates the
steps taken in developing the river management plan.
Figure 1.1. The rivet mnagetwnt planning process.
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The river management plan should be compatible with local, including trjbal, and statewide planning
goals, and may be coordinated with planning for affected federal lands, This chapter discusses the
jurisdiction of other agencies, such as the US. Fish and Wildlife Service and Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife.
The resource values and issues drive plan development. The river management plan should protect and
enhance river values and address issues related to river management. The Congressional Record
named the following values as outstanding for White River:
l

Geology,

a

Fish habitat,

0

Wildlife,

0

Recreation,

l

Scenic resources,

The Congressional Record mentions White River Falis in the features considered outstandingly
remarkable. However, Senate Committee Report 4 00-570 excluded from designation a portion of the
river to allow rehabilitation of the existing diversion and powerhouse. Congress intended to allow
Northern Wasco County Public Utility District (PUD) to construct a hydroelectric generating facility using
the existing diversion and water right, This excluded area includes White River Falls. However, in July
1993, the PUD voted not to construct the hydroelectric facility. The managing agencies would like to see
this deleted area of the White River added into the Wild and Scenic River program. Appendix A details
the history of this section and the proposal.
Early in the planning process, an interdisciplinary team evaluated the river resources and determined
which were outstandingly remarkable values through development of a resource assessment. As a
result, water quality and quantity were dropped from the list of values. The public and the planning team
identified the outstandingly remarkable values and specific issues that the planning process needed to
address (Table 1 .I).
Table 1 .l. Summary of White River values and issues.
Values
-..“..-” Outstandingly Remarkable
_-.--~Geology
Hydrology
Botany
Fish Habitat and Populations
Wildlife Habitat and Populations
Historic Resources
Recreation
Scenic Resources

Issuesl_ll
.ll-“_lll-”
Commodity Production
Recreation Management
Water Quality
Vegetation Management
Public/Private Lands Conflicts
Final Corridor and Viewshed Boundaries
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Figure ,I .3. White River and its main tributaries.

SUMMARY OF THE RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

The resource assessment represents the initial phase of management plan development for White River
and serves as the plan foundation. The resource assessment documents those river-related values or
features that are outstandingly remarkable and those that are significant and contribute to the river
setting or to the function of the river ecosystem.
To qualify as outstandingly remarkable, the river-related value must be a rare, unique, or exemplary
feature that is significant at a regional or national level. As a basis for regional comparison, geographic
regions defined in the State of Oregon Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) were used,
White River lies within SCORP Region 10, which contains the lightly populated area of the state just east
of the Cascades; Bend, Redmond, and The Dalles are the largest cities, Region 10 includes all of Hood
River, Wasco, Sherman, Gilliam, Jefferson, Wheeler, Deschutes, and Crook counties and the Warm
Springs Reservation. This region also includes the D&chutes, Metolius, Lower Crooked, and John Day
Wild and Scenic Rivers. The Columbia River forms the northern boundary.
The first part in developing a river management plan is to (1) assess the resources and values
associated with the river and river corridor and (2) to decide the significance of these values. Existing
scientific data and informed professional judgment form the basis of the findings in the assessment. The
assessment methodology uses specific guidelines that provide an objective determination of river vafue
importance, as well as a degree of standardization and consistency in the analysis process.
Geoloay

The geology of White River is an outstandingly remarkabte value for Segments A-D. Specific features
include evidence of recent volcanic activity, ghost forests, active fumarole field, active mountain glacial
activity in the upper reaches, and the Graveyard Butte area. The river corridor contains a variety of
landforms, starting with the glacially carved valley on Mt. Hood’s flank, extending into a broad, glacial
valley floodplain, then descending into steep canyon lands with impressive water falls.
Hvdrotoay
White River’s hydrology meets the criteria for an outstandingly remarkable value for ali river segments.
The glacially formed environment, the river’s white color in late summer and fall, and the river’s aspect
and gradient make White River unique in the region. White River Falls isolates the watershed
aquatically, providing an environment in which indigenous aquatic species, such as the White River race
of redband rainbow trout, have evolved.
Botany
Many regionally important sensitive and unique plants and plant communities are present along the river
including: bog communities with stiff club moss (Lyoopodium annotinum) in the upper drainage:
dark-soiled bogs with “genus communities” of grape ferns (Sofrychium spp.) in the Iron Creek-Buck
Creek areas; the notable plant communities of the south-facing, rocky openings along the river near the
National Forest boundary, including unusual extensions of species beyond normal range; and an
endemic plant with a very small range, Tygh Vatley milkvetch (Asfragalus tyghensis). The river
corridor’s broad diversity of plant species and communities, ranging from subalpine to desert steppe, and
the potential research natural area values atso provide a unique combination and relationship among the
communities listed above.
Fish Habitat and Populations
The White River race of redband rainbow trout is genetically distinct from other redband rainbow trout.
Segments A-E, above White River Falls, provide existing or potential habitat for White River redband
rainbow trout. The possible introduction of chinook into Segments A-E represents a potential
outstandingly remarkable value with regional significance. Analysis of anadromous fish introduction is
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beyond the scope of this document since the area of potential impact is much larger than the wild and
scenic river corridor. Possible interactions between introduced anadromous fish and the native fish are
not known, but also beyond the scope of this document to analyze.
Wildlife Habitat and Populations
Wildlife populations and their habitat are outstandingly remarkable values in Segments B-D. These
segments support a diversity of endangered, threatened, and sensitive species associated with the river
corridor. Segment B provides important northern spotted owl and harlequin duck habitat. Segments C
and D contain important peregrine falcon habitat. High quality habitat conditions for elk and various
raptors are significant values, but are not nationally or regionally significant, nor are they unique to
Central Ofegon.
Cultural Resources
Prehitio~‘~c Period--The prehistoric sites known to exist within the corridor are considered significant but
not outstandingly remarkabie. These sites have the potential to increase knowledge of the river’s and the
region’s prehistory.
Historical Period--Historicat cultural resources are outstandingly remarkable values in Segments B and
C. Two important historic sites, Bartow Road and Keeps Mill, lie along the river corridor in these
segments. The Barlow Road in Segment B, an important alternate route along the Oregon Trail,
parallels the river for approximately four miles until it crosses at White River Station. This piece of the
Oregon Trail is of national significance. Keeps Mill in Segment C is a significant regional site. Both the
Barfow Road and Keeps Mill have high interpretative value as well as historic value.
Segment A contains Timberline Trail which, while regionally important, does not meet the criteria for an
outstandingly remarkable value. Other historic resources are known to exist within White River canyon
in Segments D-F; however, these sites have not been formally recorded and evaluated.
Traditional Use, Cuffural--Based on the archaeological and ethnohistorical evidence, all river segments
are considered significant. The corridor lies within ceded lands of the Confederated Tribes of Warm
Springs Reservation. Special treaty rights exist concerning use of the land for traditional practices or
activities.
Recreation
Segments A-D offer outstanding opportunities for sightseeing, photography, nordic skiing, and kayaking.
Rugged hiking and backpacking, and nature and wildlife observation are additional outstanding
recreational opportunities within Segment D. The river canyon’s outstanding solitude and hiking
opportunities attract visitors within and outside the region.
Scenic Resources
White River has outstandingly remarkable scenic values in Segments A-D. The river’s scenery is
regionally important and widely appreciated in all seasons. The following outstanding viewsheds support
this finding: views within the corridor from White River, the campgrounds and dispersed sites, and from
the Barlow Road; views of the river corridor from Timberline Lodge, its lower parking area, and
Timberline Trail; views of Mt. Hood and White River valley from White River East Sno-park; the view
into the canyon from above Keeps Mill; views from Bonney Butte; and views into the rugged canyon from
several points between the National Forest boundary and Tygh Valley.
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ISSUES
The National Environmental Policy Act defines issues as “, , . unresolved conflicts regarding alternative
uses of available resources.” Both the public and the agencies involved can identify issues.
Consultation with the public and other agencies as well as internal discussions between members of the
planning team identified six major issues. These issues reflect federal environmental laws and
mandates and land management goals defined in the Mt. Hood National Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan (Forest Plan) and the Two Rivers Resource Management Plan (RMP),
The first four issues are interrelated with overlap in the specific concerns and measures. In theory, the
IDT could have either further split the issues into their separate conflicts or combined everything into one
“super issue.” The Team felt that further splitting would create an unwieldy number of issues and that
further combining would create an unwieldy issue, In all cases, the conflicts discussed either cannot be
mitigated or cannot be fully mitigated.
The issue discussion format consists of the main issue question, a list of specific conflicts, a narrative
describing the issue in more detail, and set of measurement criteria. The measures are designed to
answer the issue question and will be used in Chapter 4 to compare how the different alternatives affect
the issue.
issue 7--Commocfity Procfuction: What commercial products, on both public and private lands,
can the river corridor produce and at what levels?
Specific conflicts include:
I. Regulated vs unregulated harvest
2, Harvest vs water quality, fish habitat, late successional wildlife habitat (old growth), sensitive
plants, cultural resources; Barlow Road management, scenic quality, and recreation experience
3. Mining vs water quality, fish habitat, scenic quality, and recreation experience
4. Grazing vs water quality, fish habitat, sensitive plants, and recreation experience
Under a regulated harvest regime the area shoclld produce a set level of wood products on a regular
basis. In order to provide this volume, money is allocated for planning, including environmental analysis,
and implementation. The river corridor would be included in the land base used to calculate the Forest’s
Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQ). Under an unregulated harvest regime the area is not expected to
produce any wood products, although harvest may occur to meet other objectives. Funds are not
appropriated on a regular basis for planning and implementation even though timber harvest may be a
very viable method of managing for desired conditions and some Outstandingly Remarkable Values.
The river cxxridor would not be included in the land base to calculate the Forest’s ASQ,
Timber harvest provides many goods and some services. It provides wood fiber for the various markets,
in turn providing employment both during harvest and reforestation. It generates revenue for all levels of
government and for private landowners. The roads associated with most harvest operations provide
access into the area, particularly for people with limited mobility. Treatment prescriptions can enhance
habitat for species associated with opening and less dense stands, such as deer and elk. Thinnings may
promote more rapid development of an old growth stand structure, easing management for species
dependent on such structure. Silvicultural prescriptions may serve to rehabilitate older harvest units that
do not meet Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs). Treatments may promote certain desirable plants and
fungi. such as huckleberties, beargrass, and morel mushrooms.
Timber harvest atso results in undesirable effects. It fragments a patiicular stand condition if it covers a
wide area. Tree removal reduces the area covered by a given stand stage, usually older stands due to
the volume available. Treatments remove habitat for species associated with old stand and dense
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stands, such as northern spotted owls and goshawks. Unit shape and placement may degrade scenic
quality. Roads produce sediment which can reduce water and fish habitat quality. The roads and the
increased access usually leads to more encounters between visitors, changing the recreation experience
from a more primitive setting to a less primitive setting. Treatment prescriptions may not meet the
original intent or fail to provide the desired landscape or results. Treatments may promote undesirable
plants and fungi, such as thistles, knapweed, and root diseases. Harvest activities or treatments may
unintentionally damage or destroy sensitive plant populations and cultural resource sites.
Most of the mining within the potential boundary produces common variety minerals, mostly sand and
gravel. White River corridor has low to very low potential for any other type of mineral. The sand and
grauei mining provides material for construction, road maintenance, and traction material for winter
driving. White River sand from Tygh Valley is especially desired as a building construction material
throughout central Oregon, Mining provides employment and generates revenue for all levels of
government and private landowners. Quarries provide opportunities for certain recreational activities,
such as snow play and target shooting. However, the access roads and the quarries also provide
sediment that can degrade water and fish habitat quality. Quarries are not part of the characteristic
landscape along most of the river. Mining operations usually generate noise, dust, smells, and sights
that result in a less primitive recreational setting.
Public land grazing provides meat for local use and for market. Grazing can provide some vegetation
management for forbs and shrubs. However, the typical vegetation on much of the public land in the
corridor and the lack of water cause cattle to concentrate in areas that provide both. Overgrazing and
trampling in riparian areas can reduce or virtually eliminate streamside vegetation and break down
streambanks. Both effects increases sediment in the streams or river and can raise water temperature,
degrading water and fish habitat quality. High grazing pressure and areas of concentrated use in uplands
tends to reduce or eliminate native plants, including some sensitive species, and increase non-native
plants usually classified as noxious weeds. Fences create a less primitive recreational setting. Fences
in poor repair may pose a public safety hazard and may allow cattle to enter areas in which they should
not be, at least at that time.
Measures
1. Proposed regulated or unregulated harvest (Conflict 1)
2. Commercial products available in each segment (Conflicts 1, 2, and 3)
3., Relative change in commercial product output levels compared to No Action (Conflicts 1, 2,
and 3)

Issue S-Recreation and Scenic Resources: How should we manage recreation use and maintain
scenic quality?
Specific conflicts include:
1. Types of recreation use (horseback riders vs mountain bikers vs hikers, motorized vs
nonmotorized)
2. Levels of recreation use vs fish and wildlife habitat quality and scenic quality
3. Demand for recreation areas vs supply of more primitive recreational experiences
4. Scenic quality vs recreation use levels and developments and commodity production
Certain types of recreation uses tend to conflict with one another. Horse users, hikers, and mountain
bikers do not require trail standards that differ significantly. However, these three user groups frequently
conflict. Horses leave deep tracks in wet trails and can create deeply churned mudholes in seasonally
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wet pockets. They leave manure on the trails and usually push hikers and mountain bikers off the trail
temporarily. Mountain bikers leave deep ruts when trails are wet and in high use areas that can make
travel difficult for hikers and horseback riders. The silent and rapid approach of mountain bikes can
startle both horses and hikers and leave clouds of dust that linger in high use trails. Backpacks, due to
shape or color, can scare horses Many hikers do not know what to do when they encounter horses.
Motorized recreational equipment, such as snowmobiles and off road vehicles, provides opportunities for
people with limited mobility and allows travel over a much greater distance in a given period of time.
Motorized recreation requires a higher level of development to support the use, such as more roads,
parking areas, and signs. Motorized equipment creates sounds that carry long distances, especially in
winter. Poorly tuned equipment and two-cycle equipment tends to leave plumes of smoke.
Nonmotorized recreational activities generally require some degree of self-sufficiency and require a
lower level of development to support. Sounds created by nonmotorized recreation usually carry only a
short distance. Nonmotorized recreation provides fewer opportunities for people with limited mobility. It
may cause degradation to water quality from animal wastes or human wastes in areas that lack sanitation
facilities, It restricts travel to a shorter distance within a given period of time.
Recreational use and demands are increasing at a rapid rate throughout Oregon and along portions of
the White River. Segments A and B receive use year-round. Segments C and D receive use during the
snow free period, such as floating during high flows in the spring, hunting, and occasional fishing. As
recreation use increases, it places increasing pressure on fish and wildlife habitat. Fishing pressure can
reduce the numbers of fish surviving to reproductive age. Areas of concentrated use can lead to
denuded banks, increased erosion and sediment, and decreased spawning habitat. Certain wildlife
species, such as harlequin duck and wolverine, are very sensitive to human presence and disturbance.
As use increases, these species may leave an area where otherwise suitable habitat exists. Steep
topography, the lack of trails, and mixed ownerships in Segments C7 D, and F limits most public use to
Keeps Mill, Graveyard Butte, White River Falls, and the mouth at the Deschutes River. Private land
ownership limits use in Segments E,
As recreation use levels increase White Rivers topography will tend to concentrate ever more use into a
limited area. As use increases several problems begin to develop or accelerate. Wildlife species
sensitive to disturbance; such as wolverine, harlequin duck, nesting peregrine falcons, and deer and elk
during fawning and calving; may decline in population or disappear. Trampling and parking in
inappropriate locations leads to more erosion and sediment, degrading water and fish habitat quality.
Fishing pressure increases, distorting the age structure of fish populations. Popular areas and trails
without sanitation facilities can lead to water quality degradation from “toilet paper fields” Managing
visitor use to reduce impacts on the Outstandingly Rematiable Values will require additional signs,
facilities, and other development. Increased use usually means increased problems with littering and
vandalism.
Population is expected to increase dramatically in the Portland metropolitan area, The Mt. Hood
National Forest is a major recreation destination for the residents of the metropolitan area, including the
eastside. Opportunities for Primitive and Semi-Primitive Nonmotorized recreation are ljmited in the
Cascades. As demand for recreation sites increases, the type of recreation experience will change from
a more primitive, less developed Recreational Opportunity Spectrum (RCS) Class to a less primitive,
more developed ROS Class.
Scenic quality is an important part of the recreation experience and setting. As use levels increase, the
associated impacts from trampling, littering, vandalism, facility construction, crowding, and site
rehabilitation efforts increase the risk of degrading scenic quality. As harvest levels increase the risk that
treatment prescriptions, unit shape and location, and operations will not meet VQCas increases.
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Measures:
I. Recreational opportunities in each segment (Conflict 1)
2. Risk to threatened, endangered, and sensitive wildlife species from levels of recreation use
(Conflict 2)
3. Open road density (Conflicts 2 and 3)
4. Relative use levels (Conflicts 2 and 3)
5. Acres available for each RQS class (Conflict 3)
6. Number of campgrounds and day use areas and capacities of both (Conflict 3)
7. Expected visual quality levels and percent visually disturbed (Conflict 4)
6. Risk to meeting VQOs (Conflicts 2 and 4)

issue 3--Watea QuaMy and Quantify: Wow do we maintain water quality and assure sufficient
flows to protect or enhance the Outstandingly Remarkable Values dependent on water?
Specific conflicts include:
1. increased use and demand for recreation and commodity production vs maintaining water
quality
2. Providing adequate flows to protect or enhance Outstandingly Remarkable Values associated
with fish and fish habitat, boating, and scenic quality vs increasing demands for water for
domestic, irrigation, and commercial uses
White River naturally carries a high sediment load, particularly in summer and late fall when the glacial
milk begins flowing. The aquatic organisms in the river have adapted to this annual surge of sediment.
All major commodity production activities (harvest, mining, farming, and grazing) result in some level of
erosion. As commodity production levels increase or when commodity production is concentrated near
streams, the risk increases that additional sediment will reach the river. As recreation use levels
increase, the risk also increases that use itself or developments designed to manage the use will
increase sediment in the river. Sediment generated from these activities are not the same type of
material as the glacial milk.
Increased sediment would possibly alter the river’s color, fill the few pools that exist in the river, may
cause the river to change course more frequently in Segment B, and may increase flooding problems
and river shifting in Segment E. Fish and aquatic habitat quality would decline. Habitat surveys have
rated the fish habitat in White River as poor to fair due to the sediment load, lack of cover! and lack of
pools. These conditions are, for the most part, the result of natural processes rather than management
actions. Much of the river has experienced little development or manipulation due to its inaccessibility.
The water temperature in White River is suitable for cold water fish species. Increased recreation use,
concentrated cattle use in riparian areas and wetlands, and harvest units with inadequate buffers may
remove enough vegetation to raise water temperatures for part of the river. Water temperatures may
increase enough to reduce habitat quality for cold water fish and other aquatic species adapted to cold
water conditions.
Consumptive demands for water in the White River basin include irrigation, domestic use, industrial use,
and hydroelectric generation. Nonconsumptive demands for water include fish habitat, wildlife habitat,
boating, and scenic quality. Significant water removals already occur on White Rivers tributaries. Many
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of these withdrawal rights predate the Forest Reserves. Since most of the water withdrawals occur
outside the wild and scenic river boundary and the current water rights are senior to any for which the
managing agencies may file, a large part of this issue is outside the scope of this document. However,
within the mandates for wild and scenic river management, the managing agencies can purchase,
receive donations, or otherwise acquire current water rights. Increased removals may reduce the
potential to adequately provide for nonconsumptive uses. Decreasing removals thorough the purchase
or acquisition of water rights reduces the potential for consumptive uses.
When agencies recommend an in-stream flow, it is usually a minimum in-stream flow needed to maintain
a particular feature or value. The danger lies in further analysis, research, or discoveries that reveal the
minimum in-stream flows provided using old information do not actually provide adequate fiow to
maintain the feature or value for which it was intended. Optimum flows provide a buffer against this
potential problem. However, optimum flows may remove water for other uses, such as irrigation, that are
not necessary to remove. Obtaining optimum flows is more expensive and time consuming to support
than obtaining minimum flows.
The state of Oregon has determined minimum in-stream flow needs for all the state’s river, but only for
fish habitat. That in-stream flow may not provide sufficient flow for other Outstandingly Remarkable
Values. Recreational boating may require a higher flow than providing fish habitat. White River does
provide a low number of boating opportunities during high water periods and years. Research may show
that the river is theoretically capable of providing a longer boating season if less water was diverted.
People expect a river to appear river-like, in terms of water volume. This flow may also require more
water than just providing for fish habitat.
_Nleasures:
1. Open road density (Conflict I>
2. Relative use levels (Conflict 1)
3. Sediment production potential (Conflict 1)
4. In-stream flow recommendation (Conflict 2)

issue rt-=Vegetatisn Management: How should we manage the vegetative complex to maintain
and enhance the Outstandingly Remarkable Values?
Specific conflicts include:
1. Some management tools (harvest: fire, grazing, chemical controls, biologicat controls,
mechanicat methods, and manual methods) may not be compatible with some Outstandingly
Remarkable Values (water quality, wildlife habitat, fish habitat, sensitive ptants, scenic quality,
and recreation experience) or with adjacent owner objectives
2. Intensive management vs conservative management
3. Natural patterns vs vegetation maflagement
Vegetation management depends ora the use of one of five basic tools--prescribed burning, bioiogicaQ
methods! chemical methods, mechanir,al methods, and manual methods, Grazing and timber harvest
are two examples of widespread biological and mechanical methods, respectively. ~ppro~~ate use of
these tools can enhance wildlife and fish habitat, certain sensitive plants scenic quality, and the
recreational experienm. lnappropr~~te use can damage or degrade these values as weft as water quality
and fish habitat. Since vegetation management usually involves vegetation removal over the short-term
this activity will reduce the acres of land covered by closed canopy, late successional plant communities,
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thus reducing habitat for wildlife dependent on those communities, Vegetation management or the
particular tool used may enhance one Outstandingly Remarkable Value at the expense of another.
Further, use of one particular tool or mix of tools or the refusal to use one or more toots can affect how
well an adjacent landowner can manage their ground to produce the goods and services they desire.
Intensive vegetation management is intended to provide a desired level of goods and services at a set
interval while minimizing the risk of unexpected disturbances, Entries are regular and relatively frequent
and usually associated with regulated harvest. Treatments tend to occur over a large area; a wide
variety of treatment methods may be used over time and within a given entry. It tends to replace natural
disturbance factors with active management. Intensive management is usually driven by goals related
more to cost efficient production.
Conservative vegetation management is intended to allow natural processes provide the goods and
services at a level and interval lithe influenced by technology. Entries tend to be more irregular and
relatively infrequent and usually associated with unregulated harvest. Treatments tend to ocwr over a
smaller area: a wide variety of treatments may be used over time, but not within a given entry. It allows
at least some natural disturbance factors to operate. Conservative management is usually driven by
goals related more to very specific resource concerns.
Natural forces typically produce a much different landscape than past vegetation management practices.
Natural forces operate on a wide variety of scales and frequencies whereas vegetation management
tends to operate on a limited scale and with a set interval. Natural forces tend to exhibit high variation in
the disturbance intensity, creating a mosaic of undisturbed, and lightly, moderately, and severely
disturbed areas. Vegetation management tends to exhibit low variation in the disturbance intensity.
Vegetation management provides more regular and predictable output levels of goods and services than
natural forces. Natural forces tend to create a more diverse landscape, Vegetation management
activities are more likely not to meet Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs) since those objectives are based
on the degree of difference from natural landscapes.
Measures:
1. Management tools proposed in each segment (Conflict 1)
2, Risk to providing adequate habitat to wildlife species dependent on late-successional plant
communities (Conflict 1)
3. Risk to water quality and fish habitat (Conflict ‘l)
4. Risk to sensitive plants (Conflict 1)
5. Risk to meeting scenic quality Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs) (Conflict 1)
6. Visual quality levels (Conflict 1)
7. Percent visually disturbed (Conflict ‘i)
8. Risk to maintaining ROS Class (Conflict l}
9. Regulated or unregulated harvest (Conflict 2)
10. Natural forces (fire, flood, wind, insects, and disease) allowed to operate (Conflict 3)
i I. Management action’s ability to emulate natural patterns (Conflict 3)
,12. Scale, frequency, and intent of management activities (Conflict 3)
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lssoe Q=-Private/Public Lands Conflicfs: How can we manage visitor use and natural resource
management on public lands to minimize conflicts with private lands?
Specific conflicts include:
1. Trespass vs use of the wild and scenic river corridor
2. Risk to private lands from public land management activities or restrictions
Visitors cannot reach several parcels of BLM public land without crossing private ownerships, Private
landowners may suffer property loss or damage due to vandalism, gates left open, and wildfires from
careless visitors. Promoting recreation use on federal lands may unintentionally promote trespass on
private lands. We need to manage visitor use and access cooperatively with private landowners.
Federal land management can increase the risk of damage or degradation to private land values. The
greatest risks include escaped fires from prescribed burning activities: insect outbreaks from constraints
on pest management and from overstocked forest stands, and noxious weed invasions or increases from
pest management constraints.
Measures:
1. Public access methods provided in Segments D-P (Conflict I>
2. Number and location of public access points in Segments D-F (Conflict ‘l)
3. Degree of risk to private lands from proposed public land management (Conflict 2)
issue B-final Bouncky: Where should we locate the final Wild and Scenic River boundaries and
the viewshed boundary?
Specific conflicts include:
1. Adequate protection and inclusjon of the Outstandingly Remarkable Values vs strict adherence
to the acreage limitations
2. Federal restrictions on land use vs private property rights
3. Scenic quality vs land management activities outside the river corridor and within the
designated viewshed
The Omnibus Oregon Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1988 (PL 100-557) designated the White River and
the t988 Wild and Scenic Rivers Act provided guidelines for the size of the river corridor. The river
corridor should include all the Outstandingly Remarkable Values identified in the resource assessment,
Because the river meanders and shifts channel in Segment B, providing a large enough carsidor to both
protect the Outstandingly Remarkable Values and that remains within the acreage limits wit8 be difficult.
In Segments A-C al4 the lands are publicly owned. Much of Segments 5-F are privately owned, These
landowners prefer to manage their lands with little or no influence from the federal land management
agencies. Private landowners perceive that the final Wild and Scenic river b~~~nda~ could have
significant impacts on how they use their property and the value of that property.
The viewshed boundary may be much larger than the river corridor boundary, pa~~~~~jl~rly in Segments A
and B. Because the viewshed boundary is tied to one of the ~~t~~nd~r~gly Remarkable Values (scenic
quality) a viewshed boundary that exceeds the river boundary could place additional constraints on
federal land management activities in other federal land altocations,
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Measures:
1. Encompasses ORVs (Conflict 1)
2. ORVs protected by other agency or National direction (Conflict 4 j
3. Acres included in the river corridor boundary (Conflict 1)
4. Acres per river mile (Conflict I)
5. Private land acres included in the river corridor boundary (Conflict 2)
6,. Number of important viewpoints located within the viewshed boundary (Conflict 3)
7. Additional acres included in the viewshed boundary over the river corridor boundary (Conflict 3)

EXISTING PLANS, POLICIES, AND AGREEMENTS
US FOREST SERVICE

The White River management plan signifies an amendment to the 1990 Mt. Hood National Forest Land
and Resource Management Plan (Forest Plan), The Forest Plan provides direction for management
programs, practices, uses, and protection measures on the Mt. Hood National Forest. The White River
environmental assessment tiers to the Final Environmental impact Statement for the Forest Plan.
The Forest PIan recognized the five des~gr~ated wild and scenic rivers on the Forest with a special
management area designation: B’l Designated Wild and Scenic Rivers. The standards and guidetines
for &I ~~anag~rne~t areas, as well as the V?rhite River resource assessment, have guided the interim
management of White River, pending completion of this plan. The Forest Plan will be amended to
incorporate this river management plan and any changes to its standards and guidelines for 51 lands.
Two levels of planning exist for the Mt, Hood National Forest. The first level is programmatic,
represented by the Forest Plan and its amending documents, such as this one. The second level of
planning is at the project level. Individual project plans such as a timber sale or campground
construction, tier to the programmatic plans and must achieve those goals and objectives.

White River Management Plan tiers to the Two Rivers RMP. The RMP provides direction for all
resource management programs, practices, uses, and protection measures on the northern portion of the
Prineville District, The Two Rivers RMP does not conflict with actions proposed under any alternatives
discussed in Chapter 2. The river plan will guide any actions the BLM would undertake in managing
lands under its jurisdiction in the river corridor.
US NW AND WlLDLlFE SERVICE

The US Fish and Wildlife Service has the primary responsibility for administering the 1973 Endangered
Species Act. At least three federally listed species may be found in the White River corridor during all or
part of the year--peregrine falcon, bald eagle, and northern spotted owl. The US Fish and Wildlife
Service prepares recovery plans for federally listed species which all federal agencies are obligated to
foilow. All federal projects which may affect the viability of any federally listed threatened or endangered
species must go through formal consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife Service before the project can
proceed.
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THE CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF THE WARM c!33=?(hGS RESERVATlON OF OREGON

The Plateau culture extended from the Cascade mountains to the Rockies and from Canada to
California, taking in many American Indian peoples. Ethnographic accounts indicate that native peoples
belonging to as many as nine cultural-linguistic groups may have exploited the area of the Plateau within
and near the White River corridor during the prehistoric period. These groups include several subtribes
of the Tenino, Tygh, Wasco, and Molalla people. All of these cultural groups belong to the Penutiam
macro-phylum of languages which dominated the western and northern portions of Oregon.
People culturally affiliated with the Plateau, including the Conferated Tribes of the Warm Springs
Reservation of Oregon, were hunters and gatherers as well as fishermen who practiced a semi-nomadic
lifeway in their quest for food and other essential resources Although the tribes established summer and
winter villages seasonal travel to favored locations for fishing, hunting, and gathering plants was a
necessary part of life. The White River corridor would have provided many of the resources that the
native inhabitants sought.
Prehistoric use and remains are evident within the White River canyon, indicating that native people
visited the river and used its varying resources. The river corridor contains riparian plants and land and
aquatic animals which enthohistorical evidence shows the Plateau people traditionally used, at least
through the time of initial contact with European explorers and settlers and prior to establishment of the
Warm Springs Reservation.
Although the managing agencies do not know of any specific locations it is likely that these traditional
activities have continued to some degree into the present era, Further ethnographic research may find
that specific locations in the river canyon were and are the focus of traditionai cultural activities
Members of the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs continue at least some traditional activities in the
vicinity of White River such as hunting, fishing, and collecting native plants and other materials for
subsistence, medicinal, ceremonials and religious purposes
The Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon is the modern day political
successor to the seven bands of Wasco- and Sahaptin-speaking Indians of the mid-Columbia area.
Representatives of these seven bands were signatories to the Treaty with the Tribes of Middle Oregon of
June 25. 1855, 12 Stats. 63. Article I of the treaty describes the 18 million acre area of eastern Oregon
ceded by t&e tribes to the United States, which inckrdes the White River wiid and scenic river corridor,
and sets out the bounderies of the Warm Springs Reservation
Article i also contains the express reservation by the tribes to the “exclusive right of taking fish in
streams running through and bordering said reservation . . , and at all other usual and accustomed
stations; in common with citizens of the United States.” These rights were resewed by, not granted to,
the treaty tribes. In essence, “the right of taking fish at all usual and accustomed places”’ guarantees that
members of the treaty tribes shall have the right of access to and fishing from all saalmon- and
steelhead-bearing lop,ations on the Cotumbia River.
Other rights reserved in the Treaty of 1855 inetude the right of er&ing temporary bu~~d~~~~ for curing

fish, along with the pi’ivikge of huntirigl gathering roots and berries: and pasturing horses and cattle on
open and unclaimed sand, This document resel?(es rights to the signers to perform traditional
subsistence and sacred activities within the ceded lands,
La&y, the tribes hold various parcels of trust land off-reservation, including an 888 acre parcel on both
sides of the Deschutes River at Sberars Falls. A portion of this parcel lies within the White River witd
and scenic; corridor-. The tnbes, with as&stanr;e from the Bureau of Indian Affairs manages tribal trust
lands on and off the reservation as welt as tribal natural resources.
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LAN5 CONSERVATiON AN5 DEVELOPMENT AN5 COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING

The authority to regulate and control land use and development activities on private lands rests with
local: county, and state governments. The federal government does not have the authority to zone or
regulate uses of private lands under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. However, Oregon state law does
require that individual counties adopt comprehensive plans that are compatible with specially designated
natural areas, including federally designated Wild and Scenic Rivers and state designated scenic
waterways. Goal 5 directs counties and cities to resolve confli&ing land uses in natural areas
OREGON LAN5 USE PLANNING ACT

The statutory basis for Oregon’s state-wide land use planning program primarily derives from the Oregon
Land Use Planning Act of 1973 (GRS Chapter 197) and ether city and county land use authorities (ORS
Chapters 92, 196, 137, 215, 221, and 227), The Oregon Land Use Planning Act created a state-level
program to set policy for and to coordinate the administration of land use planning by all levels of
government in Oregon, The act established the Land and Conservation Development Commission
(LCDC) tlo oversee management of the state planning program, The Commission is a seven-member
board appointed by the Governor, subject to Senate confirmation.
~Iepartment of Land Conservation and Development (DLCQ
The DLCD, the administrative arm of LCD@, carries out the state planning ad through review of over
275 city and county comprehensive plans and land use regulations, This department reviews the plans
for consistency and compliance with the mandatory statewide planning requirements, or goals. These
statewide planning goals, and the process for developing, approving, and amending, and imple~~erltir~g
them: form the foundation for Oregon’s land use management program, The goals estatstish important
procedural guidance for all comprehensive plans statewide; require the protection and management of
land, water, coastal and ocean resources; and direct cities and counties to address a variety of land use
concerns appropriate to urban and rural areas.
The planning goals are mandatory and have the force of taw, They are binding upon lo4 governments,
special districts, and state agencies when those bodies make decisions involving land use. ORS 197
declares that all goals are equaally important The goals provide both prescription and instructive
guidance for carrying out planning? management, and regulatory responsibilities at both the state and
local levels.
GOAL !i

Goal 5 requires cities and counties adopt programs as elements of their comprehensive plans with the
following directives:
b

Ensure open space.

.

Protect scenic and historical areas and natural resources.

0

Promote health and visually attractive environments in harmony with the natural landscape.

Goal 5 encompasses a broad scope of natural resources and includes potential and approved federal
wild and scenic rivers and state scenic waterways. To comply with Goal 5, cities and counties must
follow three steps:
1. Inventory the resource.
2. Identify conflicting uses that potentially impact designated river values.
3. Develop and implement land use regulations to resolve the identified conflicting uses.
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Compliance would include a program to coordinate changes in land use along rivers with applicable state
and federal agencies (state parks, BLM, and Forest Service). Mandatory plan policies and zoning
requirements must protect the resource values identified in the inventory,
OREGON DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (ODOT)

Oregon Department of Transportation is responsible for planning, designing, constructing, and
maintaining state highways for the safety and benefit of the public. The agency requires authorization to
use National Forest and BLM lands for highway rights-of-way, waste areas, and material sources for
highway construction, reconstruction, and maintenance.
The memorandum Unde~~&~?#ing Tit/e ir500--External Relations, 1535.13-I contains the coordination
and responsibilities between the Forest Service and UDOT for survey, design, plan approval, and
construction authorization for new and reconstruction activities. It also includes responsibiiities for
maintenance, signs, access, and landscape management.
Oregon Department of Transportation informs the Forest Service and BLM on planned state highway
construction, highway relocations, and highway betterment projects that could have an impact on federal
lands. This state agency can request an environmental assessment from the federal agencies regarding
resource impacts and current management related to the proposed highway improvement project.
Besides construction and reconstruction, ODOT maintains (in coordination with the Federal Highway
Administration) Highways 35, 197, and 216 within the existing road prisms to preserve and perpetuate
the highways. It has the authority and responsibitRy to install and rrsairltain alt signs within each
highway’s right-of-way and to determine access points to the highways.
OREGON WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

Oregon Water Resources Department manages and altscates the state’s water resources. The Watee
Resources Commission typically develops policy thp‘ough the preparation of basin pians for each of
Oregon’s 18 river basins,
The Water Resources Department issues water rights on aEl waters in the state end enforces the
exclusion of dams, ~rnp~~ur~d~~ler~ts~ and placer mining in scenic waterways and on tributarg/ &earns with
scenic waterway boundaries. The Water Resources Commission establishes minimum perenmiai
streamflows through administrative designations,
5%115S!ON OF STATE BAFzKlS

Under state law, ihe Division of State Lands j53L) manages the beds and banks of navigable
waterbodies &X%3 274.005-274.580). The BSL is the administrative arm uf the State land Board.
composed of the Governor, Secretary of State: and State Treasurer. Under constitutional and statutory
C hoc-A Fund. T!wse assets incii~de
guidelines the State Land Board manages the assets of the Csmmsn -c.
tRe beds and banks of Bregon’s navigsbk w&nvays. The DiGsion of State Lands manages ,the beds
and bar&s of these w~te~~ys to provilc$e the greatest benefit for Oregon’s citimens, ~o~~&l.en~ weth the
@onser-vatior~ sf this resource under sound land ~~~na~ern~~t techniques, Thjs re~~~n~~b~~~t~ eiso
includes ~rote~t~o~ of public trust values for navigations fisheries, and publie recreation.
Oregon received ownership of the beds of navigably w~~t~r~o~i~~ in 1858 as an incidence of statehrscd.
The U.S. Constitution protects this inherent atttibute of state sovereignty, The Unitest Stst% or its
grantees retain ownership of the beds of non-navigable waterbodies, The ?~~~i~~b~~~t~ of VJhite River has
not beers e~abl~shed. Currently, the federa! gavemment! the nonfederated Tribes of Warm Springs, and
other private citizens claim ownership of the river% bed and banks. This rna~a~arn~r~t plan does not
propsse to address the issue of navigability, Rather, this plan intends to provide a management
philosophy for the river.
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The Daniel Bell case over 100 years ago established the original federal test for deciding navigability.
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that rivers “are navigable in fact when they are used, or susceptible of
being used, in their ordinary condition, as highways of commerce ~ . . ~” Subsequent court decisions
adopted this test for title purposes and ruled that a waterbody is navigable if it was capable of use, at the
time of statehood, as a public highway for transporting goods or for travel in the customary modes of
trade and travel on water,
The DSL has determined there may be sufficient evidE?nGe to support a claim of navigability and state
ownership of White River’s beds and banks at least from Barlow Crossing to Tygh Valley. The position
of the Forest Service and BLM is that the navigability of the river has not been established.
For purposes of managing this river, any nonfederal activities or land uses, such as new utility or
transportation corridors and boat ramps or similar facilities that impose into or cross a waterway below
ordinary high water, will require an easement when they undergo major structural alteration,
replacement, or relocation. In addition, sand and gravei removal requires a royaity lease. Any
nonfederal use that occupies any area of submerged or subr~~~~b~~ land requires a waterway lease.
Further, the DSL administers the state’s Removal-Fill Law, which protects Oregon’s waterways from
uncontrol’ied alteration. The iaw requires a permit for fill or removal of more than 50 cubic yards of
material from the state’s waterways, The permit-review process involves coordination with the natural
resource and land use agencies from the local through the federal levels. Within Oregon Scenic
Waterway, special authorization is needed from the Board and DSL for “any alteration of the beds and
banks of the Deschutes River within the White River Plan area” (ORS 390.835).
Nothing set forth in this plan shall limit the ability of the Forest Service and BLM to administer White
River, As with any jointly managed resource, jurisdiction is not as important as care of the resource.
The DSL, Forest Service, and BLM will continue to work together to ensure that the public trust interest
and the purpose of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act are met.
OREGON DEPARTMENT OF NSH AN5 W/i5LIFE (05F&~

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODF&W> manages the fish and wildlife populations for the
citizens of Oregon, Based on recommendations of the agency’s biologists the Oregon State Game
Commission sets hunting and fishing seasons and bag and catch limits throughout the state. Bn addition,
ODF8W owns and manages the White River State Game Management Area for big game animals? such
as deer and elk. Part of the White River State Game Management Area lies within the designated wild
and scenic river corridor in Segment 13. Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife reviews all federal
projects that may have an affect on wildlife populations, especially huntable and catchable species, and
recommends changes to the projects to protect or benefit those species,
WASCO COUNN COMPREHENSfWE F’iANNlNG

The Omnibus Oregon Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1988, the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1978, and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (as amended) all encourage or mandate
intergovernmental coordination, consultation, and, where possible, plan consistency. Since the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act envisioned high reliance on local comprehensive plans to achieve the Act’s objectives,
a review of the existing plans for Wasco County was critical.
The Oregon LCDC acknowledges Wasco County’s comprehensive plan; the plan conforms to statewide
planning goals and objectives. Under Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act all
BLM and Forest Service plans must be consistent, as much as possible, with officially approved or
adopted State and local agencies’ resource related plans, policies, and programs. Similarly,
state-managed land must conform to statewide planning goals and objectives and support local
comprehensive plans,
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Wasco County and The Nature Conservancy designated White River Canyon as a “Natural Area” and
placed the area in the Environmental Protection District zone. The area designated follows the interim
river corridor boundary and ends at the bluffs above Tygh Valley. These lands are zoned for Agriculture
(A-l : 80) exclusive farm use with a minimum parcel size of 80 acres. Smaller sized parcels already
present when the plan was approved are accepted.
Due to the Environmental Protection District Zone, topography, and nature of the mnyon, the county
considers the threat of conflicting uses in the Natural Area negligible and the resource adequately
protected. The county uses special review criteria, listed in Chapter 5 Conditional Use Review, in
making decisions to approve or deny development within the Natural Area overlay.
Several land use zones exist in Tygh Valley along the river. The former mill site in the town of Tygh
Valley is zoned M-2 Medium Industrial. A commercial district (C-2) also exists in the town. Other zones
present west of Highway 197 include Residential and Mobile Home (RMH-2) along the north side of the
river and Agriculture with a 20 acre minimum parcel size (A-l, 20). Most lands east of Highway 197 are
zoned A-l, 80 with one 40 acre parcel of Light Industrial (M-l f.
Wasco County has begun update its Comprehensive Plan and Comprehensive Plan Maps through the
required periodic review and amendment process. If the White River Management Plan is completed
before the county’s planning process ends, the managing agencies recommend that Wasco County
incorporate the river plan’s recommendations as appropriate.
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HOW THIS DOCUMENT IS ORGANIZED
ChaDter 2 Alternatives contains descriptions of actions that could take place in the corridor assuming
the current management described in Chapter 3 continued over the next ten years (Alternative A--No
Action). Where current management is not sufficiently specific, or potentially at odds with the planning
mandates described in Chapter 1, additions or changes are proposed. These proposals appear as action
alternatives with continuation of current management as described in Alternative A--No Action. This
chapter describes the process used to formulate the alternatives, displays attematives eliminated from
detailed study, and compares the alternatives to each other.
Chapter 3 Affected Environment more completely describes the resource values and uses in the
designated corridor, also known as existing condition, and describes the desired future condition for the
corridor.
Chaptetr 4 Environmental Conseauences displays the irreversible and irretrievable effects, if any, as
well as the social, biological, physical, and cumulative effects of each alternative described in Chapter 2.
These effects apply to the values and conditions discussed in Chapter 3.
ChaDter 5 Consultation with Others includes a list of the persons and agencies consulted during the
planning process.
The appendices provide support information to the main document and include the landscape analysis
process and results, the resource assessment, public mailing list, glossary, costs associated with each
alternative, monitoring plan, implementation plan, and so forth.

CHAPTER 2: ALTERNATIVES
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents and compares the afternatives developed during the planning process. The first
section expiains the process used to create these alternatives, The next section briefly discusses
alternatives considered, but eliminated from further study. The third section lists each management
alternative for the river as well as management actions common to all alternatives. The chapter
concludes with a comparison of each alternative using the measures listed 4n the issues section of
Chapter I*
PROCESS USED TO FORMULATE THE ALTERNATIVES

In devefoping a management plan for the White River the Forest Sewice and the BLM followed Nationa
Environmental Policy Act (NEPAj requjrements, including establishing an interdis~4plir~a~ team and
involving the publ4~ Members of the 4nterd4s~4p44na~ team (IDTj included resource specialists for each
of the Outstandingly Remarkable Values Several other resource specialists served as consultants to the
team. Outside experts from ur&ersities, other agencies and the public assisted in preparation of the
resource assessment and the env4ronm~ntal assessment. Chapter 5 lists the 4nterd4sc4plina~ team
members and consultants, along with their qu~44f4~t4ons.
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended in 1975, directs all federal agencies to
consider er~v4ronm~nta4 impacts of a proposed action, involve the public in decision making! and discfose
the environmental impacts to the publi@. The Act requires interdisciplinary, issue-driven analysis that
idertt#es the direct: indirect, and cumulative effects of each alternatjve. In addition, the White River IDT
elected to use landscape analysis to help Edentify land capability to provide a variety of resources and
identify the interconnections between the various resources, the r4ver corridor, and human desires and
needs. Append4x B describes the landscape analysis process the IDT used. Figure 1 .I depiotts the steps
used in developing the river r~a~~agern~~t plan.

Publ4c involvement has played and continues to play a cfjticai role in the river management planning
process. Private citizens, interest groups, state and local governments, other agencies, and the
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs offered va4uable advice throughout development of the resource
assessment and management plan. The planning effort Involved mass mailings, 5 pubiic meetings, and
a public working group established at the time the tDT developed issues and draft alternatives.
In June 1993, the Mt. Hood National Forest and the Prineville BLM held a public meeting at Tygh Valiey
to introduce the planning process and solicit public comment. All landowners within the quarter-mile
interim corridor and other interested citizens and groups received invitations. About 50 people attended
the first meeting.
The draft resource assessment, released in 1991, identified outstanding values for the river. The Forest
Service and the BLM did not Ghange any of the findings as a result of pubtic comment, but added
information to the resource assessment.
In December 1992, a citizen work group was set up to discuss issues and propose alternatives with the
river planning team. Members represented a variety of interests and viewpoints and met 7 times
between December 1992 and July 1993. The IDT incorporated the work group input into the desired
future condition, issues, and alternatives.
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The draft alternatives were presented at a four public meetings in September 1993 at Gresham, Warm
Springs, Maupin,
-- and The Dalles.
BOUNDARY PROCESS

The boundaries for White River posed several challenges. First, there are two boundaries: the river
corridor boundary and the viewshed boundary, This management plan and envjronmental assessment
proposes management direction within the corridor boundary and within the viewshed boundary for
scenic quality. The viewshed boundary, which may or may not correspond to the corridor boundary, can
affect management actions on federal lands outside the corridor.
Second, the river moves across a broad floodplain in Segment B, The potential span of movement is
large enough that the mapped boundary does not include the actual river for approximately four miles.
The intent of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act is to include the main thread of the river. Therefore the
interim boundary would move as the river moves. The river will continue to shift course irregularly
throughout this floodplain,
Third, the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act limits the corridor to an average of 320 acres per designated river
mile. White River corridor can encompass a maximum of 16,662 acres. The corridor boundary should
protect the features and values identified as outstandingly remarkable, White Rivers geography
complicates the task of protecting the outstandingly remarkabfe values whife 4imiting the corridor sine to
16,662 acres,
The IDT evaluated several alternative corridor boundaries for White River. More accurate mapping
found a river length of 53.30 miles, instead of the 46.5 miles listed in the 1983 Act. The Lower
Deschutes River Plan already established management direction that overlaps the last 0.62 miles in
Segment F. Standards and guidelines in that management plan will apply to that portion of White River.
Due to differences between the GIS mapping process and the river miles discussed in the enabling
legislation, the team decided to use the mapped boundaries on the USGS quad (White River) as the
breaks around the power generating facility. This change makes Segment F a total of 1.85 miles!
leaving 1.23 miles of Segment F in the analysis area. Segment E ends at river mile 2.46. instead of
river mile 2.2. Table 2.1 summarizes the effects of these river mile changes on the allowable acres
within the corridor.
Table 2.1, Effects of GIS mapping and river length reductions on allowable corridor acres.
!
/
-----..~
1988 Omnibus Wild and Scenic Rivers Act j
GIS mapping-total river length
Segment F-intersection with Lower Deschutes
Exclude hydropower diversion
Total length of designated
river
.--..,l_“_lllll__--.-.
I

River Miles
Allowable Acres
__--“.-~,.-

-

46.5

14,888

53.3

17,056

-0.62

-198.4

-0.61

-195.2

52,07
.” ~- ..^- _-.lll”lll” . ..-.-l.16,662.4

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS ELIMINATED FROM FURTHER STUDY
In the course of developing alternative management actions, the 4DT did not place any constraints on the
creative process. After generating a list of possible actions in each segment, the IDT then examined
each alternative action to decide if any fell outside the scope of the plan, were infeasibte, failed to protect
one or more outstandingly remarkable vaiues, did not meet the minimum standards and guidelines in
either the Forest Plan or the Two Rivers RMP, or did not meet other federal or state laws and
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regulations. As a result of this process, no alternatives were developed that were later eliminated from
further study.
ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION
The following describes a selection of management options for the river corridor, Alternative A
represems continuation of current management. Alternatives B-E offer packages of proposed
refinements or changes to current management. Each is tied to the Desired Future Condition described
in Chapter 3 but moves toward that cond4tion along slightly different paths and at different rates.
Alternative B envisions a corridor with littfe obvious management outside of the agriculture and pn’vate
land minerai development. Alternative E envisions a corridor with obvious signs of management
throughout. Alternatives C and D are mid-range proposals that incrementally increase the signs of
management. The alternative finally sefected, which occurs on publication of a Decision Notice, would
be the IO-year management program applied to the river corridor.
The foilowing text summarizes each alternative management strategy, Table 2.2 lists the proposed
management strategy for each alternative. In addition, Table 2,3 lists the proposed river corridor
boundaries and Table 2.4 lists the proposed viewshed boundaries Any of the five management strategy
altematjves could be applied in any of the three boundary alternatives, with only minor changes where
particular items fall within one corridor and not another. The section foi4owing the viewshed boundary
alternatives lists the Forest Plan and RMP amendments needed to implement the desired future
condition, management alternatives B-E, the management actions common to all action alternatives,
boundary alternatives 2 and 3, and designated viewshed alternatives II and III.
Any project will require additional analysis to assess probable environmental effects. Depending on the
analysis results, the project may proceed as stated, be modified to mitigate for any unacceptable results
that may arise, or be dropped. Project implementation depends on available funding. The alternatives
merely state the actions which are allowed. For some projects, the alternative includes constraints that
may affect project feasibility once detailed analysis begins,
ALTERNATWE A: NO ACTlON

This alternative implements existing direction in the Forest Plan and Two Rivers RMP.
AL TERN4 TiVE B

This alternative emphasizes naturalness over management. Resource management should not be
readily apparent to most observers. Management would occur only as needed to protect river related
resources and to aid species recovery. Vegetation manipulat4on should only occur as needed to repair
any damage caused by recreational use or natural events! such as fire or blowdown. Minimal prescribed
burning for ecosystem management would occur and only on federal lands. Recreational uses should
cause little disturbance of the other river related values and should not create large areas of bare ground.
cause excessive erosion, or disturb sensitive areas and plant and animal species. Facility redesign
would limit recreation use to a level lower than current levels by restrict4ng parking areas and
campground capacity. This alternative provides for a wide variety of recreational activities with
preference for nonmotorized pursuits, such as nordic skiing and hiking and a low level of recreation use.
Recreation capacity would not be allowed to increase on federal lands.
ALTERNATlVE C

This alternative emphasizes naturalness over management, but allows for slightly more active
management than Alternative B. Resource management should not be readily apparent to most
observers. Management would occur only as needed to protect river related resources and to aid
species recovery. Vegetation manipulation should occur as needed to repair any damage caused by
recreational use or natural events, such as fire or blowdown, or to prevent the imminent loss of habitat
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from catastrophic levels of insects and disease. Limited vegetation management is allowed to improve
scenic quality and to provide additional vistas in the upper segments of the river. Recreational uses
should cause little disturbance of the other river related values and should not create large areas of bare
ground, cause excessive erosion, or disturb sensitive areas and plant and animal species, Facility
redesign would limit recreation use to the same as present but afford better protection to the
Outstandingly Remarkable Values. This alternative provides for a wide variety of recreational activities
with preference for nonmotorized pursuits, such as nordic skiing and hiking. Recreational use levels
would be allowed a slight increase over present levels.
Al TERNATlVE 5

This alternative allows for relatively active management in order to prevent foreseeable problems and to
move the corridor towards the desired condition at a slightly faster rate than possible in Alternatives B
and C. Resource management may be apparent to most observers. Vegetation management should
occur to prevent catastrophic events, such as large wildfires and epidemic outbreaks of insects and
disease. Vegetation management is aliowed to improve scenic quality and to provide vistas, primarily in
the upper river. An active program of prescribed burning for ecosystem management objectives should
uccur throughout the corridor. Recreational uses may cause some minor disturbance of other river
related values but should not create large areas of bare ground, cause excessive erosion, or disturb
sensitive areas and plant and animal species. Facility design and redesign would allow an increase in
reslreation use but at a level lower than the theoretical maximum, or optimum. This alternative provides
for a wide variety of recreational uses, including a mix of motorized and nonmotorized activities.
Recreational use levels woufd be allowed to increase over present levels.
AhTERNAT!VE E

This alternative allows for active management in order to enhance Outstandingly Remarkable Value
features and to move towards the desired condition at a rapid rate. Resource management wilf likely be
apparent to most observers. Vegetation management should enhance habitat conditions and scenic
quality, provide vistas, and reduce the risks of catastrophic events, such as insect and disease outbreaks
and large wildfires. An active program of prescribed burning for ecosystem management objectives
should occur throughout the corridor. Recreational uses may cause some minor disturbance of other
river related values but should not create large areas of bare ground, cause excessive erosion, or disturb
sensitive areas and plant and animal species, This alternative provides for a wide variety of recreational
uses, including a mix of motorized and nonmotorized activities. Facility design and redesign would allow
recreational use levels to increase to the level of maximum, or optimum, carrying capacity, Carrying
capacity would incorporate the ROS class: physical capability, and ecological capability of each
segment.
MANAGEMENT ACTlONS COMMON TO ALL ACTION ALTERNAWES

The Forest Service and BLM have already taken some management actions, or are in the process of
implementing some actions, based on the Forest Plan and the Two Rivers RMP. Other actions are
minimums or actions required by current environmental laws and regulations and by species recovery
plans. Standards and guidelines already present in the Forest Plan and Two Rivers RMP and important
to the goals and intent of White River management include the standard and guideline citation. In many
cases, the intent of the two plans do not differ; however, no specific standard or guideline related to the
direction was listed in one of the plans. White River had not been designated as a federal wild and
scenic river before release of the Two Rivers RMP and Record of Recision.
General
1. Conduct an eligibility and suitability study to include White River Falls into the White River Wild
and Scenic River designation (see Appmdix A),
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2.

In cooperation with local law enforcement authorities, ensure that dumping of household,
industriat, or hazardous waste does not occur anywhere in the corridor.

3.

In cooperation with other landowners and local authorities, establish procedures and policies to
promote clean-up of existing dumps and any new dumps.

4.

Use the Limits of Acceptable Change process to establish standards and guidelines for all
outstandingly remarkable values

5. Coordinate management activities within White River corridor with adjacent or adjoining wild and
scenic river plans (Salmon River and Lower Deschutes River).
Mininw and Enemy Development
I.

Amend the special use permit for the pit above Highway 35 to add requirements for site
rehabilitation consistent with the Desired Future Condition in this plan, VQOs, and protection of
the Outstandingly Remarkable Values,

2.

Recommend denial for license applications from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to
construd any impou~dr~ent, water conduit, reservoir, powerho~~, transmission tine, or other
associated hydroelectric facility in any river segment (Bl-069). Initiate a withdrawal review of
the existing power site withdrawals along White River.

Hvdrologv
1.

Collect baseline data on water quantity and quality for White River (RMP pg. 30).

2.

Leave all downed logs across White River and its tributav streams unless the material poses a
severe threat to public safety (FW-092~. Consult with an agency hydrologist or fisheries biologist
before removing any logs.

3.

Establish water quality monitoring stations at several points along White River. The state
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) would monitor water quality and enforce the
non-degradation policy. Federal agencies would assist in water quality monitoring and
coordinate with DEQ to share data and monitoring techniques and to upgrade water quality in
order to meet or exceed state standards.

4.

Establish gauging stations at points of diversion for irrigation systems within the White River
basin and monitor use.

5. Aotively manage the river corridor to maintain nonimpairment of water quality (FW-055). The
managing agencies would assist Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) in
monitoring water quality and would coordinate with DEQ to share data and monitoring techniques
and to upgrade water quality,
6. Conduct an in-stream flow study to biologically determine appropriate flows that would restore
and/or protect outstandingly remarkable values within the river segments.
7.

Monitor and participate in issues which have the potential to impact optimum flows associated
with the outstandingly remarkable values by playing an advocacy role and, if necessary, actively
seek opportunities to accept transfer, receive donations, or purchase water rights (FW-074).

8.

Cooperate and coordinate with the State’s water resource analysis to determine available water
quantities and future needs for domestic, agricultural, and commercial water users,
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Veaetation Manaaement
1,

Retain large, undisturbed blocks of old growth In Segments E-C that connect with old growth in
adjacent basins or subbasins.

2. Monitor riparian areas on federal lands using riparian inventory and photo trend, water quality
inventory, biotic condition index, fish census, and remote sensing (RMP pg. 11).
3. Manage riparian vegetation to provide cover for neotropical migratory birds and other animals
dependent upon the riparian area. Riparian projects would be analyzed on a project by project
basis to rehabilitate severe riverbank erosion.
4. Adopt the 1993 R6 Interim Old Growth definitions.
Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Species
1. Survey for threatened, endangered, and sensitive species on federal lands.
2.

Research or provide research opportunities to better understand the biological and habitat needs
of threatened, endangered, and sensitive species.

Wildlife
1.

Manage streams in Segment B to provide high quatity amphibian and aquatic insect habitat,

2.

Discourage human travel into sensitive plant and animal habitat through vegetation management
and trail placement and barriers.

3.

Protect and manage areas important to species to reach the desired future condition and to
minimize disturbance due to human presence.

j,

Survey and analyze fish habitat conditions throughout the corridor every five years using an
interagency survey method,

2. Recommend that QDF&W make fish screening of irrigation diversions in the White River basin a
high priority. Screens should meet ODF&W specifications to reduce or prevent losses of native
fish into pumps and through stranding in irrigation ditches. Recommend that ODF&W seek
enforcement of state law ORS 509.615~ if needed, through the state Water Resources
Commission if compliance does not occur within agreed to timelines or ODF&W specifications.
3. Analyze the genetic traits and life history requirements of native sculpin, longnose date. and
whitefish to determine eligibility for designation as an Outstandingly Remarkable Value.
4. With ODF&W and the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs, detetiine the habitat use of spring
and fall chinook, steelhead, and Pacific lamprey in Segment F.
5.

Provide technical assistance to interested landowners and identify cost-effective and feasible
methods to enhance riparian habitat and promote streambank *ability.

6. Cooperate with ODF&W, the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs, and other interested groups
to develop a consistent and well coordinated inventory, management plan implementation,
funding, and monitoring program for in-stream and riparian resources along the river.
7. Prohibit the use of chemicals in riparian areas on Forest Service lands to control noxious weeds
(Forest Service 1988).
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8.

Determine the structure, size, composition, distribution, abundance, and hydrologic function of
naturally occurring numbers of downed logs in the river.

9.

Recommend that ODF&W adopt fishing regulations that specify of promote catch and release
fishing with bat-bless hooks OR White River.

Grazing
1.

Monitor grazing effects on outstandingly remarkable value features on federal lands and adjust
Animal Unit Months (AUMsj, periods of utilization, or allotment boundaries as appropriate
through the allotment management plan or allotment evaluation (Bl-033 through BI-036, RMP
pg. 14-16).

2.

ELxclude cattle grazing from campgrounds and day use areas in Segment B.

3. With willing landowners, identify alternative grazing practices to avoid the need to construct or
reconstruct fences across the White River.
Fire Protection
1. Recommend that property owners in the corridor without formal wildfire protection form or join
rural fire protection districts and make mutual aid agreements with the Oregon Department of
Forestry (ODF), The managing agencies would expand existing mutual aid agreements with
ODF to provide backup and wildfire suppression assistance for the newly protected areas.
2. Formalize the existing agreement for fire protection on Tribally owned lands in Segment F,
3.

Develop a fire management plan for federal lands within the corridor. Consider the use of all
types of prescribed fires to meet river management objectives. incorporate adjacent land
allocations or plans into the area covered. Coordinate plan development with adjacent owners
and state and local fire protection organizations,

4.

F!etain a sufficient number of logs to meet the 1993 R6 Interim Old Growth definitions
Wherever possible, leave entire trees instead of pieces of trees.

Cultural Resources Manaaement
1.

Manage archaeological, historical, and traditional values resources within the White River
corridor through a coordinated plan of goals and objectives common to the Forest Service, BLM,
and Oregon State Parks and Recreation Department and with the participation of and
coordination with the CTWS and private landowners Specific management goals would focus
on the protection and enhancement of cuitural resource sites and features and traditional values.

2.

Maintain a cultural resources database atlas for federal lands. The managing agencies would
encourage the CTWS to contribute information on significant traditional values and materials.

3. Conduct an appropriate level of inventory on federal lands to identify prehistoric and historic
sites and features in areas proposed for surface disturbing activities. Sites discovered should be
evaluated for significance following National Register of Historic Places criteria, in consultation
with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) (FW-596 through FW-626, RMP pg. 30).
4,

Protect traditional values on federal lands from timber harvest, recreational developments! and
road and trail construction (FW-615 through FW-624, RMP pg 30). These sites will have no
interpretive signing. Interpretive materials will not reveal the locations of these sites.

5.

Revise the interpretive sign at Klinger’s Camp, originally constructed by the Civilian
Conservation Corps, to correct errors in the text.
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Scenic Resources and Recreation
1.

Conduct a study of recreational use on federal lands to determine current use levels, types of
use, impacts on other Outstandingly Remarkable Values, and carrying capacity. Carrying
capacity will incorporate RCS class, physical capability, and ecological capability for each
segment,

2.

Develop a comprehensive trail plan that minimizes conflicts between main user groups, protects
Outstandingly Remarkable Value features and processes, and is consistent wit the ROS class of
each segment. The plan should evaluate different use levels and the carrying capacity on each
user network and the trail system as a whole.

3. AIfow mountain bikes and pack and riding stock on trails designated for those uses.
4. Develop a comprehensive interpretive plan for the entire corridor, The ptan should cover which
Outstandingly Remarkable features and processes should have interpretive materials the most
appropriate medium and method for a given Cutstandingly Remarkable Value and river
segment, and the tocation of interpretive materials. Evaluate different levels of interpretation,
such as self-guided trails, signs, brochures, and so forth.
5.

Prohibit additionat commercial ski area expansion into the corridor beyond that allowed in the Mt,
Hood Meadows Ski Area Management Plan currently under review.

6.

bimit nordic skiing opportunities in Segment A to ungroomed, undeveloped trails.

7.

Rehabilitate openings roads, parking areas, and other facilities on federal lands to meet the
estabfished scenic quality objectives for that site or area (FW-558).

8.

Require that atI facilities are designed to meet the RCS setting as seen from within that site.

9.

Properly locate all recreations facilities. such as trails, traiiheads, parking, and so forth: in
relation to the outstandingly remarkable values for the river and in relation to threatened%
endangered, and sensitive plant and animal species poprriations and habitat, and in relation to
cultural resource sites.

10. Require that all recreationa activities be compatible with the RQS class for each rives segment
and with management of the ~utsta~di~g~y remarkable v&es (FW-464, 81-007, 51-008).
I? Acquire scenic easements, as needed and available from willing sellers, to protect scenic
resources and meet scenic quality objectives within the designated viewshed.
12. Place toilets at White River East Sno-park.
13. Use trait markings consistent with the ROS class of each segment (FW-464, Bl-007, B1=008),
14. Prohibit motorized recreational vehicle use north of Highway 35 and its parking areas
Transportation Systems/Facilities; Travel and Access Management
1.

DeGommission roads in Segments A-C not needed for log haul, administrative use, or recreation
access to eliminate sediment sources to the river. Close the road entrance(s) and follow one of
the following options: a) allow the roadbed to naturally revegetate, b) rip the road surface and
allow it to naturally revegetate or seed it, or c) “deconstruct” the road by pulling up the sidecast,
recontouring the slope, and seeding the former road. Road decommissioning may allow
continued use of the roadbed as a trail.

2. Recommend reconstruction of the Highway 35 bridge across White River to eliminate river
channelization should a debris torrent or other natural event destroy or severely damage the
bridge. The reconstructed bridge should alfow the relatively unimpeded flow of debris torrents
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and glacial outwash floods that normally influence the river channel and the river’s hydrologic
regime.
3.

Permit no additional road construction Segment A.
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Table 2.2. Alternatives.
-.--.-

Alternative A
Resource
Area
-,-___.--.~.-Alternative Goal and Intent Goal: No Action. Follow the
existing management plans as
written and any other applicable
laws, agreements, and species
recovery plans.
Intent: Carry out the Mt, Hood
Forest Plan and the Two Rivers
Management Plan as written,
Nonfederal landowners comply
with applicable state and local
laws.

Mining
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B ---” .,“,
____-_il. Alternative
..----~“--Goal: Minimize manipulation of
the existing environment except
as needed to protect resources
and aid in species recovery.
Provide for levels of recreational
use that promote enjoyment of
the river-related values while
minimizing impacts on those
values,

Intent: Modify the Mt. Hood
Forest Plan and the Two Rivers
Management Plan to increase
protection of river-related values
and apply ecosystem
management principles using
vev inactive land management.
Retain recreatisnai use at a low
ievel to provide a very high
quality of experience with an
emphasis on dispersed recreation
activities. Encourage nonfederal
landowners to apply similar
managernent on their lands
._.- ---“--“.l-“-“.“--~l-..“Locatable: 0-1 Forest Service
t-ocatable: Same as Alternative
A on Forest Service lands.
lands, withdraw Bocatabte
minerals. Make provisions for
Pursue a mineral withdrawal for
locatable minerats for all ELM
valid existing mining rights
jBZ=053, B1-054). All BLM Band lands within the corridor. Work
within the corridor remains open with other agencies and private
landowners to encourage them to
for mineral entry and managed
under the 43 CFR 3809
lessen the impacts to scenic
regulations. Operating plans are values from any mining
operations they establish within
required for exploration and
the viewshed. Request that
development on federal within
the wild and scenic corridor (RMP private mining operators identify
other economical mining
pg. 22).
locations outside of the river flood
channef in Segment E,
__II..-.~~~

---

!
Alternative C
Aliemative D
Alternative E
-~n-ll--l
Goal: Manipulate the
Goat: Manipulate the
Goal: Manipulate the
~environment to a low degree to
environment to a moderate
environment to a high degree to
move slowly @wards the desired degree to move rapidly toward
attain the desired condition in the
condition. Provide for levels of
the desired condition. Provide for shortest period of time. Provide
recreational use that promote
levels of recreational use that
for the highest level of
recreational use that still protects
enjoyment of the river-related
promote enjoyment of the
the river-related values,
values while minimizing impacts river-related vaiues while
on those values.
reducing the impacts on those
values.
Intent: Modify the Mt. Hood
Intent: Modify the Mt. Hood
Forest Plan and the Two River
Forest Plan and the Two Rivers Intent: Modify the Mt. Hood
Management Plan to protect and
enhance river-related values and
Management Plan to protect and Forest Plan and the Two River
snhance Iriver-related values and Management Plan to protect and apply ecosystem management
apply ecosystem management
enhance river-related values and principles using very active land
xinciples using a low level of
apply ecosystem management
management. Manage
principles using a moderate level recreational use levels at a
and management. Manage
pecreatiorial use at a
moderate level to provide a high
of land management. Manage
quality of experience with an
ow-moderate level to provide a recreational use levels at a
-righ quality of experience with
moderate level to provide a high emphasis on developed
recreation activities. Encourage
more emphasis on dispersed
quality of experience with more
nonfederal landowners to apply
ecreation activities Encourage emphasis on developed
nonfederal landowners to apply
recreation activities. Encourage 1 similar management on their
similar management on their
nonfederal landowners to apply ) lands.
j
similar management on their
ands.
/
lands.
I
- - .- ll____-ll---ll_Locatable: Same as Alternative 1 Locatable: Same as Alternative /Locatable: Same as Alternative
/D.
!A plus the managing agencies
4.
would work with other agencies :
and private landowners to
encourage them to lessen the
1
impacts to scenic values from
any mining operations they
establish within the viewshed.
Request that private mining
operators identify other
economical mining locations
outside of the river hood channel )
in Segment E.
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Table 2,2. Alternatives (cont.)
Resource Area
Mining (cont.)

Alternative
B
I -,..-.
-_- _ --.-~-._-Leasable: The Forest Service
and BLM would pursue a mineral
withdrawal for leasable minerals
on all federal lands within the
corridor. The managing agencies
would work with other agencies
and private landowners to
lg. 20).
encourage them to lessen the
impacts to scenic values from
any mining operations they
establish within the viewshed.
Request that private mining
operators identify other
economical mining locations
outside of the river flood channel
in Segment E.
Salabfe: No permits for salable
Salable: No common variety
xiinera! development shall occur minerals would be issued within
the corridor. Request that private
dthiri any river segments on
‘oi’cst servijce land. An existing mining operators identify other
3ermit upstream from Highway
economical mining Bosations
35 shall be an exception (Bl-Q5Tp outside of the river flood r,hannef
in Segment E.
Bl-&X5). The BLM wou!d
3msider applications fmm local
governments for setable
minerals, sud;h as sand and
gravel, on BLM lands within the
zxridor where consistent with
arntection of resource values
A
_Alternative
--.- ^_111”
-easable: All federal land would
)e open to mineral leasing with a
IO surface occupancy stipulation
‘or that portion of the permit
3otentially affecting river
*esource values (81-056, RMP

RMP pg 22).
dighway 35 Permit: Sand and
puet operations end after
,emoving an additional 600,OQO
:ubiG yards of material (Stage
V). Site restored to stabilize
surface (B3-859, 51-031 through
%I-063j.
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tlighway 35 Permit: Sac-nd and
gravel operations would end
before additional removal of
material and the site restored to
provide area for safe snow play
and to stabilize surface. New
rehab.:restoration plan developed
consistent with DFC, ODOT
locates alternative source(s) with
FS assistance

Alternative C
,easable: Same as Alternative
4,

Afternative D
Leasable: Same as Alternative
4 plus the managing agencies
Mould work with other agencies
2nd private landowners to
encourage them to lessen the
mpacts to scenic values from
2ny mining operations they
establish within the viewshed.

Salable: Same as Attemative .A.

Salable: Same as Alternative A
31~s the managing agencies
Nould work with other agencies
snd private landowners to
sncourage them to lessen the
mpads to scenic values from
3ny mining operations they
?stabiish within the viewshed.

highway 35 Permit: Same as
Wemative B except sand and
Iravel operations end after
emoving an additional 200,000
:ubic yards of material (Stage ii>.

highway 35 Permit: Same as
Wernative C except sand and
gravel operations end after
-emoving an additional 400,000
:ubic yards of material (Stage
II).

-T-i

Alternative._-.
E l__llll_
--_-._l--easable: Same as Alternative
3.

Salable: Same as Afternative D.

Permit: Same as
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Table 2.2. Alternmatives (cont.)
__ _-l ..--.. _
Resource
-_I_.-Area
___I- ..- --.
Hydrology

l-..“.~-._II
__---__
Alternative A
m-.+Aiter~E?~B-“._--Manage all Forest Service river 1 Determine optimal in-stream
segments in a free-flowing and
I flow needs to protect
unpoltuted state (Bl-050).
1 Outstandingly Remarkable
Protect instream flows on federai Values, Obtain water rights for
lands (FW-074, RMP pg. 30).
the optimal flow needed to
enhance Outstandingly
Remarkable Values with
emphasis on native fish species
and the minimum flow needed for
channel maintenance as rights
Ib”“npCW~~!ibre.
_,-_-.-_ _.--_-_.-l” .----..
, ,“” ., .^_. “. _---.
All methods are available as
i No chemical or biological
vegetation management tools,
/methods would be used as
Regulated timber harvest should ‘vegetation management tools.
OCCUR’ and salvage shalt occur on Unregulated timber harvest may
occur, Initiate vegetation
Forest Service lands @I-042
~~~n~~u~~~i~~~ when damsge or
thsollgh Bl-047). Manage
riparian areas on BLM lands
degradation to one er more
wif4~n the corridor to reach proper i Quistandingty Remarkable Value

functmiflg ~cYxxKMciT~ by “647, to is dLEa‘-VEd. on BbM lands,
i achieve good to excellen”, aquatic %oens vegeiatim management on
1.,those areas En early to mid-semi
sk3ges. Coordinate efforts with
adjacx3ct landowners.

i haMat eorrdition. emphasizing
Iwetland habitats supporting
I urlique plani species a‘

i communities. Manage upland
1 vegetation to proside maximum
,wildlife habitat diversity
j (ecologicat condbtion of high mid
j seral to low Bate seral stage) v&h
1 par”ric;ular attention to forage and
/habitat needs for big game in
1 Segment D (LYhite River Game
i Management Area’) (RMP pg.
jll).
i Within recreational segments . .
jsilvicuitural prescriptions should
/protect or enhance river values
/ (81-042, 81443).
/Implement Barlow Road IRA
/vegetation management
I recommendations.
-..-l.--l_l_ -- -_-,. ^---..-“~---“--- .--..-
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. In Segment B, pfohibit tree
removal to open views of Mt.
Hood and White River I

Uegetation rnar~ag~~~~r~t
activities should emphasize river
related resource values over
Barlow Road related resource
values.
.--.-.lll”.“l.,l.. ^-“.“““- --~.111_111-

-- .-~”

Atternative C
--...“__11_,______
Same as Alternative B.

Afternative !J

Alternative E
_^.- l_____l__l_ll_ _,-as Alternative D.

needs

~_-same as Alternative B except
,iofogical methods would be
SIlowed. Initiate vegetation
nanipulation when damage or
iegradafion to one or more
Xtstancfingiy Remarkable Vaiue
s strongly suspected to occur
within thle next 5 years.

n Segment B, remove trees to
lpen views to Mt. Hood and
‘White River at selected points
rlong the Bariow Road.
same as Alternative A.

_--

.-.--.-. -----~.--Same as Alternative A except
initiate vegetation manipulation
when damage or degradation to
one or more Outstandingly
i
/Remarkable Value is SUS~EX~~~
Ito occur within the next 10 years.
[On BLM, State, and private lands
‘emphasize wetland or riparian
dependent species. Use
cooperative efforts with willing
landowners to affect the
vegetative mosaic, habitat
conditions, and scenic quality.
Provide technical assistance to
interested landowners in
Segment E to create wetlands in
carefully selected locations.

_____--_ ._.,._-..
as Alternative D except
vegetation manipulation ir
Remarkable Value

Same as Alternative C plus
incfude other appropriate
viewpoints,

Same as Alternative D.

Same as Alternative A.

, Same as Alternative A.

---_--_---_l__-l_-.-

^-^.- -“. “.---.- -.... “-.-“.--..-” _,_, n ...” ._.-- “,_ ..-.. ““-
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Table 2.2. Alternatives (cont.)
._-..“.l-,.“~_-_~--

Resource Area
---_III^II_LII_.-II-Vegetation Management

Altematitre

A

‘-

Alternative B

Weeds: Use integrated Noxious Weeds: Control
noxious weeds on federal Ian
pest management strategies to
using nonchemical and
manage pests and nonnative
nonbiological methods.
invader species within the
Coordinate control activities Y
constraints of laws and
regulations. IPM strategies shall adjacent State and private
be consistent with the Vegetation landowners.
Management FEIS, ROD, and
Mediated Agreement on Forest
Service lands (FW-384) and with
the Northwest Area Noxious
Weed Control Program Final
1
j Environmental Impact Statement j
1385 and Supplement 1987 and 1
Records of Decision on ELM
1
lands (RMP pg~ 31). Coordinate 1
csntroi activities with adjacent
/
I
State
and
private
landowners
i
._l.--l
.
”
.j---“.“..----._- -l_ll. “.-I .-. -... ., .^ ” .-^..-“^“-_ --“l-““-.
_ . -----_. --_-lll.-.
T~r~~~e~~d~ ~~da~~e~ed? and Identify and manage threatened, ; Same as Altemative A plus, i n
j
‘cooperation with private
endangered, and sensitive
Sensitive Species
I
landowners and other entities‘,
species in accordance with the
Endangered Species Act, Oregon conduct comprehensive
inventories and develop a
Endangered Species Act, and
coordinated strategy for
agency policies and guidelines
(FW-170 through FW-186, RMP protecting these species, Ide ntify
suitable sites and reintroduce
pg. 30). Monitor bald eagles
peregrine falcon into Segmer1t 5
annually (RMP pg. 11).
or other segments with Iando wner
cooperation.
I
-.” --11_---._--” . ._., --.. I.. _.
.” ..- - .---
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-~. I_- . - .l _ _- l ._

- Altemmative C
Noxious Weeds: Same as
Alternative B except biological
methods would be allowed.

Afternative 0
----^-.Noxious Weeds: Same as
Alternative A.

.“““l~-..-” . --__l----- “-“_-.---

Same as Alternative B.

1” --^’ --’ .‘.” .“--‘.’ -

Same as Alternative D.
Same as Alternative B except
emphasize habitat enhancement
for threatened, endangered, and
sensitive species over just habitat
protection and maintenance.
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Table 2.2. Alternatives (cont.)
“~
_r____“~
Alternative B
Alternative A
Same as Alternative A except”Limit habitat improvement
emphasize habitat management
practices to those necessary to
protect, conserve, rehabilitate, or for native species only.
Emphasize species diversity and
enhance river area resources
(Bl-029); structures should mimic nongame species on federal
noncatastrophic events and shall lands,
not create hazardous conditions
or interfere with recreational use i
of the river (Bl-031). Continue
cooperatively managing the
White River Game Management 1
Area in Segment D with ODF&W
to meet established objectives
(RMP pg. 1 I>.
Conduct baseline wildlife surveys
‘No specific wildfife surveys or
special management actions are for raptors on federal lands and
,planned on federal lands, except heron rookeries, reptiles,
waterfowl! and passerine birds on
1 for B5 management plans.
-.^-^--~-“l”..““l._ll__l-.“.-l_. I--.- ._-.- ..- ___-,. ..---...- ~?.hWIlarn!L”-..--.---..- _--_1 Same as Alternative A except
Fish
Limit habitat improvement
practices to those necessary to 1 emphasize habitat management
protect, conserve, rehabilitate, or for native species only, Identify
,spawning sites of native fish,
enhance river area resources
(81-029); structures should mimic idetermine their distribution, and
noncatastrophic events and shall evaluate how they function in a
not create hazardous conditions river with naturally high sediment
or interfere with recreational use loads.
of the river. (81-031)
-.- ..--. -“.---_lll..
----..
---~
Resource Area
Wildlife
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--_.“-.-“,_.--..
Altefnative
C
I-------x1111-~ I l_l-

.._---

--..-

Alternative
Afternative D-_ I - --.- E
Same as Alternative A.
Same as AItemative A except
:same as Alternative A.
emphasize habitat management E3mphasize habitat management Emphasize habitat management
for native species while providing f or native and desirable
for native and desirable
non-native species with an
habitat for desirabfe non-native
$ton-native species,
emphasis on big game in
species such as wild turkey,
Segments D-F.
chukar, and Hungarian partridge. -

Same as Atternative B except
conduct baseline wildlife surveys
only for big game habitat quality
on BtM lands.

Same as Alternative 8 plus
survey for neotropical migratory
birds on national forest lands.

1 Same as Alternative B except
j emphasize only raptors and
heron rookeries on BLM lands.

l~l__l-_--l
Same as Alternative B.

.“___.--..“Same as Alternative C plus
Same as Alternative B except
drop project on spawning sites of determine if spawning habitat
enhancement is feasible.
native fish.

I

Table 2.2. Alternatives (cont.)
“-~~_

-,_l-

Resource Area
Grazing

Fire Protection
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~-.~

Alternative A
Continue livestock grazing on
federal lands in accordance with
provisions developed through
existing evaluations and permits,
and provided river banks and
riparian areas are either protected
from adverse impacts or the
adverse impacts mitigated
through management. Range
improvements may occur to
protect or enhance river related
values. Monitor grazing effects
on Outstandingly Remarkable
Value features and adjust Animal
Unit Months periods of
utilization, or allotment
boundaries, as appropriate,
through the allotment
management plan (Bl-033
pg, 14).
through Bl-037, RMP
.-._ll-_ll__ll__l.-_lll
Retardant: Direct fire retardant
“drops” to minimize entry of
chemicals into water courses.
Colored chemical suppressants
and other water additives allowed
(Bl-089, RMP pg. 31).

Alternative B
Same as Alternative A in
Segments A and B. Recommend
modifying the White River and
Grasshopper Allotment
Management Plans to exclude
grazing where little of no grazing
occurs presently. Exolude cattle
grazing on BLM land below the
rims of the canyon. Grazing
above the rims would continue as
in Alternative A. Construct
approximately 5 miles of gap
fencing (1.5 miles in Segment 5,
1 .O miles in Segment E, and 2.5
miles in Segment F) along the
rim. Upland water sources may
be developed to provide
alternative watering locations.

Fuels Management:
Prescribed burning may occur to
protect river related values
(B1-090, RMP ps~ 31).

Fuels Management: Develop an
ecosystem-based prescribed
burning program for federal lands
Jvithin the corridor.

-----“.“ll_ll,.,_II---

Retardant: No chemical
suppressants or other water
additives would be allowed within
the corridor for fire suppression

_.-

AItem&e C
same as Alternative B.

Alternative D
Same as Alternative A except
limit livestock grazing on BLM
land below the rims to periods
between Nov. 1 and May 1. For
this action to occur on Segments
E and F, seek private landowner
cooperation to implement a
seasonal grazing system. Gap
fencing may be necessary.
Grazing on the uplands would
continue as in Alternative A.
Upland water sources may be
developed as in Alternative B.

Alternative E
Same as Atternative D except no
livestock grazing would occur on
BLM land within the corridor.
Construct approximately 26 miles
of fence (20 miles in Segment D,
3 miles each in Segments E and
F) to separate BLM land from
private land.

_l.__,l_l..
-.-----_1

/Retardant: Same as Alternative Retardant: Same as Alternative Retardant: Same as Alternative
A.
c.
IA. Use uncolored or fugitive
I chemical suppressants and other
1 water additives.

Fuels Management: Same as
Alternative B.

Fuels Management: Same as
Fuels Management: Same as
Alternative B plus include private, Alternative D,
state, and tribal lands in the
corridor within the prescribed
burning program if landowner is
willing.
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Table 2.2. Alternatives (cont.)
.-“_“_._~ “-“.-“-^-l^^--- - - ^Alternative
A
Resource Area
.--,- l-___l“-.“.“-.--- --~Campfire Restrictions: Allow 43arnpfire~~~~~~~~“”
Fire Protection (cont.)
as Alternative A. The managing
campfires and the collection of
agencies would encourage use of
firewood for campfire purposes
with standard restrictions. Private/fire pans in Segments Q-F.
1 landowners and the state would
regulate campfires and firewood
collection on their lands.

-____ -” .~--.--“..” .” “--.“ll...- --.- ““.. .,,-- __“--.-.- . “. - I- . -. .-- ------. _I_
! Inventory: Conduct
Cultural Resources
Inventory: Following Section
j reconnaissance/sample level
106 of the National Historic
/surveys (Class II) on federal
Preservation Act, cultural
l--1 lands within the corridor for
resource inventories shall be
conducted, on a project specific /cultural resources. Evaluate
‘level, for all activities which might i those sites identified for National
affect resources eligible for the /Register significance.
, National Register of Historic
’
Places (FW=%B, RMP pg~ 30).
Protection: Use incentive
1 Protection: No specific
programs to protect cultural
I incentive programs or
resources on non-Federal lands
cooperative agreements are in
place with other agencies or
private landowners within the
corridor,
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i
E
1
Alternative
D
- -.--...1_1..11111”- Alternative
-“-...~ C
.l~__l-” ..“--.-1__ Alternative
Campfire Restrictions: Same
Campfire Restrictions: Sarnem”““li Campfire Restrictions:
----I
Implement
a
fire
closure
between
ias
Alternative D except fireihrood
as Alternative B.
‘coilection at Graveyard Butte
June 1 and October 15 in
Segment C below Keep’s Mill and would be prohibited.
on alt BLM lands. Campfires and
charcoal would be allowed only at
Graveyard Butte camping area.
During the open campfire season,
‘the managing agencies would

,“_,___--..~
Inventory: Same as Alternative ‘Inventory: Comprehensively
survey (Class III) federal lands
0.
within the corridor for cultural
resources. Evaluate those sites
identified for National Register

l..._-..l__- ____. -.
-.Inventory: Same as Alternative

,

i
Protection: Acquire non-Federal :
lands from willing sellers that
contain significant cultural
resources or acquire significant
artifact assemblages within the
corridor for curatian and
interpretation.
-^.-----~.- -.
.“-.-_---- -. -

Prutecticrn: Same as Alternative Protection: Develop
cooperative agreements to
B.
manage significant cultural
resources on non-Federal lands
within the corridor.
-. ---..-____ -^--.- -__-__-
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Table 2.2. Alternatives (cont.)
Resource Area
Scenic Resources and
Recreation
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Afternative -“^.^..
6
,.-lll__
Viewpoints: In Segment B,
Viewpoints: The managing
convert the road to Bonney Butte
agencies may develop scenic
overlook to a trail and provide
waysides (ISI -019). Site
limited parking near Road 4891;
development would be on a
no new turnouts or scenic
case-by-case basis and not
necessariiy coordinated between waysides would be constructed.
AI! overlooks in Segments C-F
districts or agencies
would remain undeveloped,
Alternative A

riecreation Use: Manage
recreation use levels to maintain
the prescribed ROS class
@I-Q!O). Use levels are not
regulated or monitored on BLM
lands.

decreation Use: Reduoe use
capacity through facility redesign.

Commercial Use: Authorize
commercial recreation use under
a Special Use Permit. No
restrictions exist regarding
commercial use levels or the
number of commercial recreation
permittees.
Off Road Vehicles: On Forest
Service lands permit motorized
vehicles only on open roads
@l-078), Limit off road vehicles
to designated trails (61-079). All
BLM lands within the corridor are
open to off road vehicle use
(RMP pg. 24).

L’ommercial Use: Exclude
commercial recreation use.

Off Road Vehicles: Allow no off
road vehicle use on federal lands
except as permitted for
snowmobiles.

Alternative C
_-----------.Viewpoints: In Segment 8,
reconstruct the road to Bonney
Butte overfook and provide
limited parking near the
viewpoint. Construct scenic
waysides that provide views to
Mt. Hood and White River. in
Segment C, all overlooks woufd
remain undeveloped but provide
adequate parking. No
viewpoints would be
BLM lands.

Recreation Use: Maintain
current use capacity while
redesigning facilities.

Commercial Use: Same as
Alfernative A plus decide how
much of the allowable use should
be allocated to outfitters and
guides.

1 Off Road Vehicies: Same as
I Alternative 5.

Alternative D ~_--- -c
Alternative
E
_l._l_..--__ll_l_---.
in Segment B:
jtfiewpoints: Same as
reconstruct road to Bonney Butte /Alternative D.
overlook and provide limited
parking near the viewpoint.
Construct scenic waysides that
provide views to Mt. Hood and
White River. In Segment C,
provide adequate parking with
barrier-free traits to overlooks
the rim. Develop a small
scenic wayside with limited
parking overlooking the White
! River canyon on the southern rim
lat Graveyard Butte. Place an
1 interpretive sign to expiain river
values and visitor use of this
area.
~Recreation Use: increase use
Recreation Use: Same as
Alternative D except increase use
capacity to a level below
capacity to the optimal revel
optimum through facility design
and redesign. Provide technical through facility design and
assistance to interested
redesign.
landowners to identify potential
recreation opportunities on
private land while still protecting
the river’s Outstandingly
Remarkable Values and ROS
class in Segment D.
Commercial Use: Same as
‘Commercial Use: Same as
Alternative C.
Alternative C.

Off Road Vehicles: Limit off
road vehicles to designated
routes on federat lands.

O#T Road Vehicles: Same as
Alternative D.
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Table 2.2. Alternatives (cont.)
- _..“.-l”.” ,” --^-^-_.Resource Area
Alternative
_-,,” .^“,_ “--, __..- -“-- _._. ^ _____--A
.-... --..
Winter Sports: Provide a broad
Scenic Resources and
spectrum of year-round dispersed
Recreation (cont.)
recreation opportunities,
experiences, and settings where
they do not conflict with
Management Area management
direction; manage for winter
sports opportunities within snow
zones (FW-453).
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B ----..
l_._lll_llll....Alternative
. ^ ._^^.I.- .^ ___^Vinter Sports: Provide nordic
skiing opportunities north of Road
I3 and prohibit all motorized
rehicle use on Road 48 north of
ioad 43 between Nov. IS-April 1.
Emphasize nonmotorized winter
iports with no further expansion
If snowmobile routes. No
ncreased use by alpine skiers
vould be allowed. Develop
white River pit as a snow play
trea,

AMrnative C
Winter S&s: Prohibit wheeled
ATVs and street-legal vehicles on
Road 48 north of Road 43
between Nov q S-April 1.
Eliminate a 3.3 mile snowmobile
route from the junction of roads
48 and 48’30 to the junction of
roads 4890 and 4891. Formally
designate Road 48 between
Road 43 and White River East
Sno-park as a snowmobile route.
No further expansion of
snowmobile routes would be
allowed. Develop White River as
a snow play area with well
defined snow play runs after
mining operations end. No
increased use by alpine skiers
would be allowed.
--.. .I___

Alternative D
Ninter Spsrts: Same as
Utemative C plus construct
Marming huts for snowmobile
lsera and nordic skiers. Add
additional toilets to White River
Nest Sno-park. Minimize use
ncreases by alpine skiers.

Alternative E
Winter Sports: Same as
Alternative D except have a
concessionaire operate the snow
play area at White River pit, The
concessionaire would be
responsible for the site design
and facility construction and
maintenance.
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Table 2.2. Alternatives (cont.)
-“.” ^” ..-..- 1111-.-. ~^.-..- “--~“l”..-

-^ ___“_.

Resource Area
Scenic Resources and
Recreation (cont.)

Alternative A

Recreational Development:
?ecreational Development:
Provide barrier-free units at one
Developed recreation
mprovements shall provide for or more developed day use areas
and campgrounds. Redesign
:omfort and convenience of
campgrounds to provide better
lsers in Recreational river
resource protection. Provide
segments and a minimum of
minimal facilities for pack and
xnvenience in Scenic river
segments. New developed sites riding stock at one campground in
Segment B. Develop at least one
nay occur (Bl-018, B7-018
hrough B2-020). Incorporate the small group campsite at a single
campground in Segment B.
ieeds of physically challenged
Redesign Keeps Mill to better
ndividuais in the design of
protect resource values at current
acilities consistent, with the
IrGhiteGtUral Barriers Act and the capacity, No watercraft facilities
would be provided. Allow day
Jniform Federal Accessibility
standards (FW-S&3),
use at Graveyard Butte, No
development would occur unless
necessary to protect resource
values. Protection measures
Gould include barrier post
placement or a barrier-free toilet
if sanitation conditions warrant.
Prohibit construction of new
campgrounds on federal lands.

-- ..,--.__._
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Alternative B

,.^^ .^“” “l---l..-.__-__l_llll_

.“““---_

-

Alternative
I _l____---._..__

C _-_-“/ Recreational Development:
, Same as Alternative B plus
‘provide barrier-free units at Ii2 of
~all developed day use areas and
campgrounds in Segment 5,
~White River Station and Barlow
Creek will provide limited
‘facilities for pack and riding
stock. Develop at least one small
group campsite at all
campgrounds in Segment B.
Limited overnight use may occur
at Graveyard Butte.

Alternative
D
-.--...l.-“l-.l^.““.-.~.-Recreational Development:
Same as Alternative B except
provide barrier-free units at al!
developed day use areas and
campgrounds in Segment B.
Develop at least one small group
campsite and facilities for pack
and riding stock at afl
campgrounds in Segment B.
Redesign Keeps Mill to increase
capacity. Monitor kayak use and
parking at Keeps Mill and
develop a staging area in the CG
and parking on the rim as needed
to mitigate resource damage.
Provide adequate and
appropriate water-craft launch
facilities where needed in
Segment B: at Graveyard Butte,
and in Tygh Valley if land or an
easement can be obtained from
willing landowners. Develop a
small primitive campground on
public lands at Graveyard Butte.
Include a parking area with
barrier posts to control vehicle
use and a barrier-free toilet.
Recommend interested
landowners evaluate the
feasibility of providing
recreational developments, such
as campgrounds, in the Tygh
Valley area.
--_-

Alternative E
--._tecreational Development:
jame as Alternative D plus
levelop a group campground ifl
3egment B. Provide adequate
tnd appropriate watercraft
auchltakeout areas where
reeded in Segment B, at Keeps
Jill CG and Graveyard Butte,
ind in Tygh Valley if land or an
sasement can be obtained from
villing landowners. Develop a
rmall to moderate sized
ampground with designated sites
XI public lands at Graveyard
3utte. Fees may be charged
)nce the facility is fully
developed.
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Table 2.2. Alternatives (cont.)
----__lll_

-~.-.-

Resource
Area
Alternative A- - ---~~“-- Transportation and Access
hails: Trails shall provide for
he comfort and convenience of
Management
lsers in Recreational river
segments and for a minimum of
:onvenience in Scenic river
segments on Forest Service
ands (BI-009).
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---...” -.__. -

--.-.

Alternative B
Trails: In Segment AI prohibit
new trail construction. Continue
to provide access on existing
trails; improvements and
reconstruction allowed. In
Segment B, design and maintain
trails at a primitive standard
designed for resource protection.
Provide no constructed river and
stream crossings, although fords
constructed of non-cemented
materials would be allowed
across White River. No
barrier-free trails would be
provided. In Segment C, no
additional trial construction woufd
be allowed. No developed trails
/or trailhead facilities would be
constructed on BLM lands.
/Existing wildlife or user
developed trails would remain. If
resource degradation occurs from
increased visitor use,
rehabilitation would occur, No
developed trails or trailhead
facilities would occur on any
acquired lands or easements.
, Rehabilitate these acquired lands
1 as necessary.

- - - - ..-... Alternatbe D
Trails: Same as Alternative B
Trails: Same as Alternative C
plus allow limited new trail
plus ail traits would have
construction to provide viewing
constructed river and stream
and interpretive opportunities in crossings. Bridges are allowed
Segment A, with emphasis on
when constructed of native
minimizing disturbance to wildlife materials and rustic in
and habitat. In Segment B,
appearance. Provide barrier-free 1
design and maintain trails at a
interpretive trails. If land or
variety of standards to present
easements are acquired from
varying levels of challenge and
willing landowners upriver from
still protect other resources.
Graveyard Butte, survey a trail
Provide accessible trail(s) that
for feasibility. If feasible, design
challenge physically disabled
and construct a hiking traii from
users. In Segment C, design and White River Crossing to
construct a trail from White River Graveyard Butte, Due to the
Crossing to Keeps Mill.
nature of the terrain, this would
not be a barrier-free trail between
Keeps Milf and Graveyard Butte.
Recommend that private
landowners evaluate the
feasibility of providing hiking,
biking, or horseback oppofiunities
along their lands in Segments E
and F.

I...- .--~ -,.--_. - ..,. -“----_--..-” ...”

,. . ., ^.-..-..” ^. ,.” .,........,__I..I “,,-_ _,.” ..__._.

i
Alternative E
I
/Trails: Same as Alternative D
i plus design and maintain all trails
‘in Segment 5 at a high standard
) and provide resource protection.
1 Design and construct a trail
1 network that provides a
continuous trail from Hwy 35 ts
IGraveyard Butte. The BhM
/would acquire public easements
i to cover traii use opportunities
ialong the river.

1

--”
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Table 2.2. Alternatives (cont.)
-

---

Resource Area
Alternative A
_-..--l___ll-______.-...__Transportation and Access
ioads: New roads may be
Management (cont.)
zonstructed (Bl-073 through
31-075).

---.-I.__----“.l---..l^ ., .“.
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Alternative 8
_Roads: In Segments A and B, turn some roads into trails and
obliterate others in conflict with
Outstandingly
Remarkable
/
/Values. Open road density within
the White River corridor on
Forest Service lands should be
1.5 miles/q. mile or less
year-round. The road to Keeps
Mill would handle only high
clearance vehicles. No new road
construction would be allowed on
BLM lands below the rim.

Qblic Access: As opportunities
snse and where public access is
desired in Segments D and E,
%quire the minimum access
ieeded to achieve management
objectives, preferably through
negotiated purchase of an
:asement or exchange (RMP pg.
!4).

Public Access: Pursue
easements or acquisitions from
willing landowners, emphasizing
legal, primitive access to public
lands upriver from old 197 and
downriver from Tygh Valley State
Park.

h-espass: Boundaries are not
losted in Segments D-F.

Trespass: Provide signs along
roads or use trails on BLM lands
around Graveyard Butte
informing visitors of limited public
access and the need to respect
private property,

I
Alternative--D
J
QXICES: Same as Alternative B. I Roads: Same as Alternative B
except open road density within
the White River corridor on
) Forest Service lands shouid be
2.5 mile&q. mile or less
year-round,
Alternative C

-

-

Alternative E

“___^l___
emWads: In Segment A, turn all
oads into trails. In Segment B
urn some roads into trails and
:lose all others in conflict with
Iutstandingly Remarkable
falues. Open road density within
he White River corridor on
‘orest Service lands should be
!.5 miles&q. mile or less
rear-round. Design the road to
<eeps Mill to handie most
jassenger cars but provide for
‘esource protection and not
&itor comfort. No new road
:onstruction would be allowed on
3tM lands below the rim.
Qblic Access: Same as
Utemative D except public
sasements would also be pursued
slang atl of Segments E and F.
Jut-sue land acquisition from
villing selters in Segment D to
:onsolidate public lands within
he canyon.

Ublic A,ccess: Same as
Alternative 6,

Public Access: Same as
Alternative B plus pursue legat
water-craft takeouts along
Segment E.

rrespass: Same as Alternative
3.

Trespass: Same as Alternative 1rrespass: Same as Alternative
B except place additional signs t
along the developed trails and
major public access points
concerning respect for private
property rights. Mark boundaries
as needed to reduce the risk of
trespass.
-
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Table 2.3 River corridor boundary alternatives.
-----.-LTERNATIVE 2

Boundary is the same as
the interim boundary
except in Segment B.

---~~._._.SEGMENT C

ALTERNATIVE 3
n Goal: Maximize protectior
of river-related resources
This alternative will require within acreage limitation
Congressional action.
_^ -_.- “---_.
Boundary includes
1 headwaters of the South
and White River and
1 Fork of Iron Creek and
allows Clackamas County j White River and follows
/ the Glackamas County
lim
__I__.
Boundary includes lands
1 between Road 48 and
foreground area as seen
Frog Lake Butte, and
from the river channel
Boundary runs from
Same as Alternative 2
canyon rim-to-rim
.-----_l_lBoundary runs from
Same as Alternative 2
canyon rim-to-rim

-^-.,I~- _
---~
Same as Alternative 2
Tygh Valley to Hwy 197.

straight lines rather than
Boundary runs from
canyon rim-to-rim
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-...-- .^“. .ISame as Alternative 2

Figure 2.1. Whife River corridor boundary--Alternative 1 (No Action).
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Figure 2.3. White River corridor boundary--Alternatives 2 and 3.
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---._

.- _

Figure 2.4. Land ownership for Segments 5, ET and F in White River corridor--Alternatives 2 and 3.
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Table 2.4. Designated Viewshed boundary alternatives.
ALTERNATIVE II
ALTERNATIVE I
Zoai: No action. Adopt Goal: Include additional
protection on private
he interim viewshed
lands through purchase
loundary.
of scenic easements
from willing sellers.
Officially designate a
viewshed in Segments
D-F,

SEGMENT A

SEGMENT 8

SEGMENT C

SEGMENT D

Jiewshed includes the
-oreground,
Jliddleground, and
3ackground from
viewpoints on White
iiver
Jiewshed includes the
-oreground,
uliddleground, and
3ackground from
viewpoints on White
?iver
___
Jiewshed includes the
-oreground,
Jliddleground, and
3ackground from
riewpoints on White
?iver
\lo viewshed formally -Designated.

___-.,_-“-- _.-..

SEGMENT E

qo viewshed formally
designated.

SEGMENT f

Go viewshed formally
designated.

_--.--

Same as Alternative 1

ALTERNATIVE Ill
Goal: Include additional
xotection on private
‘ands through purchase
3f scenic easements
from willing sellers,
3hYcially designate a
viewshed in Segments
D-F. Include seen area
from major viewpoints
on Forest Service lands
in Segments B and C
and BLM land in
Segment D.
Same as Alternative 1,

-_..-~.

Same as Alternative 1.

Viewshed adds seen
area from Barlow Butte,
Bonney Butte, Road 45,
and Timberline Lodge
and parking lot.

Same as Aiternative I.

Viewshed includes seen
area from Keeps Mill
Overlook.

Viewshed includes the
Foreground,
Middleground, and
Background from
viewpoints on White
River.
Viewshed includes the
Foreground:
Middleground, and
Background from
viewpoints on White
River
Viewshed includes the
Foreground,
Middleground, and
Background from
viewpoints on White
River

Viewshed includes seen
area from Graveyard
Butte.

Same as Alternative 2.

Same as Alternative 2.

Figure 2.5, White Rive1 designated viewshed--Alternatives I (No Action) and il.
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Figure 2.6. White River designated viewshed=-Aiiernative Ill.
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PLAN AMENDMENTS NEEDEQ

Forest Plan‘
-A
Proposed Desired Future Condition: Adopt the target tree sized by species and plant association
listed in Table 3.9 (Chapter 3-Desired Future Condition). These target tree sizes would apply to old
growth stands and to aft distance zones and Visual Quality Objectives.
Current Directton Future Condition: Target tree sizes listed on page Four-3 and Four-8 (Scenic
Quality) list target tree sizes by vegetation type and for Foreground Retention and Foreground Partial
Retention. These target tree sizes apply to mature trees as defined in the Forest Plan.
RMP: No amendments needed.

Forest Plan:
Current Boundary: defined as the interim boundary in the Forest Plan and map for Alternative Q.
Proposed Boundary: Both Alternatives 2 and 3 would change the entire Interim boundary to a new
boundary.
No
RMP:
amendment needed since the river was not designated when the RMP was approved.

Forest Plan:
Current Boundary: defined as the Interim Designated Viewshed tn the Forest Plan and mapped on
the Designated Viewsheds (Supptement to Alternative Q).
Proposed Boundary: Alternative fll would change the Interim Viewshed to a new Designated
Viewshed. Alternative II has the same boundary as the tnterim Designated Viewshed.
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Proposed Visual Quality Objectives:
VIEWSHED, ^ALTERNATIVE
II’
“...l--.“_l ...-..---.--“---~-“.“~-.-l-_“.“_
^^---“.“.l. -Partial
Retention
Retention
.._.”
..- .--- ^Management
Alt.
River
Segment
/
Fg”
.Mg
Bg
Fg ! Mg j Bg
..-,..---^--“l.----_-B
-___-___- -^.
c
ll--“” -.“““,Dand E
---....ll”--_.-_.,“” .-....I__.” _,.. - - VIEWSHED ALTERNATtVE III
--..“lllll-“-.._-_l_^_______.----------__~-

-._..--_-.-

Modification

Mg and Bg from
“ll-“--~-rp-1-_1_---

Modification
None

VIEWSHED
ALTERNATIVE
i flNTERiM)’
--.__ . . --_-__
_- _--.- ,.__- -_--l”-. I. “_.-.- --.- --.“.--.“~--“.“-.-Partial 1
Retention ’
Retention
/
River Segment
Modification
, Fg k Biii!
-----.--. _Fp__i_M@z~
--....--_““I -.-A/B
X
X
’
x
1
Views
from
Bonney
and
/
I
_ -..&.-- I
Barlow Buttes, Mg and
x / 1-7
c
X .X / _,&I~:-~ Road 48
_llll--.--.._“---^,~^l._l.“^^”
_. i ..^._. . . ..L.....-“J ,“,.“._
I
Management Alternative A only and Corridor Alternative 1 only

No
RMP:
amendment needed since the river was not designated when the RMP was approved.
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S TAM24 RDS AND GLKELlMES
MT. ~..“.~I”.-._______
HOOD MATIOMAL FUREST lAMi. AND RESOURCE ~AM~~~~~M~ PLAN
.-.--” ~.
-~.-~

,Aitemative
B
_____--. ,^^,.-..““.-_-- _--- -.______-1111
-.--....__- ““_._ .._ “,_-___ -..--.~“- _-._
Existing Standard and Guideline or
Propcsed
Standard
and
Guideline
or
Direction
(Reference)
~-“-“““-^~-.... “~-..- .___
--^ -.-._
-...Direction
“^..llllll_____^l_.____-,
Change fend alIoeaQion from B1 to AI ~
Forest Plan land ak9cat~uon
Withdraw from entry leasabfe minerals withjra the corridor.
Bl-056
Issue no permits for salable mineraals within the corridor.
51-058
Pmhibit the use sf chemical and biotc@cal methods for
WV-378
vegetation management and noxious weed control.
Emphasize habitat management fm= native wiktlife and fish
Forest Mariagement Goal 11
species only.
Mcr chemical suppressants or other water additives allowed for
Bl-089

Are suppression.
Constructian of new campgrounds prohibited
BI-819
Change ROS cfass in Segment B to Semi-primitive Mlotcrrized
I31 -008
i
411 motorized vehicle use prohibited on Road 48 north of
FW-41 I
Road 43 between November 25 - April 1.
‘. ’ ^ =-~
Motorized recreationaf vehicles ~r~h~b~ed north of Highway
FW-409: 51-078, 51-679 : 1
35
3nIy owr-snow vehicle trails allowed within the corridor,
FW-410, 81-079
.,.IL
Yo permits issued for commerciaf recreation uses.
--Bl-065, I31437
.
ioad construction in Segment A, outside the Mt. Hood
Bl-875
Pieadows expansion are, prohibited.
3pen
mad density
..~not exceed 1.5 mifes per square mile. ---. - -_--l.
-” _..~“^.. shall
-FW-209---- _.-. “.-=(.,..^__
A r’ hI*
Akrnative
C
-----_____.. “-- ^.,_ -_11-.^-.--r I, 2-F?
Change land ailocaticsn from B1 to AZ.
Forest Plan land allocation-,-,--- %ohibit the use of chemical methods for vegetation
FW-378
; .,-:,. .,..uI ;.: i J
nanagement and noxious weed controi.
Emphasize habitat management for native fish species only.
Forest Management Goal I?.!-:2
fse of uncolored or fugitive chemical suppressants or other
Addition to sW89 _.I._I..._...I.___
.l\fjl
lvater additives altowed. Use of red retardant prohibited
_i . I! tifjm;ii,
i .? ;y’;‘,:;‘:‘+,
Zonstrudion of new campgrounds prohibited
81-019
Change ROS dass in Segment 5 to Semi-primitive Motorized
Bl-008 :’ ’
Wheeled ATV and street-legal vehicle use prohibited on Road
Fw-411
“..--_
18 north of Road 43 between November 15 - April 1.
,.:j ii;j$&!$
m-409, BI-078, B~-&j’j” Xi
&&cized recreational vehicles prohibited north of Highway

55
My over-snow vehicle trails allowed within the corridor.
ioad ca~Q-~ction in Segment A, outside the Mt. Hood
deadom expansion are, prohibited.
&en road density shall not exceed 1 .tj mifes per square mile.

I :$:!>‘j qc-?
8 FW-410, 51-079 -‘-.-------.81-075
FW-209
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Alternative D
--.-.l~
Emphasize habitat management for native fish species only.
Use of uncolored or fugitive chemical suppressants or other
water additives allowed. Use of red retardant prohibited.
Change ROS class into Keeps Mill to Roaded Natural
Wheeled ATV and street-legal vehicle use prohibited on Road
48 north of Road 43 between November 15 - April 1~
Motorized recreational vehicles prohibited north of Highway

..~-~
--Forest Management Goal 11
Addition to Bl-089
Bl-007
FW-41 ‘I
FW-409, BS-078, B1-079

35
BI -0-E
Road construction in Segment A, outside the Mt. Hood
Meadows
expansion
are!
prohibited.
.--““...- -1” - - ._,_-, “.““llll--- --_____ --.“l-.. -- .--.- ---..-.“.---.“---1
--^- -“,Alternative
E
” .-,-.. -..-..-- ..~-_lll____ -... ~---~
-...~~-.- I___X_l-“--..-.~
Forest Management Goal I “t
Emphasize habitat management for native fish species on@.
53-007
Change RBS c/ass into Keeps Mili to Rsaded Natuml
Fw-411
Wheeled ATV and street=legaI vehicle use prohibited on Road
48 north of Road 43 between November 15 - April ‘I L
l=k&-409. B1-878, Bl-879
MaCIrized recreational vehides pmhibit@d north of Highway
35
B? 475
Road construction in Segment A, outside the Mt. Hood
Meadows expansion are, prohibited.

AIternative B
--.. -1111 ,.x_ll_“rm__-l_~-_I_F_--_^---_---~
~-“.--“___l___ - - - - ,-.. IExisting
~~r~agern~~t
Directiosa (Referermce;!
Proposed
Management
Direction
-““.~___-_
-.~
~-“..“_11____1.
RMP mo 14--Livestock g;Fhng
Livestock grazing below the rims prohibited.
Off road vehicle use prohibited
RMP ps, 24--C@
Road Vehir,les
--.--.--~-___.~,..
.“^-l_l__lll”..l --.. “___- .-___. --.-l--~--111
.--^“--.-_il_- ..-. I_
Alternative
C
..-.
.m___
Livestock grazing below the rims prohibited.
Off road vehicle use prohibited
____I_
Alternative
B
- - - ‘Gt livestock grazing below the rims to periods
between November 1 - May 1~
Off road vehicles limited to designated routes
Alternative
Prohibit livestock grazing on ali BLM lands within
the corridor
Off mad vehicles limited to designated routes
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“~..~
111- _^--..RMP pg. 14--Livestock Grazing
RMP pg* 24--Off Road Vehicles
~.---..---.“.-~~
RMP pg~ 74-Livestock Grazing

--“--.

RMP pg. 24--Off Road Vehicles
--.-” ““.,“.E RMP pg, 14-Livestock &zing
RMP pg- 24--Off Road Vehicles

3

CHAPTER 3: AFFECTED ENWRONMENT
INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes the character and resources of White River for one-quarter mile on each side of
the river and the adjacent lands, These descriptions represent the baseline information against which we
evaluate the alternatives, The first section describes the current conditions for each segment pair to
acquaint readers with the river corridor. The second section describes the desired future condition for
each segment pair to acquaint readers with the background behind the alternatives. The alternatives
describe different methods and rates to move from the current: or existing, condition towards the desired
future condition.
White River lies east of the Cascade Range and south of the Columbia River Gorge. Originating on Mt.
Hood, the river flows for approximately 53 mites to its confluence with the Deschutes River just above
Sherar’s Bridge. All but 0.6 mites of the river at White River Falls is designated as a federal Wild and
Scenic River. The USDA Forest Service manages Segments A, B, and 6;. Segment D consists of a mix
of BLM, state, and private lands. Virtually all of Segment E is privately owned, flawing through Tygh
Valley. Segment F is a mix of BLM, state, private, and Tribaify owned lands. The Prineville District of
the BLM manages Segments D, E, and F,
The chapter first describes the existing condition of ali resources for each pair of segments (A and B, C
and Q, E and F) with a general format of the physical setting, biological setting, and social setting. Next,
the chapter describes desired future condition for all segments and then each segment pair, failowing the
same general format as the existing condition, Tabfe 3.1 lists the outstandingly remarkable values for
each segment pair. Nate that an individual outstandingly remarkable value may appear in one or both
segments of each pair, Readers should review the Resource Assessment and specialists’ reports far a
more complete discussion of the river values for each segment.
EXISTtNG CONDlTtON
Segments A and 8

The 1988 Omnibus Oregon Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (1988 Rivers Ad) designated Segments A and B
(13.8 miles) Recreation River. Segment A includes the river from White River Glacier to the section line
between section 9 and -i6, township 3 south range 9 east. Segment B includes the river from the section
line above to the confluence with Deep Creek.
Segment A begins with an active fumarole field, known as “Devil’s Kitchen,” and White River glacier.
Immediately below the glacier lies a mixture of andesite, dacite flows with pyroclastic debris, and glacial
moraines, Next come the youngest series of pyraclastic and mudflow deposits, known as the Old Maid
flaws. These flows occurred about 260 years ago and buried a forest an the slopes of Mt. Hood
(Crandell 1980). Recent downcutting by White River and its tributaries has exposed portions of this
“Ghost Forest” (Cameron and Pringle 1991) along with several of the Old Maid flaws in a sequence of
terraces along the valley edge upriver ffam the Highway 35 crossing.
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Table 3.1. Outstandingly Remarkable Values for each segment pair of the White River.
..~“““” -.--- ~_I.
114”..^.“--.~.
-____- ..--l .,... --SEGMENT PA~iR
_~--“_...““l..-.l
A and 5

OUTSTANDINGLY REMARKABLE VALUES
---_, p____l---.__- -.-Old Maid age pyroclastic flows and mudflow deposits
Ghost forests
Fumarole fieid
Actrve glacier
Glacially carved vaifey
Glacial valley floodplain

AREA.-^
-RESOURCE
~-,
Geology

Hydrology

Rover co!or
Aspect and gradient
Bog communities and strff c!ub mess
Dark soiled bogs and ‘genus communities’ of grape
Plant community diversity

Botany

Fish Habitat and Papuiations

fefrls

Eenetica!iy isolated redband rarnrbow trust
Diirersity of threatened, endangered, and sens~iwe species
Norrhert~ sp&kA OVA habitat
Harlequin duck habitat

Wiidkfe Habitat and Populations

CuW2l Reswces

Barlow Road
sightseeing, photography. nordic skiing. kayaking
cpportunities

Recreat:oi1

Vews from Yimberiine Lodge and fewer parking area,
Highway 35, Timberfine Trail, White River East sno-park, tc
of Eonney Butte, views to Mt Hood from the ti’!or
^ .._ --.--- __--,,,, , ._- --_ ,_-- “,_ ^ - .~“.-““-^^. _____l-..~l_“--.I
rS;d Maid age pyroclastic f!oi% and mudlow depcstis
GCXlOgv
Graveyard Ems
scen:c Resources

..” -“-.. ““.
c md D

^..

Rvfer cutor
Aspect and gradient

Plant commun?Q diversity
Geneticaliy isofated redband rainbow

Fish Habitat and Populations

D~,ersiy oi threaten& endangered, and sensiirye species
Peregrine faicon habeat

Wddiife Habitat and Popu!ations
Culiura! Resources

Keeps Mril

Recreation

Sightseeing, photography, kayaking tugged hiking and
backpacking, nature and wiidlife obsewation, solitude
oppor?un%es

Scenrc Resources
--.--.,. “-“.- -..-. ” ..-- --_..-.--. ~-.
E and F
Hydrology
Botany
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-

- - - - - . _

Keeps Mill Overlook
Graveyard Butte
_-.- ^,““_^“, _~ - ,.
River color
Aspect and gradient
Tygh Valley milkvetch
Plant community diversity
Potential Research Natural Area

Fish Habitat and Populations
_ .-.“-..“.---- -

trGLlt

Genetically isolated redband rainbw trout
.

- - - - ---“l..l ._.---.“.-l-.n.

The Forest Service and Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOR) use a sand pit in Segment B that
removes the OId Maid deposits. Zigzag Ranger District prepared and signed an Environmentat
Assessment in June, 1988, covering pit development with ODOT as the primary user. A rehabilitation
plan to cover earlier excavations was developed in a99? and partially implemented in 1992. The 1988
EA calls for pit development in four stages; Stage I has been completed. The state removes a 4-5 year
supply in one entry and stockpiles the material at various locations. They use this material to sand
highways 35 and 26 and other roads under state maintenance res~onsib~~~ty within the forest boundary,
They do not recover this material from the roadway for reuse since it breaks down into particles too small
to provide effective &a&ion. Both the state and the Forest Service dump waste material, such as rock
from slides, in the pit and this materiaf is used to im~~erne~t the r~hab~~itat~on plan. Both the EA and
rehab~~jta~,~on plan were prepared before Forest Service Engineering and 8DOT knew the mined deposits
were considered an out~and~ng~y rema~ab~e feature
Neither segment contains any known iocatable or teasable mineral claims, kaistoricai journals mention an
iron mine near Barlow Creek and White River, but this site has not been found, The river has a very tow
potential for locatable minerals, Geothermal exploration has occurred on the south slopes of Mt. Hood
with test wells in the vicinity of White River near l-lighway 35, Mt. Hood Nieadows, and Timberline Lodge.
No claims have been filed as a result of this exploration. Both segments have a low potential for viable
geothermal operations with present technology. The river has very low potential for oii and gas.
Below the Old Maid deposits lies a broad outwash plain strewn with boulders, White River shifts channel
across this plain, tending to flow either towards Mineral Creek or towards lfon Creek. At present the
river flows into Iron Creek. Current topographj~ maps depict White River flowing into Mineral Creek.
Because of this mistake, the river lies outside the interim boundary for a~~r~xjrnate~y four miles
Most of Segment B consists of a U-shaped valley, ~ntain~ng remnant glacial moraines glacial erratics,
a kettled lake, and another Ghost Forest. tmmediately adjacent to the river is a series of sandflats, some
of which contain a pebble armor surface. The armored sandflats are particularly fragile and susceptible
to disturbance from wheeled vehicles. At the very bottom of Segment B, the river enters a narrow
V-shaped valley.
Soils in much of these two segments consist of fresh sands and gravel, rock, and glacial deposits.
Wetlands appear throughout the segments, but are especially prominent and large in Segment B. Soil
textures typically run to cobbly loams, gravelly loams, stoney loams, and sandy loams. The adjacent
uplands contain a mix of sandy loams and sift loams with some loamy fine sands. When left
undisturbed, most soils range from very stable to moderately stable. Even when disturbed, the surface
soil erosion hazard is generally low, except in the fresh sands and gravels. The saturated wetlands and
poor@ drained bottoms produce much runoff. Soils in Segment A mostly contribute to peak flows,
unable to store much water. Soils in Segment B contribute to both peak flows and base flows.
According to the SoiS Resource Inventory QHowes 1978) most soils in both segments are unsuited or
poorly suited for campgrounds and picnic areas Soils rated for recreationali development tend to suffer
soil and site damage from normal levels of use. Many of the glacial deposit soiis are moderately suited
and wet1 suited for trails,
The river begins at White River Glacier. As the leading edge of the glacier meits in late summer, it
releases large amounts of silt and sand which settle out and cover much of the channel bottom. This
sand and silt give the river a miiky appearance, and provide the source for its name. The main
tributaries in these two segments include Mineral, Barlow, Alpine, Green Lake, Iron, Red, and Bonney
creeks. Two well known springs, Faith and Charity, also appear within these segments.
Along its upper four miles, the river drops 830 feet per mite, producing a relatively high gradient. Some
tributaries, most notably Minerai and Red creeks, contain an alga that gives the streams a red color. The
glacial outburst floods cause the river to changes course and create a large, sandy floodplain. The
sandy soils also allow the river to meander and actively cut into the present banks during spring runoff.
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Average annual precipitation on Mt. Hood exceeds 130 inches at the glacier and rapidly drops off to
about 50 inches at the confluence with Deep Creek (Topik et al. 1988). Most precipitation falls as snow,
peaking in winter. The segments experience warm, dry summer and cold, moist winters.
These segments contain the highest biological diversity and complexity of the corridor. Rocks ‘Id’ ice.
the highest landscape unit, contains little vegetation, The Subalpine landscape unit fails within the
mountain hemlock and Pacific silver fir zones. Beargrass and huckleberries dominate the under-story.
Sandy. cold soils in the floodplain give rise to the open lodgepole pine stands !n the Lodgepole Flats
landscape unit. Few other species grow with the lodgepole pine, but prairie lupine (iqirrus /oapi&s var.
lobbis) and pussypaws (Spraguea umbel&fa) are common. Undisturbed open, sandy areas support
patches of the moss ~~~a~~~~~~~rn e’a~~~e?ns var. e~~coides.

h&r& of Segment I3 has the feei 6f old growth forest. Late successional s$;ecies dominate b&h the
overstory and understory (Tabie 3.2). Bath segmenls supjxiFt several spcicies $3 invects and diseases it:
the conifers, Most species are at endemic Ieveis and ds nGt ~~~~~f~~~r~~~y effect forest heatth and scenic
quality. Western spruce budworm (C~~~$~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~sj is an exception, especta!ty in the CaoI,
Wet Mixed Conifer and Mesic Mixed Conifer Eendscage units. Noticeable defoliation was mappect ir;
1991 and 1992. Another species of possible CO~GX~I is Douglas-fir bark beetle (~ej~~~o~~o~~~~
~s~~~o~s~gaej. Stress, brought on by ~r~l~r~ged drought and ~$~~~~~~~~d~d growing conditions, leaves
Douglas-fir susceptible to successful attack. Various butterfly and moth larvae feed on the leaves of the
hardwoods within these segments. Hardwoods tolerate periodic defoliation and this feeding does not
appear to cause any major damage to the cottonwoods, willows, or alders.
Moisture conditions during summer are suitable to sustain white pine blister rust (Cronetii~~m &tic&j
which can infect and kill western white pine and whitebark pine. These segments oontain several
important decay fungi that affect timber values and campground safety, Most common are the stem
decays Indian paint fungus (Echinodontium tinctorium) and pouch fungus (Grypfclporus volvafusj and
laminated root rot (PheNinus weiril). Several species also contain dwarf mistletoe.
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Table 3.2. Existing stand structure for selected landscape units.

stand structure
X__I_.“-___~
Stsm tnitiation

l__--“.-____
Description
Cod, Wet Mixed Conifer
..--_l__l~
New openings, seedlings, and
5%
saplings

Landscape Units

.-- -I1__l__l_
Mesic t&d Conifer
Dry Mixed ConifH
11_11_-“.~-.“2%
-4%

Stem Exclusion’

CM canopy with natural
thinning

50%

68%

27%

Stand Reinitiation

Gaps appe&y in canopy and
new conifer regeneration
starting

1%

4%

70%

44%
26%
See R6 definjtions
-l-l.““.--.l~.l_ll_-.-----..““---.““..__l__llll.-.fncludes b&h singk? stay Q&es} and two-story (mature) stands

3%
-...- - - - .--._.-l^lllllll”“.--~

The forest health of Segments A and B is fair. bate successional species dominate both understory and
ovesstory in many uncut stands. Late successional species, such as grand fir and western hemlock, are
more sus8c.eptible to insect and disease attack and more likely to support epidemic levels of insect
populations. The recent spruce budworm outbreak and potetiiat Douglas-fir bark beetle outbfeak reflect
declines in forest health and successional change. Many stands simply contain more trees than soil
nutrient and moisture availability can readily support. The recent prolonged drought has worsened the
situation.
The vegetation within Segment B supports a variety of wildlife species. Species associated with old
growth stand straictures and closed canopy stands, such as the northern spotted ow!, are abundant in the
area. Nine spotted owB activity centers OCCM~ in or adjacent to Segment B in the Cool, Wet Mixed
Conifer and Mesic Mixed Conifer landscape units. Both a Designated Conservation Area (DCA) and a
Habitat Conservation Area (HCA) lie on each side of the river at Segment B. The Open Riparian
landscape unit does not provide spotted owi nesting, foraging, or distribution habitat.
In each quarter township at least 50% of the landscape capable of producing such conditions, the trees
within the stand must average at least 11 inches diameter at breast height @BH) and the stand have
40?& canopy closure (11-M Rute). In the quarter township encompassing Segment A, 85% of the
landscape capable of producing spotted owl habitat meets or exceeds this requirement. In the quarter
township encompassing Segment B to within two miles sf Deep Creek, 55-59% of the landscape
provides II-40 habitat. Only 43% of the landscape meets the 1 l-40 Rule in the quarter township
encompassing the last two mites of Segment 8.
For peregrine falcons, Segment A contains potentially suitable nesting cliffs adjacent to the north side of
the river. However, the riparian zone does not appear to support enough vegetation to provide an
adequate prey base for the bird. This segment probably does not support nesting falcons. Any birds
seen are probably dispersing subaduits or dispfaced ad&s looking for suitabfe habitat, or just an
occasional “fly by” of birds moving through the area. Segment B does not appear to have suitable
nesting cliffs close enough to the river to serve as good peregrine habitat. As with Segment A, any
sightings are probably incidental.
Both segments contain the turbulent, gravelly streams considered suitable hariequin duck habitat. Onty
Segment B provides sufficient cover for nesting. A survey conducted in 1993 Located one female
hartequin duck with six young and two additional lone females within Segment 8. Cope’s giant
salamanders have been found in severaf tributaries of White River, the southern and eastern range of
the species. The Oregon Natural Heritage Database files contain records of Cascades apatanian
caddisfly t’n the North Fork of iron Creek and one-spot rhyacophiian caddisfly in the headwaters of Bartow
Creek, Both streams are tributaries of White River and both sightings date from the mid-l 960s.
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Either black rosy finches or gray-crowned rosy finches may inhabit parts of the Rocks ‘N’ Ice and
Subapiine landscape units. Additional surveys are needed to determine which species occurs in
Segment A. Adult red-legged frogs occur in at least one tributary to Mineral Creek. Potentially suitable
habitat exists within a number of small tributaries and potholes for this species.
Wolverine tracks have been found in the upper portions of White River as recently as 1991. From
approximately two miles upstream of Highway 35 to about two miles downstream of White River Station
Campground the adjacent forest provides suitable, undisturbed habitat for wolverines for most of the
year. One management area each for pileated woodpeckers and pine martens lie in the lower portions of
Segment B. Both segments serve as summer forage for deer and elk and provide calving and fawning
sites.
Segments A and 5 support very few fish or small fish, although a USFS 1983 habitat survey noted
juvenile trout within three miles of White River Glacier. An ODF&W electrofishing survey in 1983 and
1984 found redband rainbow trout the most abundant species. This same survey noted brook trout, a
fish not native to this area, in Barlow Creek (a tributary of White River) and abundant sculpin throughout
both segments. Gurrens (1990) found populations of the White River race of redband rainbow trout at
two sites in Barlow Creek.
The rtver achvely works across the valley bottom in both segments, producing generally poor fish habitat.
The USFS 1983 habitat inventory rated rearing habitat as poor, with a fair rating from river mile 40.4 to
43.1. Spawning habitat rates as poor throughout both segments. Segment A lacks spawning gravels
and large woody debris‘ The channel in Segment A is a broad, sparsely vegetated floodplain, typical of
glacial moraine systems. Segment 8 contains low quality and quantity spawning gravels. Most gravel
areas suitable for spawning are less than one yard square and lie above the mean high water line. Cover
varies greatly since stream turbulence and turbidity are considered fish cover. When the glacial milk
begins flowing, fish rover reaches as high as 40%. Glacial milk provides the dominant cover in
Segments A and B.
Segment A has no glide areas and only seven pools for a ~ol:r~ff~e:g~ide ratio of 0.05:9.2:0.0. The river
averages ten feet wide with a sandy bottom. Some gravel is present, but not suitable for spawning beds.
Segment B contains approximately 53 pools and some @ides for a pool:riffle:glide ratio of 0.7:8,2:0.5.
River width ranges from 8.8 feet to 25.7 feet with a sandy bottom over most of the length. One porhon of
the river has a cobble bottom. The rockier areas of the riverbed are more than 35% embedded in sand.
Both Iron Greek and Mineral Creek, tributaries to White River in Segment B, rate as fair to good fish
habitat with portions of Iron Creek rating excellent. Both creeks contain fair to good rearing habitat but
poor spawning habitat and both contain low numbers of redband rainbow trout. Currentfy, White River
has captured the lower 2,7 miles of iron Creek.
No range allotment occurs in Segment A. White River Allotment lies in Segment B below Highway 35.
Within the river corridor, cattle find suitable forage only in recent clearcuts. Cattle do wander down to
White River itself for water, but rarely cross it. The permittee does not force his cattle across the river
since little forage grows on the slopes of Bonney Butte. Range improvements within the corridor consist
of cattleguards.
Most of Segment A lies above timberline, so fuel loadings are not a consideration. Fuel loadings in
Segment l3 are generally light to moderate, although heavy patches do appear. Fine fuels decay quickly
so most of the fuel exists either as logs or live plants. Most of the logs present in uncut stands are
rotten, Conifer reproduction and shrubs provide routes for fire to reach the over-story crowns (ladder
fuels). Canopy closure in most of the area delays fuel drying: wildfires will not spread readily until very
late in the summer or fall, if at all. Prolonged drought and epidemic insect and disease attack increase
both fuel loading and the rate of fuel drying. The predominate tree species cannot tolerate even low
intensity fire. Many understory forbs and herbs cannot tolerate fires which bum most or ail the duff.
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Prior to white settlement, wildfires typicajly replaced the existing stands with little underbuming. Most
ecolog!calJy significant fires burned both the tree crowns and much of the duff. According to available
records, lightning started 58% of fires since 1916. ~u~jple starts from a single storm are rare. Most
fires: 81%, burned less than l/4 acre. Much of Segment B burned around the turn of the century in a
series of i.arge fifes. Since 1918, fires have averaged oniy 2 acres ifp size. Fire exc!usion has had littie
effect in S%egments A and B. Under current conditions the resources listed in the 1992 Mt. Hcmd
Appropriate Suppression Response guide shoufd be able to catch most surface fires starting within
Segment 13 Most landscape units would not benefit from reintroducing fire into the ecosystem. An
excepttion may be stands on the south aspects of Bonney Butte where ponderosa pine or a mix of
ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir used to dominate.
Timber supplied from these two segments helps suppoti the local communities, primarily in the Estacada
area. A percentage of the timber sale receipts go to Hood River, Wasco, and Ctackamas counties for
payments in lieu of taxes. White River Allotment covers all of Segment B, although the lack of forage
prevents keavy use. Ali camfqrounds within the segments are free use, generating no income to either
the federal government or, indirectly, Hood River, Wasco, or Clackamas counties. Sno-park users must
buy a use sticker to park at either sno-park within the segments agong Highway 35. Thesrj fees he%p pay
for pfowing the parking areas,
Both segments contain several cuarlturai resource sites. The Timber-tine Trail crosses the mrtidor in
Segment A, Barlow Road runs next to the White River in Segment B and contains many sites
associated with the initial settlement of Oregon. Two sites are documented where Native Americans
peeled the bark from westem redcedars The Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs still collect various
plants for traditional uses throughout the corridor.
Visitors to the corridor in segments A and B e~~u~t~r many different views (Table 3.1), Timberiine
Lodge, Mt. l-4ood Meadows, the sno-parks on Highway 35, and the top of Bonney Butte offer outstanding
views of the river corridor and &It, Hood. Most s&sitivity level I and It views meet VQOs except in the
middleground (Table 3.3). Most sensitivity level III viewpoints do not meet VQOs. In all cases, the
harvest units south of the river violate Forest Plan scenic quality standards.
The portions of the Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer landscape unit on Frog Lakes Butte and Bonney Butte and
the portion of Lodgepoie Flats and Open Riparia landscape units just southeast of Highway 3% are the
most visually sensitive. The state pit in Segment B does id meet the VQC for the area nor do the two
slao-parks, Generally, the campgrounds in Segment B lack screening vegetation and uncontrolled traffic
circulation has created many bare areas
The Resource Assessment classified sightseeing, photography, nomic skiing, and limited kayaking as
outstandingly remarkable recreation values. Three sno-parks exist within or immediateiy next to the river
corridor and offer cross-;-country skiing, tubing, s~owmobi~~~g~ snow shoeing, and general snow play
(Table 3.2). Only White River West offers toilets. Several cross-country ski trails lie in Segment B in the
Lodgepole Fiats landscape unit and along the edge of the Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer landscape unit.
Snowmobile routes run along forest roads 48 and 43. Occasionally wheeled vehicles attempt to drive
Road 48 in early and fate winter, creating unsafe conditions for s~owrnob~i~~ and skiers.
The NIB. Hood Loop, Highway 35 within the river corridor, accommodates over one million visitors
annually. Many visitors photograph the dramatic view of Mt. i-food from the sno-parks. Timberline Trail
crosses Segment A and the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail parallels the corridor. Other hiking trails
within these two segments include Barfow Ridge, Catalpa Lake, Bonney Meadows, Rimrock, and White
River (Table 3.4).
The Barlow Road runs through some of Segment B. Both four-wheel drive and two-wheel drive vehicles
use portions of it, although only street legat vehictes are allowed. Off Highway vehicles ilfegaily use
portions of the Lodgepofe Flats landscape unit around Road 43; cross country travel by recreational
vehicles is not allowed in th!s area. Three heavily used campgrounds lie along the river and along the
Barlow Road in Segment B (Table 3.5). Visitors seeking more isolation tend to use dispersed sites, of
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which six known sites exist. White River Station campground was originally a pioneer camp site along
the Barlow Road.
Segments C and D
The 1988 River3 Act designated Segments C and 5 as Scenic River. Segment C runs from the
confluence with Deep Creek to the Forest ServiceiBLM boundary. Segment D runs from the Forest
ServicelBLM boundary to the confluence with Threemile Creek.
In both segments, the river flows through a steep V-shaped canyon. The canyon walls, a series of steps
formed by benches and rock walls, consist of alternating layers of fl uvial sediments, ash flows and lava
flows. The flows in Segment C occurred about 25O:OOO to 4 million years ago while those in Segment D
occurred 5 to 7.5 million years ago. Smock Prairie and Juniper Flats are the surface of the fiows in
Segment D. The flows in Segment C are part of those that formed the crest of the Cascades Range and
were glaciated, Graveyard Butte is a cinder cone cleaved by a fault. This fault allowed White River to
cut through the cone, creating the unique feature seen today. The north wall just downstream of
Graveyard Butte exposes six basalt plugs,
Neither segment contain3 any known locatable or leasabfe mineral claims. The potential for these
resource3 is considered very low. An inactive gravel pit operated by Wasco County lies just nofah of the
river at Graveyard Butte.
Soils in Segment C r-effect glacial origin while those in D reflect a volcanic origin, Other than the talus
slopes, the soils in Segment C have finer texture3 than further up3tream, consisting mope of silt loams.
Soils in Segment D have a mix of textures, reflecting a covering of ash and toes% over basalt and
andesite. Erosion hazard and runoff potential in both segment3 depends on slope more than any other
soil characteristic. These soils contribute to both peak flows and base ¶ows, although water storage
capability is reiativeiy tow, Below the canyon rim, the soils are unsuited or poorly suited far recreational
developments and traifs, again due to slope steepness In Segment D, a characteristic feature of the
area appears in the form of raised mounds of deeper soil surrounded by shallow soii with much surface
rock, Locally. this feature is descriptively known as biscuit scabband. Farmers plow many of the
“biscuits” and raise commercial agricultural crops,
Perennial tributaries to White River consist of Deep, Boulder, and Clear creeks in Segment 61 and Rock
and Threemile creeks in Segment D, Both segments have ephemeral streams and springs flowing into
the river. Even though the segment3 have few perennial tributaries, these tributaries drain a very Barge
area. Numerous diversions for irrigation occur on all these perennial tributaries a3 well as on McCubbins
Gulch, and on several of the subtributaries. McCubbins Gulch is actually an ephemeral 3treambed that
local irrigators have used as a ditch since the early 1900s. When not needed for irrigation, water in Clear
Creek Ditch is diverted back into White River, creating a waterfall at its confluence. Although required
by Oregon law (ORS 509.615)~ none of the diversions are screened to keep fish out.
The climate in these two segments continues to become drier between Deep Creek and Threemile
Creek. Precipitation amounts average approximately 50 inches per year at Deep Creek, 30 inches at the
Forest Service and BLM boundary, and 15 inches at Tygh Valley. Summer temperatures are quite high,
frequently exceeding IO@ in August and September. Low relative humidities occur at the same time
with values less than 15% common. Marine influence from the Columbia River helps to moderate both
summer and winter temperatures.
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Table 3.3. Existing scenic condition and VQOs for selected viewpoints along White River.
[Segme”%
A ant3 6

Viewpoint
Timbefline Lodge,
Lower Parking Lot,
Tr=d.jl

-

Senslvlty hevf!i
I

hK Hood Meadows

C

Xid

D

Existing Scenic Condition
-_RiMg, PRJBg’

UQO

1

PRIfvlg, eg

RIMg, PR/%g

PR!‘Mg, %g

Highway XiAVhite
River Sno-parks

RI@ Mg, Bg

RiFg. wig: PRiBg

Barbw Cros&ing CG

PR.Fg

RiFg PRlMg Rg

White River Station
CG

M!Fg, i%UMJv?g. Bg

PR; Fg, Mg, %g

Barlow Creek CG

PR;Fg: M&fg, %?J

PR;Fg Mg, %g

Trails 222, 222, 244,
471,0?4, and 013

No r.ecxm

RiFg; M;Mg, %g

Trail 538

R/Fg,R-PR!Mg (one UM eutj

R/Fg; MNg, %g

Pacific Crest Trail

I

R:Fg

RiFg; MrMg, %g

Road 43

Ii

R-PR/Fg, M-UM/Mg. Bg (%uch
#9 UM:Fgf

PR,Fg; MNg, %g

Bark&& Ridge Trail
(north l/2], Clear
Creek Trail

II

RJFg: Uh4lMg; PRiBg

PR’Fg f&u; M!Fg
Far, Mg. %g

Top of Bonney Butte

Ill

UM:Mg, Bg

M:Fg, Mg, Bg

Top of Frog Lake Butte

ill

UMi?Ag, Bg

Wfg, Mg, 5

Top of Rimrock Trail

ill

UM to top from weat srepe

M:Fg, Mg, %g

War Lake 1ook.r~~

!!I

UMI’%g

M:Fg, Mg, Bg

Barlow Ridge Trail
(smith li2)

Ill

No recon.

M:Fg. Mg, Bg

Road 489C

ill

M-UM;Mg, %g

MIFg. Mg, ag
RiFg; PRiMg: %g

Keeps Miii CG

I

PRIFg. RIMg: PR/Bg

Keep5 Mill Ov&?ook

ill

PR!F9, RI’Mg, %g

VJFg, Mg: %g

Miscefianews
overioaks off 211 C-270
and 488s

Iii

PR:Fg, %g: RiMg

M:Fg, Mg, Bg

R!Fg, Mg, %g

PR!Fg, r&j, Bg

N!A

UM

PRiFg, Mg, Eg

Wh!te River from 1/2
mile below Graveyard
Butte to Thremile
Creek

MA

R.‘Fg, Mg, %g

PR/Fg, Mg. Eg

White River in Tygh
Valley, old US 197: US
197, Highway 216

Nik

PR;Fg, Mg, Eg

PRiFg, Mg. %g

RFg, Mg, %g

R!Fg, Mg, %g

While River from
Forest Boundat-y to

Graveyard B&e
Graveyard Butte bridge

Segments E and F

White River below
White River F&is
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Table 3.4. Trails within the White River analysis area.

Timberline

A

Moderate

Hike

___

2

Historically Significant

Pacific Crest

A

Moderate

Hike

Ski

4

Nationally Significant

Yellow Jacket

A

Moderate

Ski

_I

2.5

Demanding
backcountry trail

Boy Scout
Ridge

A

Light

674A

Ski

-_

Mineral Jane

B

Light

48 and
4600230

Ski

_--

3

Needs signs

Road 48

%

?

46

Ski

10

Paved road, use
conflict

B

~loderate

Ski

Snoxmobile
ATVS 4wDs
___

3

Light

l-ilk-e

3

Steep, difficult
porticns, needs rehab,

%
%

Light

Hike

0.75

Pristine lake

&hi

Hike
, , Horse

5.2

Crosses White River

Rimroik

i&h?

Hike, Horse

1.5

Fragmented traii

‘Wite Riber

Light

Hike, Sk!

5

Reconst. i 9X3-4

Clear Creek

Light

Hike, Horse

Cata!pa Lake
Bonney
Meadsitis

Ties in with Pacific
Crest and Yellow
Jacket trails

3.5

1
Rugged bj Keeps Mili
.I”.^.l-“~-.l”“.-“-- .-^.--- ---.

Estimated miles within the analysis area

Table 3.5. Campgrounds and camping areas within White River Analysis area.

no wa?er

hike, htint, ride
horse, swim

Road

ea! iow
Crossing

B

Road 3530

h4ay-Cct.

Heaq

Camp, fish. tube,
5 sites, 1 toilet,
no water
hike, hur,t. ride horse

On Barlow
Road

White River
Sta!ion

B

Road 3530

May-O&.

Heaq

6 sites, 1 toilet,
no rater

Camp, dish. tube,
hike. hunt, ride
horse, swim

Semi-primitive
camping; on
Barlow Road

6 dispersed
sites

6

Road 3530

May-O&

Light-M&.

None

Camp, fish, tube,
hike, hunt, ride
horse, swim

On Barlow
Road

Keeps Mill

c

Road 2120

May-09

Moderate

5 sites, 1 toilet:
no water

Camp, fish, tube.
hike, hunt, ride
horse, swim

Kayak put-in,
historic site, not
accessible to
trailers

Table 32 lists the existing stand structure of the Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer, Mesic Mixed Conifer, and Dry
Mixed Conifer landscape units. Western hemiock stands appear at the west end of Segment C but only
south of the river (Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer). The grand fir zone quickly replaces the western hemlock
zone in the Mesic Mixed Conifer and Dry Mixed Conifer landscape units. Ponderosa pine and Oregon
white oak become the dominant tree species within two miles downstream of Deep Creek on the north
side of the river. Shortly after crossing into Segment D, forest occurs only within the canyon and the
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Pine-Oak iandscape unit appears. The Oak-Juniper landscape unit is mapped east of Graveyard Butte,
although Oregon white oak dominates these woodlands. Juniper woodland appears intermixed with
farm and range lands south of the river OR the plateau. North of the rfver, farm and range lands
dominate (Ag Lands and Range landscape units) with scattered clumps of oaks, cottonwoods, and
willows near ponds and wet areas. Clumps of aspen grow around some talus patches within the canyon
in Segment C and the west end of Segment D, all OR the south side of the river.
The understory pfants indicate the dry cffmate within Segment C and the west end of Segment D.
Typical species indude elk sedge, oceanspray, s~owbe~, c~i~kap~~, hazel, fescue, pinegrass, yarrow,
arrowfeaf balsamroot! and antelope bftterb~sf~. Segment C corrtafns at feast three sensitive plant
species: 8ofander’s grass (S~~Bnetia bsIa&e@, moaantain lady’s sffpper ~~~~~d~~rn rno~a~~f~~ and a
variety of Douglas onion (A#&m Bkpu@asJ~ var nev@. frf the Range landscape unit, grasses arid shrubs
such as antelope bitterbrush, rabbitbrush, and sage~sh dominate. Tygh Vaffey mifkvetch (As&a~abus
jrghensi::) grows in scattered locations within this landscape unft.
Several forest insect and disease problems have appeared in recent years within Segment C and
portions of Segment D. Most notable are spruce budw5m7, fir engraver beetle; and western pfrse beetle.
The first two insects feed primarily ofl grand fir, but also attack Douglas-fir, and are a problem mostfy in
Segment C. Western pine beetfe attacks older ponderosa pine and fs a probfem ire Segment D.
Laminated root rot is a growing problem in grand fir QW the Barlow Ranger District. fnsect and disease
problems at epidemic levels in these two segments irrdicate a high degree of stress brought OR by
prolonged drought and overstocking. These pests, as weff as severai other species, normally occur at
endemic levels and do not cause economic harm. Ag~c~ft~raf crops are prone to several insects and
diseases. Rusts are the most common diseases of grass and grain cx5ps such as wheat and affaffa hay.
The diversity of plant communities in Segments G and D stiff support many different wifdfife species;
however the species present and the dominance of various species changes. Segment C provides some
spotted owl habitat; though generatfy of a lower qlmaffty in the eastern portion of the segment. The upper
five miles of Segment 6 lies within quarter townships containiwg 36% to 43% 11-40 habitat. The 1.5
miles immediately above the National Forest boundary lie within an abb~vfa~ed quarter township that fs
56% 11-40 habitat. Much of the habitat adjacent to Segment C is highly fragmented and below the 50%
level of distribution habftat. Onfy one spotted owl adfvfty center lies wfthin one mile of Segment C arad
occurs in the abbreviated quarter township with the highest density of nesting and distribution habitat.
Segment 0 has no habitat suitable for northern spotted owls.
Segments C and D contain cliff areas potentfaffy suftabfe for peregrine falcon nesting. The cliffs
examined in Segment C to date offer fittfe protection from predators and very smaff ledges. Suitable
cfiffs for nesting have been documented fn Segment D with an aerfe recorded in the Natfonat Heritage
Data Base. Both segments contain good to exceffent riparian habitat for a peregrine falcon prey base
due to stand conditions, limited pubfic access, and concurrent low level of disturbance. La& of access
fimits the amount of human use! and subsequent disturbance, in most of the canyon. However, this
portion of the river corridor fies wfthfn a mffftav flight corridor, Navy jets operating out of Whidby fsfand
Naval Afr Station practice low lever ffights within this corrfdor, The jet noise fs not frequent enough to
acclimate any peregrine falcons to this disturrbance. Due to base closures, consolidation of mifitary
aircraft al fewer facffities, and the need to practice, military overffights may increase as much as 150%
over 1 Et92 fevefs.
A small number of bald eagles winter in the area, the number found depending on the severity of the
winter. The corridor does not contain sufficient qwarltftfes of large animal carcasses, fish carcasses, high
winterir?g waterfowl populations or some combinatfon of these factors to attract farge numbers of bald
eagles. Segment C contains a limited amount of habitat potentiaffy suitable for harlequin duck nesting
and rearing. No ducks have been documented to date in the National Heritage Data Base. Paciffc giant
salamander may live in association wfth the springs in both segments, afthough no documented sightings
have occurred. The canyon vegetation conditions and low level of huMan disturbance provide suitable
travel corridors for wolverines through both segments.
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The Forest Plan designates the areas extending north and south of the canyon rim in Segment C as
deer/elk winter range emphasis areas. The north side of the canyon provides an important travel and
migration corridor between summer range in Segment B and the White River State Game Management
Area in Segment D. The upper 3.5 miles of Segment D runs through the Game Management Area,
which the state manages for high quality wintering habitat for deer and elk. A drift fence across the river
at the lower boundary of the Game Management Area keeps most of the deer and elk away from
agricultural lands. The state sometimes feeds the herd during severe winters.
Segment G contains two areas designated as pine marten management areas (MRs) and on@ area
designated as a pifeated woodpecker MR. The pine marten MRs contain at feast 320 act-es of suitable
habitat and the woodpecker MR at feast 600 acres of suitable habitat,
Both segments contain redband rainbow trout and scufpin. Brook trout reside in the upper watersheds of
Boulder, Frog, and Clear creeks, which flow into Segment C. A small population of fongnose date occur
in one tributar)l of Threemile Creek and appear to be the only longnose date in the Whfte River basin
(ODF&W 1985). The 1983-84 ODF&W survey also found a small population of largemouth bass at one
site in a section of Rock Creek. Historically, ODF&W stocked hatchery rainbow trout into White River at
Graveyard Butte between April and July.
Both Segment C and D occur in a deep canyon with steep sides and low ffood plain development. Ffsh
habitat in Segment C rates as fair with low numbers of trout observed in off-channel pools. Rearing
habitat consists of moderately sired pools and rated fair in a 1983 habitat survey. This survey ranked
the spawning habitat in Segment C as poor due to the poor focation and embeddedness of the gravels.
In Segment D, the river averages a.9 feet deep and pools average 3.9 feet. On average, on@ tree at
least two feet in diamtster stands adjacent the river every 35 feet. As these trees naturaffy fall into the
river, they provide fish habitat,
Segment C contains 82 pools and a pool:riffle:giide ratio of 0.9:8.4:0,7. The river averages 34.7 feet
wide with a cobble and small boulder bottom. Segment D has a pool:rffffe:gfide ratio of 1.7:7.5:2 .O.
Slightly fess than half the river provided suitable cover for six inch fish with deep pools and gfa~iaf mifk
providing most of the cover,
Two range allotments occur adjacent to the river in Segment C. White River affotment lies south of the
river and Grasshopper allotment north. Cattle rarefy travel to the river in either allotment due to the
steep topography, numerous rock outcrops, and tafus slopes, Range improvements in Segment C
consist of several cattleguards, two developed springs as water sources! fencing around Keeps Miff Seed
Orchard, and corrals and fencing at Camas Prairie, all part of the White River allotment.
Six rang@ allotments occur on BLM lands in Segment D. The largest, White River allotment, iies
adjacent to the National Forest boundary and White River State Game Management Area. This
allotment contains four popufations of Tygh Valley mifkvetch and scattered populations of Howell’s
mifkvetch (Astragaius howei/& Of the two species, Tygh Vaffey mifkvetch appears to be sensitive to
grazing. Above the canyon rim, medusahead and cheatgrass dominate; perennial bunchgrasses
domfnate below the rim. Livestock use appears to be fight even on seasonal riparian areas created by
irrigation runoff and virtually no grazing occurs below the canyon rim.
Five other allotments occur in BLM lands in Segment D, all smaller than the White River allotment. The
BLM has not conducted any range condition surveys in recent years for these allotments. Of these five:
the Rocky Ridge affotment contains populations of Tygh Valley mifkvetch. Livestock may b@ able to
reach the river in three of these five allotments, but topography fimits the access. River access for on@
allotments is unknown and nonexistent on the other. Annual grasses dominate the range above the
canyon rim on most affotm@nts,
Before white settlement, the fire frequency increased from west to east, ranging from 2QQ years between
fires in the Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer landscape unit to as little as five years between fires in the Range
landscape unit. Native Americans burned much of the land on a regular basis to promote desirable plant
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and animal species. Fire type also changes from west to east with stand replacing crown fire dominating
the west edge and underburning most of the remaining forested areas.
Fire exclusion in Segmeti C has increased fuel loadings above ‘natural’ levels and altered stand
composition towards more fire sensitive tree species. Prior to white settlement, much of Segment C
burned on a relatively short fre~~e~~y, averaging 2 Q-5Q years between fires. In the Dry Mixed Conifer
fandscape unit a typicat fire would underbum the area, favoring ponderosa pine and Oregon white oak in
the eastern end of the unit and ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir in the western end. in the Mesic Mixed
Conifer landscape unit, a typical fire would consist of a mix of ~~d~rb~rn~~g and stand repfacing fire.
The Talus landscape unit rarely burned. The Canyon Riparian ~a~ds~~p~ unit burned at more irreguiar
intervals and the typicai fire depended more on drought conditions.
Currently, fuel toadings in much of Segment C consist of a mix of downed logs and branches on the
ground, and extensive iadder fuefs in the form of grand fir rege~erat~~~~ Batdow Ranger District recently
completed a fuels analysis of the Hazel planning area north of the river and Bear Springs analyzed fuels
in the W~ldh~~e planning area south of the river. Both found a high risk of cruwn fire through much of
the area. Prior to 11900, typical fuels would have consisted more of ponderosa pine needles, oak leaves,
and grasses. Ladder fuels would have been scattered and smatier in size, consisting of patches of
ponderosa pine or mixed ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir regeneration.
In Segment D, fire exclusion has had a greater impact in the canyon south of the river. Conditions there
resemble those discussed in Segment C for Dry Mixed Conifer, N&h of the river and on both sides
below Graveyard Butte, the impact of fire excl!~sion is much more subtie and dimcult to discem.
Grasses and forbs dominate the fuelbed both currently and prior to white settlement. Above Graveyard
Butte fire exclusion has favored greater numbers of trees than before white settlement and may have
encouraged mofe conifers than typical. Below Graveyard Butte, fire exclbtsiool has permitted western
juniper to expand across the landscape and may Mow greater numbers of trees, Throughout Segment D
fire exclusion has helped increase shrub cover.
Available t~eecords indicate that lightning started 30% of the fires ic; these two segments and humans 70%.
The two segments together average one fire start a year and 19 acres per fire.
The Fsrest Service manages Segment C, Formerly, timber supplied from this segment helped support
the economies of Tygh Valley and Maerpin. Since both sawmills closed in this area the timber goes
elsewhere in Oregon and Was~j~gto~~ A percentage of the timber saBe receipts goes to Wasco County
for payments in lieu of taxes. Keeps MU Campground is free use, generating no income to either the
federal government or: BndiredBy, Wasco County. The area oceasionafly produces personal use firewood
in designated col%ection areas. Although Segment D is a mix of public and private land, almost al%
income generated in the segment comes from private farming and ranching. Typicat products include
wheat, hay, irrigated pasture, and beef.
Humans have occupied and traveled through both segments for thousands of years The Confederated
Tribes of ‘&arm Springs use several areas or1 public lands for gathering berries, mediciraai plants, roots,
and acorns. Local groups used to bum the area to promote desired plants and habitat for primary game
species. Segment C contains Keeps Mill and Flume, an early development for water and timber.
Segment 89 contains an historic waterwheel at river mile 21.25 or 22.5 and a rock structure with a
groundstone within the canyon, and a historic tog structure above the rim. The sites in Segment D have
not been formally recorded.
The scenic quality of Segment C is generally high (Table 3.3). Keeps Mill Campground exceeds VQOs
for the middleground and meets VQOs for the background, Keeps Mill Overlook meets VQOs for that
site and is an outstandingly remarkable value for the view. Two other viewpoints on the south rim
exeed VQQs for all distances. AGcess into the canyon along the river provides small scale, intimate
views of rocks, water, and streamside vegetation. Keeps Mill offers histoy and beauty along with
camping opportunities, but the campground contains large areas of bare ground, detracting from the
view.
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Segment D also provides high scenic quality (Table 3.31, offering similar types of views from the river as
Segment C. Graveyard Butte is an exception due to the county pit and the lack of designed recreation
facilities, such as parking areas and toilets. The pit and road cut do not meet the Visual Resource
Management (VRM) guidelines for the site. These features dominate the scene and do not blend with
the landscape character.
The lack of access limits recreational opportunities but serves to provide a high quality experience. The
Resource Assessment classified the sightseeing, photography, and kayaking opportunities as values in
Segment C. Outstandingly remarkable values for recreation in Segment D include off-trail hiking,
backpacking. sightseeing, photography, kayaking, and wildlife and nature observation. Rugged terrain
dense vegetation, and vev limited access create outstanding opportunities for sofitude, attracting visitors
from within and outside the region.
Kayaking occurs during high water between Barlow Crossing, Keeps Mill, Graveyard Butte, and Tygh
Valley, Kayakers must portage numerous log jams to run Class 3+ to Class 4 water between Barlow
Crossing and Graveyard Butte and Class 29 to Class 3 water between Graveyard Butte and Tygh Vatfey.
The river contains few pools for resting. Private lands in Segment D limit resting areas also, sinoe users
must have permission from the landowners to land.
Reoreationists also enjoy big game huhting, fishing, mushroom cotlection, and camping in Segment C,
and hunting and fishing in Segment 5, C&U Creek Trail, used by hikers and horseback riders, connects
Keeps Mill to @tear Creek Campground {Tables 3.4 and 329, Visitors oannot acoess most of Segment C
in winter. Visitors in Segment D occasionadfy trespass on private lands, partis;ularty boaters and anglers
in spPr’ng and hunters in fall.

The 1988 Rivers Act designated Segments E and F as Recreation River. Segment E runs from the
conflueaxe with Threemile Creek to River Mile 2.46 just above White River Falls Segment F runs from
below White River Fat/s to the ~~~f~~~e~~e with the Des&&es River, The 8.6 mile segment that includes
White River Falls was not included in the Wild and Scenic River designation.
The oldest sucks in the White River area lie in these two segments. The a4.5 million year otd French
Springs Member of the Wana~~m Basalt lie over the 15 million year old Grande Ronde Basafts.
Coflectively, these deposits form part of the Columbia River Basalt Group, White Rives Fails outs into
both these formations.
Neither segment contains any known locatable or leasable mineral claims. The potential for these
resources is very low. A p&ate sand and gravel operation ties just south of the river.
Soi! types in Segments E and F consist of loess, volcanic ash, colluvium, alluvium, and residuum.
Textures range from very stoney loams to silt loams to clay loams The soils generally absorb water at
moderate rates and contribute to base flows. Erosion becomes a problem only on steep slopes near
Segment E and in Segment F. Private landowners farm much of the old floodplain in Segment E,
producing wheat, hay, and irrigated pasture. Most soils are onty moderate suitable for campgrounds and
picnic areas, but some are well suited for trail development.
Only one perennial stream, Tygh Creek, feeds the river in Segment E. Although required by Oregon law
(ORS 503,615). none of the diversions in the Tygh Creek watershed are screened to keep fish out. No
perennial water flows into Segment F exoept in association with springs on the canyon wall. The river in
Segment E meanders across the valley, creating side channels and oxbow ponds, Human activities
have denuded and compacted riverbanks in several areas, most notably at the old Tygh Valley Milt site.
One landowner with water rights to the main stem uses an bulldozer in the river channel to create the
diversion each year.
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The climate is hot and dry, with as little as 10 inches annual precipitation at the river mouth. Nthough
weather influence from the Columbia River moderates temperatures, summer temperatures often
exceed 100” in August end September. Most precipitation falls in winter, peaking in Januarpr and
February.
Vegetation within both segments consists r~o~t~y of shrubs, f~~rbs~ and grasses. Trees appear only
irnrn~d~at~~~y adjacent to the river in Segment F and most of Segment E. Trees also grow 5n the steep
canyon w.alls on the west edge of S~grn~~~t E. Trees found ~~~~wh~r~ in the arena depend on natural
springs or some form of ~r~gatio~ for water. The cottonwood stands in the Tygh Valiey Riparian
landscape unit qualify for Research Natural Area (RNA) status and may provide habitat for nesting b&d
eagles in the future. The Ag Lands, Range, and Shrublands landscape untis form the wplands. These
units contain several populations of Tygh Valley milkvetch. Pr5bjem plants include annual grasses, such
as ~~~d~~ah~ad and cheatgrass, and invasive shrubs, such as rabbitbrush, These species dominate
where human disturbance, in&ding grazing: is most significant.

Several s[mcies of insects and diseases may be present within these segments; only those which attack
commercjal crops appear to be ec5nomicafiy important. Ponderosa pine on the west edge of Segment E
faces increasing attack from mountain pine beetle. Various butterfly and moth larvae defatiate or
partially defoliate the hardwoods but do not appear to affect tree health.
Wildlife species present in Segm@rrts E and F are typical af those associated with open areas and that
can toterate the presence of much human activity, The riparian area of Segment E ~suld support an
adequate prey base for peregrine falcon. The lack of forest favors prairie falcon if suitable nesting cliffs
exist Segment F contains suitabi@ nesting cliffs but caannot slmppoti an adequate prey base for peregrine
fafcons, leaving the area more conducive for prairie f&on. W~~t~~~g bald eagles occasionally appear,
the number varying with winter severity. Altheugh roosting habitat exists, the area lacks a suitabfe food
sour%% to support many birds. Pacific giant salamanders may occur in the springs. This species has
been sighted at Oak Springs on the C&chutes River, one mile from the confluence with White River.
Elack-tailed deer winter in Segment E, often feeding off hame- stubble. Mule deer repiace black-tailed
deer away from the river and in Segment F,
Segment E supports redband rainbow trout! seulpin, end a small population of mountain whitefish
(UDF&W 1985). Segment F supports the same fish species as the Deschutes River and contains
anadramous fish, Summer steehhead spawn below White River Falls. Whither spring and fall chinook
spawn in ‘&4&e River below the Falls r~r~ai~~ ~~k~~w~. A proposed fish passage facility at &Qite River
Falls would open up a~~rox~rnat~~y 1(90 miles of stream to spring chinook salmon and would produce afs
expected I ,4X-2,1 QO addltianal salmon in the ~~~h~t~~ River basin.
Historically! ODF&W released hatchery rainbow trout in Segment E at the old highway in Tygh Valley
and at the present US 197 bridge. The agency has reviewed the hatchery stocking policy in White River
and n5w manages the river under the Wild Fish ~~anag~rn~~t Policy. The ~5~f~~rat~d Tribes of Warm
Springs have treaty rights for “taking fish at usual and a~~~~or~~~ grounds -and stations” along the White
River, Mostly: they exercise this treaty right for taking ana~ramo~~ fish.
Neither OBF&W or the BLM have surveyed fish habitat in Segments E and F, since most of it is privately
owned. Hydr~th~rm~gra~~ data for Segment F indicate that water t~r~~~ratwr~~ are suitable for cold
water fish.
Grazing orders adjamnt to the river in Segment E. Cattfe often have direct access to the river for water.
Most grazing 5ccu1% in winter, but some grazing occurs throughout the year. The isolated tracts of
federal Eand in Segment F do not csntain any official a~~~tm~nt§. These tracts receive an unknown
amount of grazing from livestock grazing on adjacent, unfenced private lands. The extent and season of
grazing in Segment F in unknown.
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Fuels in Segment E consist of farm crops. Since the owners irrigate most crops adjacent to the river, fire
danger is very low. Fuels in Segment F consist of grasses and shrubs. Given the climate, this fuelbed
could burn readily; however, the area’s dryness breaks fuel continuity. Wildfires depend OR strong winds
to carry the fire from plant to plant.
Private landowners own virtually all of Segment E, depending mostly on farming for income. One
private sand and gravel operation 5ccu1-s below the Highway 197 crossing and in the main floodplain.
The current land uses in Segment E have hidden or obliterated much of the remains of past human
occupation and use. No cultural resource sites have been identified in the segment. Three cultural
resource sites lie in Segment F. Looters damaged much of the potential information at the two
prehistoric sites, a village site and a rock shelter. The historic Oregon Trunk Railroad line crosses the
White River at the mouth. Burlington Northern Railroad still uses this line.
Scenic quality generally rates high in these two segments {Table 3.3). Viewpoints from highways 197
and 216 offer a contrast between the riparian vegetation and the desert steppe outside the farmlands
Tygh Valley itself provides a natural appearing pastoral setting. Rafters angler& and other river users
enjoy the view from the base of White River Falts to the mouth. The most scenic element in the area,
White River Falls, was excluded from the official designation.
None of the recreation opportunities were considered outstanding in either segment. Segments E and F
provide opportunities for inner tubing, kayaking, rafting, fishing, and hiking. Visitors need permission
from the private iandowners to cross their property and may need permission t5 use the shore on trBal
lands in Segment F. White River Fails and the old hydroe~~~t~~ plant at its base offer sightseeing and
photography opportunities, but lie outside the designated corridor.

The IDT developed the Desired Future Conditions (DFCs) based on the landscape analysis, the Forest
Plan and Two Rivers RMP, and input from the citizen work group. This section describes what the river
corridor should look like and what commodities and amenities it should provide, Using an ecosystems
approach (Figure 3,?), the section describes the desired range of vegetative conditions for federal lands
within the corridor. Some elements in the DFCs require action beyond the scope of this management
plan, requiring action by other locat, state, and federal agendes, These elements do not appear in the
Alternatives. Desired Future Conditions guide the development of alternative management strategies.
All Alternatives listed in Chapter 2 should be compatible with the conditions described below.

All river management activities protect, maintain, or enhance the outstandingly remarkable values
(Outstandingly Remarkable Values) (Tabie 3.1). A mix of nature traiis, viewpoints interpretive markers,
and written materials interpret Outstandingly Remarkable Value features.
During late summer and fall, the river flows milky white in color and does not show signs sf other, darker
colors. The river remains free flowing throughout the year.
The distribution and populations of plants and animals within the corridor are similar to those expected
under natural canditions. Vegetation management is designed to maintain riparian vegetation
communities in proper ecological functioning condition while allowing only those projects which promote
biological diversity. Desirable plant species include alder, red-osier dogwood, willows, cottonwoods. and
a variety of understory species, such as chokecherry, rushes, and various forbs. Site conditions dictate
the specific composition and presence of each riparian community type,
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Human activities enhance or protect sensitive species habitat. Public lands provide opportunities to
research sensitive species, habitat needs, and management strategies to enhance or protect sensitive
species populations. Centralized markers or signs, pamphlets, and brochures provide information on
sensitive species and their environment.
Where natural forces cannot operate freely or fully, land management maintains or promotes plant
community diversity, including a mix of native and agricultural species on the landscape. As much as
possible on public lands, management actions should mimic natural processes, or their effects, to shape
the vegetative mosaic and successional stages on the landscape. Noxious weeds are absent or present
only at very low levels
Natural processes operating on the river provide a diversity of insect species at endemic population
levels, a mix of pools and riffles, and a rich and biologically diverse riparian vegetative mosaic, Fish
populations and habitat quality remain at the highest level the river is naturally capab!e of providing.
Native fish species maintain their genetic integrity and population viability. A healthy and diverse
riparian plant community stabilizes banks and filters out sediments. Watershed management prevents
unnatural levels of sediment from entering the river. Riverbanks are stable and are not eroding
excessively due to human actions and activities.
Fuels management reduces the risk of a large stand-replacing wildfire while providing proper levels of
downed woody material and duff needed for high quality fish and wildlife habitat, long term site
productivityy, and streambank stability. Table 3.6 lists the desired residue profiles and Table 3.7 the
acceptable limits of exposed mineral soil levels for the landscape units on public lands. A higher than
acceptable level of exposed mineral soil may occur in the short term to move the areas toward meeting
the long term goals around the outstandingly remarkable values in the corridor. Visitors to the corridor
may encounter evidence of fire from prescribed burning and wildfires.
River corridor management helps maintain or enhance the Wasco County economy, while protecting the
river’s Outstandingly Remarkable Values. Corridor management should provide opportunities for local
employment and assist in expanding the local economy,
Cultural resource sites provide opportunities to increase public knowledge and understanding of the
history and prehistoty of the White River corridor. Law enforcement activities protect sites from
vandalism and theft, Approved plans provide management direction for those sites that need plans. Ail
public agencies and private landowners within the corridor work together to protect, enhance, and
interpret cultural resources along White River. Native American traditional use locations on Federal and
ceded lands are managed for their traditional values and importance,
Segments A and B

The resculpted sand pit provides safe snow play and a natural-appearing landscape. Native vegetation
at population levels typical of the area covers the former mine. Subsurface water flows unimpeded
through the sandy soils of the Lodgepole Fiats landscape unit.
Vegetation management mimics the natural processes that shape plant communities, The area provides
high quality wildlife habitat, scenic quality, views to Mt. Hood and White River, tree species
compositions at more naturally occurring levels, and successional stages in proportion to that expected
under natural conditions. National Forest lands provide various special forest products: such as
firewood, mushrooms, and beargrass; as long as these activities are compatible with managing the
Outstandingly Remarkable Vatues.
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Figure 3.1. White River landscape units used in the ecosystem approach to alternative development,
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Table 3.6. Range of desired residue profiles by landscape unit and major plant association series on
public lands.

Landscape Unit
Rocks ‘N’ Ice, Talus,
Subapline, Open Riparian,
Canyon Riparian, Lodgepole
Flats, Wetlands
Cool. Wet Mixed Conifer

Plant
Series
Mountain hemlock,
Pacific sitver fir

--..- Tons per Acre’
12-M”
3-12”
o-3”

Fuel Bed
Depth’

m+

Duff
Cepth

Natural forces decide

W e s t e r n h e m l o c k 3.555

4.0-6.0

6.5-9.5

6.59 5

0.25 ft

1.2-2.0 in

Mesic Mixed Conifer

Grand

fir

3.5-5.5

4.0-6.0

659.5

6.5-9.5

0.25 ft

1.2-2.0 in

Dry Mixed Conifer

Grand

fir

3.5-5.5

4.0-60

6 5-9 5

6.5-9.5

0.25 ft

1.2-2.0 m

355.5

4.0-6.0

7.0-10.0

5.57.5

0 25 ft

0.8-I 23 n

--.....
,

3.5-5.5
2.535
30-40
-__lll ,. --.^. -.--_Tons per acre by diameter c/asses of downed woody material

4.0-6.0

0,25 ft
,-.l.-““l.

0.449 in
.“.-- lll”..

I

Average height of most downed woody material.

Douglas-fir
Pine-oak

Table 3.7. Range of acceptable exposed mineral soil levels by landscape unit and plant association
series on public lands.
Bare Ground by Successionai Stage
__-l. ^“^-”
Stem
Stem
Retnitiatbn’
Old Growth
Stem Initiation!
ExcIusior?
.“I “..-~.--“.ll --.--.^” ,,... -“.-.

--__I_
Landscape Unit
Plant Series
..-.,-^-.~1”-“~-----Rocks ‘N’ Ice. Talus, Subalpine, Open
Mountain hemlock,
Rip&an, Canyon Riparian. Lodgepole Flats,
Pacific silver fir
Wetlands

Natural forces decide

Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer

Western hemlock

53%”

32%

2-I ‘16

<I%

&sic Mixed Conifer

Grand fir

5 %

53%

3-2’~

<2%
<2%
<5%

Dry Mixed Conifer

Grand fir

3%

53%

3-2%

Douglas-fir

17-16%

16-10%

105%

Pine-Oak

159%

Q-646
6-3%
-__“-...” “.I. .“._”

-l_ll,New openings, seedlings, saplings
Closed canopy with natural thinning beginning
.9
Canopy gaps and second tree layer starting
4
Percent of the landscape unit within the corridor

c3’11,
.“. .““~-.. .I n-

National Forest management protects visitors in campgrounds, day use areas, and along the Barlow
Road from obvious hazards associated with dead and defective trees. Natural processes shape the
vegetative mosaic on the landscape, including associated downed logs, other woody debris, and snags
and successional pathways in the Subalpine, Open Riparian, Canyon Riparian, Talus, Lodgepole Flats:
and Wetlands landscape units. Where some or all these natural processes cannot occur in the these six
landscape units due to other constraints, vegetation management mimics those processes.
The other landscape units in Segment B (Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer and Mesic Mixed Conifer) contain a
mix of stand structures (Table 3.8 and Figure 3.2). Old growth stands contain suitable numbers of large
trees (Table 3.9). Primary cavity nesters, such as woodpeckers, find enough snags, downed logs, and
wildlife trees to meet 100% of their needs on individual harvest units and 80% of their needs over the
landscape unit as a whole.
Livestock do not use Segment A due to the lack of forage. Recreational livestock do not use the
segment due to the lack of suitable trails. Livestock grazing and use of recreational livestock continues
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in Segment B where it is compatible with management of Outstandingly Remarkable Value features and
where it does not interfere with public use of the river corridor. Range conditions rate good to excellent.
Human activities do not significantly disturb wildlife in Segment A. Large continuous blocks of old growth
and large, undisturbed travef corridors within Segment B provide habitat and security for a variety of
species. These features cross the river and run down the corridor. Healthy, viable populations of
various threatened, endangered, and sensitive species occur within the area, including several nesting
pairs of northern spotted owls. Approved plans guide management activities in the pileated woodpecker
and pine marten management areas and Key Site Riparian areas within the corridor. Vegetation
management provides ail successional stages, including thermal cover and optimal thermal cover for
deer and elk.
Table 3.8. Range of desired percentages of each landscape unit in each stand structure category.
Landscaw Units’
Description

Cool, Wet Mixed
Conifer

Mesic Mixed Conifer

New openings, seedlings, and saplings

510%

510%

5%

Stern Exclusion*

Closed canopy with natural thinning

1 a-30%

lo-30%

520%

Stand Reinitiation

Gaps appearing in canopy and new
conifer regeneration starting

1540%

1530%

15430%

Old G!-owth

See R6 descrbtion

30-50%

30-50%

4570%

Stand Skucture
--__Stem btiation

-_.---

I

Percentages represent percent of landscape unit within the corridor in each stand structure

2

Includes both single-story {poles) and two-story (mature) stands,

Dry Mixed Conifer

--.-

Table 3.10 lists the desired VQQs for the river corridor and the designated viewshed. Ski facilities at
Timberline Lodge and Mt, Hood Meadows do not block scenic views, These facilities do not compete
with any scenic views and meet a VQO of Partial Retention. Visitors can take photos or videotapes of
the characteristic landscape, know scenic views exist, and want to linger at viewpoints. Sno-park
amenities Imeet Partial Retention from within the sno-parks.
Visitors see Mt. Hood from several viewpoints along the Barlow Road. The plant communities and
general landscape along the Barlow Road resembles that seen by the original pioneers and meets
Retention in the foreground. Campgrounds and dispersed camp sites provide an aesthetic setting.
Deciduous trees and shrubs as well as western larch grow along Forest Road 48. Turnouts and
viewpoints meet VQQ’s and provide interesting views of Mt. Hood and White River. Forest road 48
provides safe access on a smooth surface; its traffic control structures meet Partial Retention and blend
with the landscape. Travelers along Road 48 do not see any geometrically shaped harvest areas.
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Table 3.9 Target tree sizes for old growth stands by forest zone.
Forest Zone
Aountain hemlock

Key Species

24

Douglas-fir

36
40

noble fir
Pacific silver

)ac#ic silver fir

fir

26

western hembck

36

western white pine

18

western larch

24

iodgepde pine

15

Pacific silver fir

32

Dcuglas-fir

36

western hemlock

36

mcuntain hemlock

24

western white pine

20

western redcedar

Yestern hemlock

Target DBH (inches)

mountain hemlock

no& fir ___.-” --.- “. .,........” .,..,
western hemlock

36
,,,..... .^“... 46
“..“.. ..l..-48

Douglas-fir

48

western redcedar

48

noMe fir

4s

grand --fir . ~-_-“-_” .--..^_“-^ -..... - 36
-_.--..__ ..__ -- ._. ^__. _ .._ . .^“.____._
--........---3rand fir
Grand fir
32

lcuglasdr

zonderosa pine

Douglas-fir

32

ponderosa pine

36

Pacific silver fir

22

mountain hem!ock

22

Douglas-fir

32

pcnderosa pine

36

Oreoon wnite oak

19

ponderosa pine

32

Oregon white oak

27
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Table 3.10. Desired VQOs for the river corridor by management alternative, boundary alternative, and
designated viewshed alternative,

Legment Management AR
_~_~. _---.

____” -,““,
.^ .^..___.__” ,-___ I -_
Distance tones. Fg = Foreg:ound, Mg = Middleground. Eg = Background
From Forest Boundary to Graveyard Butte and from ! M mile below Graveyard Butte to Threemiie Creek

In middlegrounds, visitors see some evidence of vegetative management activities, such as harvest
units or prescribed bums, but these activities do not dominate the scene. Openings mimic naturally
occurring landscape events for the particular landscape unit but meet Partial Retention at least from all
viewpoints. Views from viewpoints outside the corridor at least meet Modification. Western larch and
other fall color trees appear throughout the segments. Backgrounds receive similar management as
Middlegrounds except management activities in Backgrounds affect larger areas and still meet VQO’s.
Visual Quality Objective allocation is appropriate to the quality of scenic views each location provides.
Viewpoints have good access and viewing opportunities.
Visitors to older stands in the Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer landscape unit travel through a cool, dark forest
dominated by large trees of several species, In the Mesic Mixed Conifer landscape unit, visitors travel
through a more open and light forest than in the Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer unit. Large ponderosa pine,
Douglas-fir, western white pine, and other earlier successional species dominate the older stands.
Table 3.11 lists the desired ROS class for each river segment and each management alternative.
Recreational settings, experiences, access, use levels and development levels are consistent with these
ROS classes. Most facilities should be rustic with native materials on the exteriors, Visitors experience
moderate evidence of human development, but the natural characteristics of the landscape dominate.
User groups rarely conflict with each other. Motorized vehicles travel only on designated routes. Historic
reenactments related to the Bariow Road protect trails and river crossings from damage and excessive
wear. Visitors have limited access to the river for floating and kayaking. Recreational activities do not
damage sensitive plants and animals or disrupt their life cycles.
Low key on-site visitor management controls and regulations help protect the campgrounds, day use
areas, sensitive areas, and Outstandingly Remarkable Value features from excessive use and wear and
help minimize visitor conflicts, Visitors may find simple information facilities and will contact Forest
Service personnel in the campgrounds, Campsites and heavily used dispersed sites may have hardened
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paths, barriers, parking spots, and tent sites. Generally, dispersed sites should contain trees, shrubs, and
forbs with little of no evidence of human use.
Table 3.11, Desired Recreational Opportunity Spectrum Class for each river segment by management
alternative.
River Segments

I-.dnd,~~..~~~~.,.RaadedBNat”ra,
Segment A:
Recreation’

ALTERNATWES
.l-._--_ll
D
c
Roacisd Naturai

- Roaded Natural;

E
Roaded Natiiral -

Segment El:
Recreation

Road4 Natural

Semi-primitive
Motorized

Semt-primitive
Motorked

Roaded Natural

Roaded Natural

Segment C::
Scenic

Semi-primitive
Nonmotzited;
Keeps Mil! _
Semi-primitive
Motorized

Semi-primitive
Nonmotorized;
Keeps Mill Semi-primitive
Motorized

Semi-primitive
Nonmotorized;
Keeps Mili Semi-primitive

Semi-primitive
Nonmotorized;
Keeps Miii - Roaded
Natural

Semi-primitiiie
Nonmotorized;
K..ps Mill - Rccided
Natural

Segment D:
Scenic

Semi-primitive
Nonmotorized;
Graveyard ButteSemi-primitive
Motorized

Semi-primitive
Nonmotorized;
Graveyard B&eSemi-primitive
Motorized

Semi-primitive
Nonmotorized;
Graveyard Butte
Semi-primitive
Motorized

Semiprimitive
Nonmotoriied;
Graveyard ButteRoaded Natural

Semi-primitive
Nonmotorized;
Graveyard ButtsRcedsd Natural

Segment E:
Recreation’

Roaded Natural

Semi-primitive
Motorized

Semi-primitive
Motorized

Roaded Natural

Roadsd Natural

MotOrizd

Segment F.
Semi-primitive
Semi-primitive
Semi-piimitiie
Semi-primitive
Recrsation
Nonmotorized
Nonmotorized
Nonmotorized
Nonmotorized
___.- ..-.... “.^. 1-.--..
-..,11-“_----~,
Based on number of expected encounters due to Mt. Hood Meadows Sk! Area expansion

Semi-primitive
Nonmotorized
-“-“--

Based on desired seeing only

Segments; C and D

The county gravel pit at Graveyard Butte blends with the characteristic landscape and native vegetation
covers the former pit. Mining and mineral leases cause no negative impacts to Outstandingly
Remarkable Values. Vegetation management mimics the natural processes that shape the plant
communities. The segments provide high quality wildlife habitat, scenic quality, views to Mt. Hood and
White River, tree species compositions at more naturally occurring Levels, and successional stages in
proportion to that expected under natural conditions, Federal lands provide various special forest
products, such as firewood and mushrooms, as long as these activities are compatible with managing the
Outstandingly Remarkable Values and do not promote trespass on private lands.
In the Canyon Riparian and Talus landscape units on public lands natural processes shape the
vegetative mosaic on the landscape and successional pathways. Where some or all these natural
processes cannot occur due to other constraints, vegetation management may occur to mimic those
processes or their effects.
The other landscape units on public lands in Segments C and D (Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer, Mesic Mixed
Conifer, and Dry Mixed Conifer) contain a mix of stand structures (Table 3.8 and Figure 3.2). On federal
lands, prirnav cavity nesters find enough snags, downed logs, and wildlife trees to meet lOOoh of their
needs in individual harvest units and 80% of their needs over the landscape unit as a whole.
Large, continuous blocks of old growth and large, undisturbed travel oonidors provide habitat and
security for a variety of wildlife species. These features cross the river and run along the corridor.
Healthy: viable populations of various threatened, endangered, and sensitive species occur within the
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area. Forested lands provide all successional stages, including thermal and optimal thermal cover for
deer and elk.
In Segment C, motorized vehicle use causes minimal disturbance to wildlife. Segment C provides high
quality habitat for several nesting pairs of northern spotted owls in those plant communities that can
provide such habitat over the long term. Drier plant communities that can do so provide suitable
northern spotted owl habitat over the short term until higher quality habitat develops elsewhere.
Approved plans guide management actions in the pileated woodpecker and pine marten management
areas within the corridor. Both segments provide habitat for turkeys, gray squirrels, and other small
game animals, and winter range for deer and elk.
Livestock grazing and recreational livestock use continues in Segment C and on public lands in Segment
D where it is compatible with management of Outstandingly Remarkable Value features and where it
does not interfere with public use of the river corridor. Range conditions rate good to excellent
Landowners may use prescribed fires to meet their objectives. All unplanned ignitions in Segment D are
designated as wildfires and suppressed using appropriate strategies and tactics. The north aspects of
federal land in Segment D have a low risk of large, destructive wildfire,
Private irrigation systems maintain proper drainage to manage high flows during snowmelt without
causing excessive erosion or other water damage to Outstandingly Remarkable Value features. Private
irrigation ditches may develop small hydroelectric projects on private lands, but these projects minimize
affects on scenic quality. The Forest Service allows access for maintenance of the irrigation ditches
under special use permit and permanent easement.
In Segment C, Keeps Mill and the road to Keeps Mill provide river access and views of south aspects in
the canyon. Large diameter ponderosa pine stands dominate those views Keeps Mill Campground
provides an aesthetic setting while protecting the riverbank and other Outstandingly Remarkable Value
features . Rustic signs interpret the site’s historic aspects. Keeps Overlook and forest roads 211 O-270
and 4885-160 provide secluded and little-used viewpoints into the canyon and serve as informal picnic or
photo spots. Visitors perceive the canyon as pristine and remote. All other views in the Foreground at
least meet Partial Retention. All views in the Middiegrounds and Backgrounds at least meet Modification
(Table 3.10).
In Segment D, viewpoints at Graveyard Butte and the Juniper Fiat Road provide panoramic vistas where
White River contrasts with the desert steppe landscape. Any visitor use facilities near Graveyard Butte;
such as parking, photo point turnouts, and dispersed campsites; provide an aesthetic setting and protect
the river, Outstandingly Remarkable Value features, and private lands from damage and excessive wear,
Any visitor use facilities help proted private lands from trespass
Visitors to older stands in the Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer landscape unit (Segment C> travel through a cool,
dark forest dominated by several species. in the Mesic Mixed Conifer landscape unit on public lands
visitors travel through a more open and light forest than in the Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer unit. Large
ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, western white pine, and other earlier successional species dominate the
older stands Visitors to the Dry Mixed Conifer unit on federal lands travel through open, park-like stands
with some combination of ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and Oregon white oak, Grasses and shrubs
dominate the under-stones in the pine-Douglas-fir stands and the pine-Douglas-fir-oak stands. The latter
plant community supports fewer shrubs than the former. Grasses dominate under-stories in the pine-oak
stands.
Recreational settings, experiences, access, use levels, and development are consistent with the desired
ROS class in both segments (Table 3.1 I). In Segment DZ recreational activities do not interfere with
landowner uses and do not cause property damage or result in trespass, Visitors must obtain permission
from the landowner to enter or cross closed private lands. Camping and campfires occur only in
designated areas,
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Segments E and F

Management activities under the White River Plan end where White River corridor meets the Lower
Deschutes corridor. Ail landowners practice sustainable forestry and provide wood products, healthy
forests, wildlife habitat, and scenic quality. Public agencies and private landowners work together to
provide and manage habitat and forage for watchable wildlife, such as deer, ducks, and raptors.
Healthy, viable populations of various threatened, endangered, and sensitive species occur within the
corridor. Segment F provides high quality wildlife habitat for a variety of species.
Aesthetic visitor facilities compliment the site and scene, protect visitor safety, and interpret the old
hydroelectric facilities. Highway 197 and State Highway 216 provide views into the canyon at either end
of Segment E. Commercial and residential developments in the foreground areas of Segment E do not
compete with the view of the river beyond. Devil’s Half Acre provides a sweeping vista. Table 3.10 lists
the desired visual management objectives.
Recreational settings, experiences, access, and use levels are consistent with the desired ROS class in
both segments (Table 3.11). Recreational activities do not interfere with landowner uses nor result in
property damage or trespass. Boaters find legal places to take out of the river. Developed campgrounds
and other recreational facilities encourage visitor use. Visitors must obtain permission from the
landowner to enter or cross closed private land. Camping and campfires occur only in designated areas.
Landowners who provide public access through a publicly provided incentive program and do not charge
for that access are not liable for accidents, injuries, or deaths that may befall visitors.
Tygh Valley remains an agrarian community complimented by a free flowing, natural-appearing river.
Human development is prevalent and impoundments, diversions, or channel modification may be
evident. Visitors have legal nonmotorized access to the river at designated points They commonly find
moderate evidence of others and may encounter large numbers of users on-site and in nearby areas.
Sites contain enough controls and visitor regimentation to prevent most visitor/visitor and
visitor/landowner conflicts and to help protect Outstandingly Remarkable Value features. Sophisticated
information exhibits may occur.
Recreational experiences, access, use levels, and development are consistent with a ROS of
Semi-Primitive Nonmotorized in Segment F (see description under Segments A and B). Nonmotorized
trails and water-craft supply public access to the river. The river mouth and the state park provide access
points on the north side. Visitors must obtain permission from private landowners to cross closed private
lands. Camping and campfires happen only in designated areas. Public agencies encourage private
land uses and activities that protect, enhance, or maintain the Outstandingly Remarkable Values.
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CHAPTER 4: ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
INTRODUCTION
This chapter forms the scientific and analytic basis for comparing alternatives, It identifies, summarizes,
and compares environmental impacts of each alternative on the rdver corridor resources and land uses
described in Chapter 3, In each section, Afternative A describes the impacts to resources and uses that
would occur if the managing agencies take no additional actions beyond those already described in the
Mt. Hood Forest Plan and the Two Rivers RMP. The remaining agtematives describe the expected
impacts if the managing agencies take the additional actions described in Chapter 2. Short-term:
long-term, direct, indirect, and cumulative effects are considered.
Not all impacts are quantifiable due to the lack of appropdate data The ID Team resource specialists
used professional judgment to estimate the environmental consequences where they lacked quantifiable
data.
The effects are displayed differently than the affected environment This chapter discusses
environmental effects by alternative for each resource rather than for each segment pair. This aiternate
organization should make it easier for the reader to understand effects on each resource of interest and
to better compare the alternatives affecting that resource. Resources are grouped under Issues, Social
Effects Biological Effects, and Physical Effects. Analysis indicates no known impacts to climate and
geology outside of mining; they will not be discussed further.
The end of the chapter contains severe4 tables which summarize impacts to various resources,
Management actions which are not expected to cause signifjcant or noticeable changes are indicated
with “NC” (no change). Some tabies use Altemative A, the no action alternative, as a baseline and
compare the other alternatives to it. in those cases, “0” represents the baseline in Aiternative A and no
change in any other alternative.

EFFECTS ON 1SSUES

This section discusses the effects of Akernatives on mining, grazing, and timber production and their
associated industries and permittees. The effects of these commodity production activities are discussed
under the various resources they would affect. The section on Physical Effects contains the effects of
mining on the Old Maid deposits in Segment B, The Forest Plan FEES (198%‘~ discusses the effects of
withdrawing locatab4e minerais, the “No surface occupancy” stipulation for leasabie minerals, and
prohibiting further permits for salable minerals within the Wild and Scen4c River corridors on the Forest,
The entire White River corridor has low potential for locatable and leasable minerals, There are RQ
known mining claims on National Forest lands within any of the boundary alternatives.
The discussion of effects on the timber industry are based on the Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQJ and
expected harvest methods documented in the Forest P$an, The IDT recognizes that changing conditions
within the agency and the Region ~444 affect harvest levels, but those effesfs are beyond the scope of this
plan, Comparison Table 1 displays the differences between the otternatives bssed on the measures
listed under Issues in Chapter 1.
&er native A
Mininq. This alternative would have no significant negative effects on mining. Although the National
Forest lands would remain cfosed to all but leasable mineral devetopment, the lack of known claims and
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the low potential would result in little or no impact to the mining industry. All BLM lands would remain
open to entry, having no impact on mineral production. This alternative would allow the greatest level of
development in the Highway 35 pit by allowing removal of an additional 800,000 cubic yards of material
over the next lo-12 years. At the end of that time, ODOT would need to locate a new source of sanding
material. Alternative sand sources on the Forest are unlikely. Any other type of sanding material, such
as crushed rock, would cost much more to develop than the Highway 35 pit. The permittee would have
responsibility for site rehabilitation and restoration at the Highway 35 pit.
Grazing. Achieving desired vegetation management goals could result in changes in livestock numbers
or season of use and may result in removal of livestock from some areas on a temporary or permanent
basis. Permanent removal of livestock is more likely in riparian areas than in uplands. Temporary
fencing and high intensity management may be required to meet vegetation management goals,
increasing permittee costs. Use of other vegetation management tools, such as fire or mechanical
treatment, could require temporary changes in livestock numbers or season of use or in temporary
removal of livestock from the treated area. Management plans for threatened, endangered, and
sensitive species could also result in changes in livestock numbers, use seasons, or rest periods, or in
the exclusion of livestock from selected areas.
Actions proposed under hydrology would have no impacts to livestock grazing. Grazing would continue
on federal lands under the provisions developed through allotment management plans and allotment
evaluations. Changes in grazing levels, patterns, and so forth would occur as appropriate under the
allotment management plan and allotment evaluation processes. Grazing on other ownerships would
continue, subject to state and local rules and regulations governing land use.
Timber. The viewshed alternative has a larger impact than the boundary alternative that may combine
with this management alternative. Regulated harvest combined with Viewshed Alternative Ill would
reduce the Forest ASQ by 7.2% or 2.2 million board feet per year (MMBF). Regulated harvest combined
with Viewshed Alternative I and Boundary Alternatives 1 and 3 have no significant effect on ASQ. These
combinations would cause a 0.2 MMBF redutiion or less in ASQ. All other boundary and viewshed
alternative combinations would reduce ASQ by 0.5O/b (1 .O MMBF).
Alternative B
Minina. This alternative would cause the greatest potential negative impacts to mining. No mining
would occur on federal lands under this alternative; however, the potential for locatable and leasable
minerals is low enough to not cause a significant impact. Oregon Department of Transportation would
lose the Highway 35 pit as a sand source and would need to locate another source immediately.
Alternative sand sources on the Forest are unlikely. Any other type of sanding material, such as crushed
rock, would cost much more to develop than the Highway 35 pit. Funding for rehabilitation and site
restoration of the Highway 35 pit would shift from the permittee to the Forest.
Grazinn. This alternative would have the same effects on grazing as Alternative A with the following
additions. Controlling nonpoint pollution sources may result in reductions of livestock numbers or use
season, or complete removal of livestock from the corridor, depending on the degree of the problem
documented in monitoring. Excluding cattle from campgrounds and day use areas in Segment B and
from the river canyon in Segment C would have no effect on grazing levels or use patterns. These areas
are little used at present. additional fencing may be needed along roads 4885 and 2120 to keep cattle
from drifting into the canyon.
Removing livestock from below the rims on BLM lands would result in the loss of approximately 57
AUMs of grazing on 510 aores of BLM land. This alternative would require approximately 5 miles of dtif&
fencing in Segments D-F at a cost of $25,000.
Timber. The viewshed alternative has a larger impact than the boundary alternative that may oombine
with this management attemative. Unregulated harvest combined with Viewshed Alternative Ill would
reduce the forest ASQ by 2.8% or 5.3 MMBF, Unregulated harvest combined with Viewshed Alternative
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I and Boundary Alternatives 1 and 3 have no significant effect on ASQ. These combinations would
cause a 0.5 MMBF reduction or less in ASQ. All other boundary and viewshed alternative combinations
wouid reduce ASQ by 1 .WO (2.8 MMBF),
&temative C
Highway
Minino. 35 pit development would be allowed to continue through Phase Ii, the next scheduled
entry. This entry would allow for the removal of an additional 200,000 cubic yards, supplying QDQT with
an estimated four year supply of sand. However, it would forego the removal of another 400,000 cubic
yards of material. Oregon Department of Transportation would need to locate another source of material
within four years. Alternative sand sources on the Forest are untikefy. Any other type of sanding
material, such as crushed rock, would cost much more to develop than the Highway 35 pit. The
permittee would have responsibility for site rehabilitation and restoration. Impacts to the remaining
mineral resources would be the same as Alternative A.
Grazina. This alternative would have the same effects as Alternative 6.
Timber.
This alternative would have the same effects as Alternative B.
Alternative D
Minina. This alternative would have the same effects as Alternative A, except with the Highway 35 pit,
Pit development would be allowed to continue through Phase Ill, removing an additional 400,000 cubic
yards and supplying ODOT with an estimated eight year supply of sand, but foregoing removai of
200,000 cubic yards. After that material is exhausted, ODOT would need to locate another source of
material. Afternative sand sources on the Forest are unlikely. Any other type of sanding material, such
as crushed rock, would cost much more to develop than the Highway 35 pit. The permittee would have
responsibility for site rehabilitation and restoration. impacts to the remaining mineral resources would be
the same as Alternative A.
Grazing, This alternative should have the same effects as Alternative B with the exception of the
e grazing season on BLM lands. Restricting the grazing period to Nov. l-May 1 below the rims on BLM
lands would not have a significant impact on grazing. However, if private landowner cooperation for
management in Segments E and F can not be achieved then this afternative would require
approximately 3 miles of drift fencing at a cost of $15,000.
Timber. The viewshed alternative has a larger impact than the boundary alternative that may combine
with this management alternative, Regulated harvest combined with Viewshed Alternative ill would
reduce the forest ASQ by 1.2% or 2,2 MMBF, Regulated harvest combined with Viewshed Alternative I
and Boundary Alternatives 1 and 3 have no significant effect on ASQ. These combinations would cause
a 0,2 MM& reduction or less in ASQ. All other boundary and viewshed afternative combinations would
reduce ASQ by 0.5% (1 .O MMBF).
&ernative E
Mininq. This alternative would have the same effects as Alternative A: including the level of
development at the Highway 35 pit.
Grazing, This alternative should have the same effects as Alternative B, with the exception of grazing
on BLM lands. This alternative would eliminate grazing on 971 acres of BLM lands in Segments D-F,
resulting in the loss of 7% AUMs and affecting 8 permittees. The BLM would need to construct
approximately 26 miles of fencing at a cost of $130:000 to separate BLM lands from private lands.
This
Timber.
alternative would have the same effects as Alternatives A and D.
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issue 2. Recreation and Scenic Resources

This section first discusses general effects of different activities on recreation and effects common to aft
or most attematives. it then discusses the differences between alternatives regarding recreational
opportunities, use levels, quality of experience, and the relative emphasis of motorized and
nonmotorized recreation. The analysis focuses on known recreational uses. As new uses appear, the
managing agencies would evaluate the appropriateness of the use and determine what restrictions and
regulations, if any, should apply to the new use. Comparison Tables 2a and 2b display the differences
between the alternatives based on the measures listed under Issues in Chapter 1.
Recreation opportunities are the result of landscape character, level and type of development, presence
of fish and wildlife, the amount and type of people in an area, the type of recreation experiences, the
type and location of public access, facilities and improvements, interpretation and education efforts and
on- or off-site regulations. Changes in any of these characteristics could change the type of recreation
user or quality of recreation experience that occurs within the river Gorridor. Actions that have the
greatest impact on recreation users would be those that encourage or restrict use levels in order to
maintain recreation ROS class and protect the outstandingly remarkable values on public lands within
the corridor.
GENERAL EFFECTS

Commodity Production
Mineral development creates ground disturbance, noise, dust, industrial wastes and facilities that do not
blend with the characteristic landscape. Mining tends to displace some users and lower the quality of
experience of others even when people cannot see but do hear the operations. The only mining of any
consequence expected in the corridor is the continued operation of the Highway 35 pit. Some geothermal
development may occur. If the operations are located adjacent to the corridor this activity could displace
some users
Vegetation management usually creates stumps, slash, brown or blackened vegetation, geometric
harvest shapes, and other changes in vegetation appearance, Geometric harvest shapes from past
entries created a landscape character that looks “unnatural.” inappropriate design and location of
vegetation management projects can cause the site or area to not meet VQOs and require rehabilitation,
Vegetation management techniques that negatively alter an area’s appearance tend to displace some
users and lower the quality of experience for others Conversely, some vegetation management
activities create suitable conditions for certain plant and animal species, promoting specific uses such as
hunting and gathering morel mushrooms. it can promote more rapid development of desired stand
structures. Timber harvest, prescribed burning, and herbicides tend to cause the greatest changes in
landscape character. Biological methods, manual methods, and chemical pesticides generally go
unnoticed. See Table 4,6 for how the level of vegetation management allowed in the five alternatives
would affect scenic quality.
Grazing and many recreation uses do not mix well. Livestock grazing and grazing management results
in the sights and smells of livestock, excrement, fences and trampled ground and trails. Actions which
separate visitors and livestock tend to improve the quality of recreation experience.
Other Resource Manaaement
Managing flows and water quality help maintain or promote fishing and boating opportunities, Visitors
prefer to camp, picnic, and hike along clean water, rather than dirty water. The glacial milk in late
summer and fall is an exception since the river turns milky white rather than brown
Recreation use may be restricted in locations with significant cultural resources and resulting from
actions taken to manage threatened, endangered, and sensitive plant and animal species. These actions
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or features may reduce the allowable use or change the type and season of use. The more stringent the
proposals, the more restrictions become likely. Efforts to manage wolverine, harlequin duck, and
peregrine falcon habitat are likely to produce the greatest restrictions. These restrictions would be most
evident in Segments A, C, and D,
Generally, wildlife and fish habitat improvement projects would have little or no adverse effects on
recreation use, opportunities, and quality of experience. If the public follows the fishing
recommendations fishing levels may decline initially, but quality of the experience should increase in the
long-term. Ail actions that tend to maintain or improve fish and wildlife habitat also maintain or improve
the associated recreational activities.
Fire suppression tactics usually do not adversely affect recreation use or opportunities. Visitors may
notice discoloration of rock features and culturally important structures if colored retardant is used.
Visitors from other areas can introduce noxious weeds, insects, and diseases which enter the corridor on
the vehicfes or animals or in animal feed. These introductions can have a major adverse impact on the
native plants and animals, This problem is beyond the scope of this management plan. Similarly,
vehicles and animals can pick up seed, insects, or spores from noxious weeds and pests in one part of
the corridor and transport them to another part, These introductions usually have a minor adverse
impact on the local plants and animals since transport via forest visitors is relatively minor compared to
transpori: via other methods.
Recreation Use
Restricting Mt. Hood Meadows from further expansion into the corridor would have no adverse impact.
The ski area can expand to the north and northeast away from White River. Limiting further expansion
also reduces risks to scenic quality. Nordic skiing would continue on ungroomed trails in ail alternatives.
Adding barrier-free facilities would provide opportunities for visitors confined to wheelchairs to enjoy
parts of White River. No such facilities currently exist. Topography limits opportunities for barrier-free
facilities to Segments I3 and E and along the rims of Segments C and D.
Topography and the physical structure and flow regime of the river limit boating opportunities, This use
woufd remain around current levels in ail alternatives. Commercial wagon train trips may increase in
Segment B, depending on the level of interest in the Oregon Trail. Limited opportunities exist for guided
hunting, fishing, mountain biking, and horseback riding due to the level of access, lack of trails except in
Segment B, and low quality habitat for fish in the river.
Scenic qualify in Segments E and F depends on maintaining the current pastoral landscape. Increased
development along the corridor may introduce elements not associated with this landscape and decrease
scenic quality.
SPECIFK ALTERNATIUE EFFECTS

&lternative A
Types ofUse. This alternative slightly favors nonmotorized use over motorized. Some road closures
are needed in Segment B to meet Forest Plan standards and guidelines. No additional road construction
is expected in Segments C, and D. Other landowners either restrict motorized access during all or part
of the year and have no plans to provide any additional public roads. The river character does not allow
use of motorized boats. No new viewpoints or upgrades to existing viewpoints are planned. Off road
vehicles are restricted by regulations on National Forest lands and by terrain on BLM lands. New over
snow routes are possible on National Forest lands, New road construction may adversely affect scenic
quality.
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No comprehensive trail p/an would be required, although one could happen under the current direction
for both agencies. However, this alternative has a greater likelihood that trait development and
designated uses would occur piecemeal with little coordination between ranger districts and agencies.
Littie separation. of the main user groups may occur. The lack of trails and plans to construct trails
disfavors pack and riding stock use, mountain bike use, and off road vehicle use in Segments D-F,
Level of Use. Developed recreation capacity (campgrounds, day use areas, parking areas, etc.) could
increase to the theoretical optimum, or maximum, allowed under the ROS classes for each segment.
Above Highway 35, most use would occur in the winter aher Mt. Hood Meadows Ski Area constructs Lifts
22 and 26. Below Highway 35 in the remainder of Segment B, use would occur year-round, although
more use may occur in summer than in winter, In the remaining segments, use would tend to occur
primarily in summer and fall.
Limited access and limited public ownership concentrates use in Segment B, at Keeps Mill in Segment
C, and at Graveyard Butte in Segment D. The BLM expects only to acquire the minimum public access
needed to meet management objectives, Over the long-term, popular locations would become
over-cmwded. Littie change is expected in the recreation use on the scattered public lands within
Segments E-F.
Bare ground and poorly vegetated areas would become common in these sites. Where sites occur close
to live water, streambanks may collapse and erode, reducing water quality and fish habitat and
populations. Some use may occur on the less rugged private and state lands with landowner permission.
Visitors would continue to hike cross country or hike on informal user developed trails and game trails.
In the long-term, increased use on these trails could create an uncontrolled trail network with resulting
increases in erosion, vegetation loss, and disturbance to wildlife.
Of the species sensitive to disturbance from recreation use, this alternative would likely displace any
wolverines in the area over the long-term and may displace nesting harlequin ducks and peregrine
falcons, Elk and deer would continue to travel through the corridor but may not linger or use the
available calving and fawning areas, Additional road construction for recreation access in Segment A
could increase erosion and sediment delivery into White River, potentially changing the river color and
degrading fish habitat.
In terms of scenic quality, Graveyard Butte would especially look battered and disorganized. Use levels
and the lack of site design to accommodate the use would lead to devegetation of a disproportionately
large area. Visitors would continue to use the existing informal viewpoint. Several trails in Segment B
woufd not meet the scenic quality normally associated with wild and scenic rivers. The Forest Plan
would continue to lack specific guidelines for maintaining road 4% as a scenic road; its current VQOs
would remain inconsistent with the scenic quality of the river landscape.
Supplv of Recreational Experiences. The 1993 FEMAT report identified a lack of primitive and
semi-primitive recreation opportunities in the Cascades. Roaded Natural would be the most common
ROS &ass in this alternative, assigned to Segments A, B, and E. The canyons in Segments C, D, and F
would continue to provide Semi-primitive Nonmotorized recreation opportunities and a narrow corridor of
Semi-primitive Motorized along the roads into Keeps Mill and Graveyard Butte crossing.
Table 4.1 displays the expected effects of this alternative on various recreation opportunities. Neither
managing agency plans to establish use restrictions for either private or commercial use. Commercial
use is self-regulating in many respects due to the limitations of the river and the corridor. Visitors would
have the maximum freedom of the five alternatives to choose where to go and what to do.
Cumufatively, the quality of recreational experiences would decline and then level out. The actual ROS
class may change to a setting which accepts more frequent encounters, higher levels of visitor controls,
and more obvious signs of visitor use. This alternative would favor users who prefer more developed
sites and are more tolerant of crowding, noise, bare ground, and litter. Livestock grazing in recreation
use areas could displace some visitors and lower the quality of the recreational experience,
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Scenic Qualitv.
Continued use of the Highway 35 sand and gravel operation would reduce opportunities
for safe snow play until operations ended I O-12 years from present, and is incompatible with the scenic
quality value in this segment. Both the current rehabilitation efforts and pit operations could not meet
Retention in the foreground of Highway 35 and the river, Based on current efforts, future rehabilitation
attempts may not meet VQQs either. Any other mining activities in Segments D-F would have diffiicutty
meeting the VQQ of Partial Retention.
Timber harvest and prescribed burning of activity fuels would oe~ur at the highest levels of the five
alternatives, while prescribed burning of natural fuels would occur at the lowest level. Regulated harvest
provides funding for vegetation management, which places the area at periodic risk that a project may
not meet the required VQQ, but also provides a system to meet scenic quality needs with timber harvest,
if necessary. Use of chemical herbicides would be very limited on National Forest lands, but possibly
more widespread on BLM, state, and private lands.
The Barlow Road IRA calls for returning the characteristic landscape which the pioneers may have seen
in this road corridor. Implementing this recommendation would provide increased views of Mt. Hood and
of stands adjoining the Barlow Road, decreased evidence of defoliating insects, and more diversity in
tree ages and sizes.
Table 4.1. Mix of recreation opportunities and alternative effects.
Alternative ~Effects
Activity
-“.-. ,“” .,“^._.^^“..--_l
---.-I_
---.--Expected
-..., -.--.--..-.”
..-. _,-.. .I _..^ . . _
Increase in long-term as pit devefoped and rehabilitated, improved safety
Snow Piay
No change to slight increase with planned trail reconstruction
Nordic Skiing
Increase over time
Alpine Skiing
Over Snow Vehicles No change to slight increase
Decrease with planned shift to McCubbins Gulch QRV Play Area
Off Road Vehicles
Driving for P!easure
Slight decrease in Segment B with planned road closures
Increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road conversions
Hiking
Horses/Llamas
Increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road conversions
Increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road conversions
Mountain Bikes
Boating
No change
Camping
No change
Picnicking
No change
No change to slight decrease with planned road closures
Sightseeing
Hunting
No change
Fishing
No change
Photography
No change
Commercial Use
Slight increase in wagon trains, otherwise no change

Other Eff(m No comprehensive interpretive plan is required in this alternative. Interpretation may
occur in a piecemeal fashion with little QT no coordination between ranger districts and agencies. Nordic
trails may or may not remain ungroomed. Continued on-site firewood gathering would eventually deplete
firewood at popular sites and would make gathering more difficult for future users.
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Types of Use. This alternative favors nonmotorized use over motorized use. Many of the proposed
actions would freeze or, in the case of over snow vehicles and open road density, slightly reduce
motorized access to the river corridor. Allowable open road density on National Forest lands would drop
to 1 S miles per square mile. No additional road construction would occur on federal lands in Segments
A, C, and D. Other landowners in the corridor either restrict motorized access during all or part of the
year and have no plans to provide any additional public road access. The river character does not allow
use of motorized boats. Existing viewpoints would remain undeveloped, no new viewpoints are planned,
and the road to Bonney Butte overlook would be converted to a trail. Off road vehicles would be
restricted throughout the corridor, reducing the acres of open designation on BLM lands by an
insignificant amount. The number of over snow vehicle routes would decline slightly. The Keeps Mill
road would continue to limit access to those with high clearance vehicles.
The lack of trails and plans to construct trails disfavors pack and riding stock use, mountain bike use, and
off road vehicle use in Segments D-F. Primitive trail standards would continue to limit use and
accessibility, The lack of constructed river crossings would create a barrier for some users, especially
during high water. Developing and implementing a comprehensive trail plan Would minimize conflicts
between main user groups, ensure use is consistent with ROS classifications, and better protect the
outstandingly remarkable values. Trail management would be better coordinated between ranger
districts and agencies.
Excluding commercial use on BLM lands would affect one permittee with less than 10 user days per
year. Over the long-term, horse use may periodically displace other visitors in the same campground.
The development of a small group campsite in Segment B would help facilitate group use but may
increase demand for additional group sites and alter the existing use patterns.
Level of Use, Developed recreation capacity would decline over present levels through site redesign
While the number of campsites would not decline in the campgrounds, available parking in campgrounds
and at trailheads would decrease. The seasons of dominant use throughout the corridor would be the
same as Alternative A.
Use would remain concentrated in Segment B, at Keeps Mill in Segment C, and at Graveyard Butte in
Segment D. Site redesign should help keep these sites from becoming over-crowded and help alleviate
the impacts associated with concentrated use, However, prohibiting the construction of additional
campgrounds will keep use concentrated at the existing sites. If BLM is able to acquire additional public
access in Segments D and F, then use may become better distributed through the corridor.
Rehabilitation efforts on the more heavily used dispersed sites would reduce the potential for further
devegetation along the river and should allow some areas to revegetate. Limited recreation use within
the canyon would maintain habitat effectiveness for species which do not tolerate much human
presence, such as wolverine and nesting harlequin ducks and peregrine falcons. Deer and elk calving
and fawning areas would remain adequately protected.
Some use may occur on the less rugged private and state lands with landowner permission. Visitors
would continue to hike cross country or hike on informal user developed trails and game trails In the
long-term, continued use on these trails could create an uncontrolled trail network with resulting
increases in erosion, vegetation loss, and disturbance to wildlife,
After recreation site redesigns, the area would encounter no further risk to scenic quality due to increased
use unless the management plan changes The BLM would protect Graveyard Butte from further scenic
degradation and control traffic. Any projects designed to meet these objectives might not occur or might
fail to meet scenic quality objectives. Degraded areas would be rehabilitated3 improving scenic quality.
All trails within the corridor and designated viewshed would be managed at Sensitivity Level I and
existing level II and Ill trails rehabilitated, Trail rehabilitation and ending new road construction would
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reduce th:e risks to scenic quality. Road closures and obliterations would need to meet VQ6s. Road 48
would be managed as a scenic road and its VQOs changed accordingly.
Suot~lv of Recreation Experiences. Semi-primitive Motorized would be the most common RQS class in
this alternative, assigned to Segments B and E and to narrow corridors along the roads to Keeps Milt and
Graveyard Butte crossing. Ser~~i-~r~n~it~ve N~~rn~tor~~ed would cover almost as much area as
Sernj-~~~rn~tive Motorized, assigned to Segments C: D, and F, Roaded Natural would oocur only in
Segment A.
Changing the ROS class in Segment B would increase the available supply on the Forest for
Semi-primitive recreation experiences. It would also place additional restrictions on timber hanaest and
road construotion beyond the level discussed in the Forest Plan. However, the effects are minimal for
the Forest overall.
Table 4.2, displays the expected effects of this alternative on various recreationai opportunities, Site
redesigns may displace some visitors to other locations outside the river corridor, but should help
preserve high quality experiences for those that remain.
The more detailed cultural resource sumey may result in new restrictions in some areas and should
create additional ~ppo~un~tjes for inte~retat~on. A ~.o~~pre~ens~v~ interpretive plan wouid promote
better ur~~~e~tanding of the river’s resouroes and values, oultural lifeways, and history and prehistory of
the area, potentially improving the quality of nxxeation experience. l~terpretation is one positive method
to increase visitor awareness of the consequences of some actions and reduce vandalism, littering: and
unintentional resource damage, thus maintaining the desired setting. Excluding livestock from the
recommended areas would help maintain the quality of the recreation experience.
Cumulatively, the quality of recreation experience should remain high. The managing agencies would
actively strive to maintain the desired ROS class. Low levels of vegetation management would maintain
scenic quality over the short-term, although the increasing risk of unplanned disturbanoes, such as fire
and inse&s, may lead to a short-term declines in scenic quality. Natural disturbance events, regardless
of scale, would improve scenic quality over the long-term since these events shaped the highly-desired
and diverse landscape typical of areas undisturbed by extractive resource use. This alternative favors
users who prefer a more primitive experience:.
u& Mineral withdrawals on federal Bands would eliminate most potential impacts to
recreation and scenic quality from this activity, Mining could continue on nonfederal lands.
Rehabilitating the Highway 35 pit now would improve long-term scenic quality at the sno-parks and river
at the earliest opportunity, if adequate funding could be obtained. Traditional funding sources available
to the Forest may not be adequate, in which case the pit would not be property reba~~l~tated, Total
minerat withdrawal within the corridor would place on/y the designated viewshed at risk from mining
operations.
Timber harvest and prescribed burning of activity fuels would occur at the lowest levels and prescribed
burning of natural fuels at the second lowest levels of the five alternatives. Neither federal agency would
use chemical herbicides, although state and private landowners may continue to use these substances.
This alternative would have unregulated harvest in the corridor and regulated harvest in the designated
viewshed outside the corridor. Unregulated harvest would shrink the available timber base and would
increase pressure on scenery in other loc-ations remaining in the timber base, The area may lack funding
for vegetation management to enhance forest health and. thus, scenery. Unregulated harvest would
reduce the risk to scenic resources of vegetation management projects which do not meet the required
VQQ within White River corridor. Effects of regulated harvest on the des@nated viewshed are similar to
Alternative A.
Other Effeots Encouraging the use of fire pans between Keeps Mill and the mouth of White River may
----“----A
slightly reduce the potential for human-caused wildfires. Allowing firewood gathering for on-site use
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would eventually delete firewood in popular sites and would make gathering more difficult for future
users.
Table 4.2. Mix of recreation opportunities and alternative effects.
Expected Alternative Effects
Activity
--I
--,..-~“--No change, improved safety ”
Snow Play
Increase with planned trail reconstruction, road closures, exclusion of over
Nordic Skiing
snow vehicles on Road 48 north of Road 43
Decrease over time
Alpine Skiing
Over Snow Vehicles Decrease with loss of route along Road 48 north of Road 43 and Road 4890
Decrease with @anned shift to McCubbins Gulch ORV Play Area
Off Road Vehicles
Driving for Pleasure Decrease in Segment B with planned road closures
Hiking
Increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road conversions
Increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road conversions
Horses/Llamas
facilities at one campground
Increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road conversions
Mountain Bikes
Eoatirag
No change
Slight increase with addition of one group site, barrier-free units and facilities
Camping
Pictaicking
Sightseeing
Hunting
Fishing
Photography
Commerciai Use

No change
Decrease with planned road closures
No change; road closures should improve quality
No change to slight increase
No Ghange
Slight increase in wagon trains, decrease in boating

Alternative C
Alternative C closely resembles Alternative B in its effects with a few exceptions.
Types of Use. This atternative favors nonmotorized use over motorized use. However, more viewpoints
within and outside of the corridor would increase the diversity and availability of scenic views It would
also increase the risks that developments might not meet their assigned VQQs and RQS classes. Over
the long-term, horse use may periodically displace other visitors White River Station and Barlow Creek
campgrounds. The development of small group campsites at all campgrounds in Segment B would
facilitate group use but may increase demand for additional group sites and alter the existing use
patterns. A trail constructed from White River Crossing to Keeps Mill would provide excellent trail
opportunities in an area with limited access.
Level of Use, Developed recreation capacity would not change from present levels. However, site
redesign should reduce the area covered by bare ground and little vegetation, better protecting water
quality. Disturbance from recreation use may further delay peregrine falcon or harlequin duck use in the
Racks ‘N’ Ice landscape unit. Trail construction from White River Crossing to Keeps Mill would slightly
reduce habitat suitability for wolverine, elk, and harlequin duck over the long-term.
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SUPPIY of Recreation Exoeriences, This alternative provides the same mix of ROS classes as
Alternative 5, Table 4.3 displays the expected effects of this alternative on various recreational
opportunities. Higher levels of recreation use could occur under this alternative than Alternative B.
Additional trail construction in Segments A and C would help spread some use through the upper
corridor. If BLM is able to acquire add~tjo~lal public acces in Segments D and F, then use may become
better disl~ributed through the lower corridor. Site redesigns may misplay some visitors to other iocatiows
outside the river corridor, but should help preserve high quality experiences for those that remain,
Cumulatively, the quality of recreation experience should remain high. This aitemat~ve favors users who
prefer a slightly less primitive experience than that provided in ~~~~~~~~j~~ B. Higher standard trails and
some chaigenging barrier-free trails or trail segrn~~~s would exist in Segment B. ~aj~~a~~~ng the current
developed capacity would maintain the current level of sights of people and iitter and may cause a
short-tern? loss of scenery to redevelopment. Site redesign may also lead to an increase in the quality of
fa&lities due to new investment.
Scenic Qualitv. The effects of mining are the same as Alternative A, except that the Highway 35 pit
would remain in operation longer, increasing the risk that ~hab~l~tat~o~ effotis would fail to meet scenic
quality objectives, Timber harvest and pres~~b~ burning of activity fuels would occur at the second
lowest levels and ~re~~~bed burning af natural fuels at the midlevel of the five alternatives. Selective
harvesting lo provide views to Mt, Hood would increase the long-term diversity of views and increase the
shod-tern? risks associated with any vegetation rnaF~~gerneF~t project.
Tab/e 4.3, Mix of recreation opportunities and alternative effects.
_- ..-- -Activity
--.” -“-.“““.“.. .,
Snow Play
Nordic Skiing
Alpine Skiing
Over Snow Vehicles
Off Road Vehides
Driving for Pleasure
Hiking
Horses:Uamas
Mountain Bikes
Boating
camping
Picnicking
Sightseeing
Hunting
Fishing
Photography
Commercial Use
-

Alternative
Effects --.. . -. “. .-- ..-l”l.-.-.“.
.._ -.. .---~
_ ““^ “, __^ -__-,-. .._, Expected
“.” “I-- _.__Increase, improved safety
increase with planned trail reconstruction, road closures, exclusiorj of over
SROW vehides on Road 4890
Decrease over time
Net increase with formal route designation of Road 48 north of junction with
Road 4890
Decrease with planned shift to McCubbins Gulch ORV Play Area
Decrease in Segment & with planned road closures
Increase with planned trail construction: reconstruction, road conversions:
barrier-free trails or trail segments
increase with planned trai! construction, reconstruction, road conversior~s~
facilities at White River Station and Barlow Creek campgrounds
Increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road conve%ions
No change
Increase with addition of 3 group sites. barrier-free units and facilities
No change
Decrease with planned road c!osur’ss: partially offset with new viewpoints
No change; road cioslmres should improve quality
No change to slight increase
Increase with new v~ewp~~~ts
Slight increase in wagon trains, no change in boating

The Barlow Road IRA calls for returning the characteristic landscape which the pioneers may have seen
in this road corridor, Implementing this recommendation would provide increased views of Mt. Hood and
of stands adjoining the Bariow Road, decreased evidence of defoliating insects, and more diversity in
tree ages and sizes.
Alternative D
Types of Use. This alternative favors nonmotorized use over motorized use, although to a lesser degree
than Alternatives I3 and C. New trail and campground construction, higher trail standards, and increased
access via easements should help distribute use through the corridor. Private day use and camping
facilities would increase the diversity of recreation opportunities and may spread use more evenly across
the river corridor, Constructed river crossings would provide greater access to both sides of the corridor
during high water periods. If a trail is feasible between Graveyard Butte to Keeps Mill, recreation use
could increase substantially. Restricting off road vehicles to designated routes would reduce the number
of acres in the open designation on BLM lands by an insjgnifioant amount.
Horse use may periodically displace other visitors at afl campgrounds in Segment B. The development
of small group campsites at all campgrounds in Segment 13 would facilitate group use but may increase
demand for additional group sites and atter the existing use patterns.
If the BLM can acquire the necessary access and it is feasible. a trail constructed from White River
Crossing to Keeps Mill and between Keeps Mill and Graveyard Butte would provide developed trail
opportunities in an area with limited access. Additional trail use could also occur on private lands in
Segments E and F if landowners provide these opportunities. Developing and irn~~~rn~~~ti~~g a
comprehensive trait plan would minimize conflicts between main user groups, ensure use is consistent
with ROS classifications, and better protect the outstandingly remarkabBe values.
Level of Use, Deveioped recreation capacity would increase but to a level below that of the theoretical
optimum, or maximum, allowed by the ROS class in each segment. The expected dominant seasons of
use throughout the corridor are the same as Alternative A.
Redesigning existing sites and designing new sites should reduce the risk of extensive areas of bare
ground and little vegetation, better protecting water quality, However, inoreasing the developed capacity
usually leads to an increase in dispersed use, which the managing agencies cannot csntroi very weH.
New areas of bare ground, little vegetation, collapsing and eroding streambanks may appear as visitors
look for and begin using less developed camping areas. Designing a formal trait system in Segments C
and D would reduce the risk of erosion and vegetation loss expected under Alternatives A-C,
Disturbance from recreation use and trail development would reduce habitat effectiveness over the
long-term for wolverines, harlequin ducks, and other species intolerant of human presence, Harlequin
ducks and peregrine falcons probably would not occupy the potential habitat in the Rocks ‘N’ Ice
landscape unit. Construction of a trail between White RiveF Crossing and Keeps Mill would slightly
reduce elk habitat effectiveness. Elk and deer may stop using calving and fawning areas closest to new
developments and trails.
Graveyard Butte would be completely redesigned in order to accommodate a campground and could
involve some site hardening to protect resources, This activity would carry the risk of not meeting VQOs
and RQS requirements, but would increase the efficiency of an inefficient, undesigned area, increased
development in Segments E and F may not be consistent with the desired future condition unless scenic
easements are encouraged along with the recreation developments. All trails within the corridor and
designated viewshed would be managed at Sensitivity Level I and existing level II and Ill trails
rehabilitated. Trail rehabilitation and ending new road construction in Segments A, C, and D would
reduce the risks to scenic quality. Road closures and obliterations would need to meet VQOs. Road 48
would be managed as a scenic road and its VQOs changed aocordingly.
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The level of potential construction offers high risks that projects would not meet VQOs and ROS
requirements as wei! as introducing higher use intensities and risk to the experience now enjoyed by
White River users. However, this afternat~ve afso brings new users to enjoy the area, some of which is
seldom seen at present. The effects of varying trail standards would depend on what work is needed on
a particular trail. Getting a trail to high standards may cause many structures, cots, and filis, creating a
roadlike a~~eara~~. A trail from Graveyard Butte to Keeps Mill would change the setting and recreation
experience from very primitive and secluded to sem~=pr~m~~ve but well within the VQOs for the area.
SWXAY of Recreation Exoeriences. This &temative would provide the same mix of ROS ciasses as
AItematlve A. Tabte 4.4 displays the expected effects. of this ~i~emat~ve on the various recreation
opporfunities. Use would remain concentrated in Segments 5-D and could increase to high levels. if
private landowners elecf to create wetlands in Segment E: o~~c~~~it~es for hunting, sightseeing: and
wildlife photography should increase.
The ~rn~~~ehe~stve cultural resource swey may result irr mm use restrictions than in Alt~r~atiu~s A-C
and should create even greater ~~~~~~~~jes for ~~t~r~r~tat~~~. A ~~m~rehe~s~ve interpretive plan would
promote better understanding of the rivefs resources and values, culturai lifeways: and history and
prehisttory of the area, potentially improving the quality of recreation experience. interpretation is one
positive method to increase visitor awareness of the ~~~s~~~~~~ces of some actions and reduce
vandalism, littering, and unintentional resource damage, thus ~~aj~~ta~~iKlg the desired setting. Excluding
iivestock from setected areas in Segments 5 and C and shiRing the grazing season on B-M lands below
the canyon rims should reduce any competitian for space between visitors and liwest;tsek.
G~rn~~at~l~e~y~ quality of the recreational experience wc~ld remain ~~~d~~~~te~y high. The more ~~~~~~r
locations would become more crowded. Users desiring more deveiaped facilities would displace users
preferring smaller, more primitive facilities. Over the long-term, continued firewood collection for camp
use would deplete firewood in popular sites and would make gathering m6re difficult for future users.
fr~creas~~g the number of fadlities for sightseers, campers, pack and riding stock users~ boaters, and
winter users would create a more developed recreation experience. Itscreased recreation use would
double the effects expected under Alternative &--increased sights of people, litter, devegetated areas,
and possibly additional losses af scenery to new development,
Scenic Qualitv. Csntinued use sf the Highway 35 pit would reduce sppsrtunities for safe snow play until
@parations ended after Stage Ilf and continue a use i~~~~~~atibl~ with the scenic quality values crf this
segment. Both the current rehab~l~tat~o~ efforts and pit operations could not meet Retention in the
foreground of Highway 35 and the river, Based on current efforts, future rehabiljtation attempts may not
meet VQOs either. Any other mining activities in Segments D-F would have difficulty meeting the VQO
of Paftial Retention.
Timber harvesf and prescribed burning of aclivity fuets would OGCW at higher levels than Alternatives B
and C, but lower levels than Alternatives A and E. Prescribed burning of natural fuels would mm- at the
next highest potential level. Partial Retention may be the best VQCa to rn~~e towards the desired future
condition quickly. In turn, risks that management might not meet VQOs would increase, Those risks
would be lower under this altemative than under the Forest Plan. Effects would be the same as those
mentioned for Aitemative 8 but would most likely be more evident on the landscape. Alternative D is a
regulated harvest alternative with effects to scenic quality similar ts Alternative A. Use of chemical
herbicides woerid be very limited ora National Forest lands, but possibfy more widespread an BLM, state,
and private lands,
The Barlow Road RA calls for returning the characteristic landscape which the pioneers may have seen
in this road corridor. im~lerne~t~~g this rec~mme~dat~o~ would provide increased views of Ma. Hood and
of stands adjoining the Barlow Road: decreased evidence of daf~~~at~~g insects, and more diversity in
tree ages and sines.
Other Effe Campfire restrictions in the east 1/2 of Segment C and Segments D-F should reduce the
risk of human caused witdfires during the period of highest fire danger, even with increased recreation
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use and public access. Closure dates consistent with the Deschutes and Crooked Rivers would made
user education easier as well as enforcement. Visitors would still have some campfire opportunities in a
controlled environment at Graveyard Butte.
Table 4.4. Mix of recreation opportunities and alternative effects.
Activity
“(II-.“~-l-.
Snow Play
Nordic Skiing
Alpine Skiing
Over Snow Vehicles
Off Road Vehicles
Driving for Pleasure
Hiking
Horses:Llamas
Mountain Bikes
Boating
Camping
Picnicking
Sightseeing
Hunting
Fishing
Photography
Commercial Use

Expected Atternative Effects
ll~..“_l..“.~“~“^.. ._
Increase, improved safety
Increase with planned trail reconstruction, road closures
Decrease over time
Increase with formal route designation of Road 48 north of junction with 4890
Decrease with planned shift to McCubbins Gulch ORV Play Area
Decrease slightly in Segment B with planned road closures; offset with new
viewpoints
Large Increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road
conversions; barrier-free trails or trail segments
Potentially large increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road
conversions, facilities at all campgrounds in Segment B
Potentially large increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road
conversions
No change to slight increase with launch and takeout facilities
increase with addition of 3 group sites, campground at Graveyard Butte,
barrier-free units and facilities, private facilities
No change to increase with private facilities
Decrease slightly with planned road closures, offset with new viewpoints
No change to slight increase: road closures should improve quality
No change to slight increase
Increase with new viewpoints
Slight increase in wagon trains, no change in boating

Alternative E
This alternative resembles Alternative D in its effects with some exceptions.
J’voes of Use. This alternative places about equal emphasis on motorized and ~onn~oto~~ed recreation.
Horse use may periodically displace other visitors at all campgrounds in Segment B. The development
of a group campground in Segment B would facilitate group use and separate large pa&es from single
users and smat! parties. A trail constructed between Highway 35 and Graveyard Butte would provide an
excellent long distance trail opportunity. Additional trail use couid also occur on private lands in
Segments E and F if landowners provide these opportunities. Emphasizing habitat for big game species
would likely increase hunting opportunities for those species.
Level of Use_ Developed recreation capacity would increase to its theoretical optimum, or maximum!
allowed under the ROS class for each river segment. At carrying capacity, no additional adverse
impacts are acceptable. The effects of increased sights of people, litter, devegetated areas, and
possibly additional losses of scenery to new development would be at maximum.
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Only Altermative A would have a greater level rsf adverse impacts on wildlife species intolerant af human
presence. Haflequin duck5 and peregrine fadcans pr~babiy would not occupy the potential habitat in the
Rocks ‘N’ Ice landscape unit. Without ~refrml recreation use rna~ag~rn~~~t, harlequin ducks would leave
Segments B and C. Recreation reiated disturbance and open s’sad density would redue elk habitat
suitability more than Alt~~~at~~~ D.
Road building down to the river or! private land is a high risk activity for meeting the VQO of Partial
Retenticn With good ~55~~~~~~~fl b~~~~~ the landowners and the mar%aglng agencies and with sonic
easements these mads could meet VQOs. New viewpsints or upgrades to existing viewpoints are
pfarmed in several locations. This alternative carries a very high risk that the d~v~~~~rn~~t mxxssary to
contrsaE recxeation use wsuld not ~~~si~t~~tl~ meet VQCI ~a~~i~~rne~ts.
Supply of Recreation EIxperierac~ This alternative would provide the same mix of ROS classes as
Aftemative A. Table 4.5 d%qG~ys the expected effects of this alternative on the various recreation
opportunities, Recreation use ievekzz, t~r~~g~~~jt the corridor would increase to the maximlam the land
can sustain and still protect the other fiver values and maintain the minimum quaiity of expcrienee
envisioned in the ROS classification. This alternative carries a very high risk that the d~~~~~~rn~~t
necessary to cusitrol recreation use would raot ~~~sista#t~~ meet the ROS class requirements.
~urn~~at~v~ls, quatity of the ree;reational experiera~~ would remain modsratits. The more popular locations
would become quite crowded. Users desiring more dave~~~~~ facilities wild displace users ~f~fa~~g
smaller, more primitive facilities. Increasing the number of facilities for sightseers, c;amper;s, pack and
riding stock users: boaters, and winter users woufd create a mu-e develsped recreation experierxe.
Eliminating grazing from i3bM lands within the corridor should improve the quality of the recreation
experience along the rims,
Scenic Qualitv,
Ccntinued use sf the Highway 35 pit would have the same &feds as Altemative A.
Timber h-arvest and prescribed burning kaf activity fuels would occur at the second highest levels of the
five altematives. Prescribed burning of natural fuels would BCGU% at the highest potential IeveIs. Risks to
and effec.ts OR scenic quality would be Bower under this aitemative thar? under the Forest Plan. Effects
would be the same as those mentioned for Afternative B but would most likely be more evident on the
landscaple.
Other Effects. Campfire restri~%ons in the east Ii2 of Segment C and Segments D-F should reduce the
risk of human caused wildfires during the periiad of highest firs danger, even with increased recreation
use and public acr7ess. Closure dates ~~~s~st~~~ with the Beschutes and Crooked Rivers would made
user edkzation easier as well as enforcement. Visitars would stili have some mmpfire qpx?unities in a
controfted environment at Graveyard Butte. Requiring that ~mpers at Graveyard Butte bring their own
firewood should help maintain needed dawned wetsdy material foriPdild8ife, fish, riverbank s$abiBity! and
isng-term site pmdudivity.
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Table 45 Mix of recreation opportunities and alternative effects.
Activity
Snow Play
Nordic Skiing
Alpine Skiing
Over Snow Vehicles
Off Road Vehicles
Driving for Pleasure

-.

Hiking
Horses/Llamas
Mountain Bikes
Boating
Camping
Picnicking
Sightseeing
Hunting
Fishing
Photography
Commercial Use

Expected Alternative .Effects
.- ..- -.-___l_____ll _l -__.“^ _-__. ““l_______l_l l_l_
Increase over long-term, improved safety
Increase with planned trail reconstruction, road closures
Decrease over time
No change
Decrease with planned shift to McCubbins Gulch ORV Piay Area
Decrease slightly in Segment B with planned road closures; offset with new
viewpoints
Large increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road
conversions; barrier-free trails or trail segments
Potentially large increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road
conversions, facilities at ali campgrounds in Segment B
Potentially large increase with planned trail construction, reconstruction, road
conversions
No change to slight increase with launch and takeout facilities
increase with addition of group campground in Segment 5. campground at
Graveyard Butte, barrier-free units and facilities, private facilities
No change to increase with private facilities
Decrease slightly with planned road closures, offset with new viewpoints
No change to slight increase; road closures should improve quafity
No change to slight increase
Increase with new viewpoints
Slight increase in wagon trains, no change in boating

ksue 3. Water QuaMy and Quantity
GENERAL EFFECTS

Comparison Table 3 displays the differences between the alternatives based on the measures listed
under Issues in Chapter 1.
-Wster Quafitv. Forestry and agricultural practices, residential and commercial development, increasing
demands for water withdrawal, and recreational devefopment within the watershed could affect future
water quality and quantity, Areas of concern include change in the color of glacial “milk”, and potential
increases in sediment, runoff, chemicals, trash, and bacteria. While protection of water quality would be
prescribed and implemented for projects and activities under all alternatives the risk of water quality
problems wouid increase in proportion to increased development. Private land adjacent to the river in
segments D, E, and F would remain in private ownership. Runoff from agricuhural Band would continue
to add chemicals and sediment to the river via irrigation ditch over-how channels. The gravel operation
below Tygh Valley would continue to disturb the river banks and channel resulting in a continued
sediment source.
Any activities which disturb the soil and vegetation can increase sediment entering the river and its
tributaries. This sediment is not the same as the river’s glacial milk and can occur at times when the
glacial milk does not flow. Thus, sediment from surface disturbing activities may have different effects
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on water quality than the glacial milk. Increasing the river’s sediment load may reduce the available
spawning and reanng habitat and fish populations by fifling the spaces between cobbles where juvenile
fish and aquatic insects hide and by smothering eggs and fry. It could reduce the chances of
successfully introducing anadromous fish above White River Falls.
Timber harvest in steep areas or close to the river may increase soil erosion and sediment input into the
river. The effects of the management recommendations in the Barlow Road &?A on water quality are not
known since the Forest Service still must determine what the characteristic landscape was and the types
of treatments needed to provide it, Roads and trails can continue eroding over the long-term due to
improper location, mai~te~a~ce~ grads! or alignment and use levels that exceed the designed capacity,
W~~~~~~d vehicles, both mc&xined and nonmotorized! can increase erosion by developing a continuous
rut or ruts.
Rehabilitation and restoration projects and habitat ~~~prov~ment projects tend to produce short-term
disruptions to water quality simifar to any other surface disturbing activity. HOweVeF, these effects tend
to be very localized and at a much smaller scale than other surface disturbing activities Further, they
improve water quality over the long-term by reducing sediment, ma~~t~~ni~g or promoting desirable plant
communities, or increasing fish habitat complexity and cover.
Water quality monitoring would establish water conditions now, so the managing agencies will know if
water condition changes, Eliminating or c~~trol~~~g non-point sources of sediment pollution should
maintain or increase water quality.
Water Quantitv, Population growth within the Portland metropolitan area and increased recreation
demand in the vicinity of the Mount Hood National Forest could have an impact on the water quality of
the White River, Since a majority of the White River watershed consists of public lands and high value
agricultural lands, population growth within the watershed will be slight. Water demand for both
consumptive use and recreation is expected to increase with all alternatives. Rules adopted by the
Oregon Water Resources Council concerning the issuance of new water rights, limits the purposes to
domestic, minor commercial domestic, livestock, and public instream uses.
SPECiF!C ALTERNATIVE EFFECT3

Water Quality. Under this alternative, water quality: including purity of the glac!al milk, would remain
stable or decrease somewhat from current levels. Recreational use within the corridor will increase as
population increases in areas adjacent to the National Forest. Higher levels of recreational use could
increase the number of user-created trails, and the amount of damage to streambanks, riparian areas,
and sideslopes resulting in increases in the amounts of compaction and erosion, sediment delivered to
the river, trash, and bacterial ~~ntam~~atio~,
The Highway 35 pit in Segment 5 would be developed through Stage IV, widening the flood plain on the
west side of the river. This effect could result in damage to the Highway 35 bridge, the west approach,
and the sno-park during flood events. During large flood events, the river could breech the divide along
Mineral Creek by the sno-park and change course into Mineral Creek, The county rock pit at Graveyard
Butte would continue to be a sediment source. Mining of locatable, leasable, and saiable resources
would 4e permitted on Segments D-F, and mining of leasable resources would be permitted on National
FOFest land. Alsowing this type of activity to occur could create sources of sediment that would adversely
affect water quality,
~~tjgat~ot~ of surface ~~st~rb~r~g mining operations would be djfficutt, Operating with a “‘No Surface
Occwp~ncy St~pulat~or~~~ for ~~~s~b~~ minerals would limit potential impacts on water quality &ring
devel5prnent and operational phases of projects. Exploration and development of teasables, such as
geothermal sources, may t-we ~~~kF~~~~r~ l~~~-term effects on fish habitat and ~~~~lat~or~~. ~ave~~~~~~~~t
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of additional salable minerals would continue in Segments D-F, increasing the risk of sediment flow into
the river. Further mineral development in Segment E may lead to higher than expected sediment during
flood events, particularly since the soils immediately adjacent to the river consist of loosely consolidated
sand. Whether this effect is significant is difficult to quantify since high erosion would be normal during
flood events in this soil type. Exploration and development of locatable minerals in Segments D-F is
unlikely, due to the low potential for these types of minerals. Should such exploration and development
occur, the effects would be similar to those expected for salable minerals.
Grazing would continue on federal lands in Segments B and C and would probably not decrease water
quality unless livestock use increases. Grazing could continue to restrict the growth of riparian
vegetation rather than allow certain plants to reach a mature size (cottonwoods could be continually
grazed back to a re-sprouting shrub rather than reaching a mature tree). This affects the vegetation’s
potential for stream shade and bank stability.
Retardant used for fire suppression could enter the river, causing a slight change in water chemistry and
color, This would be a short-term impact lasting one month or less. depending on the amount of
retardant dropped and it’s proximity to live water.
Al! vegetation management tools would be available. in the short-term, any one of these activities can
reduce water quality though the effects discussed above. With proper planning, ~rn~lernentat~~~~ and
monitoringr vegetat~otl ~~a~age~~ent may reduse soii erosion: increase plant quantity and diversity, and
increase ripariar~ RT~B habitat effectiveness in the long-term. Road closures to meet Forest Piars
standards and gubdehw5 shoa~ld redi~ce the sedimmf potentisl in Segment B. Hcrwever, construction of
additisna~ rlrsads far reere~tian ae~zess irr Segment A wmafd increase sediment flow into the rives.
Segment A i:ontains fresh sands and graveis vdh a severe emsion pstential.
This attematiue &sx+s no restrictions m devefsped recreation ~a;eacity. Too mmh use in the r&tartan
zone cm result in the eventual Isss of riparMs vegetation and can cause stre~mb~nks to coltapse and
erode. These effects in ttsm, Increase sediment: channel width, and water temperature. Pack and riding
stock and mountain bikes should have no impaot on water quaMy, prpivided river banks and riparian

areas aI% plwxted from adver3;e impads.
Water Quantity, Determining minimai in-stream fbws rwx~&?d ts maintain the ~~t~t~r~d~~~~~y Remarkable
Values should sustain thsse values, However, If later studies reveal these values need mctt‘~ water than
previously thought and the bvatel in “excess” sf minimum flow needs is allocated to other uses then this
alternative may result in a damage or d~~~~d~ti~~~ to those values. Minimum in-stream flows may asso
leave some water ~~~~i~~~~~ for future with&awals to meet increased demands for agricukural, domestic:
or industrial uses.

Water Quality. Water quafdty would improve under this alternative due to reduced sedimentation.
Developed recreation capacity on federat lands would decfine to levels that would not adversely affect
water quality. Restricting off-road vehicle use to designated roads and trails would reduce the number of
unplanned trails. Using straight water for fire suppression in the corridor would eliminate the chance of
contamination of the river.
Operation of the Highway 35 pit operation in Segment B would end. More of the channel, floodplain and
banks would remain intact, insuring the resiliency of the river system during flood events The county
rock pit at Graveyard Butte would continue to be a sediment source. Eliminating mining on federal lands
would lead to maintenance or long-term improvements in water quality. Working with other landowners
and other agencies to protect water quality during mining operations may sustain Outstandingly
Remarkable Values dependent on water quality at their present levels. Encouraging mining in segment
E to occur outside of the river flood channel would protect water quality.
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Redesigning recreation sites, rehabilitating various locations ta meet VQQs, reducing open road density,
and stabilizing road surfaces would greatly reduce the sediment load in Segment B over the long-term.
Road obliteration and site rehabilitation may increase sediment in the short-term Limited trail
construction may occur on Forest Service tands. Property located trails and use of the trail system,
regardless of use type, should have no adverse impacts on water quality as long as river and
streambanks remajn protected.
Grazing impacts would be similar to those expected in alternative A. There would be an effort to modify
the allotment plan to exclude areas with lithe grazing use! reducing the potential for compaction and
browsing in riparian areas, Eliminating grazing from day use areas and ~m~rounds in Segment B may
increase riparian vigor, depending on the current condition and levels of recreation use. Excluding
grazing below the rims on federal lands in Segments C-F may improve water quality and riparian plant
community vigor. Riparian vegetation could achieve and maintain a proper functioning condition.
Succession would move toward a climax state.
Most vegetation management tools would remain ava~ia~~e. In the short-term, any one of these activities
can reduoe water quality though the effects discussed above. With proper planning, implementation, and
monitoring, vegetation management may reduce soil erosion, increase plant quantity and diversity, and
increase riparian area habitat effectiveness in the long-term.
Water Quanm Determining optimal flows to enhance the Outstandingly Remarkable Values should
improve ‘the condition of those values Obtaining water rights would help stabilize water flows, possibly
keeping water temperatures cooler. This alternative would establish monitoring stations allowing eanier
detection of changes in water quality and flow.
~iltemative c
Water Quaiitv.
Water quality would improve under this alternatjve, but somewhat less than alternative B
Developed recreation capacity would remain the same, but no effort would be made to reduce existaing
trails. The number of user trails and, thus, streambank, riparian and sideslope damage may increase.
This could lead to increases in the amounts of compaction and erosion, sediment delivered to the river,
trash, and bacterial contamination.
The Highway 35 pit in Segment B would be developed through Stage II which would disturb less ground
than Alternative A but more ground than Attemative B. More of the channel, floodplain and banks would
remain intact insuring the resiliency of the river system during flood events The pit is designed to direct
runoff from the quarry fioor into the wildlife ponds or away from White River, Short-term surface
disturbance and increased sediment input may occur during the stabiiization and rehabilitation phase,
potentially diminishing water quality.
The county rock pit at Graveyard Butte would continue to be a sediment source. Mining of locatable,
leasable, and salable resources would be permitted on all segments of BLM lands, and mining of
leasable resources would be permitted on National Forest land. Allowing this type of activity to occur
could create sources of sediment that would adversely affect water quality,
Grazing impacts would be similar to those expected in alternative A. There would be an effort to modify
the atfotment plan to exclude areas with little grazing use reducing the potential for compaction and
browsing in riparian areas Uncolored or fugitive retardant used for fire suppression could enter the river
causing it slight change in water chemistry, This would be a short term impad lasting less than one
month depending on the amount of retardant dropped and its proximity to live water.
Removing trees to a~~~rnrno~ate views may affect water quality, depending upon the location and size
of these areas. The closer to the river and the larger the project, the greater the potential for effects on
water quality and the nparian areas,
Water QuaratitK This alternative wouEd have the same effects as Akemative B.
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Alternative D
Water Qualitv. Water quality would improve under this alternative, but somewhat less than alternative B
and C, Recreation would be allowed to increase which could result in an increase in the number of user
trails and streambank, riparian and sideslope damage. This could lead to increases in the amounts of
compaction and erosion, sediment delivered to the river, trash, and bacterial contamination.
The Highway 35 pit in Segment B would be devefoped through Stage III which would disturb less ground
than Alternative A but more ground than Alternatives B and C. More of the channel, floodpiain and
banks would remain intact insuring the resiliency of the river system during flood events. Since mining
operations at the pit would occur in two entries, the reduction in water quality may be more severe, take
longer to recover, or both, compared to Alternative C.
The county rock pit at Graveyard Butte would continue to be a sediment source. Mining of locatable,
leasable, and salable resources would be permitted on all segments of BLM lands, and mining of
leasable resources would be permitted on National forest land. Allowing this type of activity to occur
could create sources of sediment that would adversely affect water quality. Working with other owners
during their mining operations may help sustain water quality at present levels.
Grazitlg impacts would be similar to those expected in attemative A. There would be an effort ta modify
the allotment plan to exclude areas with lithe grazk~g use reducing the potential for compadion and
browsing in tipasian areas, Fail grazing on BLM Bands in Segments D-F would favor grasses and fobs
over woody species. Late winter or early spring grazing woelid favor woody species over grasses and
fsrk Grazing systems would be designed ts meet the spac%c resource objedives fas that taut of land
within the November I-May 1 grazing season. Grazing management ~r~~~~~t~on~ developed in
~ooparaf~o~ with private landowners may improve more riperian habitat and water quality than
Altematives A, B, and 6.

Unccbred QT fugitke retardant used For fire suppressiaw could enter the river causing a slight change in
water chemistry~ This would be a shsti ter-m impad lasting tess than one month depending on the
amount of retardant dropped and its proxjmity to jive water.
Several actions would improve water quality. ~e~o~str~~~t~r~~ the road to Bonnsy Butte overfoak would
reduce erosion. Closing and obliterating roads in Segment B may initially increase se~~r~~~nt,~t~~~~, but
would reduce it over the long-term. Avoiding add%ionai road constnxtion below the rim in Segment D
would prevent the deve~@p~~e~~t of new sediment sources.

A/l vegetation management toots would be available, Bn the short-term: any one of these activities can
reduce water quality though the effects discussed above, With proper planning, ~rn~ler~~~~~tafio~~. and
monitoring! vegetation management may reduce soil erosion, increase plant quantity and diversity! and
increase riparian area habitat effectiveness in the long-term. Vegetation msn~g~r~~nt would occur at a
lower level than Alter-natives A and E and a higher ievet than Altematives B and 6, posing a moderate
risk to water quality from these activities.
This alternative emphasizes high recreational use, As use levels rise the risk that construction and
reconstruction of various faoilities to accommodate that use would degrade water quality increases,
lmproperty located trails and river crossings and too much use can increase sediment, degrade riperian
areas, and water quality. All construction projects would increase sediment input into the river over the
short-term.
Water Quantity. This alternative would have the same effects as Alternative A.
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Alternative E
Water Qualitv. Water quality would decrease under this alternative. Recreation use would be developed
to its full potential, which could lead to more developed sites and increased runoff. Higher recreation use
could lead to more concentrated dispersed and cross-country use, and the amount of damage to
streambanks, nparian areas and sideslopes. This could result in increases in compaction and erosion,
sediment delivered to the river, trash, and bacterial contamination. The Fisk that recreation related
construction and reconstruction projects and vegetation management projects would fail to protect water
quality would near or at its maximum.
The effects of mining would be similar to alternative A with an increase in the width of the river channel
in Segment 8 and the higher risk of damage to the White River sno-park and Highway 35 bridge during
flood stages. Excluding grazing from all BLM lands would have the same effects on water quality as
Alternative B. OthePrvise: grazing impacts would be similar to Alternative A with decreased water quality
resulting only if livestock use increased in Segment B.
Fire suppression tactics which include using retardant and water additives would have the same impact
as alternative A, Retardant used for fire suppression could enter the river causing a slight change in
water chemistry and color, This would be a short term impact k%sting one month or less depending on
the amount of retardant dropped and it’s proximity to live water. The effects related to vegetation
management would be similar to Alternative 5, except that the level of vegetation management may be
higher,
Water Quan& This alternative would have the same effects as Alternative A.
issue 4. Vegetathn Management
Many of the effects related to vegetation management are discussed under other issues or topic areas,
Effects on water quality are discussed under that issue and are not repeated here. Effects on other
resources not tied to a specific issue, such as old growth dependent wildlife species, are repeated here.
Comparison Table 4 displays the differences between the alternatives based on the measures listed
under Issues in Chapter 1.
Alternative A
Risks to Other Resource Values. This alternative poses moderately high or high risks to other resource
values associated with the river. Timber harvest would be the most common vegetation management
activity. The level of risk is associated more with the potential amount of the activity, rather than the
activity per se. Generally, the more acres harvested, the greater the risk that the project or a portion of
the projed will not perform or function as designed.
The interim designated viewshed only considers view originating within the river corridor. Only
Segments A-G have a designated viewshed with assigned VQOs. Other critical river associated views,
including those from Timberline Lodge, Barlow and Bonney Buttes, Road 48, and Highway 35 have
VQOs that overiap each other and the river designated viewshed. The complexity of requirements
greatly complicates the task of meeting VQOs and the risk of failure is relatively high.
Table 4.6 displays the probable percentage of the stem initiation phase from vegetation management
activities under Forest Plan standards and guidelines but does not account for potential effects related to
the aesthetics of the activity nor account for vegetative screening. Harvest and burn unit layout and
design can result in failure to meet VQOs even though the percentage of the stem initiation phase lies
within the allowable limits, The risk that this effect would happen within the river associated views is
higher than within the designated viewshed since more management is expected in that area under
Forest Plan direction.
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Table 4.6. Percent disturbance expected in critical river associated viewsheds--Alternative A and
iewshed Alternative I.
River
Segment
____.~_,
A/B

Viewshed (Acres)

Viewpoints

Landscape in Stem Initiation
Phase at Any One Time
N-W

lntenm (20,627)

River

16%

River Associated (17,606)

Bonney, Barlow Buttes

25%

Modification (Mg)

Timberline Lodge

16%

Partial Retention (MgjBgj

Road 48

16%

Partial Retention (Fg)

25%

Modification (M@Bg)

6%

Retention (FglMg)

16%

Partial Retention (Bg)

Highway 35

CiD

interim (2.024)
River Associated (1,2CO)

River
Keeps Mil! Overlook

Graveyard Butte
,-, _. -ll-.,^ , .^~--.=g - Foregroiind, Mg = Middleground, Bg = Background

VQL Equivalent (Distance Zone)
Partial Retention (Fm@Bgj

6%

Retention (Fgj

16%

Partial Retenhon (Mg:Bg)

25%

Special Place (Fg), Modification
PQ’W

?

__ .___.~l.,“,.“-

Returning the characteristic landscape that the pioneers may have seen along the Barlow Road would
increase the views to Mt. Hood, increased views into the stands adjacent to the road, less evidence of
defoliating insects, and more diversity in tree ages and stand structures than seen presently. Short-term
effects, such as stumps, slash, evidence of fire, and soil disturbance, would tend to be more negative
and may need mitigation to meet the required VQOs, Scenic quality of the view into the canyon from
Keeps Miif Overlook may decline from the current condition in the Middleground and Background. In
Segments E and FI land use changes, such as increased development, may introduce elements not
associated with a pastoral landscape as seen from the river and river associated viewpoints.
This alternative would increase fragmentation and disturbance over much of the upper corridor, reducing
habitat for northern spotted owls, wolverines, peregrine falcons, and harlequin ducks. Over time, the risk
of catastrophic habitat losses would gradually increase for those species which depend on mature and
old growth forests. Within the Habitat Conservation Area and the Key Site Riparian area limited harvest
opportunities would allow a long slow shift to old growth.
Manaqement lntensitv and Intent. All vegetation management tools would be availabie in this
alternative. Vegetation management to enhance the river-related resources is allowed and encouraged.
Harvest, both regeneration cuts and thinnings, and planting would occur to produce the desired species
compositions and stand structures over the landscape. The corridor is expected to produce wood
volume for market although harvest objectives must be tied to management of the outstandingly
remarkable values.
Natural Patterns. This alternative does take an ecosystem approach to land management. Most large
scale natural forces would be allowed to operate above timberline, in the river floodplain, and in the
canyons, Small scale natural forces, such as endemic levels of insects and disease would be allowed to
operate throughout the corridor. Fire would only operate on a small scale, even where it normally can
serve as a large scale force in ecosystem functioning.
Most management actions would have a limited ability to emulate natural forces. Generally, most
management actions probable under this alternative would disturb the vegetation in frequencies, scales,
and patterns at odds with most natural forces. Over the landscape, management actions would tend to
occur at a large scale, but most cutting units would be at the wrong size to emulate natural forces, The
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natural fuels prescribed burning program would attempt to operate within the range of natural variation
but could not operate at the needed scale due to the lack of logical control points.
jXtematives I3 and C
Risks to Other Resource Values. Both attematives pose low risks to other resource values from
vegetation management activities. Timber salvage and prescribed buming would be the most common
activities. Stands would shift towards late-suocessional species and old growth structures, favoring
wildlife species dependent on those conditions. In Segments B-0, the lack of vegetation management
would increase the risk of catastrophic habitat Bosses from large wildfire and epidemic insect and disease
outbreaks. Restricting vegetation management to nonchemical and r~onb~~~~gi~l methods with the
exception of grazing, would have little or no effect. Neither method is used extensively at present.
Restrtcting the use of nonbiological methods may prove more costtly in the future and difficult to enforce.
Once released into the environment eisewbere or in the corridor on nonfederal lands? preventing
movement of biological agents into the corridor and onto federal lands would prove impossible.
Thinnings would likeiy be more Common than regeneration cuts. Although thinnings have less overall
effects to scenic quality than harvests that reduce canopy closure to fess than 40%, they do affect
scenery, especially in the foreground. In the short-term, the effects from cutting and burning would be
the same as described in Alternative A. Large areas of thinnings would need to have variable spaoings,
untreated islands. and irregular boundaries to meet VQOs.
Alternative B prohibits tree cutting to open views to Mt. Hood, limiting the diversity of scenic views from
Segment B. However: this prohibition afso reduces the risk that such a project would not meet its VQOs.
Alternative C allows tree cutting to open views to Mt. Hood, increasing scenic diversity and increasing
the risk of not meeting VQOs.
Both alternatives would have unregulated harvest in the corridor and regulated harvest in the designated
viewshed. Unregulated harvest would shrink the base to meet wood demand and increase pressure on
the scenery in other areas. Lack of funding for vegetation management would reduce opportunities to
improve forest health and thereby improve scenic quality, Conversely, unregulated harvest reduces the
risk to existing scenic resources from vegetation management projects that might not meet the required
VQOs within the river corridor. Effects of regulated harvest on the designated viewshed would be similar
to Alternative A. Tables 4.7’ and 4.3 display the expected percent of area in the stem initiation stage at
any one time for the two alternatives,
Management intensity and Intent. Mechanical, manual, and prescribed burning would be available as
vegetation management tools on federal lands. Biological pesticides would be available in Alternative C.
Chemicals would not be used on federal lands in either alternative. Limited harvest and prescribed
burning would restrict the ability to enhance or improve conditions associated with wildlife habitat for
species needing more open forest conditions, scenic quality, and historic resources. The characteristic
landscape associated with the Barlow Road would appear only by accident through natural events and
not by design. The corridor woutd not be expected to produce wood for market but may as a result of
clean up efforts following a wildfire! root rot pocket or insect outbreak.
Natural Patterns. These alternatives take an ecosystem approach to land management. Most natural
forces would be allowed to operate in the Rocks ‘N’ Ice, Subapline, Lodgepole Flats, Wetlands,
Oak-Conifer, Shrublands, Talus and Forested Rock, Open Riparian, Canyon Riparian, and Tygh Valley
Riparian landscape units. Fire is the only exception in all landscape units. Landowners in and along the
Tygh Valley Riparian landscape unit would probably try to control most flood events
Most management actions would attempt to mimic natural fames. Since these two alternatives
essentially react to the results of natura! forces, most actions would OCCUR at the same frequency, scale?
and pattern as those forces. Alternative C attempts to forestall some of the more negative aspects, from
a human perspective, of alfowing natural forces to operate as freely as possible. The natural fuels
prescribed burning program wouid attempt to operate within the range of natural variation but couid not
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operate at the needed scale due to the lack of logical control points, More prescribed burning may occur
under Alternative C than Alternative B.
sble 4.7. Percent disturbance expected in critical river associated viewsheds--Alternative B.
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able 4.8, Percent disturbance expected in critical river associated viewsheds--Alternative C.
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Alternatives D and E
Risks to Other Resources. These alternatives pose a moderate risk to other resource values from
vegetation management activities. Timber harvest and prescribed burning would be the most common
activities. Vegetation management would reduce the area occupied by late successional species,
particularly in Segment D, reducing habitat suitability for animals dependent on those stages.
Conversely, the potential for catastrophic habitat losses would also decline. Alternative E would have
somewhat greater impact than Atternative D due to the difference in management intent.
Both alternatives have regulated harvest in both the corridor and designated viewshed with effects
similar to Alternative A. The risks would be greater that management would not meet VQOs than under
Alternatives B and C but less than under Alternative A. The main difference is the standards and
guidelines proposed under Alternatives D and E would provide more protection to scenic quality than
under the Forest Plan, Tabie 4.9 displays the expected percent of area in the stem initiation stage at any
one time for the two alternatives.
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cable 4.9. Percent disturbance expected in critical river associated viewsheds--Alternatives D and E.
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Manaaement lntensitv and Intent, Ail vegetation management tools would be available throughout the
corridor. Harvest, both regeneration cuts and thinnings, and planting wouid occur to produce the desired
species compositions and stand structures over the landscape, The corridor is expected to produce
wood volume for market although harvest objectives must be tied to management of the outstandingly
remarkable values. Alternative D would manage vegetation to prevent catastrophic losses from natural
events while Attemative E would manage to enhance the outstandingly remarkable values as well as
provide better protection. Whether there is a practical difference between the intents in these two
alternatives is uncertain.
Natural Patterns. These two alternatives take an ecosystem approach to land management. Most
natural forces would be allowed to operate in the landscape units as Alternatives B and C with the same
exceptions for fire and flood.
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Most management actions would attempt to mimic natural forces. These two alternatives also attempt to
forestall some of the more negative aspects from a human perspective. Most actions would occur at the
same frequency, scale and pattern as those forces as best as the managing agencies can determine,
Some adions may occur at slightly different scales and frequencies but should fall within the natural
range of variation. The natural fuels prescribed burning program may be able to operate at the needed
scale in most of the potential area if the private landowners choose to participate. If they do not, then
this program may not be able to operate at the needed scale. Alternative E may result in more
prescribed burning due to the difference in vegetation management goals between the two alternatives.

Alternative A
Comparison Table 5 displays the differences between the alternatives based on the measures listed
under Issues in Chapter 1. The number of public access points would not increase over the current
condition. Most people would access Segments D-F by foot from Keeps Mill, Graveyard Butte, Tygh
Valley, Tygh Valley State Park, and the mouth of the Deschutes River and by floating down White River.
All but the mouth of the Deschutes are accessible by vehicle.
Trespass onto private lands in Segments D-F could occur due to the scattered landownership pattern and
poorly marked boundaries. This inadvertent trespass would happen most often while visitors are hunting
or fishing, Trespass is anticipated to increase over the long-term as use increases‘ Litter, vandalism,
and wildfires are all possible results of trespass
Escaped prescribed fires that burn onto private lands are always possibfe, but not very probable under
this alternative, Most, if not all, prescribed burning would occur on National Forest lands With one
exception, state lands provide a “buffer” to private lands from escaped fires on National Forest lands.
Little natural fuels burning would occur in the canyon due to the lack of good control points. Based on
records since the Mt. Hood switched to spring burning the probability of an escaped fire is less than 1%.
The probability that an escaped fire would reach private lands is even tower.
Private landowners would be at high risk from wildfires that escape initial attack. Accumulating natural
fuels in the canyon increases this risk through time, No additional prevention measures are expected
under this alternative.
_Alternatives 6 and C
The number of access points may increase, but methods of access would remain the same as
Alternative A, Landowners willing to sell a public easement to BLM would receive some compensation
for allowing the public to travel across private land at any time. Better signing around Graveyard Butte
would reduce trespass and the associated problems on private lands in one of the heavier used areas,
Private lands east of Graveyard Butte would continue to face a higher risk of trespass than lands west of
the Butte due to the higher levels of recreation use.
Escaped prescribed fires that burn onto private lands are always possible, but not very probable under
this alternative. Most, if not all! prescribed burning would occur on National Forest lands and the lowest
level of prescribed burning of the five alternatives. Wiih one exception: state lands provide a ‘“buffet”’ to
private lands from escaped fires on National Forest lands. Little natural fuels burning would QCCU~ in the
canyon due to the lack of good control points. Based on records since the Mt. Hood switched to spring
burning the probability of an escaped fire is less than 1%. The probabitity that an escaped fire would
reach private lands is even lower. The larger natural fuels prescribed burning program in Alternative C
may help reduce the risk of high intensity wildfires on the west portion of Segment D.
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Private landowners would be at high risk from wildfires that escape initial attack. Accumulating natural
fuels in the canyon increases this risk through time. The use of fire pans may reduce the risk of escaped
campfires. But, since the action would be voluntary on BLM lands and not required on National Forest
lands this prevention measure may not be very effective.
Alternatives D and E
The number of access points and methods of access would increase. If some landowners choose to
construct river access roads and then sell a public easement to BLM, then the number of access points
would increase. If a trail is feasible between Graveyard Butte and Keeps Mill and if the trail is
designated for uses other than foot travel, then the public may access Segment D by horse, mountain
bike, off road vehicle, or some other methods.
Landowners willing to self a public easement to BLM would receive some compensation for allowing the
public to travel across private land at any time. A higher level of signing may reduce the risks of
trespass and damage throughout Segment D.
The risk of an escaped prescribed fire is similar to Alternatives B and C. If private landowners choose to
participate in a natural fuels program the risk of an escaped fire burning onto a non-participating
landowner’s property would be moderate. Mitigation measures, careful sefection of bum black
boundaries and prescriptions burn timing, and tight control of burning operations should reduce this risk.
Over the long-term, the risk of a high intensity wildfire burning out of the canyon would decline in the
burned areas
Campfire restrictions in the east 1/2 of Segment C and Segments D-F should reduce the risk of human
caused wildfires during the period of highest fire danger even with increased recreation use and public
access, Closure dates consistent with the Deschutes and Crooked Rivers would make user education
easier as well as enforcement.
Better signing around Graveyard Butte would reduce trespass and the associated problems on private
lands in one of the heavier used areas, However, increased visitor use resulting from a developed trail
in Segment D could result in increased trespass, litter, human caused wildfires, and vandalism even with
additional signing.
issue 6. Final Corridor and Designated Viewshed Boundary

Comparison Table 6 displays the differences between the alternatives based on the measures listed
under Issues in Chapter 1,
Alternative Boundary Effects
Geology
White River contains many geologic features which have or may have importance in the study of the
region’s geology and Mt. Hood, Federal and state government agencies and state universities use these
features in the study and interpretation of Mt. Hood’s geology. During this analysis several new sites,
which may have Importance, came to light. Among these sites are the pebbled armored surface of the
river’s sandflats, partially buried tree trunks in Iron Creek similar to those of the Ghost Forest in Segment
A, pyroclastic flow deposits on terraces above the river, and boulders which were rafted into the canyon
by either glacial ice or pyroclastic flows. These features demonstrate that new sites of geologic interest
and research are still to be found in association with White River.
Boundary Alternative I wholly or partially excludes some the geologic outstandingly remarkable values
and features in Segment B. Boundary Aitematives 2 and 3 include all known geologic features having
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outstanding or remarkable values. All three boundaries include the three known mining sites, one each
in Segments B, D, and E.
Boundary Afternative 1 adopts the interim Wild and Scenic River corridor with an adjustment in Segment
B to include the present course of the river. The l/4 mile corridor in Segments A, f3, and C do not allow
for river channel shifting across the alluvial fan below Highway 35. Naturally occurring debris flows
move down the river and block one or more of the distributosy channels. The river tends to shift from
Iron Creek to Mineral Creek and shifts frequently enough to create a sparsely vegetated boulder covered
fan. Even though this alternative moves the boundav to include the current course of the river, at some
point the river will shift again and lay outside the designated corridor for some distance. Depending on
the course of the river, such features as the armored ~~nd~ats and the buried forest may hie partially or
entirety outside the ~rddor, These geologic features may be lost to further research and interpretation
due to the increased possibly of surface disturbing adiv!ties outside the corridor, In Segment D, this
altemative includes lands on Juniper Flat and Smock Prairie which are not directly related to the river or
its canyon.
Boundary Alternatives 2 and 3 increase the corridor in Segments A, B, and C while reducing it in
Segments D, E, ad F. The increased area in the upper segments allow for the natural shifting of White
River between Mineral and Iron Creeks. These alternatives include al! the geologic features having
outstanding and remarkable value in Segments A-D.
Hydrology
The interim boundary provides the least protection to White River’s hydrology, particuiariy in Segment B.
Atthough the boundary would be adjusted to follow the current river course. the river could shift again
and flow outside the designated corridor. This boundary does not protect any subsurface flows which
may occur beneath the sand flats. Areas outside the boundary would become available for other uses,
such as sand and gravel mining. This alternative would fail to protect the free flowing nature of the river
and water quality,
River corridor Alternative 2 provides the highest level of protection which could be expected. Virtually all
Class IV streams which feed directly into the river would be included, affording a higher level of
protection from additional sediment. This afternative would protect all subsurface flows feeding directly
into the river and would preclude the possibility of new sand and grave! operations in most of the
channel, This alternative offers the best protection to the free flowing nature of the river, its color, and
water quality of the three alternatives. This alternative would require Congressional action since it
exceeds the acre limitations of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
River corridor Alternative 3 provides an adequate level of protection. It would not include any of the
Class IV &reams that drain directly into the river in Segment B. It would protect subsurface flows under
the sand flats and preclude development of additional sand and gravel pits on White River. This
attemative offers the best level of protection to the free flowing nature of the river, its color, and water
quality within the acre limitations of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
Botany
None of the corridor alternatives differ in the effects on botanical resources. Adequate protections exist
already to protect sensitive plants on state and federal lands, None of the alternatives would alter the
level of protection afforded on private lands. The various corridor alternatives would not alter the climate
of the area, so would have no effect on plant community diversity. The three alternatives essentially do
not differ in Segments C-F.
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Fish Habitat and Populations
The effects of the boundary alternatives on fish are essentially the same as for hydrology. Alternative 2
best protects flow regimes and water quality which would best protect fish habitat and populations.
Alternative 1, the interim corridor, does not adequately protect fish habitat and populations. Alternative 3
offers moderate protection,
Wildlife
All three boundary alternatives are essentially the same in Segments C-F and encompass virtually all the
potential wolverine, spotted owl, peregrine falcon, and bald eagle habitat within the river canyon. The
main differences are in Segment 5 and above Barlow Creek. Alternative 1 does not include most of the
spotted owl, wolverine, red-legged frog, Cope’s salamander, or sensitive caddisfly species habitat found
within the White River canyon upstream from Barlow Creek. Most harlequin duck habitat would be within
the boundary. Alternative 2 includes all of the spotted owl, wolverine, harlequin duck, red-iegged frog,
Cope’s salamander, and sensitive caddisfly species habitat. Alternative 3 includes all the harlequin duck
habitat, but over 112 of the spotted owl, wolverine, red-legged frog, Cope’s salamander, and sensitive
caddisfly habitat would lie outside the river corridor boundary.
Recreation
The three boundary alternatives do not differ significantly in Segments G-F. Alternative 1 does not
include many trails, day use areas, and campgrounds in Segments A and B that depend on White River
for a significant part of the recreation experience. Alternative 2 includes ail the existing recreational
facilities and opportunities and offers the possibility for expanding those opportunities while providing for
a high quality experience. Alternative 3 includes the existing facilities and opportunities but offers little
possibility for expansion.
Scenic Resources
For Scenic Resources the corridor boundary is Jess important than the designated viewshed boundary.
Corridor boundary Alternative 2 and designated viewshed Alternative Ill virtually coincide. The viewshed
boundary is still larger.
Alternative Viewshed Effects
The designated viewshed primarily affects vegetation management. The following discussion of effects
applies only to vegetation management unless otherwise stated. Designated viewshed Alternative I
consists of the viewshed as seen from White River in Segments A-C. The BLM did not formally
designate a viewshed for Segments D-F, but have generally managed the corridor as seen from White
River with a VQO of Partial Retention. Designated viewshed Alternative II consists of the viewshed as
seen from the river in all segments. Designated viewshed Alternative Ill also includes the views seen
from Timberline Lodge, Bonney Butte, Barlow Butte, State Highway 35, Forest Road 48, Keeps Mill
Overlook, and Graveyard Butte. As a Special Place, the foreground of Keeps Mill Overlook would have
its own VQO after a management plan is written for the site, Viewshed Alternatives II and III do not
apply to management Alternative A,
Comparison Table 6 displays the differences between alternatives based on the measures listed under
Issues in Chapter 1. Alternatives I and II would make no attempt to reconcile the various overlapping
designated viewsheds, Determining which YQO applied to a given spot would remain somewhat difficult
and confusing. Segment B includes designated viewsheds for Timberiine Lodge, Highway 35, Road 48,
and the Barlow Road as well as for White River. Seen areas from the river associated viewpoints would
undergo more intensive management than the river viewpoints.
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Alternative III simplifies management by applying the same VQO over all distance tones, with the
exception of management Aitemative C. Including many of the river associated viewpoints into the
viewshed would result in higher VQOs for those points and less intensive vegetation management over
the entire landscape. Moving these viewpoints to a higher VQO would partially reconcile the VQOs for
all the overlapping viewsheds. Keeps Milt Overlook would have a foreground VQO assigned now instead
of waiting for completion of a Special Pface management piian.
Comparis~on Table 2b displays the expected effects to scenic quality of vegetation management. These
percentages do not account for vegetative screening or treatment unit design and layout, For exampie,
although current percent d~stu~aff~~s of the rjver vi~h~d are within Forest Plan disturbance
guidelines certain areas do not meet VQOs due to shape and ~~~~erne~t of one or more harvest units.
Percent visual disturbance is calculated by adding the acres of stem initiation with visual impact potential
and dividing the result by acres in the viewshed. Openings are considered visually recovered after trees
reach 28 feet in height. Any disturbance which drops canopy closure to less than 40?6 is considered a
potential visual impact Comparison Table 2b should give a general idea how much the previous and
expected vegetation management would affect a given viewshed. It does not rate the aesthetics of that
management nor take vegetative screening into account.

SOCIAL EFFECTS

Major effects in this topic relate to expected changes in employment o~~~~~~~~ties associated with the
river-related resources and changes in the quality of resources, such as scenery and recreation, The
economic analysis considers the amount of money which would be paid from federal receipts to counties
and changes in employment and insome resulting from the river related outputs recefpts, and
expenditures in the designated corridor under each management a~emativ~. The effects of each
corridor boundary alternative and each designated viewshed alternative are also covered Typically!
these changes reflect increases and decreases in the amount of timber harvest and recreation use in the
corridor and viewshed.
Five crjteria were used to evaluate effects:
1. Degree of change in timber-related employment.
2. Degree of change in tourism and service-related employment.
3. Degree of change in river-related recreation opportunities and land uses.
4. Degree of
roles).

Ghange

in income to counties (Forest Service timber receipts and county property tax

5. Degree of change in amenity values (such as scenery, wildlife, clean air, opportunities for
solitude, etc.) in the river corridor.
All changes discussed are relative to the current condition. This condition includes the current and
expected reductions in harvest levels resulting from threatened and endangered species management
and mandated changes in management practices at the national and regional levels.
Timber-related employment and receipts to counties are not expected to change under corridor boundary
Alternative 1 and 3 and designated viewshed alternatives I and II. The lands encompassed by boundary
alternatives 1 and 3 support little marketable timber or are unsuitable for timber management. AH
effects on timber-related employment and receipts to counties apply only to corridor boundary Alternative
2 and designated viewshed alternative 111. The effects discussed would be the same regardless of

whether either corridor boundary Alternative 2 or designated viewshed Alternative III or both were
selected.
Hood River County and Clackamas County probably would not be affected. The portion of the river
corridor in those counties either lies above timberline or does not support marketable timber. The bulk of
the affected area lies in Wasco County. Most, if not all, timber harvest would come from Segment B.
No change is expected in private land uses except under cooperative agreements. The current land
uses, primarily agriculture, would continue under those agreements with some possible changes in
grazing seasons or other activities. The goal of the changes would be protection of one or more
outstandingly remarkable river values.
Alternative A
Timber related employment would not change. Tourism would continue to increase with a lesser
increase in service-related employment. Current recreation uses would continue with some increases
expected in winter sports, trail use, and use related to the Barlow Road, Quality of recreation experience
would decline over the long-term due to increasing use levels. Forest Service receipts to the county
would stay the same. Federal acquisition of land is not expected so county property tax roles would not
change. Amenity values would increase slightly with planned recreation improvements. The level of
timber harvest and current road management practices would limit the increase. The corridor boundary
alternatives and designated viewshed Alternative I would not affect the items above.
Alternative B
Both timber-related employment and receipts to counties would decrease the greatest amount of the five
management alternatives. Tourism and service-related employment would not change or experience a
slight decrease. Some recreation projects planned under Alternative A would not occur under this
alternative, Recreation opportunities would not change but the quality of experience would remain high.
Federal acquisition of land is not expected so county property tax roles would not change. Amenity
values should increase greatly with the low levels of timber harvest, expected road closures, and limits
on recreation use.
Alternative C
Timber -related employment and receipts to counties would decrease, although not as much as
Alternative B. Tourism and service related employment would not change or increase slightly,
Recreation opportunities would increase slightly and use would increase moderately, Overall the quality
of experience would remain high, although not as high as Alternative B. Federal acquisition of land is
not expected so county property tax roles would not change. Amenity values should increase with the
low levels of timber harvest, expected road closures, and limits on recreation use.
Alternative D
Timber-related employment and receipts to counties would decrease but remain at higher levels than
Alternatives B and C. Tourism and service-related employment would increase, particularly if private
recreation developments occur in Segment E. Recreation opportunities and use would increase. Quality
of experience would not be as high as Alternatives B and C, but still remain higher over the long-term
than that expected in Alternative A. Federal acquisition of land is not expected so county property tax
roles would not change. Amenity values would be slightly below that expected in Alternative A due to the
levels of timber harvest and recreation use expected.
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&temative E
Timber-refated employment and receipts to counties woufd remain at or near levels expected in
Alternative A. Tourism and service-reiated employment would increase, particularly if private recreation
developments occur in Segment E. Recreation opportunities and use would increase to the maximum
allowed under the ROS class. Land a~~~jsit~~n may occur; the preferred method is land exchange which
would have no effect on county property tax roles. Any land purchases are expected to be small and
primarily of low value land which should not cause a significant reduction in county property tax roles,
Amenity values woufd be around that expected in Alternative A due to the expected levef of timber
harvest, recreation use, and recreation development.
Some economic development may occur in Segment E and would be encouraged under Alternatives D
and E. These alternatives would encourage devefopment of privately owned recreation facilities, such as
campgrounds and picnic areas. All alternatives propose some level of scenic or public easement
purchases from willing sellers in Segments D-F.

None of the alternatives are expected to have any positive or negative impacts on civil rights, women,
and minorities. All alternatives would respect and observe the terms and conditions of the q855 Treaty
concerning the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs, All actions related to cufturaf resources should
adequately protect these resources on federal lands. Alternatives B-E would take more proactive
approaches towards inventory and would encourage private landowners to better manage any cultural
resource sites and features on their lands.

Adverse effects to cultural resources could result from soil disturbing activities, dispersed camping and
day use, motorized and non-motorized recreation use, and the lack of public information and education
programs. Any additional sediment deposition could affect cultural resources within the White River
floodplain in much the same way as a flood event. However, the sediment could provide a stabilizing
cover for any artifact assemblages as wet].
Disturbing the ground’s surface could resuft in breakage, movement, and indiscriminate mixing of
artifacts and the obliteration of archaeological sites and features, Those activities which disturb the most
soil have the greatest possibility of displacing archaeological deposits. Most of the variation in effects
depends on the depth of ground disturbance. Activities which disturb the soil include mining, timber
harvest, some fuels treatments, noxious weed control using mechanical or manual methods, and alf
construction and reconstruction projects. At minimum, all surface disturbing activities would require a
cultural resource survey that complies with section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.
Several different activities can either enhance or damage above ground cultural resources. Timber
harvest activities and prescribed fire could potentially destroy cultural resource structures and/or features
(e.g. historic buildings or prehistoric “peel” trees). Prescribed buming may also enhance cutturally
significant plant populations (i.e. those plants still being coliected by Indian people). Applying broad
spectrum chemicals may harm culturally significant plants not intended for treatment.
Cattle may damage above-ground structures and features by entering or rubbing against them. Areas of
concentrated cattle use can damage cultural resource sites and features through trampling, denuding
areas of vegetation, and wallowing. Concentrated visitor use can cause similar effects. Visitors may
accidentaiiy or deliberately damage or destroy artifacts through pot-hunting, arrowhead collecting,
graffiti, or simply from not recognizing a cultural resource.
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Alternative A
This alternative has the highest potentiaf to adversely affect cultural resources, due to the number and
scale of allowable surface disturbing activities. Mitigation measures designed to protect cultural
resources should reduce adverse impacts from other resource management activities.
Colored fire retardant can discolor historic wooden structures. The lack of prescribed burning and
campfire restrictions, combined with potentially high levels of recreation use increase the risk that
wildfires will damage or destroy certain kinds of cultural resources. Opportunities to enhance certain
culturally significant plants would be limitedd. If the managing agencies elect to use chemical and
biological methods to manage pests, diseases, and unwanted vegetation mitigation measures would be
needed to protect culturalfy significant, non-target plants.
Segments C-E wouid remain generally inaccessible, providing some level of protection from vandalism
and inadvertent damage. However, the lack of trespass warning signs between private and public lands
increases the risk of looting, vandalism, and inadvertent damage near main access points, Damage to
archaeological and historic values would continue to occur where cultural sites and recreation use
ovenap. Until cultura-al sites are located and protected, site degradation is likely to continue. No cultural
resource assessment has occurred to find out if use by mountain bikes, pack and riding stock, or off-road
vehicles is adversely affecting cultural values.
No Enterpretation is planned for any of the river segments. The tack of public awareness and
appreciation regarding the significance of cultural resources and the need for their protedion woutd
continue. Existing off-site education efforts would aid in promoting public understanding and
appreciation of prehistoric and histonc reso~ces in general to prevent vandalism to these resources.
New information about ~ulturai vaiuas would remain iimited by not emphasizing the need to conduct
large sca&e cultural resource inventories. Condutiing inventories on a proje~-by-project basis would
continue to be inefficient, ineffective, and shorfsighted. Culturaal resource sites not identified in an
inventov would be diffieuit to protect. The lack of incentive programs or cooperative agreements with
non-federal landowners may result in cultural resource degradation or loss. Such partnerships are
designed to educate the landowner of the educational and scientific value of the resources and to build
stewardship for their protection,
Alternative B
This aitemative provides the highest level of cultural resource protection from surface disturbing
activities due to the small scale of those atiivities, Working with other agencies and private landowners
to lessen the impacts of mining to scenic values may reduce impacts to undiscovered cultural resources.
Excluding cattle from selected areas would eliminate any potential adverse impacts in those areas.
The small scale of vegetation management and lack of campfire restrictions increase the risk that
wildfires will damage or destroy certain kinds of cultural resources, particulatiy in Segment C and the
west I!2 of Segment D. Opportunjties to enhance certain culturally significant plants would be limited. If
the Forest Service elects to use biological methods to manage pests, mitigation measures may be
needed to protect culturally significant, non-target plants from indired effects of this practice.
Segments C-E would remain generally inaccessible, providing some revel of protection from vandalism
and inadvertent damage. Trespass signing around Graveyard Butte may reduce the threat of looting,
vandalism, and inadvertent damage on private lands, Damage to archaeological and historic values
would continue to occur where cultural sites and recreation use overlap. Until cultural sites are located
and protected, site degradation is likety to continue. Redesigning recreation sites would beneM known
cultural resource sites by reducing or eliminating use,
No cultural resource assessment has occurred to find out if use by mountain bikes, pack and riding stock,
or off-road vehicles is adversely affecting cultura! values. Excluding commercial use in Segments D-F
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would reduce adverse impacts to cultural resources stemming from visitor use only if there is a
significant decrease in the number of overall users.
Interpreting cultural resources off-site would reduce the risk of vandalism and looting on all lands,
Interpretation that promotes public awareness and appreciation of cultural resource values would benefit
those res.ources and would likely build stewardship to help protect the resource and reduce the threat of
vandalism. Information may come out of the efforts around managing threatened, endangered, and
sensitive species to allow better inte~retat~on of ancient lifeways and the plant and animal species
important to the early people using the White River corridor.
incentive programs would result in landowners better informed of the significance of cultural resource
values and the reasons for their protection. More sites might be prese~ed and more information gained
regarding the prehistoric and hisforic use of the White River corridor. This information could atlow for the
continuation of traditional tideways, scientific: studies, and future interpretation.
Reconnaissance/sample level (Glass II) cultural resoume surveys of public lands would likely provide
additional information regarding the prehistoricihistoric use of the White River corridor. This knowledge
would assist in determining management needs and objectives and allow for a more comprehensive
interpretation of the area. The move toward conducting inventories 8~ a broader scale would allow for a
more efficient and effective cultural resource program as it relates to the management of the White
River corridor,
Class ff surveys would involve 100% of selec$ed portions of the corridor. Cultural sites not identified in
an inventory would continue to be difficult to protect. All surface disturbing activities not covered in the
Class II survey would require a cultural resource survey that complies with section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act, Mitigation measures designed to protect cultural resources should reduce
adverse impacts.
Alternative C
This alfemative provides the second highest level of cultural resource protection from surface disturbing
activities due to the scale of those activities. This alternative closely resembles Alternative B in its
effects wish some exceptions. Uncolored retardant has no known effects on cultural resources. The
higher level of prescribed burning in this alternative may enhance the survival, growth, and yield of
culturally important plants.
Alternative D
This altemative provides a moderate level of cultural resource protection from surface disturbing
activities compared to Alternatives B and C. Many of the proposed actions in Altematiwe D are similar to
Alternatiules B and 6. However, more surface disturbing activities would be expected and a higher level
of recreation use. Therefore, this alternative poses a higher risk of looting, vandalism, and inadvertent
damage to cultural resources than Alternatives B and C, but a lower risk than Alternatives A and E.
Uncolored retardant has no known effects on cultural resources. The scale of prescribed burning and
campfire restrictions should reduce the risk that catastrophic wildfires will damage or destroy certain
kinds of cultural resources, particularly in Segment C and the west 112 of Segment D. Prescribed
burning may enhance the survival, growth, and yield of culturally important plants.
Cooperative agreements would help protect significant cultural resources on non-Federal lands in
Segments D-F. Cooperators would be informed of the significance of cultural resource values and their
role in the protection of those resources. More sites would be preserved and more information gained
regarding the prehistoric and historic use of the White River corridor. This information would allow for
the continuation of traditional lifeways, scientific studies, and future interpretation. These agreements
may partially offset the increased risk associated with an increased number of access points.
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A comprehensive (Class Ill) cultural resource inventory and assessment would result in more information
about the location and importance of prehistoric and historic sites. The prehistoric and historic use of the
White River corridor would become better understood and the information could be utilized for scientific
studies and future interpretation, The federal cultural resource management program involving White
River would become much more efficient and effective by having inventory and assessment work
completed prior to project design.
The Class III survey would involve a 100% inventory of 100% of the corridor. It should greatly reduce
any additional time needed for specific project surveys, However, initially it would be time consuming
and very expensive. Until this survey is completed, all surface disturbing projects would require a project
level survey that complies with section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.
Alternative E
This alternative has the second highest potential to disturb cultural resources, due to the scale of
allowable surface disturbing activities and recreation use. The potential is lower than Alternative A since
vegetation management would use an ecosystem approach, leading to less intensive harvesting and
road construction than expected under Alternative A. This alternative resembles Alternative D in its
effects with some exceptions.
Colored retardant can discolor historic wooden structures, The potential levei of prescribed burning may
enhance the survival, growth: and yield of culturally impor&& plants and reduce the r&k of catastrophic
wildfires over the largest area of the five alternatives.
The level of recreation use greatBy increases the risk of escaped campfires and their potential to damage
or destroy historic buildings, prehistoric peel tress, juniper structures and similar resources. The
additional signing concerning trespass should hefp reduce vandalism and ~~~i~te~tio~~~j footing of cp..affurai
resaurGe sites on private lands. The campfire closure and prescribed burning should reduce this risk,
Acquiring non-federal lands which contaisl significant @LaBural resource sites and/or significant atiifact
assemblages would promote better protection of those sites and artifacts from vandalism or looting and
provide for future interpretation of the river’s prehistoric and historic use,
Land Ownership

None of the alternatives would have a significant effect on land ownership. Condemnation for fee title is
not an option under both the 1368 National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the 1988 ~rn~~b~~s Oregon
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, All land and easement acquisition would depend on willing sellers and
donors. Only scenic easement acquisitions are planned in Alternative A. The remaining alternatives
would pursue scenic easement acquisition and enough land acquisition to provide legal public access
along the riverbanks, Additionally, Alternative E would pursue Iand acquisitions designed to consolidate
federal land holdings in Segment D, and would involve both land purchases and land exchanges,
Wetlands, Fjoodpiains, Prime Farmland, and Rangelands
None of the alternatives are expected
wetlands, floodplains, prime farmland
Segments C, D, and F. The greatest
landowners choose to participate in a

to reduce acreages of or have any other negative effects on
or rangelands. Prescribed burning may improve range condition
level of improvement would occur under Alternative E if private
natural fuels program.

Tninsporfation and Access

Alternatives A, D, and E would not have any major reductions in pubtic transportation and access to
public lands. These alternatives would at least maintain the present expected ievei of public access
under the Forest Plan and Two Rivers RMP. Alternatives B and C would reduce the open road density
on National Forest lands to a lower level than presently diretied in the Forest Plan. Segment B is the
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only river segment affected by this proposal. The reductions in open road density are not expected to
reduce public access to the river corridor.
EfOLOGiCAL EFFECTS
Threatwed, Endangered, and Sensitive Speieies

Animals
Alternative A
This alternative would increase d~~~rb~~~~ over much of Segments A and B and could increase habitat
fragmentation within Segment B. Habitat suitability would decrease for northern spotted owis:
wolverines, and peregrine falcons. ~rn~~a~~e~~tjng the Forest Plan ~t~~d~~d~ and g~~d~l~r~~~ fsr the land
alfocations within the corridor would increase recreation use to levels that would cause high disturbance
to wildlife. Mo& ad the areas would f&I under a regufated timber hawest regime with even-aged
managan~e~t and shod rotations (as short as 125 years) the preferred ~~~vj~u~t~ra~ system where it is riot
readily visible. The Forest Plan does not require vegetation m~nagemerit to work within the natural
range of variation. Nor does it require connectivity af landscapes and habitat within and across the
corrddor be considered. Under these circumstances, the risk of ~t~~r~~h~~ habitat losses probably
would increase,
Increased d~~t~rban~e to harlequin ducks in Segment B may or may not occur, depending on traii system
location and management. Riparian buffering would protect instream habitat for Cope’s giant
salamander, red-legged frog, and sensitive caddisf!y habitat in Segment B. Protecting the terrestrial
habitat of the red-Iegged frog wouEd depend upon the design of future projects.
In Segments C and B5 the mix of tand aflocations, ownerships. and topography would result in MtIe
change In habitat quality or quantity in the short-term. Any increases ira recreation use probabiy would be
minimal and would not cause significant adverse disturbance to harlequin ducks, peregrine falcon,
northern spotted owls, or wolverines. Over the iong-term, increasing recreation use and disturbance
during the spring through fall periods would reduce habitat suitability peregrine falcon, harlequin duck,
and bafd eagle nesting and for wolverine use, Recreation use would have negligible effects in northern
spotted ow!. Winter recreation use would have Ktle or no adverse effects since little recreation
opportunily exists during that season.
The steep and rocky slopes make timber hawest unIike!y in Segment C or D, allowing succession to
increase the area covered by old growth with greater structural diversity. Assuming no natural
disturbances such as wildfire or insect epidemic, habitat for the northern spotted owl should increase
through time. Continued low level military flights would continue to interfere with peregrine falcon
nesting.
The western portion of Segment E and part of Segment F provide potential nest sites for peregrine
falcon, but the continued iow level military flights would continue to interfere with nesting. Increased
recreation use on the river, such as canoeing, tubing, and kayaking, wouid interfere with bald eagle
nesting. However, existing disturbance levels are such that nesting bald eagles would have to be
sufficiently acclimated to disturbance that future increases in recreation use would be unlikely to cause
abandonment of a territory if it were already occupied and may have no effect on nesting. Winter
roosting habitat suitabiiity should remain unchanged as the area is not suited for winter recreation
activity.
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Alternative I3
Harlequin duck habitat and the potential peregrine falcon habitat in Segment A would be protected from
increased disturbance by recreation users over the long-term. These two species may eventually occupy
this area. Limited disturbance within the floodplain of Segment B would slowly increase habitat capability
for wolverine and harlequin ducks. The Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer landscape unit would continue to
provide good to high quality habitat for northern spotted owls, wolverines, red legged frogs, Cope’s
salamander, and sensitive caddisfly species. Over the long-term! populations of many of these species
would increase.
Limited recreation use within the canyon would maintain habitat effectiveness for species which do not
toierate much human presence, such as wolverine. If low level military flights ended during the nesting
season, then efforts to reintroduce peregrine falcons into the canyon may succeed. This alternative
would not have much effect on habitat quality in Segments E and F. In Segments B-D, the lack of
vegetation management would increase the risk of catastrophic habitat losses from events such as large
wildfires and epidemic insect and disease outbreaks.
Alternative C
Generally, this alternative would have the same effects on threatened, endangered, and sensitive
animals as Alternative B, with some exceptions. Increased disturbance from recreation use may further
delay peregrine falcon or harlequin duck occupancy of Segment A. Trail construction from White River
Crossing to Keeps Mili would slightiy reduce habitat suitability for wolverine and may reduce suitability
for harlequin duck over the long-term, depending on the exact location, Risks of catastrophic habitat
losses would remain near existing levels.
Alternative D
Disturbance frorn increased recreation use and trail construction would reduce habitat effectiveness over
the long-term for wolverine, harlequin duck, and peregrine falcon. Harlequin ducks and peregrine
falcons probably would not occupy the potential habitat in Segment A. The Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer
landscape unit would continue to provide good to high quality habitat for northern spotted owls,
wolverines, red legged frogs, Cope’s salamander, and sensitive caddisfly species. Over the long-term,
populations of many of these species would increase.
Vegetation management would reduce the area occupied by late successional species, particularly in
Segment D, reducing habitat suitability for animals dependent on those stages. Converse@, this
management would favor some prey species of peregrine falcons. Even if low level military flights
ended during the nesting season, increased recreation use may still eliminate peregrine falcon nesting in
Segments D-F. The potential for catastrophic habitat losses would decline due to the more proactive
approach to management.
Alternative E
Disturbance from increased recreation use and trail construction would cause the second greatest
reductions in habitat effectiveness over the long-term for wolverine, harlequin duck, and peregrine
falcon. Only Atternative A would have greater adverse impacts. Harlequin ducks and peregrine falcons
probably would not occupy the potential habitat in Segment A and wolverine use would likely decrease.
Without earefuf recreation use management, hartequin ducks could be prevented from using Segments
B and C. The Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer landscape unit would continue to provide good to high quality
habitat for northern spotted owls, wolverines, red legged frogs, Cope’s salamander, and sensitive
caddisfty species. However, the quality of old growth and mature habitat would be at the low end of the
natural range of variation. Over the long-term, populations of many of these species may increase, but
to a lesser extent than Alternatives B, C, or D.
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Vegetation management would reduce the area occupied by late successional species, particularly in
Segment D, reducing habitat suitability for animals dependent on those stages. Conversely, this
management would favor some prey species of peregrine falcons. Even if low level military flights
ended during the nesting season, increased recreation use may still eliminate peregrine falcon nesting in
Segments D-F. Recreation use by canoers, kayakers, tubers, and swimmers in Tygh Valley would
reduce habitat effectiveness for bald eagles. The potential for catastrophic habitat losses would decline
due to the very active approach to management.
Plants
Ail alternatives provide basic protection for known threatened, endangered, and sensitive species
populations that occur on federally owned land. Suweys for threatened, endangered, and sensitive
plants are required for all projeds and management activities. Bn genera!: there is !&t/e difference in the
effects between alternatives, The foflowing sensitive plant species have been found within the project
area: Tygh Valley milkvetch, &&@&us @gfepas& (a federal cl Candidate and Oregon State category 1
species that is endangered or threatened thro~~~o~~t its entire range), Howell’s miikvetch, A, how&K
two small grape ferns Bo~~~~~um rno~~a~~~rn and B. m~~ga~e~se: and twu club mosses 6y~o~~~~rn
selago and L. a~~~~~~~urn, Howefl’s milkvetch is a state candidate species. The two grape ferns and the
two club mosses are on the Forest Semite Region 8 sensitive plant list,
In alternatives B-E the BLM would develop Coo~erat~ve agreements with private Band owners to Condud
comprehensive inventories and to develop strategies to protect rare and sensitive plant species, Land
exchanges or purchases from willing iandowners as pati of an effort to gain legal access may also bring
some plant sites under federa! ~r~te~~on. in the short-term there will be little effect on threatened,
endangered, and sensitive plants. The potential combined effed of these actions over the long-run
should be greater protection and ~~~de~t~nd~n~ of the known plants and greater opportunity to discover
new plants. Greater public access will result in a pro~o~~~n~~ increase of risk to rare and sensitive plants
from reereationaf activities; however the risk is likeiy to remain Bow since near3y ail activity is
concentrated on the river and its immediate banks, with little impact on the known plant sites
&temative A
Current management practices by the Forest Service and BLM would continue with no plan for a charlge
in relationship with private landowners. On National Forest lands: the three ranger districts would
continue ,io plan and implement projects jndependent~y~ Both federal agencies would survey for
threatened, endangered, and sensitive plants and buffer sensitive plant sites in or adjacent to projects
that disturb the area, such as timber sales. Grazing prar%ces would continue with some monitoring and
change to reduce potential threats to rare and sensitive plants, as problems are recogniaed. Summer
use along the forest roads, such as dispersed camping, would continue to increase. The unroaded
portions of the river wiit remain little used and inaccessible and, therefore, little changed.
In the short-term, few adverse impacts are expected. In the long-term, increasing levels of recreation
use and timber harvest would increase the potentiai for disturbance of sensitive plant sites. While the
known populations of sensitive plants and their habitats are protected (mostly by buffering) the potentie!
for cumulative effects from direct disturbance and indirect effects from nearby activities will increase. An
inherent risk of buffering is that the buffer may prove inadequate or blow down. Negative effects could
be loss in the total area of habitat or a reduction in the total population of any one species though the risk
is low because of the protections already in place. Cumulatively, managing only known populations and
their habitats could prevent population expansion that could result in delisting the species,
Most of the BLM lands within the corridor will not be affected in the short-term or long-term as they are
mostly rugged, inaccessible and little visited. Tygh Valley milkvetch occurs on grazing land within the
corridor and on adjacent private land. No short-term effects are expected. The Oregon Department of

Agriculture is conducting a study that should be able to determine the long-term and cumulative effects
of current grazing practices on this species.
There is no provision for cooperative agreements with private land owners to collect baseline information
on threatened, endangered, and sensitive plants or to develop strategies for their protection throughout
the corridor. There will be no direct short-term, long-term, or cumulative negative effect. Indirectly the
lack of cooperative agreements may have long-term and cumulative negative effects through failure to
act. There wiii be no improvement in conversation or cooperative action that would allow private land
owners and government agencies to better manage rare and sensitive species, As a result some species
such as Tygh Valley Milk Vetch may be declining simply because the trend was not observed or positive
management strategies were not shared.
Alternative B
In general, this alternative will have the least direct and immediate impact on threatened, endangered,
and sensitive plants. Projects and recreation will be at their lowest levels of the five options‘ Vegetation
manipulation would be minimized. There would be little short-term effect either positive or negative.
Over the long-term, the potential risk, direct and indirect, from each of these activities both singly and
cumulatively should be at their lowest levels, However, limiting vegetation management activities to
repair and restoration eliminates options for actions that could reduce the risks of catastrophic events,
such as large, high intensity wildfires and insect outbreaks. The risk of preventable catastrophic events
will rise over the long-term.
Alternative C
This alternative is essentially the same as I3 with a few exceptions. The managing agencies would have
a little more flexibility to reduce the potential of preventable catastrophic events. The slight increase in
project activities and recreation will slightly increase the risk of disturbance to threatened, endangered,
and sensitive plants over the long-term, The cUMUkitive effect should be greater protection for rare and
sensitive plant species and their habitats from catastrophic events
Alternative D
This alternative includes actions to enhance as well as protecb’perpetuate threatened, endangered, and
sensitive plants. Visitor numbers and recreation facilities would increase, but with more planning and site
deVeiOpMent to lessen impacts, In the short-term, there should be few adverse effects, Siting trails,
campgrounds and other facilities away from rare and sensitive piant sites will minimize the risk of direct
effects such as trampling. Cumulative and long-term risk would increase some as visitor numbers
increases, The risk of negative impacts will still be low as the known rare and sensitive plant sites are
not in areas that attract visitors. Regulated timber harvest should occur and vegetation manipulation will
increase with the goal of improving ecosystem health. As long as these activities are well planned and
executed there will be little or no risk to rare and sensitive plants. In the long-term the risk of preventable
catastrophic events will decline. Cumulatively, this alternative will likely benefti threatened, endangered,
and sensitive plants through improved forest health, and maintenance of habitat.
Alternative E
This alternative places the greatest emphasis on vegetation manipulation to attain the desired future
condition as rapidly as possible. Recreation will be allowed and provided for at the highest level that will
still protect river-related values, This alternative should have little effect on rare and sensitive plants as
long as the increased activities are well planned and carried out. However, the potential of direct and
indirect negative effects will increase with the level of activity, Improvements in forest health, and a
reduction of vulnerability to devastating large fires will reduce the risk of catastrophic events.
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The ELM would eliminate grazing on their iands within the river corridor. Ail boundary alternatives
include known populations of Tygh Valley Milk Vetch. Since cattle eat this plant, removing the grazing
pressure will likely result in some improvement in vigor and reproduction.
Other Management indicator Species

Only the IForest Service has designated management indicator species, Therefore, the discussion below
only applies to Segments 5-C and only to those species not already discussed under Threatened,
Endangered, and Sensitive Animal Species. Discussion of other wildlife species and deer, elk, turkey?
and gray squirrel in Segments D-F are found under the Biodiversity analysis None of the management
indicator species discussed below use Segment A.
_A.lternative A
The mix of land allocations would cause little change in habitat effectiveness and species mixes over the
short-term. Over the long-term, increased open road densities and recreation use would reduce habitat
effectiveness for elk and may reduce elk use up to 60%. Elk may continue to travel through much of the
area, but may not linger or use the calving areas in the Wetlands landscape unit, Since the Key Site
Riparian Area (A9) lacks a management plan, effects on wildlife of this alternative are unknown,
The Habitat Conservation Area, Piieated Woodpecker Management Areas (B5), and Pine Marten
Management Areas (85) should gradually shift towards fate successional species old growth, increasing
stand strudurai diversity and improving habitat for piieated woodpeckers and pine martens. in B5,
however: half the area not managed for old growth would convert to the standards and guidelines of the
underlying land allocation, usually Special interest Area (A4), Scenic Viewshed (B2), and Wild and
Scenic Rivers (61). Over the long-term, Forest Plan standards and guidelines in SceniG Viewsheds (82)
would allow significant reductjons in big game thermal cover and old growth. Habitat effectiveness
would decline for pileated woodpeckers, pine martens, and elk rearing.
Once the river enters Segment C, vegetation management becomes less likely. The corridor would
continue to serve as a major travel route for deer and elk moving to and from winter range. The corridor
itself provides some winter range, particularly during winter storm events. Optimal thermal cover
development would continue. Little or no new road construction is likely, maintaining that element of big
game habitat effectiveness.
Alternative B
Limiting recreation use disturbance wouid increase elk calving habitat effectiveness over the long-term in
the Open Riparian, Wetlands, and Lodgepole Flats landscape units. Habitat quality for pileated
woodpeGkerS and pine martens would slowly increase as stand structural diversity increases in the Cool,
Wet Mixed Conifer landscape unit. Ecosystem management would maintain this landscape unit as fully
suitable pileated woodpecker and pine marten habitat, negating the need for the 85 land allocation.
Reducing open road densities to 1.5 miles per square mile would improve elk habitat effectiveness over
the short-term. However, long-term successional changes would reduce habitat effectiveness by
reducing forage areas. Elk rearing habitat north of Highway 35 and south of the river would not change
appreciably over the long-term since much of the area is already in mature or old growth condition. Any
further progression towards old growth would actually increase elk forage as new, small openings appear
in the stands.
in the Mesic Mixed Conifer landscape unit, increases in the stand reinitiation stage would improve habitat
quality and quantity for pine martens and pileated woodpeckers. Ecosystem management would
preserve options for changing management in the B5 land allocation. Elk habitat effectiveness would not
change greatly through time. Most of this landscape unit lies in Segment C. The corridor’s narrowness
means most of its value to elk is as thermal Cover and a travel corridor. As the amount of old growth
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increases, the Segments value for these two habitat functions increases. Limiting open road density
would have little effect since the current road density is below the limit.
Limited management to native species only would have little or no effect. This action would apply only
to the corridor and affect upland game birds and wild turkey. The acres involved in the restriction a
negligible compared to the total area used by these species. Further, the action would continue to
provide habitat for these nonnative species since the habitat needs of many natives and these
nonnatives overlap.
Alternative C
This alternative closely resembles Alternative B in its effects on management indicator species. The
slight long-term increase in recreation use is not expected to cause a significant decline in elk habitat
suitability in Segment B. Trail construction from White River Crossing to Keeps Mill would slightly
reduce elk habitat suitability,
Alternative D
This alternative resembles Alternative B, except recreation use would
Alternative C. The increased level of disturbance from recreation use
reduce habitat suitability for elk, Most of this reduce is road related.
construction from White River Crossing to Keeps Mill would increase
habitat suitability. Effects on ail other management indicator species

increase to levels higher than
and open road densities would
As with Alternative C, trail
disturbance and slightly reduce elk
resembles Alternative 5.

Alternative E
This alternative would increase recreation use still higher. Recreation related disturbance and open road
density would reduce elk habitat suitability more than Alternative D, Effects on ail other management
indicator species more closely resembles Alternative B.
Fish and Fish Habifaf

Many of the expected effects on fish and fish habitat relate to water quality and quantity, Any activities
which improve or degrade water quality and quantity would improve or degrade fish habitat and,
therefore, affect fish populations in the same direction, Additionally, many pesticides and herbicides can
cause mortality of fish in all life stages and other aquatic organisms should the chemicals enter the
stream. Fire suppressant chemicals containing ammonium are toxic to ail life stages of fish and other
aquatic organisms through addition of free ammonia into the stream system. Biological introductions can
cause exttnction of native organisms through competition, predation, and disease. Biological pesticides,
such as Bacillus fhurgensis (Bt), may kill related organisms in the same life stage as the target pest,
potentially reducing food sources for fish. in turn, this reduction may influence the natural food chain,
creating difficulties for ail life stages of fish.
In Alternatives B through E, screening irrigation diversions would reduce fish losses from stranding in
ditches but may prevent fish in the ditches from returning to the river or tributary. if most of the public
elects to follow the fishing recommendations then adult redband rainbow trout take and hooking mortality
may decline. Over the long-term, native fish populations may increase as the number of adults surviving
to reproductive maturity increases, Interpretation and information could indirectly benefti fish and their
habitat by encouraging visitor awareness and an understanding of the importance of resource protection.
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Alternative A
Using colored retardant should reduce the risk of accidentat drops into the river and its tributaries.
Continued grazing where cattle have access to the riparian zone in Segments 6, D, E, and F would
reduce riparian vegetation and fish habitat.
This alternative places no restrictions on recreational use levels. Fishing pressure could increase to its
theoretical maximum. Ail vegetation management tools are available, including Ghemical and biological
methods. Mitigation measures required by existing laws, regulations, and policies should reduce the risk
to fish populations and habitat to manageable levels. The use of biological pesticides may cause
short-term redudions in fish populations through decreases in food supply.
fiJtemative B
Freezing recreation use levels should stabilize angling pressure and its associated effects. Eliminating
the use of chemical and biological methods and ail forms of retardant would eliminate the risk of fish
population or food source reductions from these factors. Vegetation management would allow riparian
vegetation to achieve and maintain proper functioning condition. Successional would move plant
communtties towards a Glimax state. Managing only for the habitat needs of native fish would have little
or no effect on nonnative fish species, suGh as brook trout, since these species have the same habitat
requirements as the native trout.
Alternative C
Increased recreation use may increase angling pressure and degrade riparian area vigor. Eliminating the
use of chemical methods would eliminate the risk of fish population or food source reductions from that
factor. Using colorless retardant increases the risk of accidentat drops into streams, Colorless and
fugitive retardants contain the same active GhemiGalS as colored retardant. Vegetation management
would allow riparian vegetation to achieve and rnaintain proper functioning condition. Successional
would move plant communities towards a climax state. Managing only for the habitat needs of native
fish would have little or no effect on nonnative fish species, such as brook trout, since these species
have the same habitat requirements as the native trout.
Alternative D
Providing for optimum flows would better protect fish and fish habitat than providing for minimum flows.
if later studies reveal that the fish require more water than previously thought sufficient flow would
remain in the river to maintain fish populations and habitat, Ail vegetation management tools are
available, including chemical and biological methods. Mitigation measures required by existing laws,
regulations, and policies should reduce the risk to fish populations and habitat to manageable levels.
The use of biological pesticides may cause short-term reductions in fish populations through decreases
in food supply. Using colorless or fugitive retardant would have the same effects on fish populations and
habitat as Alternative C. This alternative emphasizes high recreational use. Fishing pressure would
probably increase, causing greater Catch and keep mortality and accidental hooking mortality.
Developing new recreational sites and watercraft launching facilities may infiuence fish behavior and
survival. increased boating and launching may scatter fish and increase predation. Managing only for
the habitat needs of native fish would have lit-tie or no effect on nonnative fish species, such as brook
trout, since these species have the same habitat requirements as the native trout.
atemative E
This alternative closely resembles Alternative D in its effects with some exceptions. Using colored
retardant for fire suppression would have the same effects as Alternative A. Fishing pressure would be
at its theoretical maximum due to the high levels of recreation use. The angling pressure would alter the
age structure and composition of the fish population and increase adult fish mortality. Managing only for
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the habitat needs of native fish would have little or no effect on nonnative fish species, such as brook
trout, since these species have the same habitat requirements as the native trout.
Old Growth

Segment A lies above timberline, Most of Segment D and ail of Segments E and F do not support
coniferous forest, instead they contain woodlands, savannahs, shrub fields, grasslands, or hardwood
forest. These areas have no definitions for old growth. The discussion below applies only to Segments
5, C and the west If2 of D.
Alternative A
The amount of area in old growth would decline in areas not managed for northern spotted owl, pine
marten, and piieated woodpecker habitat in Segments B and C. Little or no vegetation management is
anticipated in Segment D, allowing the amount of old growth to increase, Over time, tate successional
tree species, such as true firs and western hemlock, would dominate the overstory and understory of
most old growth stands. Old growth comprised of early successional species, such as Douglas-fir and
ponderosa pine, would be limited to areas already harvested or specifically managed for those species.
Alternatives 8 and C
These two alternatives are very similar. The amount of old growth would increase throughout the area
and tend towards the upper end of the acceptable range. Over time, late successional tree species, such
as true firs and western hemlock, would dominate the over-story and understory of most old growth
stands, Old growth comprised of early suGGessionai species, such as Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine,
would be limited to areas already harvested or speGifiGaily managed for those species.
Alternatives D and E
These two alternatives are very similar. The amount of old growth present would tend towards the low
end of the acceptable range. Late successional tree species would dominate the old growth in Segment
B, Early successional species would dominate more of the old growth in Segrnents C and D, although
some old growth comprised of late successional species would be present.

Threatened, endangered, and sensitive wildlife species are discussed above. Mt. Hood Nationai Forest
management indicator species are discussed above. Most wildlife species discussed below do not fait
into either of these categorjes.
Alternative A
This alternative does not use an ecosystem approach to land management. Instead, it continues the
current direction in the Forest Plan and Two Rivers RMP. The d&iGuSSion below focuses primarily on
Forest Plan land allocations in Segments A-C, then switches to landscape units in Segments D-F.
increased recreation use in the Rocks ‘N’ Ice landscape unit should have little effect on smalt animals,
as gray crowned rosey finch, gray jay, and mountain chickadee. Little ecological change shoutd
occur through time in the main floodplain, with the exception of possible “glacial blowouts” which can
scour the fioodpiain and alter the river’s course in Segment B. These events would maintain the Open
Ripanan and Rocks ‘N’ Ice landscape units in a condition similar to the current one. Most of the
floodplain lies in either Special interest Area (A4), Winter Recreation Area (A’l l), and Designated Wtd,
Scenic, and Recreation River (Bl).
such
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After the Bl allocation enters the canyon in Segment C, the glacial blowouts mentioned above do not
appear to have much effect on the vegetation. Although timber harvest may occur, with similar effects
as discussed under 82, little harvest is likely in the steep rocky slopes of the canyon. Succession would
continue in the absence of any other natural disturbances! resulting in more grand fir old growth. The
total number of wildlife species should increase.
Potential for large scale, catastrophic disturbances from wildfire, insects, disease, and, possibly: floods,
would increase in all allocations except B2. These natural disturbances revert the area to earlier
successional stages with concurrent changes in wildlife species and ~p~~at~ons, Without disturbance,
succession would lead to more old growth and stand reinitiation stages dominated by Pacific silver fir,
western hemlock, and grand fir.
Timber harvest in the 82 land allocation would revert the stands to an earlier successional stage.
Depending on the silviculturat prescription, environmental conditions within the harvest area could either
closely resemble conditions found after a natural disturbance or differ radically. The more radically the
harvest area conditions differ from natural conditions, the greater the difference in pfant and animal
species compositions between the two types of disturbance. Over the long-term old growth would
comprise as little as 25% of the 82 allocation. More of the area would be in an earlier successional
stage, favoring species such as mountain bluebird, western tanager, and rufous hummingbird.
The Habhat Conservation Area and the Key Site Riparian area should change little in the short term.
Over the long-term, these areas would shift to old growth! increasing habitat quality for animal species
dependent on those stand conditions. The total number of animal species should also increase.
Half the acres allocated to the Pileated Woodpe~ker~Pi~e Marten l-tabitat Area (55) would convert to the
underlying land allocation (A4, I31 I or B2j once B5 management plans are prepared. The effects related
to those areas are described above. The remaining 85 area would be managed for mature and old
growth stand stages with an emphasis on late successional plant and animal species. Either grand fir or
western hemlock would dominate the tree layer.
Most of the landscape units in Segment D are in the later successional stages. The BLM and the state
would not actively work to alter the oonditions in the corridor. A gradual shift to old growth in the forested
areas would occur. Grand fir, Douglas-fir, or ponderosa pine and Oregon white would dominate these
stands, depending on aspect and elevation. The more heavily forested areas would provide habitat for
pine marten, pileated woodpecker, wolverine, bald eagle roosting, and elk thermal cover.
Landscape units near the river, such as Canyon Ripanan and the lower edge of Talus and Forested
Rock, would experience the highest recreation use. The increased disturbance could reduce the area’s
suitability for Townsend’s big-eared bat and peregrine falcon. Canyon Riparian and Talus and Forested
Rock should not change appreciably over the long-term.
Cattle have grazed much of the Shrubland and Range landscape units. As long as grazing pressure
continues, these areas will support lower levels of native perennial bunchgrasses and higher levels of
shrubs and non-native annual grasses Grazed areas tend to contain both fewer numbers of species and
lower populations of species than ungrazed areas. Most ungrazed areas are protected from grazing
either by rock or topography, Both the ungrazed and grazed areas contain as much species richness and
abundance as they are capable of supporting under existing grazing levels.
Tygh Valley Riparian oovem most of Segment E. The potential for large scale, catastrophic disturbances
is low and expected to remain so. The larger glacial blowouts may send material as far as Tygh Valley,
depositing more sand and logs and opening the stands. As recreation use increases along the river, the
area would lose habitat effectiveness for disturbance sensitive species such as the great blue heron, bald
eagle, and various waterfowl. Over the long-term, cottonwood, alder, and willow may decline where
grazing occurs. Year-long grazing would eventually eliminate the most palatable species of grasses and
shrubs. Species richness and abundance would decline as would habitat suitability for deer, waterfowl,
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herons, and other shorebirds. Reductions in bird species richness and abundance would reduce the
peregrine falcon prey base, discouraging nesting in the nearby cliffs.
Alternative B
Overall, the potential for large scale catastrophic events would increase greatly. Early successional
stages would occur at the low end of the acceptable range in the desired future condition. Later
successional stages would occur at the upper end of the acceptable range. Late successional plant and
wildlife species would tend to occupy most of the area.
True firs and western hemlock would dominate the overstory and understory of the Wetlands, Cool, Wet
Mixed Conifer, and Mesic Mixed Conifer landscape units, and much of the D9 Mixed Conifer unit,
Natural disturbances, such as wildfire, insects, disease, floods, and glacial blowouts, would create most
new openings. It is questionable whether enough new openings would occur in the needed sire and
distribution to provide suitable conditions for eadier seral species, such as ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir,
western larch, western white pine, Oregon white oak, beaver, bluebirds, tanagers, and so forth.
Little change woufd occur in the Talus and Forest Rock, Oak-Conifer, Range, Canyon Riparian, and Tygh
Valley Riparian landscape units. Successional pathways are ve9 short in these units, such that the
areas quickly resemble their predisturbance state after wildfire, insects, disease, and other events occur.
The lack of vegetation management would not affect the wildlife habitat suitability of these units as much
as increased disturbance from recreation use.
Most disturbances would have fittte effect on the Shrublands landscape unit, except for fire. Fire would
replace the shrub dominated plant community with a grass dominated community with a concurrent
change in wildlife species.
Alternative C
Wit!~ the exceptions noted below, most of the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of Altemative C are
the same as described in Alternative 5. The overalf potential for iarge scale, catastrophic events is stir\
high, but less than Alternative B. Recreation use should increase over that expected in Alternative B,
reducing the use of otherwise acceptable habitat by disturbance sensitive wildlife species.
Prescribed burning in areas formetiy under a frequent fire regime would allow earlier su~~ess~o~~a~ stages
and species to persist on the landscape, Within the bum areas: biological diversity nwoLn8d decrease since
these communities tend to support both fewer species overall and lower populations of plants and
animals. On the landscape, prescribed burning would increase biological diversity. These mmmunities
may support plant and animal species that are rare or missing from the current biological community in
the corridor. Alternative C is the first alternative where prescribed burning could occur on a large enough
scale to notice these effects.
Alternative D
The potential for large scale, catastrophic losses would decline somewhat over the long-term, due to
more proactive management. Increased recreation use would reduce the use of otherwise suitable
habitat by disturbance sensitive wildlife species. Late successionai tree species (true firs and hemlock)
would be less dominant, particularly in Segments C and D, while early successional trees would be more
dominant (Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine). Stands may become more open in Segments C and D,
reducing habitat suitability for big game thermal cover. Otherwise, most of the direct, indirect, and
cumulative effects are the same as described in Alternative B.
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Alternative E
The potential for large scale, catastrophic disturbance would decline over the long-term, due to very
active management. Increased recreation use would reduce the use of otherwise suitable habitat by
disturbance sensitive wildlife. Late successional tree species (true firs and hemlock) would be less
dominant, particularly in Segments C and D, while early successional trees would be more dominant
(Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine). Stands may becGme more open in Segments C and D, reducing
habitat suitabiljty for big game thermal cover. The area covered by the stem initiation and stem
exclusion stages would occur at the upper end of the acceptable ranges. The stand reinitiation and old
growth stages would occur at the lower end of the acceptable ranges. Some of the old growth present
would be comprised of eariy successional tree species rather than late successional species. Otherwise,
most of the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects are the same as described in Alternative B.

A,lternative A
Ecosystem health would continue to decline. Although the federal agencies are expected to manage on
a ecosystem basis neither the Forest Plan nor the Two Rivers RMP were written with ecosystem
management in mind. In many cases the standards and guidelines do raait adequately consider the
various plant associations and community types that various land allocations cover. The result is a
piecemeal approach to vegetation management with only scattered attempts to identify or work within the
natural variation of those systems. Certain vegetation management activities, such as prescribed
burning, would not occur on a large enough sea4e to significantly improve forest health in the drier plant
communities,
Alternatives B and C
Although ,these two alternatives use an ecosystem approach to land management, ecosystem health
would continue to decline. Both alternatives are reactive and make few attempts to correct past
mistakes in land management direction. Certain vegetation management activities, suoh as prescribed
burning, would not occur at a large enough scale in Alternative B to signific.antly improve ecosystem
health. Prescribed burning could occur at a large enough scale in Alternative C to significantly improve
forest health in some of the drier plant communities.
Alternatives 0 and E
These two alternatives also take an ecosystem approach but are more proactive than Alternatives B and
C. Some attempts would be made to correct past mistakes in land management direction. Vegetation
management would more fuily mimic natural forces at the same frequencies, scales, and patterns,
Desired conditions and expected management would incorporate a range of acceptable conditions that
varies across the landscape rather than forcing one ideal across all boundaries. Most vegetation
management activities would occur at a large enough scale to improve ecosystem health. Prescribed
burning would favor earlier successional species and reduce overall stocking of trees or shrubs in the Dry
Mixed Conifer, Oak-Conifer, and Shrublands landscape units,
Fuels and Wildfire Risk

Natural fuels management is primarily a concern in part of Segment B and in Segments C, D, and F.
The discussion below focuses on those segments. In all alternatives, prescribed burning would convert
some areas back to earlier successional stages, favoring species such as ponderosa pine, Oregon white
oak, and grasses over species such as true fir, Douglas-fir, western juniper, sagebrush, and bitterbrush.
These stand conversions would favor wildlife species associated with open forest, savannas, and
grasslands over species associated with closed forest and shrublands. They would also favor low
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intensity fire over high intensity fire. Overall, fire severity would decline with lower suppression costs and
resource losses. Average fire size may not change significantly. Reducing natural fuels would lower
scenic quality over the short term but may improve scenic quality over the long term,
Returning fire to these areas would also replace a missing element important to proper ecosystem
functioning, in particular the poorly understood chemical and thermal effects fire produces in these
systems. No other technologies and practices can fully replace the chemical functions of fire and none
can even partially replace the thermal functions of fire. In drier plant communities, prescribed burning
could significantly reduce the risk of insect and disease epidemics associated with tree overstocking.
Prescribed burning may result in a longer period of stream flow in Class IV streams where burning
reduces stocking levels of either trees or shrubs, if this effect happens, then better developed riparian
plant communities may appear along some Class IV streams,
Alternatives B-E probably would lead to a fire management action plan integrated and coordinated
between the various landowners. With such a plan, firefighters would have strategic and tactical
guidelines that integrate river ooncems throughout the corridor: such as preattack control lines, identified
water sources and fire camp locations, and clearly defined areas too dangerous to place firefighters.
Alternative A
The full range of suppression tools would remain available, restricted only by terrain and standard
constraints. Ali fire suppression efforts must avoid dropping retardant into water bodies. The Mt. Hood
National Forest must avoid dropping retardant, foam, or water directly on spotted owl nest trees during
the nesting season unless no other method is available to save the tree.
When used, retardant would stain some rook and cultural resouroe features red, Within 2-5 years, the
staining would be unnoticeable to visitors more than 600 feet away or traveling faster than a walking
pace. It may remain noticeable to visitors closer than 600 feet or traveling at a waiking pace. Retardant
drops may land directly into some water bodies, despite the best efforts of the pilot. In that event! fish
kills are possible and invertebrate and microorganism kills are probable. The magnitude of the effect
woutd depend on the amount of retardant reaching the &ream and the streamfiow rate at the time, The
effect woutd continue until the retardant becomes sufficiently diluted. Dropping foam dire&/y into a water
body may have a similar effect on ~~ve~eb~~~tes and m~oro~rg~r~isr~s as retardant, however mixed foam
is very dilute when applied, Foam concentrate would have similar effects as retardant. Currently, foam
is not mixed at portable pumps, such as Mark ills, which are set up next to water bodies. Instead: it is
mixed in helicopter buckets or engines and then dropped or pumped to the fire, thus keeping foam
concentrate out of direct contact with water bodies.
Each distriot on the Mt. Hood National Forest would develop its own natural fuels management plan,
The BLM, State, Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs (CTWS), and private landowners may or may not
develop natural fuels plans. Coordination between the various landowners along the river is possible but
unlikely overall. Barlow and Bear Springs Ranger Disttiots would coordinate plans. The BLM and State
or BLM and CTWS would probably coordinate plans if they efeded to develop any, The private
landowners probably would not develop any natural fuels plans. This alternative would result in the
smallest natural fuels burning program of the five alternatives,
Poor coordination between the landowners would likely result in limited burning due to the lack of logical
control lines, leaving some areas too risky to bum. Natural fuels would continue to accumulate. More
fires would escape initial attack. The risk of a high intensity wildfire would increase, High intensity
wildfires would be larger, more oostly to control, and cause more resource damage. In Segment C and
parts of D, a large stand-replacing wildfire would convert closed timber stands of mixed conifers to
grasslands, shrublands, and woodlands, Riparian areas would be more likely to burn under a high
intensity fire. In turn, the larger wildfires would reduce habitat for wildlife species associated with oiosed
stands and riparian areas and reduce fish habitat quality. The risk that a high intensity wildfire would
leave the river corridor would increase with an associated risk increase to private lands and buildings,
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No restrictions on campfires would not change or mitigate any risks associated with recreation use,
especially in segments C, D, and F. As recreation use ieveis increased, wildfire risk would increase
The rate of risk increase would be greater in areas of accumulating natural fuels.
_~ternative B
Straight water is not as effective in fire suppression since it does not aiter the f~ammabil~ty and quantity
of the evoiving gasses, unlike retardants (Chandler et ai. 1963, Pyne ‘f 984) nor does it penetrate duff and
wood as effectively as water either retardant or surfactants (foam or “wet water”). The risk of a wildfire
escaping initia! attack would increase slightly. Average fire size would likely increase as would the risk
that a fire burning on public lands would reach private lands. In turn, suppression costs and resource
losses wouid increase over that expected in Alternative A.
Using straight water would have no effects on scenic quality and would allow a wider area of air
operations. Pilots need only to avoid spotted owl nests during the nesting season. Leaving aircraft free
to cover a larger area partially mitigates the lower effectiveness of straight water.
This alternative would result in fuels management plans only fur federal lands and establish the second
smallest potential program. Pians would be better coordinated between the federal agencies, allowing
slight improvements in the ability to seied logical control lines and would allow establishment of burn
block priorities. The resulting lower risk of an escaped fire would result in burning some areas that
otherwise would not be considered. Natural fuels would dedine in some areas and alter in some areas
Areas of natural fuefs accumulation would decline and become more isolated. Initial attack success
probability would increase.
Successilon would continue on state and private lands, favoring late successional plant and animal
communities. Areas dominated by older stands of tall shrubs and closed canopy forests would favor high
intensity fire over low intensity fire. Fire severity would remain the same or increase, as would
suppression costs and resource losses. Private lands would not experience any burning caused
reductions in visual quality.
The lack of campfire restrictions would not change or mitigate any risks associated with recreation use,
especially in segments C, D, and F. As recreation use levels increased, wildfire risk would increase.
Encouraging the use of fire pans on BLM lands would partially mitigate this risk. The prevention effect
would be relatively minor since no such encouragement would occur on adjoining Forest Service lands,
If the State, CTWS, and private landowners adopt similar regulations, the mitigation effects would cover
a longer area and likely be more effective.
Adternative C
This alternative resembles Alternative B in its effects with a few exceptions, Uncolored and fugitive
retardant would not stain rocks red. However, uncolored retardant is very difficult for the air tanker pilots
to see. The color in fugitive retardant last long enough for the pilots to place their drops effectively and
fades to a neutral color within 2-6 weeks, depending on sunlight intensity (Raybould 1993). Using
uncolored retardant increases the risk that retardant drops may land directly into some water bodies,
despite the best efforts of the pilot. Since the pilots cannot see previous retardant drops very well,
retardant use would not be as efficient. Some portions of the fire would not receive sufficient coverage
and other portions would receive too much, Average fire size might increase.
Using fugitive retardant would have the same effects as colored retardant except on visual quality. Once
the fugitive retardant fades, it should not signifcantiy detract from visual quality. Since retardant is a
fertilizer, areas receiving too much retardant would display the effects of over-fertilization on plants and,
possibly, water quality, depending on location.
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This alternative would include all public land in the natural fuels program. The potential for natural fuels
prescribed burning would be higher than Alternatives A and 8, but lower than Alternatives D and E.
Plans would be better coordinated between the various landowners than in Alternative B, allowing easier
establishment of bum block priorities. Logical control lines would be more likely as burn unit boundaries
could cross some ownership boundaries, The resulting lower risk of an escaped fire would result in
burning some areas that otherwise would not be considered. Natural fuels would decline in some areas
and alter in some areas. Areas of natural fuels accumulation would decline and become more isolated.
The probability that initial attack SUCCESS would increase. This alternative would have the same effects
on wildfire risk from campfires as Alternative B.
Alternative D
Nearly the full range of suppression tools would remain available, restricted only by terrain and standard
constraints. The effects would be the same as Alternative C for uncolored and fugitive retardant.
This alternative would result in fuels management plans for all public lands and probably for some of the
larger private landowners. The potential level of prescribed buming would be the second highest of the
five alternatives! due to the vegetation management criterion for initiating activities. Plans would be
better coordinated between the various landowners, allowing establishment of burn block priorities.
Logical control lines would be more likely as burn unit boundaries could cross some ownership
boundaries. The resulting lower risk of an escaped fire would result in burning some areas that other&se
would not be considered, Natural fuels would decline in some areas and alter in some areas. Areas of
natural fuels accumulation would decline and become more isolated. The probability that initial attack
SUCCESS would increase.
Campfire closures would reduce the risk of human caused fires away from Graveyard Butte and east of
Keep’s Milt. Recreation users would have easily identifiable boundaries to the closure by including
Forest Service lands between the boundary and Keep’s Miif. Encouraging the use of fire pans on BLM
lands would partially mitigate the risk during the open season, These campfire regulations would be
even more effective if other landowners adopt the same or similar regulations.
Alternative E
This alternative would have the same effects on firefighting efficiency and effectiveness and other
resources as Alternative A. it would have the same effects on natural fuels, wildfire risk, suppression
costs, resource losses, and so forth as Alternative D. The potential for natural fuels prescribed burning
would be the highest of the five alternatives.

PHYStCAL EFFECTS

Emissions from burning, either a prescribed fire or a wildfire, are directly related to the amount of
biomass consumed. Monitoring pre- and posttreatment activity fuels shows that under spring-like
weather and fuel moisture conditions the following expected levels of biomass consumption:
Similar consumption rates occur when burning natural fuels in the spring. Summerwildfire and summer
or fall prescribed burning produce much higher rates of consumption (Table 4,IO). Prescribed burning
consumes less material than wildfires due to fuel moisture conditions at the time of burning. The exact
level of consumption in a summer wildfire depends on fuel moistures and species involved,
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Ninety percent of emissions from burning are particles less than ten microns in size (PM,, >, the size of
concern for human health and visibility. The more biomass consumed, the greater the expected Pfv’(,
emissions. Table 4.11 displays typical loadings for slash, timber litter, shrub, and grass fuelbed with
expected consumption under spring and summer conditions. The loadings for the slash, timber sitter, and
shrub models are standardized models that represent White River, The grass model is a custom model
that includes some shrubs and better represents White River. The loadings shown are for comparative
purposes only and do not depict actual loadings.

Table 4.‘10. Expected biomass consumption under two different burning conditions.

Size Class of
-^^---. -“..

Prescribed
-“~-.“”Burning

Table 4.11 I Representative fuel loadings for various fueibeds representative of White River and
expected fuel consumption under spring and summer conditions,
Tons/Acre
Spring
Summer
Consumption
Consumption
Fuel Model
Total
Loading
-.-_.“-_l--.. .- . _ “...-..------.l.. ..“_.-_.^_ .- -... . -...” _....-...
mSlash (FM 12)’
87
37-61
26-42 (UB)
Timber Litter;’
56
17-25
33-50 (CF)3
(FM IO)
5.9-f.5
Shrubs (FM 6)”
7.5
5.5-7.2
2.3
Grass (Custom)5
2.3
2.3
.““-~t
Includes additional 38 tons/acre of 3”+ material and 1 in
duff @ 14 tons/acre/in
2
Includes additional 32 tons/acre of 3”+ material and 1 in
duff @ 14 tons/acre/in
3
UB-Underbum, CF--Crown Fire
4
Includes additional 1.5 tons/acre of foliage and no duff
5
No duff and no additional loading for shrub foliage

No summer consumption shows for the slash since we expect only to burn harvest units in the spring.
The Forest Service has not fall burned activity fuel units since the early 1980s and has not experienced a
wildfire in a stash unit since 1983.

Alternatives A and E
No change expected in average wildfire size in most landscape units, therefore expected emissions from
that source would not change. Prescribed burning of activity generated fuels would probably occur on a
regular basis, Afternative A would like/y result in the highest emissions and Alternative E the second
highest emissions from activity fuels burning. Alternative A would produce the lowest emissions from
natural fuels burning and Alternative E tbe highest Prescribed burning in FM 10 would reduce the total
loading and the risk of crown fire. Repeated burning, patiicularty in the Dry Mixed Conifer and
Oak-Conifer, and Shrublands landscape units would result in lower expeded total emissions over time as
total biOMaSS and crown fire risk decline.
Alternative B
Average wildfire size would probably increase, resulting in increased emissions in the Cool. Wet Mixed
Conifer! Mesic Mixed Conifer, Wetlands, Subaipine, and Lodgepole Flats landscape units. Prescribed
burning of activity fuels would occur on an irregular basis: resulting in the lowest expected emissions of
any alternative. Prescribed burning of natural fuels may occur in part of Segment B and in the Dry
Mixed Conifer and Oak-Conifer iandscape units in Segments C and D. InitiaIiy, expected emissions
would be quite high. Over time, expected total emissions should decline as prescribed burning reduces
total biomass and crown fire risk. The area potentially covered under a natural fuels burning program
does not differ significantly from Alternative A.
Alternative C
No change to a slight increase in average wildfire size would occur in the Cool. Wet Mixed Conifer,
Mesic Mixed Conifer! Wetlands, Subalpine, and Lodgepole Flats landscape units Prescribed burning of
activity fuels woufd occur on an irrcgufar basis: resulting in somewhat higher emissisns that Alternative
B, but less than Alternatives A! D, and E. Prescribed burning of natural fuels may oc~tsr in part of
Segment B and in the Dry Mixed Conifer and Oak-Conifer landscape units of Segments 6 and D.
Initially, expected emissions would be quite high. Over time, exgetied total emissions shoutd decline as
prescribed burning reduces total biomass and crown fire risk. Alternative C covers a larger potential area
for natural fuels than Alternative B, but less than Alternatives D and E.
Alternative D
No change to a slight increase in average wildfire sine would occur in the Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer,
Mesic Mixed Conifer, Wetlands, Subalpine, Lodgepole Flats, Oak-Conifer, and Shrublands Iandscape
units Prescribed burning of activity generated fuels would probably ~ceur on a regular basis, This
alternative would generate less emissions from activity fuels burning than Alternatives A and E, but more
than B and C. Prescribed burning of natural fue!s may occur in part of Segment B and in the Dry Mixed
Conifer, Oak-Conifer, Range, and Shrublands landscape units in Segments C, D, and F. Initiaily5
expected emissions would be quite high. Prescribed burning in the Shrublands landscape unit would
produce almost as many emissions as a summer wildfire, given the existing condition. Over time,
expected total emissions should decline as prescribed burning reduces total biomass and crown fire risk,
The Shrublands landscape unit would convert from a shrub fuel type to a grass fuel type.
Geoiogy
Alternatives A and E
This alternative permits the irreversible removal of an additional BQO,OgO cubic yards of the Old Maid
pyroclastic flow deposits. Additional potential sand sources exist along the river channel; however, that
material is the same as the current pit.
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Alternative B
This alternative would halt removal of the Old Maid pyroclastic flow deposits. It would provide the
maximum level of protection from human causes of any of the alternatives.
bIternative C
This alternative permits the irreversible removal of an additional 200,000 cubic yards of the Old Maid
pyrociastic flow deposits. Additional potential sand sources exist along the river channel; however, that
material is the same as the current pit.
Alternative D
This alternative permits the irreversible removal of an additional 400,800 cubic yards of the Old Maid
pyroctastic flow deposits. Additional potential sand sources exist along the river channel; however, that
material is the same as the current pit.

Required Disclosures
The interdisciplinary team determined that the five management alternatives met all applicable national
laws and executive orders with specific direction regarding wild an scenic rivers and National Forest and
BLM land management. These items included cultural resources water quality, forest regeneration,
scenic quality, air quality, soil productivity, and threatened, endangered, and sensitive plant and animal
species. The team determined that none of these alternatives would have significant adverse effects on
the above,
For all alternatives, irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources would not exceed those
discussed in the Final Environmental Impact Statements for the Mt. Hood National Forest Land and
Resource Management Plan and the Two Rivers Resource Management Plan. There are wetlands,
floodplains, prime farmlands, and rangelands within the planning area. Any effects on these are
evaluated in this chapter under the appropriate section. Until research can resolve some major scientific
uncertainzties, evaluation of ciimate changes in a document such as this would be speculative.
Native American rights, including those covered by the American Indian Religious Freedom Act, would
not be ahected. Effects on socioeconomics and civil rights, women, and minorities are discussed under
the appropriate sections.
Alternative A, the No Action alternative, complies with the Forest PIan and the Two Rivers RMP. The
other alternatives would require an amendment to the Forest Plan and Two Rivers RMP before they
could be implemented.
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of acres available for each ROS class by management alternative and
boundary alternative.
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Comparison Table 3-Water Quality and Quantity
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^--..“-“..“-..- ,I.-N
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Slight decrease in
Segment D

NC

E!!minated h Segment D
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0

w-s

Slight decrease in
Segment D
--

__

-to tJc
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Comparison Table SPrivatefPublic Lands Conflicts Segments D-F
.-“l.
^l--..”

MEASURES
Pub!ic access
methods
‘dumber and Iooatro!
of pub!ic access
points

3-White Rivef
Graveyard Butte,
mouth of the
Deschutes River

Actions to MiXB@

None

trespass

Risk to private iand:
frOM public fend
management
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,-,_~“_^^_-~“.“..-..

ALTERNATIVES
l-l - --“..-_--” “. “” ,^ ^. ----.~.-.“.^ - - - C
D
E
A
B
--._-.-.. ^ ..-.. “...-... --^...~”
“...“.,”
_-- _-._l.-.“-, “- .- ..--.
Kayak, foot, vehrcle
Kayak, foot, vehicle, Kayak, foot, vehicle,
Kayak, foot, vehicle
Kayyak, foot, vehicle
possrbly horse and
pcssibly horse and
mountain bike
mountain bike

5’

7--WhRe River.
6-White River,
5-White River,
6-White River,
Graveyard Butte, old Graveyard BuTie, old Graveyard Butte, old Graveyard Butte. old
and new 197, Tfgh
197; Tygh Valley
197, Tygh Valley
197, Tygh Valley
Valley State Park,
State Park, mouth of State Park, mouth of State Park, mouth of
mouth of the
the Deschutes River the Deschutes River the Deschutes River,
Deechutes River,
possibly Keeps Miti
possibly Keeps Mill
Sign roads and use
trails around
Graveyard Butte

Sign roads and use
trails around
Graveyard Butte

Sign roads, use
trails, and developed
trails around
Graveyard Butte

Pursue easements
up from old 197 and
down from Tygh
Valley State Park

Pursue easements
Pursue easements
up from old 197 and up from old 197 and
down from Tygh
down from Tygh
Valley State Park and
Valley State Park
watercraft takeouts
on Seg. E.

Sign roads, use
trails, and developed
trails around
Graveyard Butte
Pursue easements
along all of
Segments E and F

Acquire lands form
willing sellers to
“block up” federal
lands within Segment
D.
Moderate-high nsk
frm increasing
&itor use in canyon

Low

Low

Moderate risk if
prescribed fire used
extensively in canyon
and from increased
visitor use in canyon

Moderate risk if
piescribed fire used
extensively in
canyon,
moderate-high nsk
from increased v+sLor
use in canyon

Comparison Tabie Ga-Final Corridor Boundary
__ll---.__
MEASURES
Encompass
Outstandingly
Remarkable Values
Outstandingly
Remarkable Values
protected by other
agency or national 1
direction
Total Acres
Private Land Acres
E
Ease of on-the-ground
!i
identification

--

1
No

ALTERNATIVES
2
Yes

No

Yes

No’

13,697

27,160

16,188

a ~~~~lt s

.“^._-_“.-

3
No

y
ii:?; A:E, ;~~~s\~!i;~Moderately difficult tn C-E, Moderately dlfflcult

Based on ISC strategy for managing threatened, endangered, and sensitive species
.~. .m--.l. “.“.. . ” ---“.. ..-. ““. “. ..““..““...““.“. . .” ,. -. . ” .-.. ” -Comparison Table Gb--Final Viewshed Boundary
___ALTERNATIVES
-__
--“_-.II
MEASURES
I
--~_1 - . - . - . - - - 1 . - . - - - - - - 6
Number of important
7
viewpoints not included
29,068
Total acres
22,651'
12,880 - 1,908
Additional acres over
corridor boundary
,.-t
No interim Viewshed designated for Segments D-F
l_lll”“_lll_ll”_ll..“.” “.. . “_---“-.--- --. - - - -

III 0

~

43,873
31,685 -20,713

463

Comparison Table 7. Estimated costs for each action alternative to implement projects not a!ready
mentioned in the Forest Plan or RMP.
MACTAAA’ Projects
Limits of Acceptable Change Study
Power Site Withdrawal Reviews
Water Quality and In-stream Flow Study
Cooperative Ripatian Monitoring Program
Development and Downed Log Study
Research Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive
Species
Fish Habitat and Genetics Studies
Campground Fencing
Toilet at White River East Sno-park
New Site Rehabilitation Plan for Highway 35 Pit
Interpretive Plan
---^.~Comprehensive
...--TOTAL
~-__-.--ll--”
.
. .“-.“^.-- _.“-.-l. i .-_____----1
Managment Actions Common to All Action Alternatives

-

costs,-_“I, .^.^-~.. -.-$60,000
$4,500
$53,000
$25,000
$85,000

$38,000
$10,000
$10,000
$8,000
$29,000
,,-“_ll-l--l.-^-.I.
$322,500 _-l.-,.“.^l”“-.---.

Ah. E
D
Projects
Alt. B
Alt. C..,....-.
_..__. Alt.
--__II-----_..-l
$322,500
MACTAAAs
$322,500
$322!500
$322,500
$17,000
T,E, and S species
$17,000
$17,000
$-I 7,000
surveys
$5,000
Other Wildlife
$5,000
$2,000
$5,000
Surveys
Gap Fencing
$I30,000
$25,000
$25,000
$15,000
Cultural Resource
Surveys
Corridor Alt. 1
$164,088
$41,052
$42,052
$164,088
Corridor Alt, 2
$325908
$81,504
$325,908
$82,504
Corridor Alt. 3
$194,316
848,588
648,588
$194,316
Scenic Waysides
$748,000
$30,000
$635,000
$748,000
Recreation
8428,050
$54,950
$113,750
$299,000
Developments
Trails
$439,300
$146,000
$382,000
$202,000
Access Easements
$113,000
$73,000
$60,000
$60,000
Keeps Mill Road
$60,000
Scenic Easements
Corridor Alt. 1
$358,250
$358,250
$358,250
$358,250
Corridor Alts. 2 & 3
$237,750
$237,750
$237,750
$237,750
TOTALS
$0.97-1 .I3 million $1.66-1.82 million $2.26-2.54 million $2.66-2.95 million
NOTE: Alternative E includes possibility of land acquisition by BLM to consolidate public lands, acres
unknown at this time. Costs include $8,000 per acre for title work, survey and design, document
preparation, appraisal, negotiation, and title clearance, plus cost of land if purchased.
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CHAPTER 5: CONSULTATION WITH OTHERS
Interdisciplinary Team Members
Bill McGaffrey
Berry Phelps
Jeanne Blackmore
Marci Todd
Lance Holmberg
Dave Young
Cinda Scott
Linda Batten
Diana Ross

Mt. Hood
Prineville
Mt. Hood
Prineville
Mt. Hood
Prineville
Prinevifle
Mt. Hood
Mt. Hood

Dale Wonder-check
Joe Redden
Louisa Ever-s

Mt. Hood National Forest
Mt. Hood National Forest
Mt. Hood National Forest

National
BLM
National
BLM
National
BLM
BLM
National
National

Forest
Forest
Forest

Forest
Forest

ID Team Leader, Geologist
Outdoor Recreation Planner
Recreation, GIS
Archaeologist
Botanist
Fisheries Biologist
Fisheries Biologist
Hydrologist
ID Team Leader, Landscape
Architect
Wildlife Biologist
Timber Sale Planner
Fuels Planner, Writer-Editor

The following people provided valuable technical assistance:
Ron Haiverson
Beth Walton
Scott Stuemke
Chris Schulte
Steve Lent
Paul Halliday
Julie Schreck
Jim Griggs
Mark Fritsch
Jim Newton
Tom DeRoo
Dan Fissel
John H:anf
Dennis Beechler
Mary Ellen Fitzgerald
James Sipple
Steve Castillo
Rich Thurman
Paul Norman

Prineville BLM
Mt. Hood National Forest
Confederated Tribes of Warm
Springs
Mt. Hood National Forest
Prineville BLM
Oregon Department of Forestry
Mt. Hood Mational Forest
Confederated Tribes of Warm
Springs
Confederated Tribes of Warm
Springs
Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife
Mt. Hood National Forest
Mt. Hood National Forest
Prineville BLM
Mt. Hood National Forest
Mt. Hood National Forest
Prineville BLM
Prinevilie BLM
Mt. Hood National Forest
Mt. Hood National Forest

Botanist
Archaeologist
Cultural Resources
Assistant Fire Management Officer
Fire Management Officer
Fire Management Officer
Fisheries Biologist
Fisheries Biologist
Fisheries Biologist
Fisheries Biologist
Geologist
Range Conservationist
Range Conservationist
Recreation Planner
Winter Sports Coordinator
Recreation Technician
Timber
Wildlife Biologist
Wild and Scenic River Coordinator

Steve Pribyl
Kathryn Kostow

Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife
Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife

Fisheries Biologist
Geneticist

List of Agencies, Organizations, and Individuals Consulted
Art Webber
fvlark Jackson
Rob Batten
Larry Hoffman
Gary Asbridge
Doug Jones
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Forest Fuels Specialist
Mt. Hood National Forest
Confederated Tribes of Warm Spings Fire Management Officer
Fire Management Officer
Mt. Hood National Forest
Unit Forester
Oregon Depart of Forestry
Fisheries Biologist
Mt. Hood National Forest
Barlow Road Wagonmaster
Mt. Hood National Forest

APPENDIX A-WHITE RIVER FALLS
The DT proposes that the managing agencies conduct an eiigibihty and suitability study to include white
River Fa#s into the white River wild and Scenic River designation.
When Congress designated White River as a Wild and Scenic River, they excluded Cl.6 miles of the river
around White River Falls. This exclusion was to allow Northern Wasco County People’s Utility District
(PUD) the option of rehabilitating or reconstructing the abandoned power generation facilities. The PUD
had obtained a conditional permit from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and a water
right from Oregon Water Resources Department. in addition, PUD made a cooperative agreement with
Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation to manage Tygh Valley State Park.
In early July 1993, the PUD Board of Directors decided to discontinue the White River Fails hydroelectric
project. The agency plans to return both the water right to the state and the permit to FERC.
Management of Tygh Valley State Park has been returned to the state. The PUD would not object to
including White River Falls into the wild and scenic river designation and recommends that the managing
agencies secure the water right permit being abandoned by PUD.
White River Fails has at least three Outstandingly Remarkable Values that make it worthy of
consideration. First, the Congressional Record - Senate of October 7, 1988, specifically recognizes the
scenic value of White River Fails. Several residents along White River and in Tygh Valley and Maupin
have expressed confusion and dismay as to why White River Falls was excluded. They also believe the
Fails are one of the scenic values in Tygh Valley.
Second, the abandoned hydroelectric facilities constitute an outstandingly remarkable cultural resource
value, This plant was constructed in the 1920s and operated until the 1960s. The dam and diversion
faciiities on White River, portions of the penstocks , a dam on a side drainage above the powerplant, and
the powerhouse itself remain along with miscellaneous other facilities associated with the plant.
Third, the Falls offers outstanding recreational opportunities for the area. ft lies within the boundaries of
Tygh Valley State Park. Visitors to the park view the falls, photograph them, and hike to the old
powerhouse and the diversion dam to explore them. Opportunities exist for short day hikes to the ridges
above the falls and along the river beiow the falls. While the upper falls is unrunnable, kayakers
occasionally run the lower falls and the short series of rapids below the falls. The river next to the old
powerhouse is a popular swimming hole.
These events have taken place too late for the IDT to respond in a more comprehensive manner than an
appendix to the White River Management Plan EA, The Team recommends the following:
I. The managing agencies conduct the necessary studies to recommend to Congress inclusion of
White River Fails in the White River Wild and Scenic River designation.
2. The 0.6 miles of river around White River Fails should become part of Segment F and that
Segment F be designated a Scenic river.
3. Adopt the selected management, corridor boundary, and designated viewshed boundary
alternatives as the management plan for the area around White River Falls. The corridor
boundary should follow the same rim-to-rim concept used in the current Segment F. The
designated viewshed alternatives, except Alternative I, would require only minor adjustments to
include a viewshed around White River Falls.
Based on input received to date, the ID Team believes this recommendation would not cause any great
controversy in the local area. Little or no additional private land would be affected by inclusion, The
inclusion would recognize and protect one of the major scenic, cultural, and recreational values in Tygh
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Valley. This proposal is not intended to preclude options to upgrade existing recreational facilities or
construct new ones, such as buildings, picnic areas, campgrounds, or trails.
Introducing anadromous fish above White River Falls has been an issue since the 1960s. Under the
terms of the Northwest Regional Power Planning and Conservation Act, the anadromous fish passage
project constitutes an enhancement opportunity to compensate for other losses to anadromous fish runs
in the Columbia River basin that are directly associated with hydropower development. It also
constitutes an opportunity to increase anadromous fish production in the Deschutes River basin. This
plan does not analyze the current status regarding introduction of anadromous fish above White River
Falls because the affected area is greater than the wild and scenic river boundary. The Confederated
Tribes of Warm Springs would like to retain the opportunity to evaluate the introduction of anadromous
fish above the Falls. This proposal is not intended to preclude chances to explore this option or to
construct facilities designed to introduce anadromous fish above White River Fails, such as fish handling
facilities and access roads if the project is allowed to proceed.
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APPENDIX B: INTEGRATED LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
The ID Team decided to integrate landscape ecology concepts into the White River
Management Plan. We used an approach that, in essence, asks:
1.

What can the landscape produce?

2. Where can we get the things we want?
3.

How much of these things do we get?

The process applies to both commodities and amenities. It emphasizes what we leave, rather
than what we take. The approach to the land becomes ecologically-based, resource-neutral, rather than
the other way around. The process helps us view structures and ecological functions at the landscape
level. The results of each step in the process are listed below.
To start, we separated the analysis area into patches that contain similar vegetation, similar
productivity, and similar land form. These are the major patch types.
I. Major Patch Types
A. Rlocks ‘n’ Ice - at the base of the glacier. Generally bare ground with occasional shrubs, forbs.
and very stunted trees.
B. Subalpine - near timberiine. Typical tree species include whitebark pine, lodgepole pine, and
mountain hemlock. Trees often stunted and flagged. Very rugged with little human use,
currently. Most human use is in winter. Possibly wolverine habitat.
C. Lodgepole Flats - sandy fiats along upper White River. Bare ground common. Lodgepole pine
dominates tree layer. Alder, willow, and cottonwood common along old river channels. Area
braided with old channels, Mix of mesic and cold, arid plant indicator species. Chinkapin
present in shrub layer. Discontinuous moss @GheS dominate forb layer, may have spring
ephemerals present. Ftuvial glacial and glacial lacustrine deposits. Main Off Highway Vehicle
(OHV) play area.
D. Wetlands - spaghnum bogs, skunk cabbage bogs, and sedge and bulrush marshes. Lots of
surface water throughout the year, even in current drought period. High water table, many seeps
and springs, unusual Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive (TES) plant species, openings (see
page 8 of the Resource Assessment). Fluvial glacial and glacial lacustrine deposits, Little
evidence of human use in the sites visited. Heavily forested, similar to Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer.
E. Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer - high diversity in both overstory and understory. Upland areas contain
hemlock, noble fir, Douglas-fir, grand fir, western white pine, and, possibly, western larch in tree
layer; Pacific yew, rhododendron, Oregongrape, vine maple, and Douglas maple in the shrub
layer. Benches include the above plus Engelmann spruce, western redcedar, and cottonwood in
the tree layer and willows and alder in the shrub layer. High diversity of forbs in both uplands
and benches. Slopes range from gentle to steep. Current human use includes trail use and
timber harvest for variety of products.
F. Talus and Forested Rock - steep, loose rock areas with little or no vegetation and areas with
trees growing out of rock fields. Plant species present in any given location depends on aspect
and elevation. Cliffbrake fern, mosses, elderberry, and thimbleberry not uncommon. Pika
habitat. Little or no human use.
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G. Open Riparian - upper river area. Sandy, cobble substrate with fast moving water. River
meanders and changes course occasional&+. Cobble and sand deposition nearly constant.
Dense elders. willows, and cotisnwsods with few conifers along stream edge.
H. Canyon Riparian = middle and iower river except for Tygh Valley. Rocky substrate with fast
moving water. River entrenched with very narrow floodplain (few feet on either side). Exposed
bedrock and large boulders common in riverbed, Trees found along edge all the way to the
confluence with the Deschutes River. Exact tree species mix depends on elevation but species
found include western redcedar, grand fir, Douglas-fir, and ponderosa pine. Common shrubs
include willows, aiders, and Douglas maple. Occasional Pacific yew between Tygh Valley and
upper river. Harlequin duck habitat, Human use primarily recreation related.
I. Tygh Valley Riparian = low gradient with generally slow moving water. Meandering streambed
with oxbow ponds, Tree species present incfude ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and non-native
hardwoods, Wiiiows common. Cattails grow in slower moving, less disturbed areas. Adjacent to
farmland. Sand and gravel operation in lower portion near White River Falls.
J. Mesic Mixed Conifer = grand fir, western larch, western white pine, Douglas-fir, and ponderosa
pine characterize tree layer, Occasional Pacific yew and few shrubs in shrub layer. Many forbs
with little or no grass. Indicator species include ferns, such as lady fern and deer fern, vine
maple, Douglas-maple, thimbleberry, elderberry, snowberry, Oregongrape, trillium, and other
moist site forbs, Cottonwood appears at seeps and springs. Type found only on north aspects in
lower portions of the river canyon. Dominant human use has been timber harvest, grazing, and
hunting with some other recreational uses in the canyon.
K. Dry Mixed Conifer = grand fir, Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, and an occasional Oregon white oak
characterize tree layer, Ceanothus and manzanita common and tend to dominate openings.
Vine maple common shrub in slight moister sites. Fewer and more drought tolerant ferns, such
as bracken fern, typical. Lady slipper an uncommon, drought tolerant lily. Grassy openings may
appear. Dominant human use has been timber harvest, grazing, and hunting with some other
recreational uses in the canyon.
L. Oak-Conifer = more open tree canopies; woodlands and savannahs. Oregon white oak mixed
with either ponderosa pine and/or western juniper. Typical shrubs include antelope bitterbrush,
manzanita, sage, and rabbitbrush. Amounts of grass varies, depending on canopy closure,
shrub density, depth of needle layer, and aspect. Surface rock common. Basaltic soils, with
steep slopes, cliffs, and talus patches common, Paciffc or Cope’s giant salamander in springs
(awaiting positive ID of species), Species of interest include medusahead (noxious weed), Tygh
Valley milkvetch (TES plant), and Howell’s milkvetch (TES plant). Wild turkey habitat.
Dominant human uses includes grazing and hunting.
M. Shrubland = Only scattered trees of any species. Shrubs dominate; typical species include sage
and rabbitbrush, Grasses and dry site forbs dominate forb layer. Surface rock common, basalt.
Generally steep and cliffy, with some cliffs nearly vertical. Peregrine falcon habitat.
N. Range = grazed and ungrazed native grasses dominate the type.
0. Ag Lands = plowed and unplowed fields used for commercial crop production. Common crops
include wheat and hay. Includes stubble and fallow fields.
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II. Landscape Flows
We described the major flow phenomena for the area. Flow phenomena are elements or
organisms that move through the entire area, and into and out of the area. It helped to first identify the
major flow routes. We limited the discussion of wildlife as a flow phenomena to species mentioned in
the Resource Assessment, federally listed threatened and endangered species, management indicator
species, and commercially important species. We believe this limitation is necessary in order to keep
the analysis manageable.
A. Flow Routes
1,
2.
3.
4.
.5

Major roads (State 35, US 197, forest roads 48, 43, 3530, Graveyard Butte road)
Trails
White River/Iron Creek/Mineral Creek
Canyon rim
Bonney Butte, Barlow Butte, Graveyard Butte

B. Flow Phenomena
a. People
2. Wind
3. Fire
4. Water
5. Soil (upper river)
6. Insects and Diseases (pest species)
7. Peregrine falcon (TES)
8, Fish (Outstandingly Remarkable Value)
9. Livestock (commercial importance)
10. Wildlife
.
Bald eagle (TES)
0
Northern spotted owl (TES)
l
Harlequin duck (Resource Assessment)
l
Black rosey finch (Resource Assessment)
l
Pileated woodpecker (Mt. Hood LRMP indicator species)
0
Goshawk (potential TES)
0
Wild turkey (Mt. Hood LRMP indicator species)
.
Gray squirrel (Mt. Hood LRMP indicator species)
l
Wolverine (TES)
l
Pine marten (Mt. Hood LRMP indicator species)
l
Deer (Mt. Hood LRMP indicator species)
l
Elk (Mt. Hood LRMP indicator species)
l
Giant salamander (TES, Resource Assessment)
Ill. Matrix of Interactions (Table 1)
A matrix helped us understand how the flow phenomena interact with the patch types. We tried
to focus ,on functions, such as human use and ecology, and ways of functioning, such as capture,
production, and cycling. We did not go into much detail, but tried to capture the main thoughts with short
lists and phrases.
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lir. L3uccossiow artd Natural DisPurbances
We asked what types of disturbance each patch likely experienced prior to white settlement, and
how the disturbances affected the patch types. We attempted to describe the probable succession
following disturbance. Due to limited knowledge, we mostly described what each patch type might have
looked like shortly after each disturbance. We did not look at a very small scale, such as the
disturbances caused by fires less than one acre in size and individual tree death caused by insects and
disease. Another disturbance we did not discuss was volcanic eruption. Mt. Hood is a dormant volcano,
not a dead one. However, eruptions are too unpredictable to evaluate. Further, a major eruption. such
as experienced at Mt. St. Helen’s, would essentially change the landscape so completely that we cannot
effectively discuss its effects on the landscape. Therefore, we limited our discussion to larger scale
disturbances that are more-or-less predictable and known.

A. Rocks ‘N’ Ice
1.

Disturbances = typical events include glacial advances and retreats on a very long time
scale, glacial outwash bursts on an infrequent basis, and avalanches or heavy rains on a
more frequent basis, Wind and freeze/thaw erosion occur every year. These events tend to
scour out vegetation and soil, change topography, and change the river channel form and
location. The size of disturbance varies greatly, although glacial outwash burst, glacial
advances and retreats, and avalanches tend to affect larger areas than the other disturbance
types. Disturbance shape tends to be linear and flow downhill. Wind erosion, when
detectable, occurs in the direction of the strongest winds
2. Succession = in areas heavily scoured, primary succession begins as wind and animal borne
seeds and spores recolonize the disturbed area. In other areas, some deeper rooted
vegetation will resprout and wind and animal borne seed and spores will recolonize the site.
We have little information of the probable species involved. Recovery to the previous level
of vegetation is very slow due to very short growing seasons, limited soil development and
limited organic matter for nutrjents. Disturbed areas can experience the freeze/thaw erosion
on a larger scale? delaying and slowing recovery. Initially, the area may have limited plant
diversity.
B. Subalpine
1.

Disturbances = typicat events include glacial advances and retreats on a very long time
scale; glacial outwash bursts, debris flows, fire, and epidemic insect outbreaks on an
infrequent basis, and avalanches or heavy rains on a more frequent basis. Wind and
freeze/thaw erosion occur every year. These events tend to scour out vegetation and soil.
change topography, and change the river channel form and location. The size of
disturbance varies greatly, although glacial outwash bursts, debris flows glacial advances
and retreats, and avalanches tend to affect larger areas than the other disturbance types.
Disturbance shape tends to be linear and flow downhill. Wind erosion. when detectable, and
fire kill occurs in the direction of the strongest winds. Insect mortality tends towards a
ameboid shape, although wind may play an important role in dispersing insects at this
exposed elevation.
2. Succession - Successional patterns are similar to that described in Rocks ‘N’ Ice except this
patch type contains trees Due to harsh conditions, the species present now are the most
likely recolonizers after disturbance. Disturbed areas can experience the freeze/thaw
erosion on a larger scale, delaying and slowing recovery. Freeze/thaw erosion would
decrease as trees begin to shade the area and reduce daily temperature variations,
C. Lodgepole Flats
1. Disturbances = typical events include glacial outwash bursts, debris flows, fire, fiooding, and
epidemic insect and disease attacks on a infrequent basis. Fire may or may not occur
during an insect outbreak; however, large fire is unlikely without some event to open the
canopy and allow fuels to dry. Insect outbreak is the most likely source of such an opening.
Glacial outbursts, debris flows, and flooding tend to create long, linear openings, These
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events may also change the river channel, thus changing the patch type. Insect and disease
outbreaks and fire tend to create irregular openings of varying size and shape.
2. Succession = Immediately following disturbance conditions favor cottonwoods, lodgepole,
lupines, and other plants with wind borne seed. We do not know of any species stored in a
below surface “seed bank” that might germinate following disturbance. Initially, cottonwoods
may dominate the scene. Stands tend to be even-aged. If the river changes course, then
rtparian vegetation will likely dominate the scene for a long time and the new river banks will
tend to be unstable and easily eroded. If the patch type remains undisturbed long enough
the adjacent upland vegetation wtll eventually “invade” and change the patch type,
D. Ml&lands
1.

Disturbances = typical events include flooding, debris flows, epidemic insect outbreak, fire,
blowdown, and beaver ponding on an infrequent basis. Flooding and debris flows tend to
create long, linear openings. Epidemic insect outbreaks, fire, and beaver ponding tend to
create irregular shapes and sizes. Blowdown may create either a tong, linear opening or an
irregularly shaped opening. Flooding can create channels that drain the wetland and change
the patch type. Debris flows may bury the wetland, changing the patch type. Epidemic
insect outbreak, blowdown, and fire may occur in some combination of the three events over
a relatively short time scale (IO-20 years). Any event which creates an opening without
creating a drainage channel will raise the water table. Ponding will drown the existing
species.
2. Succession = Disturbances which raise the water table favor Engeimann spruce and western
redcedar over other conifers. Cottonwoods, alders and other riparian vegetation will tend to
dominate new openings. Initial diversity would be quite high, especially in the forb layer. As
trees successfutly reestablish, the water table lowers, the canopy closes, and diversity drops.
E. Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer
I.

Disturbances = typi& events include epidemic insect and disease outbreaks, fire, btowdown,
and landslides on an infrequent basis. Openings created by epidemic insect outbreaks and
fire tend to be large (several hundred to several thousand acres} and irregular& shaped.
Openings created by disease outbreaks tend to be small or medium sized and somewhat
circular. Blowdown created openings are irregular in size and shape. Landslides create
long, linear openings. All these events may occur in some combination. A large fire
requires an existing opening of small or medium size to allow fuels to dry. The fires tend to
be stand replacing events with tittle under-burning. kandslides rarely happen without a large
fire to remove protective vegetation and duff. Blowdown may occur at any successional
stage. The other events occur most frequently in the later successional stages; the closer a
given site is to the climax stage, the more likely a major disturbance will happen.
2. Succession = initially, the more shade intolerant tree species would dominate the site.
Typical species include Douglas-fir, noble fir, western white pine, and western larch.
Cottonwoods, aiders, and willows may dominate some areas on benches. Many under-story
shrubs would resprout, with maples, rhododendron, and Oregongrape common. Pacific yew
may resprout or germinate from soil stored seeds. Plants with wind borne seed would
dominate the forb layer. Generally, all species present now would reestablish following
disturbance, but some species may be present only at very reduced levels, such as trillium,
and other species would not dominate the scene, such as western redcedar. Stands would
have an even-aged structure.
F. Talus and Forested Rock
1.

2.

Disturbances = typical events include fire and rock slides. Rock movement may occur
annually due to freeze/thaw action loosening rocks. Fire may spot across a talus area,
burning the vegetation patches. Removing the vegetation and heating from tire causes
rocks to loosen and slide.
Succession = eventually soil and organic matter accumulate in semi-stable pockets, allowing
plants with wind or animal borne seed to colonize or recolonize the spot. The nutrient flush
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ireated by fire fnay alkcw shmbs k3 rapidkj r‘esprout and

promote rapid recolonization by

some forbs.
G. Open Riparian
I,

Disturbances = typicai events include glacial advances and retreats on a very long time
scale, glacial out wash bursts and debris flows on an infrequent basis, and flooding and
avalanches on a frequent basis. These disturbances can change the river channel and form,
and increase erosion, bank wash, sediment ) and water turbidity. Riparian vegetation may
be uprooted or buried. Even minor flooding may cause changes to the river, particularly
below Highway 35.
2. Succession = riparian vegetation, such as alders and willows, reestablish and begin to
stabilize the bank. Accumulated sediment eventually scours out of the main bed, except in
some pools.
H. Canyon Riparian
1,

Disturbances = typical events include debris flows, flooding, and, to a limited extent, fire.
These disturbances cause only minor changes to river location since this patch type occurs
in deep canyons. They can change pool numbers, sizes, and locations
2. Succession - riparian vegetation reestablishes either through seeding or resprouting. Initial
conifers may include Engelmann spruce and western redcedar in the upper portions of the
type, Should fire destroy the seed source below White River Falls conifers may be
eliminated from the canyon for many decades.
I. Tygh Valley Riparian
I.

Disturbance = flooding and, to a limited extent, fire and debris flows, caused most changes.
Flooding can alter the river channel and form. Sediment would tend to accumulate in psols
and slower channels. Riparian vegetation may be uproot or toppled.
2. Succession - if the hardwood trees and shrubs maintained some connection with the ground,
they could resprout from roots and epicormic buds in the main bole, Cattails could colonize
or recolonize pools and slow moving channels.
J. Mesic Mixed Conifer
I.

Disturbances = typical events include epidemic insect and disease outbreaks, fire, and
blowdown. These events may occur in combination. The disturbance pattern is similar to
Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer, but on a smaller scale. Fires will underburn more areas than in
Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer, but stand replacing fire is the dominant fire type. Within the
canyon, soil creep, ravel, and small landslides may create additional disturbance, usually
following fire.
2. Succession = important initial conifers include ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir, Western
white pine, western larch, and lodgepole pine are important minor species, Soil stored seed
may germinate, with ceanothus and manzanita the most common species Maples,
Oregongrape, snowberry, elderberry, and thimbleberry would resprout. Plants with wind
borne seed, such as fireweed, could dominate the scene initially. Cottonwood would
dominate in wet areas Without continued disturbance or very limited disturbance, grand fir
would recolonize and eventually dominate the type. Most stands have an even-aged
structure,
K. Dry Mixed Conifer
1.

Disturbances = fire is the most common major disturbance, Insects and disease create very
small openings and epidemic outbreaks are rare. The normal pattern is under-burning with
occasional patches of torching and crowning. Burned areas would be large and irregularly
shaped.
2. Succession = ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir are the most common species, with Oregon
white oak an important minor component. Incense-cedar may be an important minor species
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on the south side of the river, Shrubs resprout or gem-iinate from soil stored seed. Forbs
with wind borne seed may dominate patches. Grasses become more dominant in the
under-story as conditions become drier. As disturbance continues, the tree canopy becomes
vertically stratified, Without disturbance, grand fir recolonizes and eventually dominates the
type. Stands typically have an uneven-aged structure.
L. Oak-Conifer
1.

Disturbance = fire is the most important major disturbance, typically underbuming large areas
at frequent inter-vats, Burned areas would be very large and irregularly shaped, Insect and
disease attacks reached epidemic levels only after a long fire-free interval allowed tree
stocking to become quite dense.
2. Succession = under-burning mostly served to create very small openings and suitable
seedbeds for tree regeneration. Ponderosa pine and Oregon white oak dominate the type
with stands showing an uneven-aged structure. Frequent fire restricted juniper to rocky
areas that burned infrequently. Burning typically would rejuvenate the understory and create
sites suitable for short-lived species. Most of these short-lived species spread via wind
borne seed.
M. Shrubland
‘1,
2.

Disturbance = fire is the most important major disturbance, typically burning very large areas
at infrequent intervals.
Succession = burning favors grasses over shrubs at relatively frequent intervals. Both sage
and antelope bitter-brush are sensitive to fire. Fire favors rabbitbrush. Burning rejuvenates
grasses and forbs and creates sites suitable for short-lived species. Most of these
short-lived species spread via wind borne seed.

N. Range
‘1.

Disturbance = fire is the most important major disturbance on the area as a whole. Range in
the biscuit-scabland formation also experiences inundation during snowmelt. The ctayey and
stow draining “scabs” tend to create vernal ponds and streams, The size and duration of the
ponds and streams depends on snowpack and rate of snowmelt.
2. Succession = burning rejuvenates grasses and forbs and creates sites suitable for short-lived
species. Most of these short-lived species spread via wind borne seed. If the fire return
interval is long enough, fire tends to disfavor bunchgrasses as long term smoldering in the
“bunch” kills buds.
0. Ag Lands
,l.
2.

Disturbance = prior to white settlement these areas fell into the Range or Shrubland patch
types and experienced the same type of disturbances, Currently these lands are plowed on
a regular basis and either planted or allowed to tie fallow for a year.
Succession = prior to white settlement succession probably followed the same patterns as
Range and Shrubland.

P. AH Patch Types - Disturbance Consequences
1.

Generally = opening favor wildlife species associate with edge habitat and early successional
plant communities and disfavor wildlife species associated with closed canopies and later
successional plant communities. Recreation use in the summer may decrease until forests
regenerate. Recreation use in the fall and winter may increase due to better habitat for
game species and fewer obstacles to skiers and snowmobilers. Some areas may become
good to excellent for morel mushrooms but poor for chantrelle mushrooms. Safety concerns
increase, especially in areas burned with stand replacement fire and subject to landslides
and debris flows. As fire severity increases, soil erosion hazard increases Retardant drops
can stain rock formations and talus slopes for several years. Noxious weeds and weedy
natives tend to increase in disturbed areas, particularly where the disturbance exposes
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mineral soil. Fire and fire suppression can both expose and damage cultural resource sites.
Forage quality and quantity generally increases.
2. Specificallv = the riparian patch types may experience increased water temperatures and
sediment, and major ash input can degrade fish habitat and cause fish kills. Ag Lands and
Range can experience major financial losses for private landowners if fire burns crops and
homes,
V. Functional Links
Describing links into and out of this analysis area to connect the river corridor to the larger
landscape. We looked at routes where living and nonliving things crossed the borders of the river
corridor.
A. US Highway 197 and State Highway 35 = move people into, through, and out of the area rapidly.
B. White River
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Recreational human use concentrated on upper end
Private land ownership and farming concentrated on lower end
Wind funneled down the river canyon
Fire locally bums upslope but generally bums down drainage
Big game movement is up and down river
Fish movement between White River Falls and upper end

C. Minor roads
I. Barlow Road and Forest Road 48 parallel river in upper end
2. Wamic Crossing only public access to river by road between Keep’s Mill and Tygh Valley
3. Most roads access canyon rim
4. Forest Road 43 connects Road 48, Barlow Road and US Highway 26
D. Side drainages
I s Access to fish spawning areas
2. Big game travel corridors
3. Water diversions for irrigation and drinking
E. Major ridges
I. Barlow Butte and Bonney Butte help define viewshed in upper end
2. Canyon rim encloses river and defines viewshed in canyon area.
VI. Other Considerations
We listed important elements we need to consider in deveioping a management plan for the
river. One element is important landscape pieces we want to maintain, enhance, or protect. These
landscape pieces are included in the patch types, but not a specific indicator of a patch type. Another is
how to deal with human-caused fragmentation. We need to insure that animal travel corridors and
migration routes remain to connect patch types Lastly, we need to figure out how much we should
mimic natural process in producing the various goods and services from the river corridor,
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A. Rare, Unusual, Critical, and Unique Landscape Elements
I,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6,

Grassy balds in Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer
Aspen groves in Talus
Old homesteads and current homes
Rare plants
Pacific yew
Cultural resource sites
l Barlow Road
l Keep’s Mill
l Prehistoric sites

B. Fragmentation
I.

Background = openings in forest created to supply commercial products and to convert
stands to earlier successional stages
2, Human perspective = not necessarily bad since provides visual diversity. Geometric shapes
and clearcutting not preferred by much of public, but do not like unhealthy appearing,
defoliated trees either, Federal laws limit opening size.
3, Biological perspective = need to provide habitat for old growth dependent species and big
game security. Losing habitat for species which use closed or denser canopy stands than in
regeneration cuts and defoliated areas on moister end. Losing habitat for species dependent
on open canopy, vertically stratified forests on drier end. Laws do not allow openings large
enough to mimic natural processes in Cosl, Wet Mixed Conifer and Mesic Mixed Conifer.
Human created openings larger than that provided by flatwail processes in Dry Mixed Conifer
and Pine-Oak. Oak-Juniper probably unaffected by human-caused fragmentation.
4, Watershed/Fisheries = watershed begins to deteriorate once a certain amount of area gets
opened, Upper watershed naturally unstable and produces much sediment, river changes
course on occasion. River still has not recovered from latest course change in 1967.
C. Missing pieces in the Landscape
1.
2.
3.
4.
5,
6.
7.
8.
9.

Intermediate sized (I I-28” D&H) trees throughout forested area
Open, parklike stands of ponderosa pine and Oregon white oak
Semi-open stands of ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir with vertically stratified canopy
Grassy under-story in Dry Mixed Conifer and in Pine-Oak on flatter ground
Interpretation of human and natural history
Accessible facilities, campgrounds, and trails
Ground vegetation in and around primitive campgrounds
Rotten logs in older harvest units
Organic soil cover in harvest units

D. Extent to Mimic Nature
I, Maintain seral stages of plant associations on drier end of forest types
2. Provide more shrubs and mesie forbs than a frequent fire may have provided
3. Retain appropriate levels of snags and downed logs
4. Protect private landowners from financial and personal losses due to fire
5. Want to more closely mimic presettlement stand conditions m on National Forest lands
VII. Final Landscape Units
The Major Patch Types described in section I became our final landscape units. Refer to
Section I for a description of those landscape units. Briefly, they include:
A. Rocks ‘N’ Ice
B. Subapline
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C. Lodgepole Flats
D. Wetlands
E, Cool, Wet Mixed Conifer
F. Talus and Forested Rock
G. Open Riparian
H. Canyon Riparian
I. Tygh Vaiiey Ripatian
J. Mesic Mixed Conifer
K. Dry Mixed Conifer
L. Oak-Conifer
M. Shrublands
N. Range
0. Ag Lands

Patch Type

People

Flow Phenomena
Wind

Fire
Almost never burns (500+ years). Nutrient
cycling, degrades scenic quality.

from Timberline Lodge, Mt. Hood
on Mt. Hood.
material gathering, travel, hunting.
Subalpine
Nonmotorized winter sports and snow
Creates flagged trees, erosion
that pedestals plants, life
play, summer hiking. Timberline and
White River trails. Seen from Timberline threatening situations in winter.
Pollen and seed dispersal.
Lodge and other viewpoints. Formerly
summer camping areas for Native
Americans, hunting and gathering in
earlier SUCCeSSiOnal -.--I.--..-^._-.-..----Stages, burning.
.-..... -.-...._.._...-...._._.._..__
Lodgepole Flats’Sno-parks, winter sports and snow play,
Pollen and seed dispersal.
photography, Sightseeing, dispersed
1 Creates cooler2 moister
(camping, hunting, horseback riding, OHVs rmicroclimate. Cool air off Mt.
Hood settles and creates frost
(Illegal use), timber harvest. Primitive
pockets. Venturi effect at
Campgrounds (White River Station and
Barlow Crossing). Hwy 35, Barlow Road, outhouses.
road 43. Bonney Creek and White River
trails. State sand and gravel operation.
Seen from Timberline Lodge and other
viewpoints. Native Americans--plant
collection, temporary camps, travel route.
Wetlands
Plant collecting for cultural uses by tribes, Pollen and seed dispersal,
plant photography, possibly some skiing, blowdown problems along edges
of new openings, fiutrient cycling.
sightseeing. Little used. Native
Americans--plant collection, hunting.
-----.---.-.--.---- -..._ -.-.- .._....... ----..--i..-.--.._- -- .._.. -....._.^__ -___
w
2.x
4

--

Very long return interval (300+ yrs). Stand
replacing. Mainly spreads by spotting and
crowning. Nutrient cycling, creates snags and
downed wood, increases huckleberry
production, degrades scenic quality.

Long return interval (ZOO+ yrs). Stand
replacing. Mainly spreads by spotting and
crowning. Nutrient cycling, creates snags and
downed wood, degrades scenic quality.

Very long return interval (300+ yrs). Stand
replacing. Often provides a fuel break for
surface fires. Area in type may increase after
fire. Nutrient cycling, creates snags and
downed wood, degrades scenic quality.

Flow Phenomena
Patch Type

People

-.----..__- ..__._
Cool, Wet
Hunting, timber harvest, horseback riding
Mixed Conifer (?), skiing, mountain biking, mushroom
collection, huckleberry gathering (?), cedar
bark collection, potentially yew collection
(taxol), sightseeing. Barlow Creek and
Klinger’s CGs. White River, Barlow
Ridge, and Bonney Creek trails. Road 48
and Barlow Road. Seen from Timberline
Lodge and other viewpoints. Native
Americans--plant collection, hunting,
timber harvest.____--.Talus
Keep’s Mill flume. Roads 2120 and 4885.
Natural openings, scenic diversity. Seen
from Timberline Lodge, spots along
canyon rim, river. Native
Americans--collect elderberries and rocks,
religious uses.
Open Riparian Fishing, hiking, swimming from White
River Station and below, dispersed
camping, inappropriate OHV use. Barrier
to skiing. Primitive CampQrOUndS (Barlow
Creek, Barlow Crossing, White River
Station). Native Americans--plant
collection, fishing, travel routes, rock
collection, camps.
Canyon
Fishing, kayaking Keep’s Mill-TyQh ValleT
and White River Falls-mouth, dispersed
Riparian
camping, swimming below White River
Falls. Keep’s Mill CG. Clear Creek and
Camas Creek trails. Seen from White
River Falls State Park, Graveyard Butte.
and other viewpoints. BN railroad tracks
at mouth. BPA powerline. Inaccessible
and primitive. Native Americans--fishing,
plant collection.
_.-._- --_ -! camps,
..-

Fire

Wind

Long return interval (200+ yrs). Stand
Pollen and seed dispersal,
blowdown problems along edges replacing. Mainly spreads by crowning. High
of new openings, nutrient cycling. [severity bum probable. Nutrient cycling,
1 creates snags and downed wood, degrades
scenic quality.

I

~..
----~~-Pollen and seed dispersal. Some Variable return interval. Spreads mainly by -.
spotting. Larger areas serve as fuel breaks for
cooling on hot days.
surface fire. potential safety zones. Nutrient
cycling, creates snags and downed wood,
degrades scenic quality. Retardant drops may
alter rock color for several vears.
Pollen and seed dispersal. Blows Rarely burns. Nutrient cycling, creates snags
and downed wood, degrades scenic quality.
macroinvertebrates and woody
Increases water temperature, sediment input.
material into streams.
macroinvertebrate populations. Stimulate
hardwood regen. Ash alters chemistry. Large
ash inputs and retardant drops directly into
stream can kill fish and amphibians.
Pollen and seed dispersal. Blows
macroinvertebrates and woody
material into streams. Wind
funneled and strengthened.

Moderate to long return intervals (50-200 yrs).
Nutrient cycling, creates snags and downed
/wood, degrades scenic quality. Somewhat
1 increase water temps (topography shades),
1 higher potential for ash, rock and sediment
1 Input. Stimulate hardwood regen. Large ash
Inputs and retardant drops directly into stream
;can kill fish and amphibians.

Patch Type
Tygh Valiey
Riparian

Mesic Mixed
Conifer

Dry Mixed
Conifer

Pine-Oak

___-_-People
- _..... - _..._ ._-____ -_. . ._ _
Swimming, tubing, canoeing, fishing?
horseback riding, birding, bird hunting,
irrigating. Agriculture adjacent and into
area; Mtn. Fir mill site adjacent and into
area. Private sand and gravel operations.,
Scenic diversity from US 197/OR 216;
Tygh Valley. Seen from State Park,
Juniper Flat Road. Native
Americans--fishing, camps, plant
collection, travel routes, hunting.
Timber harvest, mushroom and firewood
collection, hunting, photography,
sightseeing. Rimrock Trail (not
maintained), Clear Creek Trail. Keep’s
Mill Road. Road 4885 unsafe to drive in
canyon. Seen from Keep’s Mill, river, rock
outcrops on rim, forest roads. Native
Americans--plant
hunting. -..
_collection,
..._...^ -_^_. - ___Hunting, timber harvest and firewood
collection on adjacent flats. McCubbin’s
Gulch OHV area adjacent. Only access is
Keep’s Mill Road. Seen from river.
Native Americans--plant collection,
hunting.
Hunting, plant and fruit/nut collecting and
camps by tribes. Homes and homesteads.
Seen from Graveyard Butte, Wamic
Crossing, US 197, OR 216, Tygh Valley,
Juniper Flat Road. Much private
ownership.

_ .._.._

Flow Phenomena

- _..._. -.Wind
Fire
---_.
- ^__.._ -._- _..._-_i
Pollen and seed dispersal. Blows ’ Wildland/urban interface. Degrade surface
macroinvertebrates and woody <water for drinking purposes. Nutrient cycling,
material into streams. Blows
i creates snags and downed wood, degrades
sprayed pesticides and fertilizer iscenic quality. Increases water temperature,
into streams.
sediment input, macroinvertebrate populations.
Stimulate hardwood regen. Large ash inputs
and retardant drops directly into stream can kill
; fish and amphibians. Capture ash and
Isediment washed into stream in Open and
Canyon Riparian types.
.._-.....+I ...-.._._
---.Pollen and seed dispersal.
Moderate return interval (50-I 50 yrs). Mix of
Blowdown possible along edges crown fire and underburning. Nutrient cycling,
of new openings. Flags trees in creates snags and downed wood, degrades
canyon. Funneled and
i scenic quality. Favors earlier successional
strengthened in canyon. Strong $ species and stages, noxious weeds. Promotes
diurnal winds.
i morel mushrooms, ceanothus, and manzanita
in new openings. Increases biodiversity.
Pollen and seed dispersal. Flags Moderate return interval (25-75 yrs). Primarily
trees in canyon. Funneled and
underbuming. Nutrient cycling, creates snags
strengthened in canyon. Strong 1 and downed wood. Favors pine and oak,
diurnal winds.
1 noxious weeds. Promotes morel mushrooms,
ceanothus, and manzanita in new openings.
Potential
for human caused fires.
II_~---..-.---Pollen and seed dispersal. Flags .Short return interval (5-25 yrs). Nutrient
cycling, creates snags and downed wood.
pines in canyon. Funneled and
strengthened in canyon. Strong Favors cheatgrass, noxious weeds, fire
diurnal winds.
idependant/adapted forbs. Rejuvenate
i decadent native grasses. Creates and
i maintains open, parklike stands.
Wildland/urban interface. Potential for human
caused fires.
:----..~-

___.. _^
Patch Type
Qak-Juniper

_

-...
Pcx1p/f2

Flow Phenomena
Fire

Wind
__... - _ -..--- -- __ -..-.-. 1 - .._.. .,.. ..1 Hunting, plarlt and fruit/nut collecting, by
‘olllen and seed dispersal.
tribes. Homes and homesteads. BPA
5mbeds sand in juniper bark.
powerline. Possibly seen from Graveyard
Butte and Tygh Valley. Native
Americans--hunting, plant collection,
t camps.

>hort to moderate return interval (5-50 yrs).
1 Underburns. If frequent enough, reduces
ijuniper populations. If reduce juniper, then
i Increase stream flows. Creates snags and
i downed wood. Favors cheatgrass,
medusahead, noxious weeds, fire
dependent/adapted forbs. Wildland/urban
interface. Potent.ial for human caused fires.
‘ollen and seed dispersal.
Moderate return interval (50-l 00 yrs). Nutrier~rShrub/and
1 Hunting, plant collecting by tribes. BN
i railroad tracks at mouth. Seen from
cycling. Favors cheatgrass, medusahead,
rypically. very strong winds.
1 Deschutes River and State Park.
noxious weeds, fire dependantidapted forbs.
Potential
for railroad
caused fires.
_.__ ........--i-‘-l. _ .._.. .-...--- .-__._...._ - _................
-- ..-........-.-Jollen and seed dispersal.
; Bird hunting, horseback riding. Homes
Moderate to long return interval (25-150 yrs)~
Range
1 and homesteads. BPA powerline. Native rypicaily, very strong winds.
/Biscuit scabland tends to long interval due to
idiscontinuous fuels. Nutrient cycling. Favors
#American hunting.
1 cheatgrass, medusahead, noxious weeds, fire
I dependant/adapted forbs. Wildland/urban
-__-_-.-...-.-...- ._..._________ - - t j- interface.
Farming, irrigating: spraying pesticides
>ollen and seed dispersal.
/ Return interval greatly altered. Field burning.
Ag Lands
and fertilizers, hunting. BPA powedine.
3osion. Typically, very strong , Plowed fields and green field serve as fuel
Scenic diversity. Seen from US 19710R
Ninds.
1 breaks. Volunteer and rural fire departments or
/no organized
fire protection.
i216, Tygh Valley, Juniper Flats Road.
.- _....._.. -______I-...---..-...
Insects & Disease
Water
Patch Type
- Rocks ‘n’ Ice i Capture via ice dams with sudden failure. Mostly surface F
Iflow, shape river channel. Avalanches scour vegetation and [

N/A

Flow Phenomena
Patch Type

Water

Insects & Disease

iodgepoie F/a&/Capture, storage: transfer through subsurface fiow. Spread ‘Create snags and downed logs, nutrient cyciing, mistletoe
j hazardous material spills from major roads and state rock
creates nesting habitat, degrades wood quality, creates canopy
storage areas. Run-out area for ice dam failures, create
gaps, degrades scenic quality.
,downed logs and changes river channel. Flooding changes
river channel, creates downed logs and snags, can drain
1
wetlands. Seed dispersal. Channeled area at Hwy 35
I
1 reduces flood energy and spread of sediment. rocks, and
]
/any organic debris south of the highway.
Wetlands
1 Primarily capture and storage. Limit.ed transfer through
Create snags and downed logs, nutrient cycling, mistletoe
isubsurface and surface flow. Nutrient sinks.
i creates nesting habitat, degrades wood quality, creates canopy
quality.
-___^---._-_ _..__
--- .^.. -..-__ - ._._ -..--.-- -gaps. degrades scenic
--~~---..--_I_-_-.--I
Capture, storage, and transfer through surface and
g Create snags and downed logs, nutrient cycling, mistletoe
flow. Nutrient cycling. Seed dispersal. Form
/creates nesting habitat, degrades wood quality, creates canopy
channels in small streams. Some fish spawning habitat in 1 gaps, degrades scenic quality. Spruce budworm at epidemic
larger side streams. Shift organic and inorganic material to 1 levels.
1 alter pool and riffle size, location, and frequency.
I
snags and downed logs, nutrient cycling, mistletoe

nc;sting habi2at.

Canyon
Riparian

Tygh Va//ey
Riparian

Insect and seed dispersal. Mixes oxygen. Transfer
hazardous material spills from major roads and litter from
campsites. _--------Flooding alters river channel. Shift organic and inorganic
material to alter pool and riffle size, location, and frequency.
insect and seed dispersal. Mixes oxygen. Transfer
hazardous material spills from major roads! and litter and
human waste from campsites and other human uses.
Flooding alters river channel. Shift organic and inorganic
material to alter pool and riffle size, location, and frequency.
insect and seed dispersal. Mixes oxygen. Transfer
hazardous material spills from major roads, farm chemicals,
1 and litter.

Create snags and downed logs, nutrient cycling, mistletoe
nesting habitat, degrades wood quality, creates canopy
degrades scenic quality.

1 Create snags and downed logs, nutrient cycling, mistletoe
creates nesting habitat, degrades wood quality, creates canopy
gaps, degrades scenic quality.

Create snags and downed logs, nutrient cycling, mistletoe
creates nesting habitat, degrades wood quality, creates canopy
,gaps, degrades scenic quality.
I

l

?

. . _. _

s

Flow Phenomena

Patch Type
watar
-..-.. ~..--.... -~...- -.- . . . . . . . . . ..._...__
tWesic Mixed Capture storage and transfer through surface and
subsurface flow. Nutrient cycling. Seed dispersal. Form
‘channels in small streams. Some fish spawning habitat in
I larger side streams. Shift organic and inorganic material to
pool and riffle size, location, and frequency. -_-__--.-.._
-__-alter
._^....._^._.._..___
Dry Mixed
Capture, storage, and transfer through subsurface flow.
Conifer
i Nutrient cycling. Seed dispersal. Form channels in small
/streams. Some fish spawning habitat in larger side streams
/Shift organic material
in channels.
---.-._.... ...... ..-.-... -..._. . . - . . . . . ..._......._
Pine-Oak
1 Capture in developed ponds. Storage and transfer through
subsurface flow. Nutrient cycling. Shift organic material in
- ...^._._..^. -.-_..__...._.... - . ...__
transfer through subsurface flow. Nutrient
Oak-Juniper

--. . . . . . . . insects & Disease

Create snags and downed logs, nutrient cycling, mistletoe
creates nesting habitat, degrades wood quality, creates canopy
gaps, degrades scenic quality. Spruce budworm at epidemic
levels.

Create snags and downed logs, nutrient cycling, mistletoe
creates nesting habitat, degrades wood quality, creates canopy
gaps, degrades scenic quality. Spruce budworm and, possibly
,fir engraver beetle at epidemic levels. - .__._. -- . . . . . . .._.....- -__
-....._........._.......___.._.....__........._.._..............-.....-.-.....
Create snags and downed logs, nutrient cycling, mistletoe
creates nesting habitat, degrades wood quality, creates c;anony
csms.
Create snags and downed logs, nutrient cycling, mistletoe
nesting
habitat.
.-..
. . . . . . . . . . - -.. . . - -- . .._ --...-...-- _.......... ..--_-.- . . . . .._... - creates
_.....................
-........ .-.-..
Shrubland
i Capture and transfer through subsurface ,flow. Nutrient
Nutrient cycling.
.-- _... - - 1..cycling.
. - .-..
Range
1 Capture and transfer through subsurface flow. Capture and Nutrient cycling.
j storage in developed
ponds.
____-_.__.__
-- - - - - Nutrient cycling, reduce crop yields.
Ag Land
1 Capture, storage and transfer through subsurface and
!surface flow. Transfer farm chemicals and soil through
1 surface and subsurface flow.

Patch Type
Rocks ‘n’ ice

Subalpine

Fish

Wildlife
- . - . - . - - . - . - - - - - - - - . - .7
Limited food supply, little cover, low water”Potential foraging habitat for peregrine falcons. ---temperatures! limited fish growth.
Limited shelter and space. No spawning
!
habitat. Source of suspended sediments
(glacial mitk),
A
;
N/A
Nesting and foraging habitat for black rosey
---------..--1--.----T
:finches. Potential wolverine habitat. where
;
jisolated from intensive human use. Summer
j
forage
for
deer,
elk,
!
~.- - -.-.--.-

Livestock
. .._ -_ ..- - .IN/A

N/A

.-.......--..-

Flow Phenomena
Patch Type

Fish

Lodgepole Flat:

N/A

--.....

Wildlife

Livestock

i
forage
for
deer,
elk.
-___..._.
._,-. __ . . . . . . __-__._.
Wetlands
N/A
i Foraging and dispersal habitat for spotted owls,
Grazing allotment on Bear
goshawks. Nesting/denning, foraging, and
Springs. No improvements.
idispersal habitat for pileated woodpeckers, pine Very low utilization.
j martens. Potential wolverine habitat where
isolated from intensive human use.
, Calving/fawning, thermal cover, and summer
; forage for deer, elk.
-___..
_....
Cool, Wet
N/A
1 Nesting/denning, roosting, foraging, and dispersal Grazing allotment on Bear
Mixed Conifer
1 habitat for spotted owls, pileated woodpeckers,
Springs. No improvements.
igoshawks, pine martens. Potential wolverine
Very low utilization on Bonney
1 habitat where isolated from intensive human use. Butte.
/Calving/fawning, summer forage, thermal cover
1 f’~m~‘le~~~k.
_I
Talus
NIA.-__ . . .._.. +- . . -;-- . ..^..
N/A
_-Open Riparian Znix of gradients, cobble substrate wrth
-~-~~~~~~
on Bear
Potentral foragrng habitat
for bald eagles
“ine sediment. Moderate productivity of ‘Dispersal habitat for spotted owls, goshawks, pine Springs. No Improvements.
‘ish. Approximately 38% riparian canopy [martens. Calving/fawning in lower l/2, summer
:over, limited pools, source of coarse
j forage, travel corridor for deer elk. Giant
1
sediment. Riparian production has not
(salamander habitat.
zaught up with most recent channel
i
!
3
:hange. No spawning
habitat.
. .. . __ .._.
.---.L _..
_.-...I
.

Flow Phenomena
_..-........ _...
Livestock
Wildlife
FiSh
_..... - . . . . . . ..--.Grazing allotment on BLM
Foraging and potential nesting and rearing for
.ow to moderate gradient. Heavier
harlequin ducks between Open and Tygh Valley lands Private land grazing. No
ediment load than Open Riparian.
Riparian. Wintering habitat, potential nesting and known improvements.
;reater riparian stability, older plants,
nore plant diversity produces greater fish foraging habitat for bald eagles. Dispersal habitat
Iroductivity. Topographic and vegetative for spotted owls, pileated woodpeckers,
hading. Below WR Falls, vegetative
goshawks, pine martens. Travel corridor,
hading more from alders and willows
summer and winter forage (depends on elevation)
han conifers. Mean water temperature for deer, elk. Giant salamander habitat.
gradually increases between NF boundar)
Ind mouth. No spawning
__.........._habitat.
- - - - i...--...-Wintering habitat, potential nesting and foraging Some private land grazing in
‘White River Falls is barrier to fish
rassage. Low gradient, cobble substrate, habitat for bald eagles. Winter forage and cover stubble fields. Fields fenced.
righ sediment load. Most productive pool for deer, elk. Giant salamander habitat.
rabitat on main stem; moderate-high fish
growth and maintenance. Diversity of
regetation, both species and age; woody,
rerbaceous and grassy species well
listributed. Very little or no spawning
rabitat.
____._.._ -- __._.. -...-Nesting/denning, roosting, foraging, and dispersal Grazing allotments on Barlow
N/A
and Bear Springs. Spring
habitat for spotted owls, pileated woodpeckers,
development on Bear Springs.
goshawks, pine martens. Nesting and foraging
1No improvements on Barlow.
for turkey and gray squirrel. Summer forage in
openings, thermal cover for deer, elk. Giant
salamander habitat in seeps and springs.
_I- ..._^./Grazing allotments on Barlow
N/A
Potential nesting and foraging habitat for
and Bear Springs. Fence along
peregrine falcons. Wintering habitat, potential
nesting habitat for bald eagles. Nesting, foraging, lforest boundary and around
1 Keep’s Mill seed orchard.
wintering habitat for turkey and gray squirrel;
roosting habitat in large pines and DF for turkeys. Corrals at Camas Prairie.
Potential foraging, denning, rearing, and dispersal Spring development on Bear
Springs.
habitat for pine martens in late successional
stands. Winter forage, Thermal and hiding cover
for deer, elk. Giant salamander habitat in seeps
and springs.
I
.._........ -.-_____ _...... --.
-

__ .._....._... -_-Patch Type
Canyon
Riparian

Tygh Valley
Riparian

Mesic Mixed
Conifer

___-__-.__

Dry Mixed
Conifer

_...... - -

Flow Phenomena
Patch Type
Pine-Oak

-Oak-Juniper

Fish
_--.-____-_
N/A

N/A

Shrub/and

N/A

Range

N/A

Ag Lands

N/A

wildlife
/Potential nesting and foraging habitat for
I peregrine falcons. Wintering, potential nesting
/habitat for bald eagles. Potential nesting and
1 foraging habitat for pileated woodpeckers if have
large pines. Foraging, roosting, wintering habitat
for turkeys Foraging and nesting habitat for gray
Isquirrel. Winter forage and minimal cover for
deer, elk. Giant salamander habitat in seeps and
springs.
Potential nesting and foraging habitat for
peregrine falcons Wintering habitat for bald
eagles. Foraging and wintering habitat for
turkeys. Foraging and nesting habitat for gray
squirrels. Winter forage and travel corridor for
deer, elk. Giant salamander habitat in seeps and
springs.
___-----.----_
Potential nesting {at river mouth) and foraging
habitat for peregrine falcons. Wintering habitat
for bald eagles. Year-round range for mule deer.
Winter forage for elk in very severe winters.
Potential foraging habitat for peregrine falcons.
Wintering habitat for bald eagles. Foraging
habitat along fringes with forest for turkeys and
,gray squirrels.
Winter forage for deer, elk.
-__.-.---______
i Potential foraging habitat for peregrine falcons.
iI..
Wrntenng habitat for bald eagles. Winter forage
/for deer, elk.

Livesfock
(Srazing allotment on BLM land.
!Some private land grazing.
(Zanyon rim fenced on private

I and.

(Srazing allotment on BLM
I ands. Some private land
Jrazing. Canyon rim often
i‘enced on private land.

N/A

f+ivate land grazing with fences
iand watering ponds.

I%ivate land grazing with
1Bncing.

APPENDIX C: SCENIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The Forest Service and BLM manage scenic resources using similar methods with different terms and
slightly differing definitions, This appendix attempts to explain the two different schemes and acquaint
readers with the two sets of terms. Both agencies use the Visual Resource Management (VRM) system
to manage scenic resources based on the characteristic landscape. This document uses the Forest
Service terms throughout the discussion of alternatives and environmental consequences to simplify
alternative comparisons. The Forest Service adopted the current VQQs for White River in 1990. The
recommended VQC alternatives in this document were derived using the results of the IQ83 scenic
resources inventory (updated in iQ8Q), the corresponding BLM inventory? and the Desired Future
Condition1 discussed in Chapter 3.
The characteristic landscape is a function of the basic vegetative patterns, landforms, rock formations,
and water features which natural forces have established. Foothill landscapes and farmlands are
transition areas between landscapes accepted as natural and landscapes dominated by human
development. These developed landscapes are generally accepted as managed in appearance. The
transition zones between forest and city have a long aesthetic and social history with strong
representation in art and literature. Thus, the farms and fields of Tygh Valley appear to “fit” the
landscape The harvest units on Mt. Hood National Forest may not fit the landscape unless they are
designed to mimic the natural patterns,
Human-caused changes to the form, line, color, and texture of the characteristic landscape create a
particular scenic condition. These results, known as visual quality levels, refer to the degree of change
from the characteristic landscape. Both agencies evaluate scenic quality from various locations, known
as viewpoints. These viewpoints can be a single spot, such as Graveyard Butte, or a corridor, such as
White River.
Generally, geometric shapes stand out in most landscapes since natural shapes rarely have regular
edges or shapes Within recreation sites the color of and materials in a given facility may influence how
that facility affects scenic quality, For example, a toilet with a light colored exterior would look very
out-of-place in a forested area but may blend with the characteristic landscape in a desert area,
Before Forest Service Management decided on scenic quality goals for the Forest Plan, the Forest
landscape architect Complied a scenic resources inventory. This inventory identified Visual Quality
Levels for each viewshed, Management adjusted or adopted these levels, which then became Visual
Management Objectives, These are the scenic quality goals to be achieved on the landscape,
Objectives should not be confused with either existing conditions or projected future conditions
(consequences of alternatives), which are expressed in the same terms. At this point the two agencies
use differing schemes.
The Forest Service manages scenic quality using Visual Quality Objectives (VQCs). The VQQ refers to
the goal that landscape management shoutd achieve. Visual Quality Objectives vary with distance from
the viewpoint Distance zones consist of the foreground, middleground, and background for most
viewpoints. Trails have distance zones of near-foreground, far-foreground, middleground, and
background (Table C-l). Generally, the further away an object or form is from the viewer, the larger it
must be for the viewer to notice it.
Sensitivity levels reflect how much interest visitors have in the scenic characteristics of the landscape.
Sensitivity Level I includes landscapes seen from primary and secondary travel routes where visitors
have a major concern for scenic quality. Sensitivity Level II includes landscapes seen from primary and
secondary travel routes where about 114 of visitors have a major concern about scenic quality.
Sensitivily Level III includes landscapes seen from trails intended for administrative use and from
secondary routes where fewer than l/4 of the visitors have a major concern for scenic quality.

Table C-l. Forest Plan distance zones for viewpoints and trails from activity along roads, waterbodies,
or use areas.
Viewooint
~~
Observation points, roads,
waterbodies, campgrounds, etc.

__.----

Trails

Zone
Foreground
Middleground
Background
Near-foreground
Far-foreground
Middleground
Backnround

Distance
O-112 mile
112-5 miles
5 miles and beyond
O-660 feet
660-I 320 feet
1320 feet - 5 miles
5 miles and beyond

The Forest Service has four different VQOs applied across the Mt. Hood National Forest: Preservation,
Retention, Partial Retention, and Modification, defined below. Another visual level exists that refleots
past activities and which Management decided did not meet the Forest‘s scenic quality goals--Maximum
Modification.
.

Preservation - Only ecological Changes are permitted.

l

Retention - Human aotivjties are not evident to most observers

l

Partial Retention - Human activities may be evident but remain subordinate to the characteristic
landscape.

l

Modification - Human activity may dominate the characteristic landscape but must, at the same
time, utitize naturally established form, line! color, end texture. It should appear as a natural
occurrence when viewed in the foreground and middteground.

Unacceptable Modification occurs when activities do not biend with the landscape when seen from a
viewpoint. The activities are visually unrelated to natural ooourrences in scale and shape. Because this
Condition is not an acceptable change, it is not one of the VQOs.
The BLM manages scenic quality using VRM Classes, These classes are similar to VQOs with similar
guidance on what meets or does not meet a given visual quality objective or class.
l

Class I - Preserve the existing character of the landscape, Natural ecologioal changes are the
primary altering force in the landsoape, Very limited management activities are permitted.

l

Class II - Retain the existing character of the landscape. Changes in any of the basic elements
Caused by a management activity should not be evident, Changes are seen but do not attract the
attention of the casual observer.

l

Class III - Partially retain the existing character of the landscape. Changes to the basic elements
are evident, but should remain subordinate to the existing landscape.

l

Class IV - Provide for management activities which require major modification of the existing
landscape character. Changes may be high and attract attention.

l

Class V - Rehabilitation is required for the area so that it will meet the objectives of the target
classification

The main difference between the BLM and Forest Service VRM systems is that the Forest Service uses
the Distance Zone concept in implementation of VQQs. The BLM incorporates distance zones into the
C-2

class determination. The Class is partially based on the most important distance zone or zones for the
viewpoint. At hypothetical Viewpoint A for example:
Forest Service VQQ
Retention--Foreground
Partial Retention--Middleground
and Background

BLM Class
II

Part of the reason the BLM would consider Viewpoint A as Class II would be because it is a view seen
mostly in the Foreground distance zone.
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APPENDIX D--MT. HOOD MEADOWS EXPANSION
INTRQDUCTlON
The ‘I 988 Omnibus Oregon Wild and Scenic Rivers Act specifically stated that designation of White
River should not preclude the expansion of Mt. Hood Meadows Ski Area. In 1990, the Forest Service
released the Final Environmental Impact Statement covering expansion of the ski area. The White
River Management Plan cannot change any of the decisions in the Record of Decision for the ski area
expansion.
This appendix details what portions of the Mt. Hood Meadows expansion faji within the proposed wild and
scenic river boundary. It lists what proposed facilities fall within each of the boundary alternatives and
briefly describes those facilities. It discusses what decisions have not been finafized and may be
influenced by the White River Management Plan.
PROPOSED FACILITIES WITHIN THE RIVER CQRRfDOR
The expansion area, approximateiy 700 acres, lies in or near Segment A of White River (Figure D.l).
Because of the expansion proposal, Segment A was designated a Recreation River. Part of the
expansion area lies within ail proposed boundary atternatives. Part of the 1978 permit area lies within
two of the boundary afternatives.
The interim corridor (Boundary Alternative 1) contains a piece of the expansion area at the base of Lift
22. The area covered was so small that no acreage estimates were made. The interim corridor does not
include any of the 1978 permit area. It does include most of the proposed Service Road B.
Boundary Alternative 2 inciudes 691 acres of the expansion area and 71 acres of the 1978 permit area.
Proposed facilities within the expansion area and the proposed wild and scenic river corridor include Lifts
22 and 26, Service Road E, and 16 acres of the proposed Westside Base Resort Center development
area. It also includes the entire potential route for Service Road B.
Boundary Alternative 3 includes 176 acres of the expansion area and 61 acres of the 1978 permit area.
Proposed facilities within this boundary include Lifts 22 and 26, Service Road E, and the entire potential
route for Service Road B.
DESCRIPTION OF FACILITIES
SKI LIFTS
Lift 22 would be a Detachable Grip Quad Chair with a 1403 skier carrying capacity. The lower terminal
of the lift would lie l/8 mile east of White River on the adjacent slope. The lift would cross an unnamed
tributary that feeds either White River or Iron Creek, depending on the current course of the river. At
pfesent, the unnamed tributary feeds White River. All or part of this lift may be visible from White River,
White River pit, and Highway 35.
Lift 26 would be a Fixed Grip Triple Chair with a 1239 skier carrying capacity. This lift lies approximately
one mile east of and would parallel Lift 22. Lift 26 travels up a main ridge without crossing any streams.
Little or none of this lift may be visible from White River, White River pit, or Highway 35.
ROADS
Service Road E, 0.25 miles long, would connect the Red Lift service road to the upper terminal of Lift 26.
Service Road B is proposed to connect the lower terminal of Lift 22 to Highway 35, using an abandoned
utility road with high erosion potential, As mapped in the FEIS (Forest Service 199Oc), this road would

begin along the South Fork of iron Creek, cross the slope opposite White River pit and trave! up the
unnamed tributary shared by White River and Iron Creek.
WESTSIDE BASE RESORT CENTER
This resort would be a full season facility with up to 500 units of overnight housing and 14 acres of
parking. An 18-20 acre “village” would eventually be developed on the 88 acres set aside for the base.
Some land recontouring may be necessary, causing long-term soil erosion, according to the FEIS (Forest
Service 199Oc),
DECISIONS AND ITEMS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
The Record of Decision for Mt. Hood Meadows Ski Area Expansion approved development of Lifts 22
and 26! Service Road E, and the Westside Base Resort Center within the White River expansion area
(Forest Service 1991). This decision was appealed and remanded back to the Forest Service for further
analysis. A new decision has not been made yet. This analysis was based on the best available
information at the time, which is the FEiS and 1991 Record of Decision.
Facilities approved for the Westside Base Resort Center include overnight housing (up to 506 units),
parking. skier services such as ski rentals and repairs, retail and commercial services, conference
facilities, office and administrative services, and summer recreational amenities. Decisions regarding
specific elements and the location and types of buildings will occur after further engineering
investigations and submission of a detailed development plan. Service Road B will need environmental
analysis at a later date.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE ANALYSES
Consider the following in future analyses concerning implementation of the Mt. Hood Meadows Ski Area
expansion:
I.

Development proposals for the Westside Base Resort Center should incorporate the Desired
Future Conditions and management intent of the selected alternative for White River if Boundary
Aitemative 2 is also selected. Regardless of the boundary alternative selected, development
should minimize sediment input into White River and its tributaries.

2. Reconsider Service Road B due to the potential impacts to water quality, river color, fish habitat,
and scenic quality. The last three items are outstandingly remarkable values for White River in
Segment A and/or immediately downstream in Segment B.
3. Design Lift 22 to minimize impacts to scenic quality as seen from White River, White River pit,
and Highway 35.
4.
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Design all service roads to minimize long- and short-term sediment input into White River or any
of its tributaries. Service roads within the White River boundary should allow only administrative
vehicle use by the permittee and the Forest Service.
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Figure D.1. Mt. Hood Meadows White River expansion in relation to the White River corridor,
Alternatives 2 and 3.
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GLOSSARY
Airshed = a geographical area that shares the same air due to topography, meteorology, and dimate.
Allowable Safe Quantity (ASQ) - the quantity of timber that may be sold from the area of land covered
by the Forest Plan for a time period specified in the plan, usually expressed on an annual basis
as the average annual allowable sale quantity. Applies only to the lands determined to be
suitable for timber production and to utilization standards spe&ied in the Forest Plan.
Anadaomous fish = those species of fish that mature in the ocean and migrate into streams to spawn,
such as salmon steelhead, and shad.
Andesite = a volcanic rock composed essentialiy of plagioclase fe~ds~ar~ resembkng trachyte in

appearance,
AnimaI Unit Month (AUfMj = the quantity of forage required by one mature cow (‘I,0661 pounds) or the
equhalent for one month, based on average daily forage ~~ns~rn~tio~ of 23 pounds of dry
matter per day (800 pounds per month).
Aqaaatic ~~~~s~sterns = stream channels, k&es, marshes, porrd s, and so forth and the plant and animai
cemmiunities they support
Aquatic habitat - habitat related directly to water.
A~~~~~r = a ge~f~gk fsrmatiofl or strtidure that contains and transmits water in sufficierd quantity TV
zwpply the needs for water development, usually saturated sends gravel, or fraotured rock.
Archaeofogicaf Site - a place where human activity ocourred and maMa remains were left.
Ar~~e~f~g~ - a method for studying past human wftures and analyzing mater&t evidence (art4facts and
sites).
Artiict = any object made or used by humans
Background - the visible terrain beyond the foreground and rn4ddlegr~~~~~ where individua4 trees are not
visible but are blended into the total fabric of the landscape,
Best Management Practices (BMPs) - a practice or combination of pradis%s that are the most effedive
and practical means of preventing or reducing the amount of pol4ution generated by non-point
sources to a level compatible with water quality goals, includes technological, ecomsmic, and
instiiutional considerations.
Big gama - those species of large mammals normally managed for sport hunting.
Biofogfcaf control = the use of parasites: predators, or disease pathogens (bacteria: fungi! viruses, etc.)
to control pest populations.
Biomass = the total quantity at a given time of living organisms of one or more species per unit if space
(species biomass) or the total quantity of all the species in a biotic community (community
biomass).
Clearcutting = harvesting in one entry all trees in an area for the purpose of creating a new, even-aged
stand; usually at least 3 acres in size.
Climax species = the species that would dominate the landscape in either numbers per unit area or
biomass if no factors, environmental or human, were to disturb the site,
Commercial thinning - selective removal of felling of trees in an immature stand, primarily to
accelerate growth on the remaining stems, maintain a specific stocking or density range, and
improve the vigor and quality of the trees that remain where the trees harvested are sold for
various wood products.
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Created opening - breaks in the forest canopy resulting from human activities, such as timber harvest
for regeneration purposes
Critical habitat - specific areas within the geographic area occupied by threatened or endangered
species which provide physical or biological features essential to conservation of the species.
This habitat may require special management considerations or protection. Protection may aiS0
be required for additional habitat area outside the geographical area currently used by the
species if the Secretary of the interior finds that such areas are essential for the conservation of
the species.
Cuftural resources - includes the remains or records of districts, sites, areas, structures, buildings,
networks! neighborhoods, memorials, objects, or event from the past which have scientific,
historic, or cultural value. They may be historic, prehistoric, archaeological, or architectural in
nature and usually are more than 50 years old.
Cumulative effects - the combined results or impacts of two or more management activities. The
impacts may be related to the number of individual activities or the number of repeated activities
on the same piece of ground. They may result from individually minor but collectively major
actions taking place over a period of time,
Data recovery - the systematic removal of the scientific, prehistoric, historic, or archaeological
information that provides a cultural resource property with its research of information value.
Debris torrent - a large slide charged with water and confined to a steep stream channel; may travel
several thousand feet to several miies.
Developed recreation - outdoor recreation that takes place in designated areas where a certain level of
facilities are provided, such as picnic tables, outhouses, fireplaces, and so forth,
Dispersed recreation - outdoor recreation that takes place outside developed recreation sites or the
wilderness.
Diversity - the distribution and abundance of different plant and animal communities and species within
the area covered by a land and resources management plan (36 CFR 219.3).
Ecosystem - an interacting system of organisms considered together with their environment, for
example a riparian ecosystem or pine-oak ecosystem.
Effects - environmental consequences resulting from or expected to result from management activities.
Direct effects are caused by the activity and occur at the same place and time. Indirect effects
are caused by the activity but occur later in time or further removed by distance and are
reasonably foreseeable, Indirect effects may include changes induced by population growth;
changes in land use patterns, population densities, or growth rates; and related changes to air
and water and other natural systems, including ecosystems.
Effects may be related to ecological (such as changes in natural resources and on the
components, structures, and functioning of ecosystems), scenic quality, historic, cultural,
economic, social, or health related, whether direct, indirect, or cumulative. Effects resulting from
actions may have both beneficial and detrimental aspects, even if on balance the agency
believes that the overall effects will be beneficial (40 CFR i 508.8).
1140 Rule - a guideline for managing northern spotted owl habitat; tree diameter at breast height must
average 11 inches or greater and crown closure must average 40% or greater. Also known as
the 50-I 1-40 Rule or 50-l l-40 since 50% of each quarter township containing spotted owl
habitat must meet this guideline.
Endangered species - any species of animal or plant which is in danger of extinction throughout all or a
significant portion of its range, Wlembers of the class Insecta are not included which the
Secretary of the interior has decided constitute a pest whose protection under the provisions of
the Endangered Species Act of 1973 would present an overwhelming and overriding risk to
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humans. An endangered species must be designated in the Federal Register by the appmpriate
Federal Agency Secretary.
Endemic: plant = a plant confined to a certain country or region and with a comparatively restricted
geographic distribution.
Environmental assessment (EA) = a concise pubdih: document required by regulations ~mpiement~ng the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
Escaped fire = any wildfand fire which is burning outside prescription parameters and cannot be brought
back into pres~jpt~on with availably project funds; any wifdland fire which is burning more rapidly
that initial attack forces and availat% reinforcements can contain within a reasonable period of
time, Ail escaped fires are also wildfires,
Essential habitat = areas designated by the Regional Forester of the Forest Service that possess the
same characteristics of critical habitat as those designated by the Secretary of the Interior or
Commerce.
~t~~og~~~~~~ = description of a cesfture based on o~s~~~ti~~~ of and interaction with living peopfe,
rna~agem~~t - the a~p~~~ati~~ of a ~~rn~~~at~~~ of adions that results in the creation of
forest stands composed of trees of essentially the same age, The difference on age between
trees forming the main mrrspy Bevels of a stand usually does not exceed 20% of the age of the
stand at harvest rotation age. R~g~~~r~t~~~ in a particular stand omurs over s short period or
riest the time that a stand has reached the desired age or size for ~~gener~tio~ and is harvested.
Clear-cut, she~te~o~d~ or seed tree wtting methods produce even-aged stands (3-6 CFR 219.3)
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Ftuviaf = produced by or found in a river,
For4s = non-woody plants other than grasses.
Foregrotrnd = Gx? area ~rnrn~~i~te~y adjacent to a selected viewpoint.
Fumarolie = a hole, in or near a vok~no, from which vapor arises.
Fumarok field - a group of two or more fumaraies.
GIS = Geographic: information System. A computer modeling and mapping system based on data such
as elevation, waterbodies, roads, traib, vegetation, and other mappable information.
Group selection cutting = removal of trees in an area ranging from less than one acre to no more than
two acres.
Habitat = the place where a plant or animal naturally or normally lives and grows.
Habitat capability = the estimated ability of an area to support a selected plant or animal species
population, measured in terms of the potential population and based on existing or predicted
conditions.
Historic = people, piaces, things and events which have occurred or pertain to the last 50 years,
History = people, places, things, or events which have occurred or pertain to the time of written record.
For the Pacific Northwest, the history of written documentation is approximately 1600 AD.
Indicator species = a wildlife management scheme in which the welfare of a selected species is
presumed to represent the welfare of other species which require similar habitat conditions.
Instream flow - a prescribed level or leveis of stream flow, usually expressed as a stipulation in a permit
authorizing a dam or water diversion, for the purpose of meeting federal land management
objectives.
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~~~~~ratad pest ma~age~~~t @PM) = a process for selecting strategies to regulate forest or rangelahd
pests in which ail aspects of the pest-host system are studied and weighed. The information
considered in selecting appropriate strategies includes the impact of unregulated pest population
on various resource values, alternative regulatory tactics and strategies, and benefit~cost
estimates for these alternative strategies. Regulatory strategies are based on sound silvicukural
ur range management practices and ecology of the pest-host system and consist of a
combination of tactics, such as timber stand improvement, plus selective use of pesticides. A
basic principle in the choice of strategy is that it be ecologically compatible or acceptable (36
CFR 219.31,
Interdisciplinary team (IDT or ID Team) - a group of people that collectively represent several
resources areas and whose duty is to coordinate and integrate planning activities,
Irretrievable = the loss of production, harvest, or use of renewable natural resources for an extended
period of time, such as several years or several decades. The loss may or may not be
permanent.
Irreversible = the loss of the use of nonrenewable resources such as minerals or cultural resources, or
of those factors that are renewable only over very long time periods, such as soil productivity.
includes the loss of future options.
Key Site Riparian = large riparian areas exhibiting high habitat diversity and outstanding capabilities for
producing high quality water; excellent fish spawning and rearing habitat; high quality waterfowl
breeding, nesting, and rearing habitat; wiidfife cover; and diverse plant communities.
Landscape Unit = a portion of a larger area united by some common feature or set of features, such as
vegetation, landform; or dominant use,
Leasable mineral = all minerals except saiabte minerals on acquired lands. Ail minerals on the Outer
Continental Shelf. Coal, phosphate, oil, gas, suiphates, carbonates, berates, silicates or nitrates
of sodium and potassium, native asphalt, solid and semi-solid bitumen and bituminous rock
including oil impregnated rock or sands from which oil is recoverable only by special treatment
after the deposit is mined.
Locatable Mineral = those hardrock minerals which can be obtained by filing a claim 8n Pubtic Domain
or National Forest System lands reserved from the Public Domain, In general, the locatable
minerals are those hardrock minerals which are mined and processed for the recovery of metals,
but may include certain nonmetaiiio minerals and uncommon varieties of mineral materials.
Loess = a loamy deposit formed by wind.
Middleground = the visible terrain beyond the foreground where individual trees are stil! visible but do
not stand out distinctly from the stand,
Mineral potential = a rating system for mineral resources based on the degree to which certain criteria
indicates favorable potential for development of mineral resources
Mining claim = that portion of the public estate held by law for mining purposes in which the right of
exclusive possession of locatable mineral deposits is vested to the locator of a deposit,
Modification - a visual quality objective where human activity may dominate the characteristic
landscape but must, at the same time, utilize the naturally established form, line, color, and
texture. It should appear as a natural occurrence when viewed in the foreground or
middleground.
Monitoring - a process to collect data from defined sources to identify departures or deviations from
expected plan or project outputs or effects.
Mop-up = actions taken to completely extinguish a fire.
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National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) - an Act, to declare a National policy which will encourage
productive and enjoyable harmony between humans and their environment; to promote efforts
which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulate human
health and welfare; to enrich the understanding of ecological systems and natural resources
important to the nation; and to establish a Council on Environmental Quality.
Non-point - area sources of water pollution, such as a watershed or field.
Off road vehicle = any motorized vehicle designed for or capable of cross country travel on or
immediately over land, water, snow, ice, or other natural terrain.
Old growth = the stage in stand development where large gaps develop in the tree canopy, the existfng
advanced regeneration begins to grow and develop, and a new layer of regeneration may
appear; the start of a multi-stoned stand.
Outstandingly remarkable value = river-related resource features or processes that are considered
rare, unique, or exemplary and are significant at a regional or national level.
Partial Retention - a visual quality objective where human activities may be present but subordinate to
the characteristic landscape.
Particulates - a component of polluted air consisting of any liquid or solid particles suspended or failing
through the atmosphere; the main component of smoke that reduces visibility and causes human
health problems
Patented mining claims = a mining claim in which the applicant receives title to the property and over
which the United States has no property rights, except as may be covered in the patent. After a
mining claim is patented the owner does not have to comply with requirements of the General
Federal Mining Law, but is required to meet state regulations.
Payment in lieu of taxes = payments to local or state governments based on ownership of Federal lands
and not directly dependent on production of outputs or receipt sharing. Specifically they include
payments made under the Payments in Lieu of Taxes Act of 1976, P.L. 94-565 Stat. 2662; 31
USC 1601-1607 (these payments are in addition to payments made from gross receipts from
forest products made under the Twenty-Five Percent Fund Act of May 1908).
Plant associations = the collection of plants believed to represent the climax plant community in the
absence of disturbance, such as fire, wind, insects, disease, or harvest and in the absence of
climate change.
Plant communities - a vegetation complex unique in its combination of plants which occur in a
particular location under particular influences. A plant community reflects the integrated
environmental influence on a site such as soils, temperature, elevation, solar radiation, slope,
aspect, and precipitation.
Pool = a Iportion of a stream with reduced water velocity and often deeper than surrounding areas,
frequently used by fish for resting and cover.
Precommercial thinning = selective removal of felling of trees in a young stand, primarily to accelerate
growth on the remaining stems, maintain a specific stocking or density range, and improve the
vigor and quality of the trees that remain but that does not produce salable wood products
Prehistory = people, places, things, and events which have occurred or pertain to the time before written
record.
Prescribed fire - any wildland fire burning under a preplanned set of environmental and management
parameters which will accomplish certain planned objectives.
Primitive = a category on the recreational opportunity spectrum describing an environment of fairly large
size and essentially unmodified by human activities and development. interaction between
visitors is very low and evidence of other users is minimal. The area is managed to be
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essentially free from evidence of management restrictions and controls. Motorized use within
the area is prohibited.
Pyroclastic flow - debris torrents composed chiefly of rock fragments of volcanic origin, such as
aggregate, tuff, and certain other rocks,
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) - a framework for understanding and defining various classes
of recreation environments activities, and experiences The classes are defined in terms of the
opportunities to have different kinds of experiences; examples are “roaded natural” and
semi-primitive.
Reforestation - restocking an area with trees by natural means or by planting, most commonly used to
refer to tree planting,
Regeneration - the actual seedlings and saplings in a stand; the act of establishing young trees naturally
or artificially.
Regeneration harvest - any removal of tree to make regeneration possible.
Regulated harvest - harvest that contributes chargeable timber volume to the allowable sale quantity
Retention - a visual quality objective where human activities are not evident to most visitors‘
Riffle - a stream feature having swift-flowing, turbulent water; can be either deep or shatlow and are
generally cobble- or boulder-dominated.
Riparian areas - geographically delineate areas with distinctive resource values and characteristics that
are comprised of aquatic and riparian ecosystems. Riparian areas typically include areas
adjacent to all streams lakes, ponds, and areas comprising seeps springs, and wetlands.
Riparian eccssystems a transition between the aquatic ecosystem and the adjacent terrestriai
ecosystem, identified by soil characteristics and distinctive vegetation communities that require
free or unbound water
Riparian vegetation - plants growing on or near the banks of a stream or body of water in soils that
exhibit some wetness characteristics during some portion of the growing season,
R&xied Natural - a category on the r~~r~~ti~n~l opportunity spectrum describing areas that appear
predominantty naturat with high evidence of the sights and sounds of humans Such evidence
may not harmonize with the natural environment Interaction between visitors is moderate to
high with evidence of other users prevatent. Resource modification and utilization practices are
evident but harmonize with the natural environment, Conventional motorized use is allowed and
in~or~~r~ted into construction standards and facility design.
Rural _ a category on the recreation opportunity spectrum describing areas characterized by a natural
environment that has been substantially modified by structure development, vegetation
manipulation: or pastoral agricultural development, Resource modification and utilization
practices may be used to enhance specific recreation activities and to maintain vegetative cover
and soil. Sights and sounds of humans are readily evident and the interaction between users is
often moderate to high. A considerable number of facilities are designed for use by a large
number of people. Facilities are often provided for special activities. Moderate user densities
are present away from developed sites, Facilities for intensified motorized use and parking are
available,
Salable mineral - minerals avaiiable for purchase from the government, usually very common such as
sand and gravel.
Scenic easement - the right to control the use of a piece of private land, including the air space above
the land, within the authorized boundaries of a component of the Wild and Scenic River system
for the purpose of protecting the natural qualities of a designated river area, Such control shalt
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not affect, without the owners consent, any regular use exercised prior to the acquisition of the
easement.
Scenic wayside - a parking area located along a scenic road intended for use by visitors to stop and
enjoy or photograph scenery.
Sediment - solid material, both mineral and organic, in suspension and being transported from its site of
origin by air, water, gravity, or ice or has come to rest on the earth’s surface. Most commonly
refers to material carried in water,
Selection cut - the periodic removal of mature trees individually or in small groups from an
uneven-aged forest. Both regeneration cutting and thinning are accomplished at each entry.
Semi-Primitive Motorized - a category on the recreation opportunity spectrum describing an area where
natural or natural-appearing characteristics dominate in a moderate to large sized environment.
Concentration of visitors is low but there is often evidence of others. On site controls are
minimal and restrictions may be present but subtle. Motorized recreation use of local primitive
or collector roads with predominantly natural surfaces and trails suitable for motor bikes is
permitted.
Semi-Primitive Nonmotorized - a category on the recreation opportunity spectrum describing an area
where natural or natural-appearing characteristics dominate in a moderate to large sized
environment. Concentration of visitors is low but there is often evidence of others. On site
controls are minimal and restrictions may be present but subtle. Motorized recreation use is not
permitted, but local roads used for other resource management activities may be present on a
limited basis. Use of such roads is restricted to minimize impacts on recreational experience
opportunities.
Sensitive species - species of plants and animals that have appeared in the Federal Register as
proposed for classification and are under consideration for official listing as endangered or
threatened species, that are on an official state list, or are recognized by the Regional Forester
as needing special management to prevent being placed on federal or state lists
Seral - a biotic community which is a developmental, transitory stage in an ecological succession
ShelteWood cutting - any regeneration cutting in a more or less mature stand designed to establish a
new stand under the protection, or shelter, of the old stand, usually involving two entries. The
first entry is designed to create space and seed production to establish new trees. The second
entry is designed to remove the remainder of the old stand before it interferes with the growth of
the new stand and usually occurs within 10 years of the first entry.
Silvicultural system - a management process for tending, harvesting, and replacing forests resulting in
a forest of distinctive form. Systems are classified according to the logging methods that
removes the mature crop and provided for regeneration and according to the type of first
produced (36 CFR 219.3).
Silviculture - the art and science of growing and tending trees for specific management goals
Snag - a standing dead tree.
Smelt - a young salmon during its migration downstream to the sea.
Stand - trees possessing uniformity with regard to type, age class, risk class, vigor, size class, and
stocking ClaSS.
Stand reinitiation -the stage of stand development where small gaps develop in the tree canopy
allowing forest floor herbs and shrubs and regeneration again appear and survive in the
understory; the start of a two-story stand.
State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) - the official appointed or designated pursuant to Section
101 (b)(l) of the National Historic Preservation Act to administer the state historic preWVatiOn
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program or a representative designated to act for the SHPO. Among other duties, the SHPO
advises and assists federal agencies and state and local governments and cooperates with these
agencies and others to ensure that historic properties are considered at all levels of planning and
development.
Stream discharge = the volume of water flowing past a point per unit of time, commonly expressed as
cubic feet per second (cfs), million gallons per day, gallons per minute (gpm), or cubic meters
per second.
Stream scour or channel scour = erosion of the channel bottom or banks caused by high flows, loss of
channel stability, or debris torrents.
Stream structure = the arrangement of logs, boulders, and meanders which modify the flow of water and
cause the formation of pools and gravel bars in streams. Generally, there is a direct relationship
between complexity of structure and fish habitat and watershed stability.
Stem initiation = the stage of stand development that occurs after a natural or human caused
disturbance when tree regeneration appears also known as the seedling/sapling stage,
Stem exclusion = the stage of stand development when new individuals do not appear and some of the
existing ones die. The surviving trees grow larger and express differences in height and
diameter; first one species and then another may appear to dominate the stand, Can occur at
two different times in stand development; between the stem initiation and stand reinitiation
stages also known as the pole stage; and between stand reinitiation and old growth stages. also
known as the mature stage,
Suppression = the act of extinguishing or ctsnfining a fire.
Threatened species = any plant or animal species which is likely to become an endangered species
within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range and which has
been designated in the Federal Register by the Secretary of the Bnterior.
Turbidity = the degree of opaqueness or cloudiness produced in water by suspended sediment,
measured by light filtration or transmissions and expressed in Jackson Turbidity Units (JTaSj.
Uneven-aged management = applying a combination of actions needed to simultaneously maintain high
forest cover, recurring regeneration of desirable species, and the orderiy growth and
devetopment of trees through a range of diameter or age eiasses and providing a sustained yield
of forest products. Cutting is usually regulated by specifying the number or proportion of trees of
particular sizes to retain within each area, thereby maintaining a planned distribution of size
classes, Cutting methods that develop and maintain uneven-aged stands are single-tree
selection and group selection (36 CFR 219.3).
Unregulated harvest = cutting trees from those lands which are not organized to provide sustained
yields of timber.
Viewshed = the total landscape seen or potentially seen from all or a logical part of a travel route, use
area, or water body.
Water quality = the biological, physical, and chemical properties of water that make it suitable for given
specified uses
Wetlands - are inundated by surface or ground water with a frequency sufficient to support a prevalence
of vegetative or aquatic life that requires saturated or seasonally saturated soil conditions for
growth and reproduction (Executive Order -I 7 990).
Wildfire = any wildland fire which does not meet land management objectives and is not designated and
managed as a prescribed fire within an approved prescription; any formerly prescribed fire which
is no longer burning within prescription parameters and cannot be brought back into prescription
with available project funds.
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Winter range - the area available to and used by big game through the winter season.
Withdrawal = an order removing specific land areas from availability for certain uses.
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